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The excitement surrounding the imminent arrival of another Championship

Manager release is evident in the PCZONE office, and indeed in the pages of

this issue. Our full preview (page 42) and interviev^ with the Collyer brothers

(page 158) will no doubt raise anticipation for the new version to fever pitch

level. At a time when the games industry seems almost exclusively obsessed

with delivering games in 3D, the CM series proves that graphically inferior

games will always outsell 3D showcases if they can deliver the all-important

gameplay. Titles such as Age OfEmpires II also laugh in the face of their 3D

counterparts, with mammoth sales proving Microsoft was right to stick with a

game so rich in quality and depth instead of selling out and turning AOf// into a glorious-

looking but ultimately shallow gameplay experience. Planescape: Torment also proves that

rich and engrossing gameplay will always win gamers over, no matter how dated the

graphics may seem. Meanwhile, games such as Ultima Ascension go out of their way

to prove that beautiful game environments mean nothing if you forget to put at least a

reasonable degree of gameplay in there

^The endless stream of first-person shoot 'em to support the entrancing scenery.

UpS will continue to roll off the games industry None of this will put an end to the

conveyor belt with alarming regularity^ industry's obsession with sd, though.

The endless stream of first-person

shoot 'em ups will continue to roll off the games industry conveyor belt with alarming

regularity. 3D strategy games will come and go, and although some will succeed and play

as nicely as they look to a large extent (Ground Control being a case in point) the majority

will never reach the depth of their 2D counterparts. At least, not yet.

Let's come back to this in a year or two. 3D graphics in PC games may now be the

exception rather than the norm, but more often than not this is at the expense of the rich

gameplay PC gamers in particular have become accustomed to. The time will come when

we will have games as rich in depth as Planescape: Torment and with looks to match, but

it is not going to happen any time soon. In the meantime, if you get tired of playing games

in 3D that look fantastic but seem to end all too soon, you may want to look up some of

the 2D classics in our Top 100, many of which will provide you with literally weeks of rich

and rewarding gameplay that puts their 3D counterparts to shame.

Best of luck, enjoy the issue.

Chris Anderson,

Editor

€ngllsh Pi^miw Division

Championship Manager leave your 3D card at home. H ^'^''"^ Ascension: nice visuals, shame about the game.
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Castle Wolfenstein first appeared

in old Commodore 64 platform

games. How things have changed.

WHO'S AFRIUD OF THE BIG BAD CASTLE?

RETURN TO CASTLE
Ml YOU NEED TO KNOW

DEVELOPER Gray Matter

PUBLISHER Activisiod

EXPECTED RELEASE DATE Spring 2001

WEBSITE www.activision.com

IN SUMMARY

You play William BJ Blazkowicz. ttie hardest spy in ttie

US army and the direct precursor to Duke Nukem, sent

to stop Himmler's plan of raising an army of undead

soldiers. It takes the atmosphere that endeared the

original to so many people and adds a 21 st-century,

Quake //Apowered gloss, realistic weapons and

locations, while promising to deliver an Al worth fighting.

VnurSTHEBIGDEiU.?

The return of a real heavyweight promises to take first-

person shooters hack to their roots and revolutionise

them in the process. We don't have that many FPS

to look forward to, but this and Duke Nukem Forever

will be battling it out for the awards next year.

The game that started the whole ball rolling is about to reinvent itself

OPOW Mark Hill

ID PCZONE#95N0Y2000



It's filled with a brooding atmosphere: the dark carvernous

corridors, cobwebby tombs and decaying skeletons.

The environment Is so Interactive you can pick up furniture and throw it at people.

There
was a time when

people's idea of a first-

person game was one that

started every sentence

with T, when Quake was

just an earth tremor and

Doom was just a sense

that came over you when you Hstened

to The Smiths. There was a time when

all id meant to anybody was an

unconscious part of the psyche where

all the primitive incestuous drives lay

hidden. Then Wolfcnsiein 3D

appeared sometime in 1992 and the

computer game industry changed

forever. Eight years is a very long time

in games, and things have moved

on considerably from the 286s and

masses of large pixels covering half of

the screen. But, with id Software

announcing that there's a new Doom
game in the works and developer

Gray Matter taking Wolfenstein into

the next millennium, it seems that

first-person shooters are closing a

neat circle. If you're unfamiliar with

the Gray Matter name, it's because it's

a brand new company made up of

ex-Xatrix people, the makers of the

swearathon Kingpin.

Recreating the good old "kick

some Nazi ass" spirit that kept the

Hollywood industry alive for so

long. Return to Castle Wolfenstein

puts you on a one-man Guns Of

Navaronc type mission to deepest,

darkest Germany. The thing you're

sent to destroy isn't a weapon, it's

realistic weapons

are, and it looks like Gray

Matter are doing their best to recreate

Lugers and other WWII weapons to the

finest possible detail.

We're lucky enough to have seen

the game running (or at least the first

^Recreating the good old kick some Nazi ass' spirit that

kept the Hollywood industry alive for so long, Return to

Castle Wolfensteinftuts you on a one-man GunsOf

Navaronetyfte mission to deepest, darkest Germany^

Himmler's mad plan to create a race

of undead soldiers.

Despite the weird horror/sci-fi

connotations of these sinister

experiments, the weapons are going to

be strictly accurate for the WWII time

period. Anyone who's played Counter-

Strike m\\ know how important

level) and the AI is already looking

like it could match or better Half-

Lifers. The Nazi enemies take cover,

sneak up on you and even throw back

your grenades before they explode

(they use timed fuses). They also react

differently depending on the weapon

you're brandishing. Go up to a group

with a

flamethrower and

they'll scatter and take cover.

But it's not just Nazis either. The

story quickly unfolds a group of

genetic experiments, some more

successful than others and thse

provide a different threat to flesh

and bone fascism.

Another thing to look forward to is

the fact that the environment is highly

interactive and the detail in the

textures is simply amazing, as a quick

look at these early screenshots show

all too well. The developers actually

went to the trouble of photographing

real German castles and digitising the

pictures into the game, so take the

time to appreciate them.

One thing's for sure, though,

Return to Castle Wolfenstein is

destined to be one the biggest

games of next year.O
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Makes a change from

F22s at any rate.

AUYOU NEED TO KNOW

DEVELOPER Rage Warrington

PUBLISHER Intogrames

EXPECTED RELEASE DATE End 2000

WEBSITE www rage.co.uk

IN SUMMARY

Update of DID's EF2000\\l\e using an updated version

of ttie Wargasm engine. Fly the Eurofighter Typhoon

in missions over Iceland, which is a first, stopping tfie

Russians from invading. Should combine hardcore

simulation with easy accessibility.

WHAT'S THE BIG DEU?

Back in the good old days, DID flight sims were always

a special event in the gaming mVl. While DID itself

might be gone, the spirit still lives on in the boys and

girls of Rage Warrington that bought them. Besides,

have you seen these graphics?

TYPHOON
Oh my, a flight sim - an actual flight sim. Someone get the Pope on

the phone, there appears to be a miracle happening here

O BOMBING BJORK Paul Presley

Eu

Ru

Ap

ho

ne

wc

im

we
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Let's hope there's life left in the genre yet.

ies are thin on the ground, so make every shot count.

n
Ji

It

seems that no one's told the ex-

DID gang at Rage Warrington

that the flight-sim genre has as

much Hfe left in it as Sir Alec

Guinness these days. Which is

a shame as Typhoon looks like it

could be a real corker. Making

use of the vastly underrated Wargasm

engine, Typhoon marks a return to the

ex-DlD team's heyday, simulating the

Eurofighter - Europe's answer to the

Russian and American super-jets.

Having 'invaded' Latvia, Estonia

and Lithuania, the Russians have next

turned their attention to Iceland.

Apparently, in such a scenario, the

keep Commie hands

away from NATO's

valuable ammo,

fuel and porn supplies.

The advantages to using

only Iceland as a setting are

numerous. First up there's the

challenging, undulating landscape to

contend with; 40,000 square miles of

glaciers, valleys, mountains, all with

rich and detailed weather patterns,

which should provide a sufficiently

rewarding setting for any pilot -

especially those on suicide detail.

Secondly, it means that the

developers can plot out a highly

^ Typhoon\oaks like a real corker and, hopefully, Rage's

influence will do enough to elevate the game out of the

hardcore-only niche that's been killing the genre^

home of Bjork and Penguins (You've

never been there, have you? - Ed)

would be of immense strategic

importance as a resupply point for

western troops. Thus, it's your job to

detailed ground campaign. As with

Total Air War, Typhoon gives you the

option of stand-alone single missions

or a full-on ground campaign to

contend with. Aside from individual

infantry units - who would probably

freeze their arses off anyway - the

ground war has tanks, artillery

and naval units, all behaving

independently of your actions. Unlike

Total Air War, however, there's no

AWACS support, meaning you have

to rely far more heavily on your radar

and communication links to get an

accurate picture of what's going on.

So it's a good job that your radio

commands and the levels of wingman

AI are more detailed than ever before,

allowing you to have greater control

over your squadron.

This extends to outside the cockpit

as well. Not only do you have to

worry about keeping your men alive

in the air, you're given the chance to

manage their lives back at base. Each

The graphical quality of

DID lives on at Rage.

pilot under your command has his or

her own levels of morale, fatigue and

skills. And, once a campaign starts,

there's no turning back - there

are no reinforcements or

magically endless supply of

ammo and spare parts. If a pilot is

shot down behind enemy lines, he

may end up being capuired and

tortured - or even traded for captured

POWs. Naturally, the Russian enemy

here is the Hollywood-style 'evil'

Russian that would condone such

actions. Real-life Russians are our

good friends and comrades now and

would never dream of such a thing.

Technically, Typhoon is passing all

sorts of previous benchmarks, as the

pictures on these pages will show, but

the real proof will be in the gameplay.

Hopefully Rage's influence will do

enough to elevate the game out of

the traditional hardcore-only niche

that's been killing the genre lately. If

not, communism will have to take a

backseat to capitalist market forces

as Typhoon's biggest enemy. CH
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With meteors raining out of the

skies, Art Of Magic offers some of

the most impressive 3D effects

we've ever seen in a strategy game.

NEVER MIND THE GOUOPS
JILL YOU NEED TO KNOW

DEVELOPER if vixl

PUBUSHER V gin

EXPECTED RELEASE DATE Early 2001

WEBSfTE www.magicandmayhem.co.uk

IN SUMMARY

Equal parts RPG. RTS and adventure, Art OfMagicUas

you as a young spellcaster out to rid the world of evil.

Cast fireballs, summon zombies and keep an eye on

your magic levels - all in 3D spin-o-vision.

WHAT'S THE BIG DEAL?

The original Magic & Mayhemms a well-deserved

classic a couple of years back, and engaged us all in

single and multiplayer games. The sequel, although

out of Mythos' hands, looks poised not only to equal

the feats of its predecessor, but exceed them. If

Charybdis create a workable interface, we should

have little to fear.

THE ART OF MAGIC
A new team sets out to create the 3D sequel to the

1998 classic from Jf-COM creators Mythos

O CASTING DOUBTS ASIDE Richie Shoemaker

14 PCZONE#95N0V200Q



St spells, you need to save energy.

Mix some ingredients and see what spells you can come up t

It

was quite surprising to hear

that a sequel to Ma^ic &
Mayhem was in development.

Even more surprising was the

fact that its creator Mythos

(ofX-COM trilogy fame) would

not be involved in the coding

of it. Although critically acclaimed,

Magic & Mayhem failed to set the

charts alight and in these days when

sales mean sequels, it seemed to us

that the Magic & Mayhem series

would end there and then.

Thankfully, our fears were

unfounded and the series continues,

this time in the creative hands of

Charybdis who, like Mythos, is based

in the UK. Now it has to be said that

Charybdis isn't the most prolific

developer around - the 3D RTS

Machines being its biggest game to

date - but the fact that they're British

bodes well, because the original game

had a uniquely English charm far

removed from grittier US games such

as Diablo. In short. Magic & Mayhem
was something of a gem, from which

we hope Charybdis will fashion

a glittering diamond.

As with its predecessor. Art Of

Magic place you in the velvety

shoes of a young wizard apprentice

whose aim in life is to extend his

range of spells, keep his mana
(magical energy) levels up and save

^If there's any justice in

the world, ilitl7/Ma!^c

will become the best-

sellinggame Magic&
MayhemcauWw been^*

the world over a series of 30 missions.

Fortunately, our young Merlin won't

be alone in his quest, because as his

power grows new spells will become

available, from issuing fireballs to

summoning lightning storms or

showers of meteors. There will, in

fact, be in excess of 60 spells, over a

third of which allow you to summon a

variety of creatures - from skeletons,

elven archers and goblins to giant

stone golems and fire-breathing

dragons. Each spell will require you

to have the right ingredients to

concoct it, and for it to be successful

you'll need to have control over those

areas of the map that produce mana

in abundance.

From what we've seen so far, Art

OfMagic wiW feature the same simple

interface as the first game, although

this time we will have 3D accelerated

characters rather than the bit-mapped

sprites of old and replacing the

isometric view is a configurable 3D

camera, allowing you to swoop, zoom

and rotate about the battlefield to

catch the best views of the action.

Already the game looks spectacular

and yet retains the simplicity, charm

and quality of the original game

underneath. The scale of the characters

far exceeds those of the first game

and, if there's any justice in the world,

Art OfMagic wiW become the huge

selling game Magic & Mayhem
could have been. DH

Chris Anderson's dream girl.
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WANTTO
TRADE?
NEWS EDITOR Mark Hill

^^t^^ always makes

0 US laugh when

\ we see excited

Vuy^J chats on

yyf|K^^ Websites about

^Mfcic KCrS and people

boasiing that they've managed

to get themselves a ticket.

Although the Kuropean trade

show plays an imponant role in

the gaming community - despite

playing a very distant second

fiddle to E3 - almost everyone

involved approaches it with a

mixture of dread and anxiety.

And three days of walking

through crowds of geeks,

passing in front of hundreds of

screens showing abominable

console games, extonionately

priced food and beer and a

long list of appointments with

companies you've never heard

of is more than enough to add

another cynical feather to our

weather-worn journo caps.

To add to our problems, there is

nowhere near the amount of

near-naked models hanging

around the stands pretending to

fancy every spotty teenager in

sight than there used to be.

Although the marvellously

named Erotica Island did buck

the trend with two fine

specimens, ensuring that the

dark comer it occupied became

the most heavily jxjpulated

area of the show.

Of course, there's always the

chance to see some exciting

new games in action, kept away

from the eyes of the great

unwashed. But even those are

a rare treat now that most big

companies, such as Eidos and

Activision, do their own thing

a couple of weeks before the

show. This year, Gunman,

along with Mafia, was one of

the most impressive offerings,

having seemingly appeared out

of nowhere and showcasing the

growing imponance of the mods

community. It's an interesting

development in the relentless

battle between the big

corporate publishers who do

it for money and the hardcore

fans who do it for love. And it

comes at the same time as the

announcement that Counter-

Strike will also be getting a

stand-alone release. Maybe

next year ECTS will be held in

dozens of bedrooms across the

continent. Boy, are we looking

forward to that...

TECHHEAD
The latest and greatest

hardware news

R20

THEPCZONE
CHARTS
What's in, out,

up and down

R26
. . = CO

The Half-Life mod gets a full release

Gunman, originally intended as a

single-player mod for Half-Life,

is to get a stand-alone release as

a full Half-Life product. Having

seen it at ECTS it's easy to see why
Havas Interactive decided to do it.

In fact, the game is so impressive

that we decided to expand the small

news piece on page 21 with a load of

new screenshots. As you can see,

Gunman looks very different from the

Valve classic, but we can report that it

exudes the same magnificent quality.

"When we saw it we thought it was

polished game we saw at the show.

The sharpness and detail of the

environments and models is such that

it's hard to believe some amateurs

picked up the Half-Life engine and

transformed it into such a gorgeous

and innovative FPS.

Rewolf, the developers responsible

for the game, are based all around

the world and have been working

on it non-stop in their spare time.

While the style and feel is still very

recognisably Half-Life, all the models

and environments are completely

^Yoii.'ll be sent on a mission to find out about an alien race,

the Xenomes, and will also be running into weird cowboys,

vicious machines and dinosaurs over five planets^

amazing. They've tweaked the

engine, making it look better and

even allowing you to use vehicles,"

said a Havas spokesperson on

the reason it granted this Total

Conversion official status. Remember
that Counter-Strike, the god of Half-

Life mods, is only now starting to

introduce driveable vehicles, making

Gunman all the more remarkable. Not

only that, it was probably the most

new. It's almost as if another

development house had licensed

Valve's engine and made a completely

new game. In a way, that's exactiy

what has happened, but without

anything as banal as licensing going

on. Valve has even helped out, solving

the engine problems Rewolf ran into

from time to time.

As reported previously, the story

has you as a soldier sent out to find

The environments and monsters all belong to a different universe, to Hall-Lif&s,



WHATEVER
HAPPENEDTO^
Planet Of The

Apes and others

R31

HgrsHOTS
Have a gander at some of

the latest screenshots

from the forthcoming

Project IGI

P.32

GETS FULL-LIFE
information on an alien race called

the Xenomes. Apart from these aliens

you'll also be running into weird

cowboys, vicious machines and

Jurassic Park-style dinosaurs, scattered

over five planets. Set five or ten years

after Half-Life, it's still unclear how the

plot will fit into the Half-Life world or

what effects, if any, it will have on the

game's sequel.

At the show, we saw massive alien

monsters, enormous dinosaurs,

enemies that ran away and took aim,

enemies that kicked you if you got

close, and even changed weapon

to suit the range, and a rather

impressive snow level, where the ice

melts away once you've destroyed

some kind of temperature control

system thereby releasing a load

of frozen monsters.

The AI has been improved,

although you won't be able to enlist

any helpful security guards to

draw fire from you. There are still

scientists roaming around, but they

are completely unrecognisable

from the ones we're so used to. The

weapons are not only new, they're

completely customisable and have

different modes of fire (which you

unlock as the game progresses in an

almost RPG fashion), thus allowing

for an intelligent use adapted to the

circumstances of each situation.

Taking a leaf from the Soldier Of

Fortune book of mutilation, you can

now blow off the head of your enemies

with a well-placed shot, although the

game doesn't reach anywhere near

Raven's level of sadism. You'll also be

happy to know there's a fully zoomable

sniper rifle, far improved from the

one in Opposing Force. Already in

the final stages of development.

Gunman will be in the shops

in November.

Driving vehicles Is easy and works Incredibly well.

The Interface has changed but remains functional and Intuitive. You'll need to program your weapon before you can take out something as t
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SnCE COMNimiDOS
The star Their franchise muscles into yet another genre

Having pretty much exhausted the space

combat sim, resource management,

adventure and first-person shooter

genres, the unstoppable juggernaut of

merchandise that is the Star Trek universe is now
turning its attention to the only genre it's yet to

boldly go into - the squad-based strategy game.

Star Trek: Away Team is essentially Commandos
with pointy ears and phasers. Commanding a team

of 22 Starfleet-trained special forces officers, you'll

be sent on missions across 18 different locations -

from Klingon jungles to the now almost obligatory

Borg cube (remember the days when the Borg

were a rarely encountered race of terrifying aliens?

Nowadays they seem to be as commonplace as

syphilis in Essex, and just as scary). Missions

include such death-defying escapades as rescuing

captives, powering down exploding warp drives

and generally making the galaxy a better place

for sci-fi nerds everywhere.

Each team

member has unique

skills and abilities, from

medics to demolition experts, and Activision is

placing great emphasis on the espionage and

stealth aspects of the game.

Star Trek: Away Team is currently on course

for a winter 2001 release, so there'll be plenty of

time to iron your Starfleet uniform and practice

your Vulcan salute before you get your hands on it.

Starfleet, home of the pious. A warp core, yesterday. Combat should be avoided where possible, i

The massively popular RTS Ground Contrai ls to get its very own expansion pack.

Going by the name of Dark Conspiracy, the add-on is being developed by High Voltage

with a little help from the Swedish Massive Entertainment and should be out in the

next couple of months, courtesy of Havas Interactive. As with the original, the emphasis

is firmly on tactical battles, proving that you don't have to spew out all that resource

management Command & Conquer-ness to sell loads of copies. There are 15 new

missions on the way, designed with new environments and terrains and a third faction

will be added to the story, bringing with it the predictable line of new units and

weapons. The original units will also be getting their share of new weapons and

there are new multiplayer modes in development. Aren't you the lucky ones?

A new faction has been introduced to make things more interesting.!

New monsters, weapons and character

classes in one neat little package.

BETTERIHEDUBUI

YOUKNOW
The best-selling Diablo II is already getting a little brother, _
going by the cute name of The Lord Of Destruction.

Blizzard's add-on pack has you battling against

Diablo's brother, Baal, for a change, who is just

as intent on bringing hell to earth as his destructive

sibling. Two new character classes will be

introduced: the Assassin and the Druid, both of
,

which you'll be able to play the original Diablo II

with. Our resident Diablo //fanatic, Keith Pullin, has

confirmed that this is "a good thing" and we know

that he wouldn't lie to us. We don't expect anything

ground-breaking, but dozens of new monsters,

weapons and items have been confirmed.

Apparently, the expansion has been in

development for a few months now, so a

release date should be very close indeed,

We're guessing this is

a new monster then.
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CODIES HAVE A STAB
UK super-publisher picks up grapliicaiiy impressive action romp

Long-term
PCZONE readers may remember us making

a bit of a fuss a year or so ago over a little-known

sword-and-club 'em up called Blade. Developed in

Spain by Rebel Act Studios (and published by then

office fave Gremlin), the game boasted some of the finest

real-time lighting effects we'd ever seen - as well as a

healthy dose of justifiably gratuitous violence towards ores,

dwarves and other such fairy folk.

Unfortunately, the game, along with Gremlin, vanished

without trace before it was ever finished and everyone's

attention was distracted by the likes of Half-Life an6 Quake IIL

Luckily, those of us still wondering whatever happened to

the atmospheric flickering torches and severed heads of

Blade can sleep easy as Codemasters has announced it's

picked up the game and is ready to release it to an over-18

worid this November. Although, with the press release

making comments such as "pick up the dismembered limb

and use it to club the victim as jets of blood pour from the

wounds", hopes for a subtle game of maturity and

intelligence aren't exactly running high.

Retitled Severance: Blade Of Darkness, it still contains

one of the most advanced lighting engines we've ever seen

- flames dance and flicker on torches, creating real-time

moving shadows - as well as plenty of iiber-violence to

keep the kids happy. Codemasters, of course, is attempting

to play down the gore factor, with mariteting director Mike

Hayes insisting that, "while the cleveriy done gory combat

sequences will attract everyone's attention, it's the immersive

role-playing adventure and detailed graphics that will win the

game its followers." Although we assume he means the

detailed graphics of flying body parts and the role-playing of

someone being repeatedly squirted in the face by ores' blood.

Severance uses a team-based format for the actual game,

with the player controlling four individual characters, each

with their own skills and functions - and severable limbs.

The usual fantasy types are on offer here, from dwarves

to barbarians to the obligatory scantily-clad Amazon

woman. Though we've yet to see a game that authentically

recreates the fact that real-life Amazonians would actually

cut off one of their breasts to aid their bowmanship.

Codemasters promises to take a responsible approach

to the game, working closely with ELSPA and the BBFC

to ensure that they don't overstep the boundaries of

acceptability. The game will carry prominent warnings of

its violent nature, as well as the popular '18' rating label

on the box cover. Expect a detailed look at Severance in

the next month or so, along with plenty of outrage by the

so-called 'respectable' media not long after that.

Look ma, no head!

1

/
Look at those lights. Look at that blood.

SHORTS

KOREAN CHALLENGE
The world's largest gafiiing

tournament will be taking place

in Korea this October, with more

than 200 gamers from around

the world competing for a

top prize of US$300,000.

Organised by Battletop.com,

Asia's largest Internet game

ranking service, and sponsored

by Samsung Electronics, the UK

qualifying event was held at the

Millennium Dome earlier this

month, where £1 5,000 was on

offer tn the lucky winner.

DESIGN A STICK
Gaming peripheral specialist

Joytech has set up a

competition to design a brand

new gaming device. Product

design students at colleges and

universities around the country

are being invited to design a

gaming peripheral for the next

generation. The competition

is launched at the end of

September and the lucky

winner will be given a 12-

month job in Joytech 's product

development department.

See Joytech's website

(www.Joytech.net) for full

details of the competition and

to get an entry form.

FALLEN ANGOS
Nuxt Dp trom the developer of

the disappointing RPG Septerra

Core is Seraphim, a third-person

action RPG. where as a fallen

winged demigod, players must

battle other mythical creatures

and humans to earn their place

once more at the side of their

leader. There will be several

'clans' players can align

themselves with, and an RPG-

style experience system that

will allow players to upgrade

and change their winged

warrior after each level. No one

seems to have picked up the

publishing rights, so no release

date has yet been announced.

The real-time shading adds to the dark, brooding atmosphere.

don't pay for games.



TECHHEAD
This month: more graphics cards to confuse matters, and some tasty driving Icit

O WORDS Carlos Ruiz

RADEON UNVEILED
ATI is back on the scene with a new graphics chipset

It's
been a while since they were fighting it

out with the big boys, but ATI has re-entered

the graphics arena late in the day with the

Radeon, a next-generation product more than

capable of standing up to NVIDIA's GeForce2 GTS
and Sdfx's VoodooS 5500. ATI has never been truly

instrumental at the forefront of games acceleration,

but now the Radeon is making people sit up

and take notice.

A powerful T&L chip, christened the Charisma

Engine, has been designed for the Radeon. It can

handle up to 30 million triangles per second, and

supports advanced

character animation

features, such as 4- ^
matrix skinning and

keyframe animation, giving

the Radeon a more than equal

playing field when compared to

the GeForce2 GTS.

Presumably, as a way to appeal to

people interested in 3dfx's VoodooS, ATI

has also included full scene anti-aliasing,

depth of field and motion blur as graphical

features. However, it strongly recommends

users play in 32-bit colour at high resolutions

with FSAA disabled, which suggests that its

implementation of FSAA, the most important

feature, is not as good as 3dfx's.

Other features include HyperZ, which increases

the fill rate of the card from a typical

l.lGigaTexels/sec to a theoretical maximum of

1.3Giga rexels/sec. This works mainly by using data

compression to speed up depth of field calculations,

and predetermining whether certain pixels on a 3D
scene need to be rendered at all.

ATI has come up trumps on the AV front, using its

multimedia know-how to make the Radeon

more than capable in the DVD and video

encoding/decoding domain. An optional YPrPb

output on the card makes it possible for a separate

HD TV tuner to stream component video straight out

to a monitor or TV, and ATI has suggested that it will

release such a tuner once the

demand is there.

The Radeon is a quality card

that delivers on all fronts, vynth

true next-generation 3D
performance. Tests carried

out in games reveal

benchmarks similar to its

main rivals, the VoodooS

and the GeForce2 GTS, widi

>^ the latter rival coming off best. But

speed is not king these days, and to make
a sound purchase you have to look at the feature

set. The Radeon has T&L to match the GeForce2 GTS
and graphical feauires equal to the VoodooS, as well

as great multimedia options.

Interested? The Radeon product range consists

of the 32Mb SDRAM card, the 32Mb DDR RAM
card and the 64Mb DDR RAM card. The entire

range, manufactured with the latest 0.18 micron

technology, has core/memory speeds of between

175MHz and 183MHz, and should be priced

between £150 and £300.

O Intel (www.intel.com) is keen to impress these

days, and its latest publicity stunt was to announce the

release of the first 1 .13GHz (1 ,1 33MHz) processor in

"limited quantities only",

meaning that while

journalists can get hold of

them with few problems,

consumers are faced with a

far harder task. This may be

the last of the Pentium III

CPUs, as the more advanced

Pentium 4 will be making its

debut later this year.

O The new Nomad/D.A.R Jukebox portable MP3 player

sports a massive 6Gb of storage potential - enough for

more than 100 hours (or 1 ,500 tracks) of CD-quality

music. Obviously, the Jukebox is larger than most of its

counterparts, with a shape similar to a portable CD

player, but this also allows for a digital screen and loads

of editing functions. See www.nomadworld.com for

more details.

H FANTASTIC
Want a new steering wheel for your racing titles?

Take a look at these...

O After the prospect of closure and a brief stint in the

US Court of Appeal, Napster (www.napster.com) was

allowed to carry on its service as

normal last month. User downloads

of MP3 songs quadrupled before

the result of the appeal was

known, adding weight to the

theory that Napster is primarily

used to avoid paying for music.

Not many people have heard of

Thomas Enterprises (www.thomas-

superwheel.com), but then not many

people would spend hundreds of pounds

on their driving simulation habit. This

US company specialises in the highest

quality steering wheels and pedals for

use on standard PCs, with an emphasis

on realism and durability.

Let's jump straight in at the deep end.

The best and most expensive model, the

TSW Formula '99, comes in four different

wheel configurations: small yoke, large

yoke, D-shaped and round. All cost

US$1 ,050 for the wheel and pedals,

which once you've added delivery and

tax charges for the UK, is around £800.

So what do you get for your money?

Suede grip, cross-drilled paddle shifters,

a teardrop gear stick, SPEC (high grade)

potentiometers, and Momo stainless steel

pedal covers. As it's designed for Windows-

based PCs, it has desk clamps and standard

connectors. Just like a typical steering

wheel and pedals, but ten times better

The same goes for the rest of the

wheel/pedal kits in the range, and there are

more than ten altogether The cheapest is

theTSW2 Stock Sim Racing Controller for

around £275, and despite the toned-down

look and downgraded specification, it's still a

great product. Then there's the TSW2 Cup

Sim Racing Controller £400, the TSW GT '99

£700, and so on, each with higher quality

components and design.

So they certainly aren't cheap, but

we've never seen anything that comes

close to the authenticity and quality of

TSW. The wheels can even be modified

over time, should you not want to shell out

big bucks for one of the better models

straight away. For the hardcore racing

game enthusiast, they are the way to go.
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Paul 'overrated' Scholes lends his weight to the game. Andy Cole sends another bail Into row Z.

ANOTHERYEAR,ANOTHERHFA
EA unveil the latest In the long, long, long, long-running football series

Coming hot on the heels of FA Premier League

Stars 2001, comes FIFA 2001, the latest game of

•proper' football from Canadian developer EA

Sports. Primarily a PlayStation 2 title, the PC

version will nonetheless have plenty of unique

features, most notably full online support.

In an attempt to take the realism to ever

greater levels, EA has roped in some of the

leading talents in European football as well as

Paul Scholes to offer wit, wisdom and motion

capturing. The likes of Edgar Davids, Thierry

•God' Henry, Shimon Gershon, Gaizka Mendieta

and Puval Kuka joined Man U's flame-haired

dwarf at the Gelredome Stadium in Holland for a

day's mugging in front of the cameras (Surely

'assisting EA in creating the game'? - Ed), while

Germany's Lothar Mattheiis went one step further,

journeying to EA Sports' studios in Canada.

Detail runs into anal levels this time round (er,

if you see what we mean), with linesmen

flagging down offside violators, animated

crowds singing and chanting, advertising

boards rotating mid-game. More importantly,

though, is the talk of online updates as the

real-life teams change their squads. Could

this signal an end to the thrice-yearly FIFA

releases we've come to know and, er, love?

What do you think?

We'll have more on FIFA 2001 in a few

months, so stay tuned until then.

SHORTS

GUNMAN OPENS UP
Revealed last issue, Gunman

is a single-player mod tor

Half-Life. Since the story,

however, we hear that the

mod will be released as a

standalone product this

Christmas. Moreover, you

won't need a copy ot the

original Half-Life to play it.

A demo should iDe available

next month,

FEUNE FELONY
Hot on the heels of Thief III

and Piccassio there's yet more

robbery antics coming to the

PC. Kat Burglar 6ism heavily

from the 'gentleman thief

image exemplified by Pierce

Brosnan in The Thomas Crown

Affair, except that in this case

you play a lady thief called

Kat. Set in the '60s on the

island of Mont St- Michel, you

are part of a team of six sexy

female thieves who put stealth

above violence when hired to

steal some valuable jewels.

Due for release next year,

this Krome Studios-developed

game is yet to find a publisher.

FOURl\i£W CAfAtrdUN:,

FIVE NEW CIVIUSATIONS

ELEVEN NEW UNITS

TWENTY-SIX NEW TECHNOLOGIES
www.thecofMiuerorsxoajlc

Microsoft



Monaco provides the biggest draw for UbI Soft's effort.

EIDOS AND UBI SOFT AIM FOR POLE
IWo Grand Prix sims get set to go head to head later this year

With Geoff Crammond's latest take on the

exciting/deathly dull world of Formula One racing

barely out of the traps, challenges to the crown

have been issued by both Ubi Soft and Eidos.

F1 Racing Championship, the third F1 game from Ubi

Soft is pinning its hopes on supposedly perfect recreations

of the 16 circuits. Using global positioning satellites, tracks

are accurate to within a centimetre. Now players can

pretend drive using the same trajectories and passing

speeds as the real drivers, recreating "exact real-life

conditions", according to Ubi Soft - minus fatal impacts

with walls at 90mph and angry egotistical Germans

chasing you down the pit lane after a race for daring

to cut him up, of course.

Eidos, meanwhile, is focusing on more traditional

gameplay elements with F1 World Grand Prix 2000. Novices

(or drunks) can jump in for a fast-paced, simplified

mechanics, arcade-type affair, "providing a full coin-op

experience in your own home," according to Eidos. Whether

this extends to including a gang of toughs in the box to

stand in the corner of your living room, glaring menacingly

and making you wish you'd gone to the cinema instead

hasn't yet been decided.

Alternatively, the Grand Prix mode takes Gtan Mnsm as

a model, requiring you to first prove yourself as a driver

before landing a job with the big boys of Formula One.

As your career progresses, you're allowed greater access

to both the car's mechanics and the team's management,

eventually working your way to the very top of the tree.

"The aim of the Grand Prix mode is to recreate the

feeling of actually being a real Formula One driver," says

Eidos. Although, we expect this recreation is going to stop

short of actually dumping a million dollars into your lap

every two weeks for little more than three hours work.

Both games are set for a November release, which

should prove interesting.

In case you haven't already been bored to tears of

suicidal depression by Harry Potter and the media

overkill, you'll no doubt be encouraged to learn that

EA is attempting to push you over the edge once and

for all with the announcement of a series of videogame

tie-ins. All four of the books will make the jump into

the gaming arena, along with any subsequent films

made out of the overexposed bespectacled one. Not

only that, but EA has also been given permission to

design online-only games played via EA.com. Potter's

'mother', author JK

Rowling will work

closely with the

development team,

despite confessing

to having no prior

gaming

experience,

which is

encouraging.

A small boy,

1
yesterday.

4
Make peace, not war. News headlines scroll across the bottom as you fight.

MAKEPEACEWnFRENCII
Peacemakers adds a new dimension to the real-time strategy genre

The next stage in the continual evolution of the

real-time strategy genre is about to take place as

Ubisoft brings us Peacemakers. Developed by French

artificial intelligence researchers Math^matiques

Appliquees (AI specialists from France),

Peacemakers is a strategic game in the purest sense.

What sets it apart from other RTS titles is the use

of civilian and media units, all of whom have an

effect on hov^ you fight your battles.

As the UN has learnt to its cost, public opinion

is a far bigger threat than any amount of ethnic

cleansing, and Peacemakers simulates this factor

to the full. Each battle has to be won politically as

well as militarily - even if that means pulling back

and sparing the enemy when you're at the cusp of

victory. There are also some major developments

in the use of AI, with troops all having individual

personalities and human behaviour patterns as well

as the ability to 'learn' as the game progresses.

Add to that all the usual RTS ingredients and

you've got one intriguing sounding game.

Peacemakers is due this winter.
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This is the deadliest fairground attraction you're ever likely to come *

? lEl 35 El

Blackpool's 'Big One' in all its glory. This is Alton Towers at its most frightening. The cool thing about this ride is that you kill everyone on It.

.ROLLERCOASTER TYCOON
^ History is made witli tlie first game ever to be set in Biaclcpool

Those
of you too fat, lazy and

palsied to get off your lardy

arses and go to actual, real-life

amusement parks will no doubt

be overjoyed to hear that Hasbro

Interactive is giving you the

opportunity to expand your virtual

rollercoaster experiences from the

safety of your own sofas.

Loopy Landscapes is the second

add-on pack to be released for Chris

Sawyer's theme park-inspired

Rollercoaster Tycoon and comes

complete with the vomit-inducing

rides at Blackpool's Pleasure Beach

and Alton Towers. All rides are open

for editing, meaning you can try your

hand at killing gangs of hapless

punters before the real ones

eventually do. Other additions to the

original game include new urban,

desert and arctic scenery, a medieval

castle theme, T-shirt stands and that

other over-rated American blight on

modern-day living - the coffee shop.

"We are delighted to be working

with Hasbro and are extremely

pleased with the way Chris Sawyer

has managed to recreate Blackpool

Pleasure Beach and its rides," claimed

some non-entity for the seaside

resort. While Sawyer, under no false

illusions about the importance of his

game, also commented on the pack:

"Even after four years, Rollercoaster

Tycoon still fascinates me. I took on

the challenge of creating a second

add-on pack and this is the result." -

Presumably, the challenges of paying

the rent and creating something

original were totally beyond him.

The aptly-named Loopy Landscapes

is out at the end of September. I bet

you just can't wait.

IONSTORM STEALS THIEF
Eleventli liour reprieve for tlie popuiar burgie 'em up

Following the massive public outcry (in Internet gaming

circles anyway) when Looking Glass went tits up, the

Wimbledon-based publisher realised that a good game is

a terrible thing to waste and offered the licence to Deus Ex

designer Warren Spector and his plucky gang at Ion

Storm. Spector had played a part in the first 777/eftitle and

has jumped at the chance to get involved once again.

" 777/afchanged the face of gaming forever," said Spector

on the deal. "Everyone at Ion Storm is thrilled and a bit

humbled at the prospect of continuing and building on the

work of the talented men and women at Looking Glass."

Asked about his plans for the title, Spector remained tight-

lipped, but did say: "Rest easy. We respect the Thief

tradition and will do everything in our power not only to

live up to everyone's justifiably high expectations, but also

to surpass them." At least four ex-Looking Glass designers

have also joined the Ion Storm team following the news.

At the time of Looking Glass's demise, lead designer

Randy Smith hinted at the direction the third 777/e/title was

to take: "We were going to do an open-ended, self-directed

city thing, where you wander around the city and steal at

your leisure." Although no details on Specter's vision for

the series have been revealed, with Deus Ex, System

Shock din6 the Ultima Underworld series ail containing

large, free-roaming, open-ended level structures, hopes

are high that Looking Glass's original plans will remain

intact. Thief2 so\6 more than 220,000 units woridwide,

attracting both critical and commercial acclaim.
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SHORTS

PARADISE ON ACID
Developed Dy MisM and,

Paradise Cracked is a rnish-

mash of laclical/RPG strategy

and cyberpunk sci-ti. Allegedly

in ttie vein of Jagged Alliance.

Paradise's main characters are

a young hacker and his

chums. It's due out mid-2001

.

RAYEWIZZ
Published by Infogrames,

TechnoMage is a cute

adventure RPG combining

combat, puzzles and

exploration that should

appeal to fans of Japanese

console games. Not

surprisingly it vi/ill appear

simultaneously on PlayStation

and PC early next year.

EON ON AND ON
AitUx Doglighter publisher

EON Digital Entertainment

has announced Mission

Humanity Crime City

for release this October.

Mission Humanity is a sci-fi

RTS where completed maps

still play an active part in the

game, wtiile Crime City is a

B-Hunter lookalike where you

chase criminals through the

skies of a futuristic metropolis

while avoiding other flying

traffic. Both are the work of

the Polish developer. Techland.

An aimy of darlcness sallies forth.

m
Formations are ail-important. "Oh no, oh Jesus Christ nooo

'KING HELL
Shogun meets Age OfKings meets Evil Dead

So
you've been enjoying the manifold delights of those cheeky Japanese

scamps with Shogun: Total War, but let's be honest here - it could

really do with some 20 foot demons from hell with mouths in their

stomachs, horns on their heads and fireballs shooting from their

hands. That, at least, is the opinion of Black Cactus Group, the designers

behind Warrior Kings, a real-time strategy title that combines the military

tactics of Shogun, the resource management ofAge Of Kings and the evil

demonic power of Steps {Surely Black Sabbath? - Ed.)

Build a kingdom, lord it up over the hapless peasants, thrive and prosper in a

medieval world, and eventually take up arms against your neighbouring Kings

using extensive military tactics. What makes the game unique is that you can also

harness the forces of good or evil to summon up god-like magic or demonic beasts.

One interesting aspect of the multiplayer game is the evolving gameplay. Up
to eight players can take part and all sides begin on an equal footing. It's only

the manner of each player's strategy that determines whether they become

good or evil, meaning your opponents will constantly be able to surprise you.

For those of you chomping at the pagan bit, Warrior Kings will be published

by Havas Interactive and is due out early next year.
Eyes bigger than his belly.

1942... THE BITTER REVENGE OF PEARL HARBOUR IS FLOODING THE PACIFIC... ROOKIES ARE NEEDED, FAST..

O 2000 Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved. Microson. the Microsoft logo and Combat Flight Simulator are registered uademarKs or uademarks of the Microsoft Corporation in the US and/ot other countries.



DEUSEXn
Spector's masterpiece gets the sequel treatment

I

on Storm has wasted no time

starting work on Deus Ex 2, the

sequel to the most acclaimed

game since Half-Life. Warren

Specter, as reported elsewhere in

these pages, is going to be busy

supervising Thief III, so his role on

Deus Ex 2 is likely to be less hands-

on. The fact that many ex-Looking

Glass members are joining the

project should ensure there is no

detriment in quality, while Mr
Spector assures us he'll still be

very much in charge.

"I've been saying for a while

now that because the world of

Deus Ex ended up being rich

enough and the characters

intriguing enough, I hoped we'd

get the chance to set more stories

in that world and explore what

happened to those characters after

the closing credits," he says.

Although the game is still at an

embryonic stage, the biggest

development issue is the move away

from the Unreal engine, which

caused so many problems with

certain 3D cards. The

rumours are that it could

be substituted with the

Quake III or Lith-Tech

engines, a mouthwatering

prospect as long as it

doesn't adversely affect

gameplay. How Quake

would cope with all that

sneaking around is a

problem that Rage failed

to solve in Voyager: Elite

Force, but if Ion Storm can

slow it down it would be a

tremendous coup for the game.

But what's really got our gaming

senses tingling is Ion Storm's

promise to provide even greater

player freedom than before, as

well as adding plenty of new

features. As if that wasn't enough,

fans who can't wait will be happy to

hear there could also be a Deus Ex

add-on pack in the works. And if

that doesn't happen there are plenty

of mods being produced at the

moment. Watch our Online section

for more news.

POWER UP
Romanian developer Piro«i

is working on Pure Power, a

real-time sci-fi strategy game

ttiat puts a small team of

individuals and vetiicles under

your command, bringing it

closer to a classic COM style

game than an out-and-out

clone. Ttie resources are

technology, honour and fortur^e

and your soldiers viflll have

leadership, close comt)at,

camouflage and sniper skills.

At the moment there is no

publisher or release date.

HOW TO DEAL WITH
DEATH
Developed by French company

Oeil Pour Oeil. Death Dealer is

a good-looking RPG set in a

fantasy world and featuring

such diverse missions as

assassination and exploration.

The combat is a mixture of

real-time and turn-based using

a party of four characters.

There will be lots of sub-games

to keep you busy when it

arrives next year. No publisher

has snapped it up yet.

MISSIONS ARE REAL... AIRCRAFT AUTHENTIC AND BATTLES FIERCE... CHANGE THE COURSE OF HISTORY

www.combat2.co.uk I!oiMFI^SIiiibIsIiip2
WWII Pacific Theater
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CHARTS
Everything you need to know about which games are

selling by the shedload, plus the buzz on the streets

- where you tell us what's hot and what's not

megastores

Deus Er. the best game in recent history fails to grab the top spot

THE it TOP10
AUG SEP TITLE DEVELOPER PUBLISHER SCORE

1 1 F1 GRAND PRIX 3 GEOFF CRAMMOND HASBRO 80%

NE 2 DEUS EX ION STORM EIDOS 94%

RE 3 THE SIMS MAXIS EA 86%

5 4 SHOGUN: TOTAL WAR CREATIVE ASSEMBLY EA 93%

7 5 UNREAL TOURNAMENT EPIC/DIGITAL EXTREMES INFOGRAMES 90%

2 6 CHAMPIONSHIP MANAGER - SEASON 99/00 SPORTS INTERACTIVE EIDOS 92%

RE 7 C&C:T1BERIANSUN WESTWOOD EA 82%

3 8 DIABLO II BLIZZARD HAVAS 72%

4 9 ICEWIND DALE BLACK ISLE INTERPLAY 75%

RE 10 DELTA FORCE 2 NOVALOGIC NOVALOGIC 63%

THE!
AUG SEP TITLE

I lilllll I III I II III

ChartTrac/cUT0P1ll%i
DEVELOPER PUBLISHER SCORE

2 1 THE SIMS MAXIS EA 86%

NE 2 DEUS EX ION STORM EIDOS 94%

1 3 GRAND PRDCa GEOFF CRAMMOND HASBRO 80%
6 4 CHAMP MAN SEASON 99m SPORTS INTERACTIVE EIDOS 92%

5 5 SHOGUN: TOTAL WAR CREATIVE ASSEMBLY EA 93%

4 6 DUIBLO II BLIZZARD HAVAS 72%

9 7 AOE II: THE AGE OF KINGS
"

"ensemble STUDIOS MICROSOFT 89%

7 8 EARTH 2150 TOPWARE MAHEL 84%
10 9 ROLLERCOASTER TYCOON CHRIS SAWYER HASBRO 82%

RE 10 THEME PARK WORLD BULLFROG EA
'

70%

(Compiled by Chart Track © ELSPA 2000)

PC ZONEand Virgin have teamed up to give you the chance to win

every game In the current Top 1 0. All you have to do to enter the draw

Is answer this simple question:

QUESTION: Who Is the main man behind Deus Ejtt

Just answer the above question and send it on a postcard, along

with all the infonnation requested, to the address below.

O Name /Address /Postcode /Daytime phone numt)er/Email/Job title/

Companyname /Age ifunder 18

O Please tell us ifyou do not wish to receive details of further special offers ornew
products from other companies

O Are you a current subscriber to PC ZONE ?

Answers on a postcard to: PCZONEChart Compo (CPCZ0011 A), Dennis

Publishing, PO Box 154, Bradford BD1 5RZ. Closing date: Wednesday 18 Oct

O Terms and conditions: Winners will be notified by post. No cash alternative. Prizes not

necessarily as shown. No correspondence will be entered into. The Ed's decision is final.

All the other usual competition rules, conditions and restrictions apply

BUZZ ONTHIE i>mi\lli>

"Only one FPS in the Top 10! Looks like strategy

and simulation games are obviously the top

choice for people nowadays. With Black &
White \usX around the corner, could we see the

end to FPSs as we know them and expect a

whole new breed of games? I'm wasting away

from boredom."

Famished, London

"It's odd how there seems to be so many tired

old games lingering in the charts forever, while

the new ones that keep coming out seem to

just lurk away I guess that's just the price you

pay for releasing shite games. Still, I'm really

surprised that a game as uninspiring and

retarded as The Sims is sf/7/ holding out,

especially with such a quality game as Deus Ex

tearing up its arse."

Ihiitor Blue, somewhere In the South East

"Hmm, The S/ms appears to be doing a

Bohemian Rhapsody Fair enough, as it's a

whopping title. But it's a little odd that AOEII

and Rollercoaster Tycoon dire still lingering in

the charts. They've been in the Top 10 for a

combined total of around 27 years now."

Radlshlnho, Cornwall

" The Sims is worthy of top spot. I got it last

week and can't put it down. Does anyone have

a go at the Rolling Stones for being around for

ages? Mick Jagger is starting to look like the

Queen Mum. 6P3 '\s surprisingly low-placed

considering it's a Geoff Crammond offering, but

it certainly didn't have the hype or even half as

much exposure as GP2."

Monkey, Manchester

CHART
COMMENT
77^ Silms at number one

above both Deus Ex and

Grand Prix 37 Channel

4's Big Brotherhas

turned this Into a nation

of control freaks who
aren't happy if they're

not intruding into the

personal lives of a

bunch of fools who do

nothing all day but eat

and fall out. Just like

77ie S/ttis. Etsewtiera

ttiere's still some old

games In there. Has

everyone been to Alton

Towers for their holMays

this year? Nothing

else explains why

Rollercoaster Tycoon

and Theme Parte WorM
are hanging In tliere.

It's sad to see Deus Ex

losing ttie top spot

It's so far ahead of Its

rivals. If you haven't got

it yet, get it and show

those money-grubbing

suits there's more to

games than sequels.

Marti mil

tl i \ til'

;hart;
1 YEAR AGO...
1 Tiberian Sun (EA)

2 Championship

Manager 3 (Eidos)

3 Star Wars: Episode I

-

The Phantom Menace
(Activision)

4 Hidden & Dangerous

(Take 2)

5 FA Premier League

STARS (EA)

2 YEARS AGO..
1 Commandos: Behind

Enemy Lines (Eidos)

2 X-Files: Unresbicted

Access (Fox)

3 World Cup 98 ^£4;

4 Premier Manager 98
(Gremlin)

5 ritanic- Adventure

out of time (Europress)

5 YEARS AGO...
1 star Tk^ek TNG: A Final

Unity (Microprose)

2 Indy Car Racing

(Virgin)

3 Terminal Velocity ^(yS

Gold)

4 star Wars: Dark

Forces (Virgin)

5 Discworld (Psygnosis)
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It may not look that different but CTPII has plenty of new features. Cardiff attempts to make peace with Russia.

CALL TO MORE POWER
The Not-Sid Meier's CMIization series delivers a sequei

Fans
of multi-era global empire creation and civilisation build 'em ups will be

dancing in the streets upon hearing that their good friends at Activision

have agreed to furnish them with a sequel to Call To Power - the only

ongoing Civilization series guaranteed 100 per cent Sid Meier-free.

CTPII opens up a truckload of new gameplay options, from diplomatic,

scientific and economic victory conditions to Age OfEmpires-style 'wonder'

constructions. Ministers and advisors offer advice on pertinent strategies,

while mayors and underlings are on hand to perform all those menial and

repetitive jobs that get in the way of your megalomanical fun.

This time round the game spans some 6,300 years of human development,

from primitive beginnings to the science fiction future of 2300AD. All the while

you'll be dealing with an advanced AI engine that mimics differing personality

matrices for different situations. This means that the computer acts and

thinks like a real human - especially in diplomatic negotiations.

The graphics engine has also been given a slight overhaul. This time cities have

a visual impact on their surrounding lands as the player uses up resources and

expands ever outwards. Also nation borders are clearly defined to make sure

invaders can be clearly spotted and accidental incursions are kept to a minimum.

You'll also be given a full scenario builder, complete with two integrated

historical scenarios to play around with, allowing you to provide your CTPII-

owning friends with plenty of challenges, as will the new play-by-email and

hotseat multiplayer options. Expect to see CPTPII early next year.

M U

r death-defying visit to the tombs. The Mummy is very similar to Tomb Raider.

MUMMY REBELLION
Film tie-in no. 3447720-3

Following on from a successful movie tie-in can often be a daunting affair, especially

when it's as good a tie-in as Rebellion's Alien Vs Predator. That's not stopping the

Oxford-based developer from jumping headfirst into a videogame adaptation of

The Mummy, based on the most recent blockbuster version of the classic monster

tale and not, as many of us hoped, an interpretation of slapstick classic AbbotAnd

Costello Meet The Mummy. Oh well, you can't have everything.

The game takes the form of a Tomb Raider-es^ue third-person action romp with

the added benefit of controlling up to three of the film's main heroes - Brendan

Fraser's Indy-like hero Rick, Rachel Weisz's Lara-like Evie and John Hannah's comic

relief. Each will have certain unique functions and you'll need to combine all three

at times to solve some of the more fiendish puzzles.

The Mummy \s being published by Konami and should be out by the end of this year.

ANOTHERnC

BROTHER
By the time you read this, the phenomenon that is Channel 4's Big Brother m\\ all be

over. No doubt Craig or Anna won the whole thing and Melanie went on to pose nude

for Maxim or FHM, but in case you can't live without it, Infogrames is giving you the

chance to go back to the house.

Most of you are probably thinking 7776 Sims or

some other micro-management affair, guiding

the daily lives of the housemates and making

sure they don't fail their tasks and their nicotine

withdrawal doesn't cause them to go on killing

sprees. It's the logical option, but since when has

logic ever played a part in the games industry?

Big Brother: The Game is a platform game.

Christ alone knows how they hit on this, but you

have to jump around five different levels using

cartoon versions of the cast, unlocking previously

unseen film footage (providing you haven't been

glued to the Internet feeds since it started). It all

sounds temble, but you can make your own minds

up, as it should be on sale now. Apparently, the

Dutch version went in at number one. But what

do those dope-smoking hippies know, anyway?
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Monte Cristo

www.montecristogames.com

COUNTDOWN TO LAUNCH OMl-00 - THF ONMJNl: GATH TO A PARALLEL DOMAIN.
VVh HAVH COLONIZFD THE PLANET AS A TYCOON YOU START WITH $100 MILLION ANl
BUILD YOUR EMPIRE AND HELP THE PLANET GROW. LHE COLONY DEPENDS ON YOU! PLAY
ON-LINE WITH THOUSANDS OF OTHERS IN A PERSISTENT WORLD!
FOR DEDICATED BETA TESTING GOTO WWW.MONTECRISTOGAMES.COM
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THE GOOD,THE BADAND
THE UGLY

Soldier Of Fortune has been beset by further

controversy following shocking claims ttiat it is

racist. The accusation is based on the fact that in

later levels of the game it is possible to slaughter

innocent Iraqi bystanders without punishment,

whereas shooting Americans carries a penalty. The

theory was put to Raven co-founder Steve Raffel,

who claimed: "During the game, treatment of

enemies, dvilians and hostages is consistent

regardless of nation and nationality. We did not single

out any group of people or any nation intentionally."

The discrepancy was also pointed out to Dr Amin, head

of Iraqi interests at the Jordanian embassy In London,

who shouted: "I think it's not only embarrassing,

but racist. It shows the mentality of the American

gung-ho. It's reminiscent of the old movies, with ttie

white guy John Wayne ahways beating the black

guys, who were ahways hoodlums and thieves."

Meanwhile, games have recehfed some rare

positive press from an unlikely source. Boffins

at NASA have taken a firm stance against the

preconception that games turn users into murderous

psychopaths, actually claiming that they can have a

positive impact. A press release stated: "Recreational

video games have the potential to help both children

and adults with a variety of health problems from

concentration difficulties to physical stress."

Electronic Arts has run into trouble over the titie

of its Premier League-endorsed Football Manager

2001. It is facing action from Prism Leisure, who

has suddenly announced that it is the owner of the

Football Manager trademark. Apparentiy, it acquired

the goodwill, reputation and business of Addictive

Games and its famous Football Managerfranchise

in 1987, and claim EA's forthcoming titie is,

"Identical or confusingly similar to Prism's

trademark". Prism has applied for an injunction

to stop EA releasing the game, which, in our humble

opininkm, would ultimately be best for everyone.

Still more gripes about foottiall, Midas Interactive

has come under fire from the players of Sheffield

United, who claim that their gold and lilac away shirt

- sponsored by the publisher - makes them look

homosexual. According to The Si//i, an insider said:

'The kit makes us look like a bunch of poofters. It's

turning us into a laughing stock." Midas MD Paul

Rollins hit back, claiming: *niie decision about the

cokNir of the away kit was taken after full consuttatkm

with the club, and it's a big hit with the fans. People

are even wearing them in nightclubs." Well ttiat's

SheffieM for you (complaints to ttie usual address).

The game signals Midas's big push into management sims.

RUGBY LEAGUE IS SUPER
The rugby Super League gets the Midas touch

For
a sport that gathers crowds to its club matches

that are second in size only to football, rugby league

is woefully under-exposed in the media and grossly

misunderstood by the public. Hopefully, Midas

Interactive's European Super League Rugby Manager

should go some small way to remedy that and do for the

sport what Championship Manager has done for footy.

First indications, however, show that you'll have to manage

the club's resources as well as the team's tactics, with

the job probably including setting the price of pies. It

isn't surprising given that it's much harder to provide

an in-depth recreation of the game's tactics than it is in

soccer sims, where every fan considers themselves a

manager already There will be a full transfer system,

individual stats for each player (although judging from the

screenshots these have yet to be optimised), match

statistics, a tactics editor, awards and team histories, so if

you're a fan of the sport there's plenty for you to get to grips

with. There was a Spectrum rugby league management

game way back in the beginning of time, so it's about time

we got another one. European Super League Rugby Manager

should be in the shops in October for the tiny sum of £19.99.

MAKEYOUROWNGAME
You're always telling us how crap games are and how your

ideas are much better. Now you have the chance to prove it.

The DIV Games Creator 2000 competition should sort out

the loudmouths from those with some actual talent, and

you could win yourself a brand new PC. You'll need a copy

of the DIV Games Studio program, plus plenty of time and

ingenuity. The package has its limitations, of course, so

don't expect to be producing the next Half-Life beater, but

this means originality and playability will be all the more

important. There are four categories: overall winner; best

use of sound; best use of graphics; and best gameplay

Point your browser to vvww.div-arena.com for entry details.

Entries must be received by October 31 2000, and will be

judged by your very own PCZONE\eam. Show us your stuff.

...but don't expect to win prizes without plenty of effort

«^X9 4fS0

Ah, the good old days of simple graphics.
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That'll be Zeus then. There's a slightly comic look to the thing.

GODHELPUS
It's all Greek to Impressions

Aside from a passing mention in the Age OfEmpires series, ancient Greece has been

largely overlooked in the world of historical city build 'em ups. But now fans of the

sandal-wearing, sheep-killing, oracle-worshipping, democracy-creating civilisation will

be able to explore its role in history thanks to Zeus: Master Of Olympus {\oxmex\i known as

Panttieorlj from Impressions, the follow-up to its successful Caesar III Pharaoh.

Essentially SimCitymW] togas, Zeus has several features that set it apart from the

crowd, notably the most advanced city-building system ever made (according to

Impressions anyway) and the adventure-based mission structures. You'll be given tasks

by the god himself, from building a small settlement out of nearby rocks to recovering

the Golden Fleece or conquering a nearby city. All the while you can call on the various

Greek gods for help and guidance.

Colonies can be formed to create complex trade routes, monuments and stadiums can

be built piece by piece, and you can even host your own Olympic games tournament. Zeus

is set to be released by Havas some time next year and we'll take a closer look at the game

in a few months' time.

BURN IN HELL
Spyro: cute

or what?

Following a deal with Havas Interactive, Universal Interactive

Studios has announced that Spyro The Dragon-the

loveable arsonist lizard that's sent the message to

a generation of youngsters that playing with fire is

fun - is to appear on the PC. This will be the fourth

game to star the pyromaniacal hell-beast, and the first

time he'll have put in an appearance on the mature PC

platform. Spyro 4 (working title) will also be popping up

on the PS2, the X-Box, GameBoy Advance and even

various WAP platforms. Expect to see the him setting

things alight sometime in Spring of 2002.

TICKERTAPE
STARTS-i-i-Not content with having released Half-Life: Game Of The Year Edition, Havas

will be releasing Half-Life: Platinum Edition ior the collectors among you. As well as

the latest Team Fortress Classic and the Opposing Force add-on, the pack will also

include a collection of fan-created mods. It's nice to see Valve acknowledge the

importance of the mod community in this way. We expect Counter-Strike will top the

bill in that respect.++STOP++ln more special edition news, Unreal Tournament is to

receive the Game Of The Year treatment, with a pack that will include 20 new maps

and, following Half-Lif^s lead, three user-created mods. These are Tactical Ops (the

(/rversion of Counter-Strike, previously known as SWATj, RocketArena an{^ Chaos

[/7.++ST0P++The game previously known as MOUT: Urban Warfare 2025, by Ripcord

Games, is now to be called ShrapneU+SJOP-¥'¥Mua\ Entertainment is to release

a patch for Heavy Metal FAKK2 that will add both clan-based and one-on-one

multiplayer competition modes. Isn't that nice of them.++STOP++Torus Games

has already started work on an add-on pack for Carmageddon TOR 2000. However,

it wouldn't surprise us if the game flopped and the add-on was canned. Keep an eye

on future charts to see how it fares.++STOP++A PC version of the PlayStation game

Or/Ver 2 « rumoured to be in the works, although nothing official has been announced.

Expect there to be a big gap between the releases.++STOP++Microsoft is continuing

Its acquisitional rampage by buying the recently created Big Huge Games. The main

man behind the new development company is none other than Brian Reynolds, a

collaborator of Sid Meier's on C/V/7/zaft'o/).++STOP++Ubi Soft has taken over Red

Storm Entertainment, maker of Rainbow Six an6 Rogue Spear. Watch out for new

titles being announced in the near future.++ENDS++

The place to get the latest news on the games that

have been delayed

Charlton Heston would never be so late.

PLANETOFTHEAPES
LAST SEEN: PCZONEm
ORIGINAL RELEASE DATE: Spring 2000

NEW RELEASE DATE: Late 2001

When Planet Of TheApes y^as first announced, we could hardly contain our excitement at

the thought of reliving Charlton Heston's adventures among the self-righteous monkeys.

The screenshots showed a good-looking game in progress, so the year-and-a-half

slippage looks a bit drastic. According to a Fox spokesperson, there have been problems

co-ordinating the project from the States with French developers Visiware. The fact that

the game is coming out on some of the new generation consoles could also be partly to

blame. And we shouldn't forget that Tim Burton is working on a remake of the original

film, starring Mari< 'Boogie Nights Wahlberg, and the manufacturers may want the game

to coincide with its theatrical release. Whether it will change its name to 7776 Visitor, as

the film temporarily has, remains to be seen.

THE LATESTON..T
DOMINIONWARS
The Deep Space Nine space real-time

strategy game has slipped until March

2001 . Simon & Schuster hasn't given

any other reason apart from the fact that

the delay will benefit the game, which

suggests it's a bit a rubbish at the

moment. Of course, it could also mean

that they want to put out an excellent

game rather than an average one.

X-COM:ALLIANCE
The much-anticipated tactical combat

X-COMgame has now been postponed until

sometime next year. At this rate, it's going

to rival Daikatanaiox sheer lateness. Last

time we saw it, the graphics were looking

fantastic and the gameplay elements were

being finalised, so there must have been

problems with some of the finer details.

We'll give you more news when we have it.

X-COht where for art thou?
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PROJECT nil
O Eidos • Out winter

^

OK, by this stage you know as much as wc do about

Innerloop's exciting-lookinj; spy 'em up. So instead

of rehashing old info in a vain attempt to fill a few

hundred words, let's take a look at that name shall

we? Project IGl. Stupid, isn't it? Now, we know that

Inncrloop is from Norway, so we could always put it

down to the usual oh-so-amusing foreign take on

our own Queen s i nglish and pontificate at length

in our usual psoiKlo-racist manner. But it's recently

come to light tliiii the /G/ part stands for, get this,

I'm Going In. W hich is grammatically correct. So

that excuse has gone. However, we don't mind this

title as much as the previous one as it's kind of

exciting and conjures up all sorts of vaguely sexual

imagery. We here atZONE demand similarly

expressive naming in our gaming endeavours.

Counter-Strike would be so much better if it was

simply called Go Go Go. Quake III would become

Eat It, Sucker and wouldn't every^e be better off

if Vampire: The Masquerade was known as Bite A
Vir^iin? Anyway, here are the latest IGl shots to

turn up in the office. Ei\joy.





MAILBOX

MAILBOX
Violent games, big boxes and someone else who wants to give

Lara a kiclcing. it's aii in a day's woric

O ANSWERED BY Dave Woods

CONTACT INFO SAVING GRACE
Write to us, and if your letter is

' y°"^ magazine and get

selected as Letter Of The Month " °" '^e day it comes out

we'll send you a priza
""'^^^y month I've decided to

write to you because I have
WRITE TO Mailbox, PCZOME, something I feel I have to get

Dennis Publishing, 30 Cleveland off ^hest, namely, saving

Sbwt, London W1P5FF computer games, such as

EMAIL letters.pczone^eiini$.co.uk Half-Life. The problem in

'^l^'^7»L~J"""V~'Z Half-Life is that you can
CHAT FORUM If you ve got something • j-

save a million times and it

pressing to say. check out the 'lively chat , , w j ,^ doesn t matter. You don t

forum on our website. Point your browser , . ., r- • >

have to wait until you finish
at vniiniv4K20iiaco.uk for further info. i . . n i_im the level, collect save crystals

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ or even find a typewriter, you
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

just hit F6. This removes

CypFD PRIZES ^^"^^ pressure of^^^
playing first-person shooters,

Tn Dp MflIN you longer have to

worry about dying. Don't get

'R.i'the"ne'xt'fewT^u^'of
'"'^ wrong Ha//-t,/e changed

/VZ(W£,wewillbeghring
my hfe and the mission

away a Microsoft IntelllMouse
^dd-on Oppo.s,,,^ Force is just

to e»e.7one who gets a letter
8o°d. A solution for this

printed in Mailbox. These P^°'"^'" ^"^at in some

digital rodents are perfectfor
g^m" should only be

in .k^io^ ^r..^ «.<>> allowed to save a certain
3D Shooters and games that

, ^ . . .

. . J „ - number of times through
require a quick and precise . , . . , r-

response from your pointing Sf,'"^'
'^'s .s the first

de«ice-youcanevenuse
time 1 ve wntten to a games

them with Wimlows 98 if you
magazine, especially one

as fantastic as yours, I Vkias

^^^g0f^m really wantto. j r u^^^Smi So get your
wondering if you could print

writing sicates
my letter. Thank you very

1 lA onandsendus
much for your tune,

f
• your literary

Chr,sMcBumey
f KUia ^ ©When you put It hke

we promise not
'^at, how could we refuse?

tobemdewhen
Our office is actually split

IKH we reply to them.
""'•'"^ °"

Well, not vei7. "''"f ^T^f
Half-Life, death can come
instantly and without

warning. Ifyou haven't

been able to save for a long

period of time, then you

have to go back and play

the same bit of a game over

and over again, which can

get frustrating very quickly.

You should have seen me
playing Daikatana and

trying to cope with the

save crystals. The best

compromise we've seen

is in Soldier OfFortune

where you're given a certain

number of saves per mission.

Use them up and you have

to get to the end without

saving again. It works and

it brings back some of that

pressure you're obviously

yearning for.

VIOLENTGAIMES
#1
The debate about computer

games causing real life

violence seems very one-

sided. The vast majority of

children are balanced enough

to realise that blowing away

characters in games is not

the same as real life.

1 have played games of

every type since the ZX-81

days and I'm not remotely

violent. I have seen thousands

of fictional deaths in films

and on TV, but I don't

remember any of those as

I know they weren't real.

However, I still vividly

remember seeing news

reports of deaths in South

Africa from decades ago.

That was real violence and

it was ugly and frightening.

If you feel excited about

seeing real violence involving

people or animals, then you

are seriously maladjusted.

Computer games should

be exciting and challenging.

You may feel frustration or

anger if you can't complete a

level for the umpteenth time,

but that won't make you run

outside and go on a killing

spree. Children do copy

things they see and watching

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles

or Power Rangers did lead to

children karate kicking each

other. And if children today

play act Half-Life or Quake in

the playground, so what?

going to keep the air pistol

on a shelf for display.

My point is that young

kids or teenagers who play

these violent computer

games are likely to be

interested in taking it a step

further and owning similar

weapons. In these games

there is a great deal of fun

shooting and killing. This

may make some teenagers

more violent and try out

some of the things they

have seen in the game.

Your argument is likely

to be, well these games are

rated 15-18 and young

immature kids are not

allowed to play the.games.

My 11 -year-old neighbour

has bought games such as

^Computer games can cause anger if you

can't complete a level, but that won't make

you run outside and go on a killingspree^

They're hardly in danger of

turning into Charles Manson.

There is a huge gap between

fictional violence, whatever

media it is shown on, and the

brutal violence of reality.

Gavin Hay

VIOLENTGAMES
»2
I have read some of the

letters in your magazine

about game-related violence

and 1 think many games,

especially first-person

shooters, make people more

violent. There are mail order

• places now where you can

purchase air pistols which

replicate real guns. For

example, the Clock handgun

in Half-Life can be purchased

as a replica air pistol.

It's not that everyone

who buys and plays a FPS

becomes a bloodthirsty

psychopath. It may be just as

simple as wanting a replica

air pistol of a gun in your

favourite game. Let's face

facts, though, kids are not

GAVIN HAY DEFENDS VIOLENT GAMES

Half-Life, Soldier OfFortune

and other violent games and

he clearly doesn't look 1 5,

but the stores sell them to

him without question.

Greg Taylor

O Violent games are

rated 18 or over so that

they don't get into the

hands of children. In the

same way cigarettes are

only supposed to be sold

to 16-year-olds and alcohol

to 18-year-olds. If a shop

breaks the law, then it

can be prosecuted. And
although we all know
it's still going to happen,

there's not a lot that we
can do about it apart from

report any transgressions

we hear about. We don't

think every game should

be sanitised so it's suitable

for any age group, just in

case it gets into the wrong

hands. If this sort of

censorship existed across

the board, the world would

be a pretty miserable place

to live in.
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UN-EXTENDED
PLAY
Fm a new reader of your

magazine. In fact, the issue

I'm writing about is only the

second one I've bought.

There are lots of similar

magazines available, so

choosing the right one to

buy regularly depends on

the quality of the first few

issues purchased. The reason

I bought issue 93 ofPC ZONE
was for the Homeworld mods

on the accompanying CD.

When I got home I was

shocked to find that the

Homeworld mods were not

on the CD. I read the small

print at the start of Extended

Play and it said, "On this

month's cover CD we've got

everything mentioned on

this page." I checked the

CD again and resigned the

search with the feeling that

1 had been tricked into

buying your magazine.

As I said before, there is

very little to differentiate

between the games

magazines and an incident

like this is enough to put

me off buying yours again.

Without access to the

Internet there is no way of

getting the files myself, so

1 would like to know if you'll

be including the mods in a

future issue.

Kieran Mooney

O Extended Play is one of

the most popular bits of the

magazine, and each issue

we try to ensure that

everything that we talk

about is included on the

CD. To do this, we need to

get permission from the

authors to include their

work, and we also have

to make sure that we're

not in breach of copyright.

Unfortunately, the

Homeworld mods in issue

93 were based on Star

Treky Star Wars, Battlestar

Galactica and the like, and

we weren't able to put them

on the disc. We should have

pointed this out and

apologise for this, but rest

assured that we weren't

trying to trick you into

buying the magazine.

Because of copyright issues,

we can't put the mods on

a future CD, but the Web
addresses are on the page

so, hopefully, when you get

connected, you'll be able to

download them yourself.

FEEDBACK
Just a query really. Why
doesn't the games industry

allow people who have

played the games to supply

feedback directly? I've

looked for ways to comment
on Tomb Raider TLRy which

I've just completed, but

there is no way, short of

writing to the company

address. Most good companies

these days rely on customer

surveys to improve their

products and it seems

narrow-minded for game

developers to think they

know best and don't need

this. T4 had stacks of bugs

and some of the ways to

complete a level were far too

obscure without hints or a

walkthrough or an insane

appetite for going backwards

and forwards, shooting and

pushing at anything.

I know other people who
share my thoughts. The

possibilities for Tomb Raider

as a game are enormous and

sometimes I feel there is a

lack of imagination in games

and, instead, merely a need

to "get it out there" and rely

on the familiar name it has.

Even so, I'm a Tomb Raider

fan and have completed

every one, and I will still

probably buy the next release,

despite moaning about it.

Neville Ward

O Your idea is a good

one but, unfortunately,

it would be impractical

for the developers of a

huge game to court public

opinion directly. The sheer

amount of mail they'd

receive would mean that

the next instalment would

probably never see the

light of day.

Developers are

genuinely interested in

public opinion, though.

Occasionally, you can find

forums on the game's official

Website, which is monitored

by a company official. Any
decent messages posted

will filter back to the people

that matter.

The other way to get

your point across is to write

in to our Feedback section.

We know for a fact that

developers across the world

read our magazine and, if

you come up with a good
point, then they may well

take it on board,

0

The last revelation? Probably not.

iLEnER OF THE MONTH
BOX CLEVER

I read with some amazement the letter sent in by

Andrew McMuIlan (PCZ #93). I have been an

avid gamer for many years, since the ZX-81,

and I can remember when games used to come

in a cassette box. That was great. As a kid in my
W small back bedroom, I had plenty of room for all

my games on one shelf.

Then along came the Spectrum and all was well for a

while, until a small company by the name of Ultimate Play

The Game came along with a game called Knightlore. In

its beautifully designed and slightly larger cardboard box,

it sold by the bucketload. It was a ground-breaking game,

but that's not the point. It stood out on the shelves and

attracted the casual eye.

Other companies started hiring marketing guys who
said, "bigger box equals more sales". We then started

seeing games like Elite and Starglider. OK, these games had

big manuals, but virtually every game that followed arrived

in boxes of ever-increasing sizes for no apparent reason.

The point I'm trying to make is that most of these contained

nothing more than a floppy/CD and a small leaflet of

instructions. This is complete madness in my opinion.

As for Mr McMullan's argument that they can't fit

system specs, manuals, etc onto a DVD box, take a look at

the PlayStation. I've got some games with manuals that

span more than 40 pages, which still fit easily into the

small boxes. And PC system specs are always printed in

a small box that would easily fit any size.

Just wait, Mr McMullan, until your collection runs to

three figures like mine has. I hope you live in a big house.

Unfortunately, the bulk of my collection is now boxed up

in the loft, so, personally, I can't wait for the slimline DVD
boxes to arrive.

Phil Ducker

O Then you'll be glad to

know that DVD boxes are

coming. The first company
to embrace the new
packaging is Electronic

Arts and the first release

under the new regime is

going to be Red Alert 2.

We can't wait because we
agree with you. Big boxes

are a pain and a complete

waste of resources and

space. The sooner

everyone follows

suit, the better.
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RACING GAME ON A SCALE NEVER SEEN BEFORE. INCREDIBLE STUFF'

HOW FAST YOU ORIVE...

'\V. JimI YOU

'WE'RE STARING INTO THE HEADLIGHTS OF A MOOERN CLASSIC. RESPECT DUE' - DC:UK

'THIS IS A DREAM' - MAXIM
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REVIEW MIOTOWNRUDNESZ

JAYPANEK
What do we know aboutMidtown

Madness 2, we'rejust gamesjoumos.

So, to get the real deal we talked to Jay

Panek, producer atAngel Studios

PCZ How accurate are the London and

San Francisco maps?

When creating the maps for the cities,

we used artistic license to create an

environment that is both recognisable and

playable. We avoided recreating the city

exactly, but created a detailed caricature

that is tuned to gameplay. In Midtown 2, the

cities are even more detailed than Chicago

was in Midtown 1. You'll definitely know

where you are in Midtown 2
PCZ How about graphical improvements?

.... The variety and complexity of the

cities has greatly increased. Players

wanted more shortcuts, hidden areas and

roofs to jump on and we've delivered.

PCZ How many missions/modes are

there going to be?

There are 180 race events, plus

Cruise mode. There's going to be plenty

in Midtown 2\o keep you hooked.

PCZ Have the vehicles been changed in

tennsofhandling/AI?

. . . The vehicle physics have been

enhanced to enable the player to perform

reverse 180s, maintain engine power

during 180s and power slides. The Al

has been enhanced to make the

opponents more competitive and the

city environments more immersive.

PCZHow about multiplayer Improvements?

We learned a lot about the vagaries

of performance across the Internet from

Midtown 1. We've put a lot of work into

algorithms that predict where your car

should be if your connection starts losing

packets. Lag still affects the game, but

we've tried to minimise that affect on

the players.

PCZ Have you ever shown any signs

of madness yourself?

I'm still in this business.

PCZ Do you have any points on your

license, and what are they for?

I don't have any. That's my story

and I'm sticking to it.

PCZ What's your favourite shint?

One favourite?! Impossible. In San

Francisco the hills provide for some insane

situations. You can fly over intersections

while the traffic below goes about its

business. If you hit the backside of Lombard

fast enough, you'll leap over the entire

street. You can also launch yourself off

landmarks and drive on the roofs. Since I'm

from Southem Califomia, just racing through

the twisted streets of London is fun. In

particular, grabbing air off the Tower of

London drawbridge and doing some barge

hopping as well as doing barrel rolls off the

Albert Memorial are among my favourites.

PCZ What's your least fave car and why?

I like all the cars in Midtown, We aren't

strictly about performance cars. We have

many vehicles and each offers a unique
tf^

driving experience. We have the fast cars,

but we also let you get behind the wheel of

a double-decker bus and have a go at it.

PCZ What game, apart from your own,

are you most looking forward to?

Black & White.

PCZ Are you woridng on anything for

theX-Box?

If I told you, I'd have to kill you.

PCZWhat are the chances of the game

being bug-free and worlung on all PCs?

If you have the right drivers for your

cards, you will have no problems. We've

gone to great lengths with Microsoft to

address every known issue. There will be

some drivers out there that do something

wrong and cause a crash, but Microsoft has

spared no effort in trying to find them all.

Much closer to home, we have

everybody's favourite smog-filled

cesspool - ol' London town. This

should be more in line with us Brits,

none of this American-influenced

block planning, instead we've got

streets designed by an architect

with an F.tch-a-sketch and Parkinson's

disease. Central London is a mix of

winding streets and hidden alleys

that make navigating a lot more

atmosphere, but it was abandoned

at the last minute in favour of an

in-game fog option.

In fact, you can choose from a

variety of weather conditions, each

looking rather impressive. There's

still also the option to control the

density of traffic and pedestrians.

And they've all had a bit of a

makeover in the graphics department,

too. it may not be the best looker ^

^This is more in line with us Brits, none of this American

block planning, instead we've got streets designed by an

architect with an Etch-a-sketch and Parkinson's disease^

challenging than in San Francisco. All

the famous landmarks, from Big Ben

to Buckingham Palace have been

shoved in, the map covering north

to south from Oxford Street to the

Thames and east to west from

Kensington to Tower Bridge. It's even

possible 10 get down into the tube

if you're in need of a traffic- free

shortcut. Sadly, people wanting to

pay their respects as they drive past

the squalid basement known as ZONE
Towers will be disappointed to hear

that we're not there, being just one

street away from inclusion. Don't

worry, we've had words.

At first glance, it doesn't look a lot

like London. For starters, there's no

sign of malformed middle-aged

prostitutes smoking crack, gorging

themselves on dead rats and talking on

their stolen mobile phones. There may
be an overabundance of red phone

boxes, but at least there's no men in

suits and bowler hats selling jellied

eels up the apples and pears. There

was a rumour that the finished game

would come with a free bag of soot

which you could smear over your

monitor for that essential London

around, hut it certainly has a

distinctive style and what it lacks

in splendour it should more than

make up for in play.

TAXI!!!

One of the most interesting additions

is the Crash Course feature. In this,

you take control of either a cabbie

in London or a stunt driver in San

Francisco and have to undergo a series

of challenges before passing a final

exam, which includes tasks such as

successfully following a car and trying

to get past a number of checkpoints

without letting your speed drop below

a set minimum. While it's really only

an expanded tutorial, it still looks like

it's going to be loads of fun.

All vehicles from the first game

make a return appearance along with

some new ones, each with different

paint jobs. Look forward to the likes of

the Aston Martin and Audi TT, along

with the more novel fire engine and

double-decker bus. Of course, the good

stuffs locked away at the start and the

only way to get your hands on it is by

winning races. Again, all the modes

from the original are back: the Blitz

Every taxi driver's dream. ^ SB f S^I^ffiMBfc^

[§111 ^m^^
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IF YOU CAN'T DRIVE ROU^^^^^

There's enough here to satisfy the most uncontainable psychotics
|

Aside from vehicles, there will be plenty of other things to knock about in a

reckless manner. There should be boxes strewn in every alley, trees in every park,

and lamp posts literally everywhere else. Unfortunately, the pedestrians remain as

elusive as ever, displaying feats of superhuman athleticism to avokJ your oncoming

vehicla If you want to live out your violent fantasies and darkest moments of road

rage and knock down a few pedestrians, you're going to have to buy Af/lfs poor

relation instead, Cannageddon TDR2000, which we reviewed in the last issue.
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Champing at the bit for...

CHAMPIONSHIP

THEDETMLS

DEVELOPER S[X)(1s Interactive

PUBLISHER Lidos

WEBSITE www.sportsinteractive.cx).uk

OUT November 2000

WHAT'S THE BIG DEU?

O Gaming event of the year

OTen new leagues

Olive league tables

O Improved staff feedback

O Major media involvement

\mpionship Manager- Life would

never be the same again.

CM 93/94- Fairly self-explanatory

Guy Roux- Clirist only knows

C/W94(Data Disk)

CM Italia - Gooooaalaccio!

CM2- Introduced a whole new

generation of addicts.

CM%/97

CM 97/98

CM3- Six months late, it broke

all records

CM 99/00 game should

have been

SEASON 00/01
There

are few games that

divide opinion as fiercely

as Championship Manager.

It's a game you either

totally ignore or hopelessly

lose your life to. There is

no middle ground. Those

who lovingly embrace it appreciate

the emphatic attention to detail, the

intuitive interface and the believable

universe that it creates. But those who
fail to grasp its subtleties scoffingly

dismiss it as a glorified spreadsheet.

They are, of course, wrong.

Championship Manager is the greatest

single reason for owning a PC, and we

There's only one football management game worth

writing about, and Steve Mi// is the only man for the job

are within touching distance of the

latest update. In fact, we've been

playing the beta version for weeks, or

at least those of us in the know have.

The rest have probably been chasing

trolls around a dark cave.

The annual Champ Man update has

now become a fixture in the football

calendar rivalled only by the start of

the actual season. In fact, for many
football fans, it provides a welcome

respite from the reality of watching

^We create the football world and then put the user into

it rather than creating the world around the user^
OLIVER COLLYER, CHAMPIONSHIP MANAGER'S CO-FOUNDER

Stephen Hill News

Bdrrow flies his leport on Fotiadis

Grahcim B.»rrow believes that recent signing Andrew Fotlndls will never

be ««ble 10 sustain place In the side as he does not possess enough
quality

In the opinionated world of football supporters, everyone's an expert. Backroom staff can

now tie asked their opinion on squad members, which you can then roundly ignore.

their team's early-season hopes fall

apart in the harsh reality of a bleak

English winter. By the time CM 2000

is released in mid-November, many
clubs' ambitions will have been

shattered on the rock of ineptitude,

and the game offers a unique

opportunity to enact how it could

have been so different.

And that really is the crux of the

Champ Man phenomenon. In the

opinionated world of football

supporters, everyone is a self-appointed

expert, and CM lets you prove just how
much of an expert you actually are.

One of the game's co-founders, the

elder Collyer brother, Paul, concurs:

"It is like a world of football. You

know football fans like to read Teletext,

page 302, or if they've got Sky, 413,

Skysports.com, whatever. It's giving

people a chance to do that, but to have

control over what happens. People

love transfer rumours and stuff like

that, they love it, they want to pick

the team and you have people phoning

up Richard Littlejohn or David Mellor

and saying: ' The Kngland team should

\xt like this.' We've basically tapped

into that enthusiasm."

Enthusiasm is nothing without

application, though, and fortunately

Championship Manager is a miracle

of programming and design. As the

younger Collyer, Oliver, says: "With

Championship Manager, we create

the football world and then just put

the user into it rather than the other

games, which build the world around
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CHAMPnMmMa season 00/01 i u i < i v.

nchester United Ta

7 David Beckham

Pressing

Pass To

Set Pieces (A|

Set Pieces (D)

Free Role

Forward Runs

Run With Ball

Hold Up Ball

Long Shots

Try Through Balls

Cross Ball

Marking

But does Becks understand basic instructions?

the user. You know that you're on a

par with everybody else."

So you're just part of the machine?

"Exactly. Without you it would just

quite happily carry on, and you're

almost insignificant. And that's like

real football, isn't it? As a manager

you're just part of the big jigsaw. But

there's also other peripheral stuff such

as the user interface. Even though

people generally say it looks like a

spreadsheet, it looks really dull and

uninteresting, I don't think any of the

other games' user interfaces have come

near the intuitiveness."

As Paul says: "It's like the Internet,

isn't it? You can click on something that

interests you. No one says the Internet

looks like a spreadsheet, it looks as

much like a spreadsheet as CM."

THEDATADAY
So we've established that it's great,

but let's not lose sight of the fact that

in real terms this is simply another

update. We happily rip into EA Sports

for bringing out the same game every

six months, so why should CM be

reprieved? Admittedly, it's only an

annual update, but it's an update

PAUL& OLIVER COUYER
r— The Collyer brothers discuss their favourite subject:

Everton Football Club

PCZ Nicky Barmby's made a good move, hasn't he?

"For Barmby to tum round and say 'I want

to play for Liverpool', it is a bit tragic."

OLIVER "I think him and Houllier don't really know what all the fuss is about, but I think

they're going to find out in a big way. There's enough nuts in that city for someone to

have a go at him."

PCZ What do you think Gazza's going to do for you?

AUl "Sit on the bench, score a free kick in the last minute against someone crap,

make loads of money from the club and then just fuck off quietly at the end of the

season. How about that?"

'

' '"Jl "I think it's unlikely that he's going to get anywhere near back to how he was.

The optimistic view is it's Walter Smith and he's worked with him before and he's

shit-scared of both Smith and Archie Knox, the coach, and there's a slim chance that

maybe he will get his shit into place and actually do well. But I think most people will

acknowledge that his legs have actually gone."

The Everton question. Again

PAUL "Are you going to be the

100th person to ask us 'Is the

game biased towards Everton?

Yes it is. Totally. We're

Evertonians, and if we want

to bias the game towards

Everton, we will."

OUYER "But you know that's

crap, though."

PAUL "It's not biased at all.

Honestly, it isn't."

OLIVER "It might have been once."

PAUL "Go and run the game now

right, and tell me where we finish.

We're really shite."

OLIVER "People just make up this sort of

shit. Basically, the only time it was ever 'biased,' and that was unintentional, was

CM 97/95 because when we did the data, Everton had Kanchelskis and Limpar and

Ferguson and players like that and in real life we finished sixth, but those players

were injured a lot of the time. But in the game, they're not injured."

PAUL "What happened was, Ferguson was in prison, Kanchelskis broke his

shoulder when Lee Sharpe wrestled him to the ground and missed loads of the

season. And obviously when you played it that didn't necessarily happen."

Cnglish Premier Division

S<T<><Ju<r

Aston Villa

Coventry

Leeds

Middlesbrough
Derby

'" Southampton
West Ham

•"^ Ipswich

Bradford

Leicester

Everton

Newcastle

Man City

Looks like they could be the trutti about Everton - ttiey*ve slipped a few notches.
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MEDIA WHORES
Read all about it

Constant interference by ttie press can lead to unrest, witti mutinies sometimes

taldng place among ttie players

Stephen Hill News

venue
Match Rules

Last Meeting

Weather Forecast

Chester News
Kettering News

Chester City

Kenering (Home)

f

News of injuries and suspensions is now shown before each match.

Stephen Hill News

Media question purchase of Joao Pinto

10 worst signlngs so far this season has put the

If recent acquisition of Joao Pinto by l\^an Utd.

ager Alex Ferguson asked the press to give Joao Pinto more time to

at the club.

That player is rubbish and he knows It.

Hermansen set tor call-up 7

Several natlortal papers in Oenrrtark haw been lavishing praise upon
Merfoige s Chris Hermansen.

It Is rumoured that the toovard will soon be called upon to represent

Denmark at senior lewel.

Manager jonn Jensen added his vol

gets a chance at International level

5 those demanding the playei

Interactive Teletext? Absolutely.

For the first time
|

ever, a playmaker

can be selected.
|

Stephen Hill News

Sun 2(11 JjnEVC dode resumes ful traln^

S4( 20O\ Jan EVE Battouta prataed

Unrest reported at Man Utd

A football magaz\nt reported that Man Utd's Joao Pinto was clearly

unhappy at being substituted during the I-l draw with Sunderland.

This has caused rumours of friction between him and manager Alex

That infamous temper flares up again - Ferguson is angry and he means business.

Stephen Hill News

w/eo J t ft ;an EVE Lunt wins January award

WKt J I It Jaf> EVE Turk>«rriaf wtni January award

Wed 3 1 jt J*i EVE Award for TatMt

Ti» JOth Jan fVE Speculatton over JoiOMBM

Speculation over Joao Pinto future

A national newspaper has raised doubts over Joao Pinto's claims for a

place In the Man Utd squad.

Manager Alex Ferguson asked the press to give Joao Pinto more time to

settle at the club.

As always, Ferguson relies on

nevertheless. The game has a vast

online follov^ing and home-made data

updates are freely available, not least

on PCZONEs cover disc. So why bring

this one out, Paul?

"You bastard! Why bring it out?

Because it's going to be better. The

first thing is that, if you just edited the

players, you'd still be starting in 1999

and that's not much use because it

would get messed up anyway. It's

another year of adding little bits and

making it as perfect as we can. And

it's only 20 quid, so it's not like we're

taking the piss like FIFA. Both us and

Eidos appreciate the fans and realise

how much they contribute to the

game's success. Because if you piss the

fans off, then there's no point."

Oliver agrees: "It's more than just a

data update, there are refinements and

stuff. And the one big reason is that

people actually want it. People are

quite happy and tell us that they want

to spend, like, 20 quid on this version."

The price is certainly a valid point.

Working within the games industry,

it's easy to lose sight of the fact that

people actually pay good money for

this stuff, and being able to buy the

best game of the year for half the

going rate can only be a good thing.

"We do have these long discussions

with Eidos," explains Oliver. "And

they're pretty receptive to it - where

we say we can't price this more than

20 quid, for example - and that's what

we've been pushing for. It's good

because over the years we've managed

to get more power and they do listen to

us, and we sort of say to them, you

know, charge more than this and you

are taking the piss. But, 20 quid, you

work out how much time they're going

to spend playing it, generally,

and that price is absolutely nothing

- completely good value. But it also

makes it easy for new people to get

into a game if they can go and buy

a standalone version for 20 quid,

like the latest version of Championship

Manager. It helps broaden the game

to other people. As far as whether

somebody should just update the data,

there are more features in it."

POPCORN DOUBLE FEATURE
There are certainly more features, and

this seems as good a time as any to

take a look at them. For starters, it will

now be possible to play an astonishing

26 concurrent leagues, ten more than

in the last version. As Oliver says:

"We've added a whole load of new

leagues, some sort of obscure and a bit

contentious, others that were blatantly

missing from the game." From the top,

those new leagues comprise Ireland,

Northern Ireland, Wales, Turkey,

Greece, Russia, Poland, Croatia,

Finland and Australia. The list in itself

is impressive enough, but even more so

when you consider the research that

goes into each league. It's not just a

case of having a flick through a foreign

edition of Rothman's, there is a vast

infrastructure of researchers in place.

So how, for example, do they go about

setting up a Croatian League?

"The first step is to talk to the

research co ordinator," says Oliver,

"and he will then look on the database

of people who've registered as being a

potential researcher. He'll probably

come up with about 20 people who
have said they would be the Croatian

researcher if we do that league. We
then get in contact with those people
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on Utct Stephen Hill News

Ojtefc rejects Chciter

Olimpljas Milan Osterc has rejected the contract offer from Chestei

He Is concerned about the difference in l«ngu<tge and lifestyle.

It's hardly surprising, they can't talk proper up there. And It's near

Wales, where the whole lifestyle is, urn, questionable.

Rushdcn & Us

Uve League Table

Rushden & D i

Telford

Oag & Red
Hednesford Town

• Yeovil

•*

4. t! 41

irlqh U M
Forest Green
fMune.iton Borough
Morecambe
Dover

40 40 M
4V M »
17 41 M
11 II II

Southport
• Scarborough

/ V • 17 M 10

* 10 *« 10

A live league table allows you to watch your unstoppable march

to glory In real time.

and ask them to do some sample data

10 see how quickly they respond, and

generally communicate with them

over a few weeks. And if they're still

up for it, then we choose the best one.

We try and make sure they go to

matches and that they're not just

armchair fans, so we get people who

are really into it. We've got about

50,000 people registered on our

database and we know what teams

they support, where they are, how

many matches they go to, or claim

to go to, what magazines they read

and all this sort of stuff. So we can

immediately identify a potential

researcher from any country. We've

^ot a team of nine or ten full-time

researchers in every country we

feature, which is now 26. We have

ratios. For those either in the hunt for

promotion, or haunted by relegation,

a live league table can be viewed on

match day, enabling you to plot your

team's position as the goals fly in. Staff

feedback has also been enhanced, and

you can now request both coach and

physio repons on individual players.

Also, managers will be able to approach

the Football Association to request the

postponement of fixtures, and even to

complain about the referee.

A further area that was touched

upon in the last version is the

involvement of the all-pervasive

media. This has been massively

expanded upon, and as Oliver says:

"It's an area of the game we wanted to

simulate, the whole media involvement.

And you will find that as you play it

^People want this version. And it's only 20 quid, it's not like

we're taking the piss like FIFl We appreciate the fans^
PAUL COLLYER, CHAMPIONSHIP MANAGEfPS CO-FOUNDER

a head researcher in each country

and that person will be in touch with

lots of sub-researchers. Ideally we try

and get one for every team, so

Immanuel in France will hopefully

have contact with one person from

each French club and then liaise with

them. So it's a big structure."

It certainly is, and one that has

drawn interest from the real-life

football community, something that

the Collyers are currently keeping

tight-lipped about.

MORE MORE MORE
Further improvements from last year

include even more statistics, such as

shots on target and pass completion

over time you build up a picture

of some of your players, which you

otherwise wouldn't have been able to

work out. It's another feedback that

you get." Negotiations are also in place

with actual journalists, and those who

agree will have their names used in the

game. By way of an example, Paul

quips: "Harry Harris from The Mirror

says Gazza is past it."

He may well be, but Championship

Manager certainly isn't. At the time of

writing, the 99 version is still riding

high in the charts, and it's a safe bet

that this version will instantly replace

it. If this doesn't go straight in at

number one, then Gazza's not an

overpaid pie-eater. CE3

CmUMPIONSHIP MMIIUiEII: SUSON 00/01 tu\m[\:,

Man Utd

Live League Table

Pkf Won Dm

Arsen.i

2nd . Tottenham
* 3rd ^ Leeds

*trx ' Man City

.!
5th » Coventry

I
6th ^ Liverpool

? Aston Villa

Charlton

Chelsea
toth Everton
'"i Leicester

1 2th - Newcastle
1 3th - Southampton

It grazes the top of the barl

Coventry above the V***a. What a refreshing change.

Nick Barmby (Liverpool)

Born 1 1.2.74 (Age 26). English (12 cap$/3 goals).

Av;»IMI>lllTy Unknown

£6,000,000

r l.ingii.<ge\ CngllJh

Thinlu tnat th« tkib has a good dressing room .itmosphei

Happy to stay at the rliib

Non Compcttth/r

League

Cup

Continental

International

Senior CKib

Apps
I

Gis
I

Aatt
I

MoM
I

Pats
I

Tck | CM) |
Sh T« f

Attacking Midfielder jRlght/Left/Ccntre)

r
A good dressing room atmostphere? High praise from the lad.

Marc Duffy News

.t19ihAugPM .rrpool

it7thAoflEVE y

n. I7ih Aug PM

1 Mij 1 7th Aug PM Liverpool Reserves toje

inu 1 7th Aug AM VindrrUrwl sign Konstantlnou

Unrest reported at Liverpool

p An ObsenAcr article reported that Uverpool s Robbie Fowler was clearly

unhappy at being substituted during the 1 -0 win over Manchester

V United.

This has caused rumours of friction between him and manager Marc

^
Duffy.

llfillS "I

Marc Duffy should have known better.
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How Tolkien moots Stmpunkk..

OFSTEUMWORKSWDNUGKKOBSCIHU
THE DETAILS

DEVELOPER Troika Games

PUBUSNER Sierra

WEBSITE www.sierrastudios.com/games/arcanum/

OUT February 2001

Technology or magic? Which is the adventurer's best friend?

Laurence Scoffortfreluctantiy puts aside his bag of runes to conduct the debate

WHAT'S THE DIG DEAL?

O New and original RPG system

O Free-form character types

O Freely mix tum-based and real-time combat

O Fine balance between technological and

magical forces

It

wouldn't be stretching a point

to say that the original Fallout

game gave the PC RPG scene the

kick up the arse it so desperately

needed in 1997. The post-

apocalyptic plot may not have

been anything special, but the

graphical approach, ease of play and

seamless matching of real-time

exploration and tum-based combat v^as

a different matter. These, combined

with a unique approach to character

development, were more than enough

to set the pace for RPGs over the next

three years. So a new game from the

team that brought about this sea change

in PC role-playing has to be something

worth more than a glancing look.

The founding trio is Tim Cain, the

lead programmer/designer of Fallout,

and Leonard Boyarsky and Jason

Anderson, who both worked on the art

for the same. Evidently some of the

design principles applied to that game
have been given even more impon in

Arcanum. Just take a look at the whole

character development aspect. Unless

you are a die-hard AD&D aficionado,

you'll find the lack of coherent

character classes a blessing. Just about

the only aspects of your character that

can be fixed are race and gender.

Otherwise specialities are things you

Although the game is superficially set

in a standard Tolkien type of fantasy-

scape, replete with Dwarves and

Halflings, there is something amiss.

The world is edging towards an

industrial revolution. Somewhere
in the middle of a mountain, a

dwarvish Clive Sinclair is turning

out funny little black boxes with

rubber keyboards. Well, maybe
not, but there are certainly a few

budding George Stephensons

^A new game from the team that brought about a sea

change in PC role-playing has to be worth a looit^

gain by performing particular actions

within the world to gain experience

points and then 'spending' those

appropriately on stats and skills.

Although there will be some purists

who disdain the absence of artificial

character types, most players will be

glad of the opponunity to develop

truly unique characters.

MAGITS DISAPPEARING ACT
This brings us neatly on

to the central premise

ofArcanum.

tinkering with steam engines

and the like.

The problem is that as technological

aptitude grows, it's upsetting the

casting of magic. The difficulty is that

while magic pervens the course of

nature, engineering relies on the

physical properties of the natural worid

to do its stuff, and thereby reinforces

them. The net result is that if

you try to cast a fireball

out like a firework on a wet Guy Fawkes

night. Understandably, those of a spell-

casting disposition are well pissed off

Engineers, fortunately, aren't

getting it all their own way.

Otherwise they'd be boring us all

night long with unbearably detailed

proofs that magic is impossible. No,

the tables can be turned and a bit of

well-placed magic can often be relied

upon to apply the Tomorrows World

effect to the most reliable bit of gear -

ie botching it up completely.

CHOICES. CHOICES

Given that one isn't bom into the

world as either a magician or a master

of firearms, how does this dichotomy

affect one's progress in life? Well, it's

like this: you have to make a choice

and develop your character

accordingly. Unfortunately, Peter

Snow won't be along with his swing-o-

meter to tell you which way the

balance is tipping. Of course, you

could do the equivalent of voting Lib

Dem and trv to develon in both thp

lyon

^^^^

*[) Hushed Pistol

tor yen,udMo^i wnt fonei to daotitawM Mvirior
nnpowvaWttwtllk HomonI ly CDii*M« iht ftw MkoI «d

j

Murnv, ttmHmM Nmo( oiltn iht vnjcMty of j nrara wkhoM
uaWdngilwAMMof MnvM lamtahtoUm.mttmfmk'tfMM

t

The graphics and scene

design are showing great

promise at this stage. A

Your inventory screen after a raid on the Antiques Roadshow. The spell effects look set to equal those in Interplay's AD&D line.
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Arcanum is not set in your average Tolkienesque fantasy world. When combat gets a little mad you can always switch to turn-based play.

Arcanum's look and feel is very

much all the rage, with the action

being viewed from a three-quarter

isometric view. From the screen-shots

we've seen to date, the spell effects

look like they will be, graphically at

least, equal of those in Baldur's Gate

and PlaneScape: Torment.

Once again, the action is, in the

main, in real-time, but Arcanum takes

a slightly different approach to

combat. Whereas the engine that

Bioware created for Baldur's Gate and

its sequels runs all combat in real-time

and allows the player to fudge a turn-

based system by introducing a set of

conditions under which the game

pauses. Arcanum offers both real-time

and proper turn-based combat.

The main difference between the

two combat modes is that in real-time

a character's speed, agility and

encumbrance literally dictates how fast

that character moves during melee,

while in the turn-based game these

values are translated into movement

points. You can switch between the

two modes freely. So easy encounters

can be run in real-time for speed,

while trickier scenarios can be run as

turn-based to give you the tactical

edge you need.

Perhaps the most significant

improvement to the combat system is

the use of fatigue. All the characters

incur fatigue for performing major

actions and then recover it again

slowly. When all of a character's fatigue

points have been used up that player or

NPC falls unconscious. Let's say you've

specialised in spell casting and found

yourself in a spot of bother with some

denizens of the underworld. You might

be tempted to fire off endless lightning

strikes in succession. All this is going to

achieve is to exhaust you mid-battle

and then you're going to look pretty

stupid when a mad, halfsinged Ore

comes lumbering your way and you

haven't got the energy to run.

MULTI-PLAYER MADNESS
One of the big advantages of Troika

signing this game up to Sierra is that

gamers will be able to use Won.net to

find, set-up and play multi-player

games. Of course, the proof of the

pudding is in the eating, but at this

stage the options for multi-player games

are looking pretty comprehensive.

You can run any game as a free-for-

all, with every man, women or dwarf

for himself, play co-operatively, or opt

for a team-based combination of the

two. Although in the team-based game

you won't win experience points for

combat, your team is involved in if

you happen to be conveniently behind a

tree taking a leak when it all happens.

All in all. Arcanum looks like it

could be something special. Whether

it will be special enough to lure

players away from the forthcoming

Baldur's Gate II is another question.

But, from where we're standing, the

fight could still go either way. 23

Arcanum will be this team's first

Independent effort, but as a part of Black

Isle Studios/Interplay many of them played

significant roles in bringing you...

Fallout At a time when the Ultima

series was beginning to run out of

steam and Baldur's Gate was still just

a twinkle in Interplay's eye came this

refreshing, albeit radiated, breeze into

the world of RPGs.

Fallouts. Picking up some years after the

conclusion of the events in Fallout, this

game used pretty much the same engine

as its predecessor, but with more of

everything. Now overshadowed by

Interplay's recent AD&D games, but a

cracking RPG nonetheless.

EVERYTHING BUT A THREE-LEGGED RACE...

The racial types In Arcanum might be compliant with the ISO specification for RPGs based on Tolkien,

but as the conceptual art shows, the unique approach more than makes up for the lack of originality

Humans
A great race, well, physically Gnomes
at least - taller and smarter Let's not have any 'where's

ttian the rest, apart from ^^jjjjj^j^ your wheelbarrow?' Jokes,

pleasa They may be small,

but they can tum real nasty.

Elves

A right snooty bunch of

country folk. They spend

most of their time

looking down

their noses at

other races.

Half-Ores

The result of one

particularly rowdy dinner

party for Ores and Humans.

Which is largely why

ttiey're not Invited any more.

Ogres

Even uglier than

^ffTl Chris Evans, these

fguys tend to get

^j more bad press

•rg^ than the other

races. Of course,

eating interviewers

doesn't help.

Halflings

Theclasste little

man made good,

so beloved of

readers of Ihe

Hobbit Hey,

what's Liam

Gallagher doing

in this game?

Ores

Although closer

to Humans in

evolutionary terms

tlian to Ogres,

Ores are still

rarely invited to

dinner parties.

Half-Ogres

The result of one Ogre's
^

misunderstanding. He

later realised he should

have 'ate' the

maiden, not/ (

'date' her.
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Do bears shit in the woods? Quite possibiy, but they're not adverse to water either. Beautiful landscapes are something you'll see a lot of.

He's a good guy - you can tell by his glow.

4
A very tall zebra. Now you don't see them at the zoo.

Time to go ape...

BLACK&WHin
THEOnULS

DEVELOPER Liofihead Studios

PUBUSHER Electronic Arts/Lionhead Studios

WEBSITE www.lionhead.com

(HIT November

WlUrSTHE BIG DEAL?

O Incredibly complex characters and Al

O Totally non-linear gameplay

O Can be played as an RTS, RPG or good

old-fashioned god sim

O A fully interactive environment

O Amazing range of online options

No
doubt the big

question on your mind

is: "Why are we doing

yet another preview of

Black & Whiter Fear

not. This is not a hype

thing and this is not a

page-filler. We're doing this because if

all goes to plan, this time next month
you'll be reading the exclusive Black &
White review. So, in anticipation of

this long-awaited event we thought

we'd let you know exactly how things

are shaping up at the moment.

Keith Pullin's been following the progress of Black& White irom the very beginning,

and he's still none the wiser. All he knows is that he wants it now

At Lionhead's Guildford HQ there's

a palpable sense of urgency and a hint

of nervousness. The Molyneux

collective are preoccupied with alpha

versions, beta versions and god

knows what other versions.

In short - it's frantic.

"It's totally and

completely my life's

work; it's the hardest

thing I've ever done,"

groans Molyneux as

he grapples with yet

another surreal bug

on the long journey to

completion. On this occasion a

giant upright cow, a rotund ape and

a perplexed lion - instead of looking

straight ahead towards the player -

are all being distracted by something

happening in the distance behind

them. The AI has evolved so much that

it's almost as if the creatures are the

star actors (the ape could easily pass

for Gerard Depardieu) and they're

bored. They've been filming for so

long they just want it over and done

with. Well, we can understand that.

The entire world, it seems, wants this

game finished, but not only

that, we've been

conditioned to expect so

much it's almost as if

we're destined to be

disappointed.

Molyneux is

understandably

apprehensive. "When
you look on the fan sites

there are people saying things

like 'Wow, I can't wait to get Black &
Whitel I want to get a leaf and I want

to turn it into a tree creature and

I want it to rampage around the

world...' I mean, how can we ever

possibly live up to that?"

The problem is that for one reason

or another the gaming public has

been led to believe that this is a game
that really will allow them to do

whatever they like. Obviously you

can't - it's only a game, you have to

play within certain parameters and

it's something Molyneux wants

people to understand. "It was a bold

claim to say you can do whatever you

like. What I should say is that you can

do whatever the interface allows you

to do. There are things that come up

every single day that have never been

anticipated before. Things like, what

happens when I build a ring of rocks

and put some people inside? Will

they starve to death? Will my creature

try and help them out? Yes, he will

because he's compassionate. There

are things like that which are just

insanely complex."

RUMOURS
There are now around 150 Black &
White Websites on the Internet and
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BUCK&WHITE JiUiiv.d

The home of Black & White United?

Villagers gather round to stare In awe at their new saviour.

A DREAM COME
TRUE

that's bound to generate hype.

Rumours of what the game will

hold for the player range from the

bizarre to the ridiculous.

The latest rumour is that the

villagers will be named after the

names in your email address book.

Oddly enough this is actually true.

Other predictions, such as the

rampaging tree monster, are mere

figments of severely overactive

imaginations. But when it comes to

the crunch, Molyneux knows there's

only one thing that really matters.

"To be quite honest with you my
absolute fear is that there's going

to be some gameplay flaw in there

that totally invalidates it. That is

a real fear of mine because as it's

such a complex environment, the

opportunities and strategies are

absolutely infinite."

In reality, the chances are the

gameplay will be absolutely spot on

- after all, it's been a trademark

feature of Molyneux's games for the

last 15 years or so. And besides, this

is the man who said that play testing

was one of the most important

aspects of the entire development

process, so surely the testers will be

no matter what, and I couldn't work

out what was going on. But what was

happening was Andy (one of the

Lionhead programmers) saw this

match and just threw a couple of

rocks in there to make sure my side

lost. If your people lose they don't

^The Al lias evolved so mucli that it's as ifthe creatures

are the star actors and they're bored. They've been

filmingfor so longtheyjust want it over and done with*

able to pinpoint any real gameplay

balance problems. Won't they?

"I guess so. It's just that there are

still a lot of things in the game that

are relatively untested - like the

football in the multiplayer game. We
now have a complete football

simulation in there, and the village

that wins the football gets this big

belief bonus. Well, my village was

playing a match and they kept losing

believe in you so much."

Well, Peter Molyneux has never

lost yet when it comes to game

development, and it would be

surprising if he started now. If the

play testers do their job and those

damn creatures start behaving

themselves, we'll hopefully get a little

shiny disc that can truly be classed as

21st century entertainment. Fingers

crossed for next month then...O

During a recent Jolly to Electronic

Arts' San Francisco offices we were

lucky enough to bump into Molyneux

and grab a worid-exciusive first play

of Black & White, and frankly it was

more fun than we could have

possibly imagined.

Moving around the worid is

simplicity itseli You either double-

click the left mouse button on a

certain point on the landscape to

instantly zoom to that position, or

you drag yourself there by holding

the left mouse button and moving

the mouse. The right mouse button

allows you to pick up and drop

objects/people - even jet-lagged

morons like us could manage it

We smashed up houses by

throwing rocks into them; we

dropped little people off large

mountains; and we tied our giant ape

to a tree and force-fed him villagers

while tickling his nether parts.

Essentially we pissed about as much

as we possibly could until after 20

minutes of play we were manhandled

off the PC and sent packing by a

flustered PR person, but it was too

late - we were well and truly hooked.

The overwhelming joy of being let

loose in this enormous virtual

playground, where you can do almost

anything you want, was too much. We

want it all, and we want it now.

LIVE AND DIRECT

On the day we visited the lion's den,

the entire office network had just

gone live on the Internet. This means

that a woridwide audience can now

watch each and every programmer's

screen as they tweak, adjust and

hone the final components of the

game. As Molyneux says: "It's our

version of Big Brother." So if you

want to find out for yourself how

Black & White is coming along as

it rushes headlong towards its

release date, simply head over to

www.bwgame.com/window/ for

your own private viewing.

What Peter was worldng on the day

after we visited the office. What you

see here was a bug he encountered

while demoing the game to us.
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If God created all men equal, how will you get the upper hand?

UICROSOF T ^ m I

STRATEGIC
I COMMANDER

Sidewinder Strategic Commander raises the standard of strategy

gaming, beyond expectations. Gain the competitive edge as you train,

deploy and command your forces faster and more efficiently. Twist, spin

and scroll around your gaming world and replace your complex

keyboard commands with simple button clicks. Strategic Commander
has no equal. Your time is now.

www.strateglccommander.co.ul



mm i
The city centre was deserted during the Rome vs England match. Alcohol smugglers will be given a warm reception by the local police department.

Each of the three nations - Romans, Vikings and Mayas -

will have their own unique capabilities.

The improved zoom function will enable you to look at

your settlers in even greater detail. i your b^ops more powerhil in battle.

SETTkiHSIV
Settle down boys and girls, Martin Korda is going to tell you all about a new game.

THE DETAILS

DEVELOPER Blue Byte

PUBUSHER Blue Byte

WEBSITE www.bluebyte.co.uk

OUT November 2000

WHAT'S THE BIG DEAL?

O Ihree nations witti individual campaigns

O Open ended strategy elements

O Improved combat witti squad leaders and mages

O Eight-player online co-operative and versus play

O Enhanced graphics and zoom option

fter the success of Settlers III, it

MBk was always somewhat

BH inevitable that we'd see a

fourth installment. Following

II^bI on from the last game, the

story revolves around a character called

Morbus and his plant-life hating nation,

Ihe Dark People, who are banished from

their home planet after attempting a

revolt against HIM, the highest of all the

gods. Their place of exile is earth, so

horrendous to Morbus and co, because

it has loads of greenery. To make their

new home more appealing, Morbus

sends his evil gardener to destroy all

of the world's vegetation, and as the

leader of one of three nations, it's

up to you to stop him. Sounds like

corporate globalisation - destroying

rainforests for burgers and exploitive

third-world sweat shops.

Despite the rather contrived story,

Blue Byte is taking plenty of steps to

ensure that Settlers IV has loads of

improvements over its predecessor.

As with the previous games, you'll

have to build up a colony, ensuring

that it has prosperous building and

mining industries, as well as adequate

food, weapon and tool production.

Each one of the three available

nations - Romans, Vikings and

Mayas - will have their own unique

architecture and different production

capabilities. They'll also come with

separate campaigns, each of which

will be fought against the Dark

People. However, the actual campaign

goals will be different for each nation.

Morbus and his gardener will only be

defeated when your gardener restores

all of the plant-life they have

destroyed. At its most basic, it

will come down to a battle of the

horticulturalists, although chances of

seeing Charlie Dimmock kicking Alan

Titchmarsh's head in are, unfortunately,

pretty slim.

Far more emphasis is being placed

on the game's strategy and trading

aspects. Harbours are being

expanded, and more types of ships

buildings. Trading is another aspect

which is being revamped. You'll be able

to trade both inside and outside of

your borders, giving proceedings a far

more strategic and open-ended feel.

There's nothing here that's going

to set the world on fire, but as with

other strategy updates, it's the

implementation and balance that can

make or break the game. Hither way

it's highly likely that Settlers IV will

^Despite the rather contrived story, Blue Byte is taking

plenty of steps to ensure that SettlersIVhas loads of

improvements over its predecessor^

will be available than in S7//. This will

provide you with a far greater scope

for both exploring and waging sea

battles. On land, you'll be able to

recruit squad leaders, who will make

your troops more powerful in combat

and mages who can cast devastating

spells, while those of you who prefer

a more covert approach will be able to

send saboteurs to take out enemy

sell in droves as the game has always

boasted a very loyal following.

The improvements should be more

than enough to see old stalwarts

reeling with joy. And, with the online

options, which enable up to eight

people to play either co-operatively or

against each other, it could also build

up a strong online community. We'll

keep you posted. 03
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IwItT!! LINKS 2001

THE DETAILS

DEVELOPER Microsoft

PUBUSHER Microsoft

WEBSITE www.microsoft.com/games/links2001/

OOTLate October

WHAT'S THE BIG DEAL?

O First /.////(f)' game with a course architect

O Completely revamped physics engine

O Customisable club distances

O Online golf tours with the chance to

win US$100,000

For
some, the Links series is

the only golf series worth

having. Generally speaking,

it's a franchise that has

consistently delivered the

goods. But others v^ould disagree,

for them it's either Sierra's PGA
Championship Golf, or EA's Tiger

Woods Golf. Point is - it's bloody hard

to make an impact in the ferociously

competitive world of PC golf.

LINKS2001
Keith PulI'm swings into tlie iatest Unks update to find out wtiat's on offer

Microsoft's answer is to tempt

women into the virtual golfing

arena. With LPGA veteran Annika

Sorenstam's name and likeness on

the links 2001 box alongside those

of Sergio Garcia and Arnold Palmer,

Microsoft is definitely appealing to

established Links fans as well as an

entirely new audience.

"Annika is the perfect addition

to the Links franchise as women's

presence in the golfing and PC golfing

world continues to grow," says Links

2001 product manager, Scott Lee. OK,

so a successful female golfer adorning

the box is a nice gesture. But the big

question is what does Links 2001

offer in terms of gameplay? The

answer is plenty, of course.

An entirely new 3D graphics and

physics engine has been developed in

an attempt to make the game's six

real-life courses, including the now
legendary St Andrews Old Course, as

realistic as possible. The terrains

available include cliffs, arches and

bunker overhangs. Also, objects are

now in 1280x1024, meaning

background images such as hills,

trees and clubhouses should be

less blurry or blocky than usual.

When it comes to your actual

superstar pros. Links 2001 has 14 of

them all gagging to show you how it's

done. There's also the option to create

your own left- or right-handed

golfers, you can even adjust club

distances. As far as the actual swing

^It's bloody hard to make an impact in the ferociously

competitive world of PC golf. And Microsoft's answer

is to tempt women into the virtual golfingarena^

Links 2001 is also the first Links

game to include a course designer.

The Arnold Palmer Course Designer

is the actual editor used by the

programmers, and from what we've

seen it looks set to blow away all

other architect tools - you can even

create tunnels. How this can be

applied on a golf course is another

story entirely. But still, it should make
for some interesting rounds.

interface goes, it's a standard tri-click

or real-time swing method that varies

little from Links 2000, or anything

else around at the moment. But hey, it

works, so why change it?

Finally, one of the most interestmg

features of Links 2001 has to be the

monumental online golf tour that

boasts a staggering US$100,000

jackpot. You never know, it might just

cover the phone bill. £3
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passion and stijle of the world's most famous racing logond.

The 3EO Madena Pro Racing Wheel is brouglit to gou exclusivi

ultimatE in race sim performancB.

A

included (as standard):

—• Ferrari® Officially Licensed Product

—m Ferrari® 360 Modena® replica wheel and gearstick

—• Foot pedal or wheel-mounted braking and acceleration systems

—• Fully programmable functions for customised gameplay

—• Compatible with PC, Mac® and iMac®

—# Rubber textured handgrip

Digital gearshift levers

©Guillemot Corporation 2000. Thrustmaster® and ThrustMapper® and Digital Integration^'' are trademarks and/or registered trademarks of ©Guillemot Corporation. 360 Modena®

is a registered trademark of Ferrari IDEA S.A. Mac® and iMac® are trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. All Rights Reserved. All other nationally and internationally recognised trademarks

and brand names are hereby acknowledged. Photos not binding. Contents, designs and specifications are subject to change without notice and may vary from one country to another

Cjuillemot Ltd, Central House. 27 Park Street, Croydon, CRO 1YD. Tel: 020 8686 5600





ESCIIPE FNM MONKEY KUND . J ilWilk

1 '^-"Vr*'i

It looks great, but is the humour going to be there? You don't want to go In there, surely? Find a coin, put It in the machine, etc..

And when we heard there was a Perfect 10 contest going on.,

ESlMI'E FROM No, um not feckin' Noel Gallagher.

MONKEY ISLAND
Paul Presfeys always picking fleas from his hair, so he's just the man to give you an Insight Into the latest simian quest

THE DETAILS

DEVELOPER 1 licasArts

PUBUSHERActivision

WEBSITE www.lucasarts.com

OUT November

WHArS THE BIG DEAL?

O Written by Sam /V7d Max authors Michael Stemmie

and Sean Clark. Escape uses a modified version

of the Grim Fandango 3D engine.

O The back-to-its-roots storyline with classic

characters from the first game

P Insult Fighting makes a retum

The
number one rule of

comedy is that monkeys are

funny. Everybody loves

monkeys with their cheeky

almost human behaviour,

their tantrums and uncanny ability to

start humping each other like a pair of

lust-crazed newly-v^eds the moment
a typically reactionary middle class,

Daily Mai7-reading parent brings his

sheltered five-year-old in front of the

cage ("Daddy, why's that monkey

hurting the other one?"). Not to

mention their inevitable enslavement

of the human race at some point in

the far-off future.

So it's odd that after three chapters

of a best-selling comedy adventure

game in which simians feature

prominently in the title, the actual

games have, by and large, been ape-

free. Luckily, for slapstick comedy

lovers everywhere, LucasArts is

promising plenty of monkey-related

fun in the fourth outing for its

popular pirate 'em up series,

Escape From Monkey Island.

Following directly on from the

end of Curse, Escape sees the newly-

wedded Guybrush and Elaine

returning to their home on Melee

Island. Trouble is she's been declared

dead, her home is set for demolition

and a mysterious stranger is attempting

to take over her position as governor.

And thus begins another 'wacky'

adventure in which Guybrush

lumbers from one series of mishaps to

another like some kind of pirate-era

Harold Lloyd (ask your parents).

For this fourth stab at the cherry,

LucasArts is ditching the tired tried-

To this end, we can expect to see

a return to Monkey Island's original

roots, with characters from the first

game popping up all over the shop.

Stan the used-boat salesman is now

an estate agent, Meathook and Otis

are back for more rat fun, Carla the

sword master and the eponymous

voodoo lady are both back in business

and even Murray the skull returns.

No word on the ultra-cool Cannelloni

^We can expect to see a return to MonkeyIslands roots,

with the original characters poppingup all over the place.

Whether this return to form pays off is anyone's guess^

and-tested 2D SCUMM engine in

favour of an updated version of Grim

Fandango's 3D GRIME system. The

backgrounds and characters will all

be in 3D - a move that's causing some

level of concern among long-term

fans of the series. Still, providing

the storyline's good enough, no one

will care in the long run what

graphical style is used.

Brothers, but we can only hope.

Whether this return to form will

pay off is anyone's guess. The pedigree

is good enough (Sam And Max was

one of LucasArts' better adventures of

late) and, heaven knows, LucasArts

could do with a decent title following

their recent Star Wars overkill. We'll

bring you a more in-depth look in

a few months' time. ISB
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RlmfT!] SERIOUSUM

No FPS is complete without a stiotgun.

fight In Alien Worlds and on space stations. Portals will transport you across huge levels. The chain gun makes mincemeat out of its many victims.

THE DETAILS

DEVELOPER Croteam

PUBUSHER TBC

WEBSITE www.croteam.com

OUT 2001

WmrS THE BIG DEAL?

O It's not very serious

O 3D engine handles cramped indoor and huge

outdoor maps easily

O Dozens of enemies on screen at any one time

O Retro pre- Oi/a/ce action - mindless and fun

People
are starting to take

Serious Sam seriously. Before

the Croatian developers

released an early technology

demo a couple of months

ago, Serious Sam was seen as just

another first-person action game
starring a ridiculous hero with a

similarly preposterous storyline.

Since then, however, Serious Sam
has heen hailed in some quarters as

the next in line to succeed Duke

Nukem. Ritual Entertainment's

Levelord even.w^nt so far as to call

SERIOUSSAM
Ash, BJ Blazkowicz, Duke and now 'Serious' Sam Stone. Richie Shoemaker

profiles gaming's latest hard man
the game "awesome", but then he is

American. He also guffed that the

game was a "must play for serious

first-person shootists. Sheer fun

riding on top of a solid engine",

(nothing like Heavy Metal FAKK2
then). Consequently, publishers

have been falling over themselves to

muscle" in on the first-person action -

The Gathering Of Developers/Take 2

are top of the transfer list at the

moment, although nothing has

been officially announced.

Now before you get the wrong

idea, Serious Sam is far from being

the next Half-Life. Going back in time

to Ancient Egypt to eliminate an alien

menace from the future is hardly the

stuff of novels. Our hero 'Serious' Sam
Stone is closer to Duke Nukem than

Gordon Freeman and the monsters

you find yourself up against have

more in common with Doom's ancient

monstrosities rather than the sleek,

sly antics of Half-Life's Black Ops. The

headless kamikaze bombers running

around made us chortle, as did

the mutant one-eyed Gimps that

look like they've been designed by

one. There are plenty of other bizarre,

ridiculous and faintly scary creatures

and to hype up the throwaway fun,

the evil entity you find yourself up

against is known to his chums as

Notorious Mental, a name we find

quite endearing.

50 with hundreds of creatures

populating any one level. Croteam

admits that the colours are garish,

but it wants to move away from the

gloom of the Quake series and create

a bright, fun and simple game. In

that respect they are on target.

One day soon - though hopefully

not too soon - we're all going to get

sick of realism in first-person games

^The headless kamikaze bombers running around

made us chortle as did the mutant one-eyed Gimps

that look like they've been designed by one^

Gameplay-wise, Serious Sam is a

no-brainer. Hordes of enemies come
running at you and you simply blow

them away. The levels are massive,

the outdoor areas vast and the

carnage incessant thanks to the fact

that the Serious 3D Engine can - in

the words of the developers - "allow

tons of enemies on screen at any one

time", which translates to well over

such as Rogue Spear and Counter-

Strike and Stan hankering for the low-

brow entertainment that got us by

five years ago. If that happens Serious

Sam may find itself riding a crest of

a wave of mindless shooters offering

big guns, masses of blood and

minimal effort. As it was in the

beginning, so it shall be ever more...

or something along those lines. IS
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TM

Where Turn Based and Real Time Meet...

Strategy Gaming will Never be the Same!

Check Out the Latest on

Battle Isle: The Andosia War at

bluebyte.net
I TM

www.bluebyte.net

c 1993 -2000 Blue Byte Softwore Inc No port of this publitotion moy be reproduced m ony form, broodcost fronsferred or fronslofed into ony foreign longuoge without the permission

of Blue Byte Software Inc Bottle Isle: ftie Andosio Wor 'ond the Blue Byte logo ore troderr^orks of Blue Byte Software Inc. f^oducts hove been submitted to the ESRB ond ore owoiting rotings.



free Homeworld Mission Disk
I

with Homeworld Cataclysm*
!

excessive choice of games if megastores

DANGEROUSLY ENTERTAINING
*Whi(e stocks last.



2 pc games for £40

lUOVALOeiC - o.

other titles available in store

mind blowing savings megastores

DANGEROUSLY ENTERTAINING
individual games £24.99. while stocks last.



Don't spend a single penny until you've checked out the /(Wfreviews first -

we'll tell you which games you've got to buy and which games to avoid

THE PC ZONE GAMES SYSTEM
This is the machine we use to review new titles on. Our reviewers also

use older machines to get an Impression of gaming in the 'real' world, but

this is what we currently consider the best value-for-money set up. As

games become more demanding, the specs will change to reflect that

^9

At
the heart of the machine is a 600MHz AMD

Athlon processor These babies are seriously

scorching, optimised for 3D applications, so

first-person shooters fly like you wouldn't

believe. Faster Athlons are now available, but

at the present prices, this is probably the best value for

money. The system bus runs at a godlike speed, so the

whole thing is like a supercar with no brake pedal.

Supporting the processor is a MaxiGamer Xentor 32

from Guillemot, purveyors of all things graphicy. Based

on the TNT2 chipset, these RAM-packed beasties are

designed to cope with the polygons, textures and special

effects that those game developers insist on chucking at

the screen. Guillemot has a new GeForce 256-based card

in the offing, which we're hoping to upgrade to soon.

Pionex has supplied the cases and 128Mb of PCI 00

memory for the motherboard. For gaming, especially with

RAM prices as they are at the time of writing, 1 28Mb is the

optimum amount. The cases have room for expansion

without taking up excessive space. Nifty floppy slot too. .

.

Hard drive services are provided by the stunning

7,200rpm, 20Gb Maxtor DiamondMax

Plus (from the 51 20 family

of drives). It's large and fast with room for full installs and

quick to load games when you want to play them.

Sound services are supplied by VideoLogic. The

SonicVortex 2 card is a PCI device featuring Aureal A3D 2.0,

ideal for gamers. The latest drivers are stunning, using the

card's own chip to reduce the processing overhead on the

CPU when calculating 3D audio. Aureal's API now handles

not only sounds themselves, but also their reflections: as

you approach a doorway, you can hear sounds from the

room reflected into the corridor. Immersive stuff.

VideoLogic also supplies speakers from the superb

Sirocco range. We primarily use Crossfires for gaming -

they may seem expensive, but you get twice the quality

you pay for. Four satellite speakers and a humungous

subwoofer give pinpoint accuracy for 3D audio and bass

meaty enough for the rumbliest explosions. We also use

other speakers from the range (the original Sirocco and

new Sirocco Pro) for sound card testing.

Guillemot's DVD Theater setup provides not only the

ability to load games quickly, but also to watch DVD movies

(essential for reviewing games - not) with its bundled

MPEG decoder card.

Peripherals are supplied by Microsoft, from USB mice

(top-notch for first-person shooters) to the full force-

feedback monty - joysticks and driving wheels -

and the ubiquitous SideWinder gamepads.

Last but not least, are headphones from Philips

(when the others in the office are suffering

^^^^ from Sirocco overkill) and fabulous 1 7in

^^^^B Brilliance monitors (1 07Bs). If you're used

^K^K to cheap monitors typically bundled with

^^^^W new PCs, the crispness and stability of the

^^^^ image on these comes as quite a shock.

MEn THE TEAM
All PCZONPs reviewers are experts in their

field. We lilce to give every game tiiat comes chris Anderson

in for review the best chance, which is why ™rr.:S,
we give it to a fan of ttie genre m Ruins otKunark

What's the best thing about being a giant?

I could tread on loads of Man

Utd fans.

DAVE WOODS
GENRE FPS. RPG. arcade

CURRENTLY PLAYING Star Trek

Voyager: Elite Force

I could stamp on ttie Dennis

Interactive football team, who

t)eat us 9-2.

REVIEWSYOU
CANTRUST
We at ZONE piide ourselves

on telling you exactly what we

think. Our reviewers are the

most experienced and talented

in the business. They're all

experts in their chosen genre, and

won't pull any punches - if a game's

not worth buying, we'll tell you why. But we don't leave it

there. We want to know what you think of the games that

come out, which is why we have our Feedback section on

page 94. This is where you get the opportunity to put your

point of view into PC ZONE.

CHECKTHE SPECS!
The standard spec machine these days is a P233 with 32Mb

of memory - but before a game you need to make sure it will

work on your system. Because the tech specs on packaging

can be a little optimistic, make sure you check out the We

Say bit in our tech specs box. This is where we report on

what we think the minimum tech specs should be. If a game

runs like a tortoise on the machine listed by the publishers,

we'll tell you. All the games reviewed are tested on the

minimum-spec PC as quoted on the packaging.

WHERE TOCAU
Having trouble finding any of the games listed in the

reviews section of the magazine? Here are the

numbers you need to call:

Acdaim 020 7344 5000 • Activision 01 895 456700 • iMwo
01 322 29251 3 • Blue Byt» (Germany) 49 0 208 450880 •

Codemasters 01 926 81 4 1 32 • Cryo 01 926 31 5552 • Bdot
Interactive ^?0 8636 3000 • Electronic Arts 01932 450000 •

Empire Interactive 020 8343 7337 • Europress n \ 625 855000 •

Gremlin Interactive 01 1 4 263 9900 • GT Interactive 20 8222

• Hasbro Interadhre 020 8569 1234 • InfogramesOiei

827 8000 • Interplay 020 7551 4222 • MNcroMs (Prance) 00 33

1 46 01 54 01 • Microsoft 0345 002 000 • MatM 01 444 246333 •

NovaLogic 020 7405 1 777 • Rage Software 01 51 237 2200 •

Take 2 Interactive 01 753 854 444 • THQ 01 483 767656 •

UbI Soft :
' Zablac 1 626 332233

RICHIE SHOEMAKER
GENRE RTS, space combat

CURRENTLY PLAYING RedAlert 2

and Counter-Strike

Having a fantastically large

appendage (unfortunately, there

would t)e nowhere to put it).

MARK HILL

GENRE Adventure, RPG, turn-ba

CURRENTLY PLAYING Champ

Manager Beta 00/01

I'd be able to date taller girls.
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SCOREDRAW
O REVIEWS EDITOR Dave Woods

We get a lot of feedback from you

about our scoring system, and

thankfully most of it seems fairly

positive. However, every now and

again, we get a letter from a

seriously hacked-off reader

I claiming we've done the world an

injustice by seriously under/over scoring a certain

game. The truth is that we're never going to agree on

everything. Read this month's Supertest and you'll

find that most of us were left cold by Diablo 11. In the

midst of this negative onslaught one person had the

guts to stand up and proclaim his undying love for the

title. He got shouted down, of course, and rightly so,

but it proves that if you put a roomful of gamers

together, an argument is almost inevitable.

What we try and do, and I think we get it right

more than 99 per cent of the time (which puts us at

the top of our own Top 100 and in line for our very

own classic rating) is to give every review to a fan of

the genre. You can't review a game in isolation and

score it accurately. Take the FPS genre. I've played

every game out there, so 1 know that Kuis Psycho

Circus, as fun as it is, doesn't deserve to be in the same

bracket as Half-Life or Quake III. Give it to someone

whose last interaction with a game was in 1979 and

he'll be blown away. You need a reference point.

And remember, when we do score a game

differently to you, we want to know about it. We're

not so far up our own orifices that we don't

acknowledge a difference of opinion, even if we're

right and you're wrong. Write to us and let us know.

This month, Richie is back on the RTS trail with

Westwood's latest. Red Alert 2. Does he get it right?

Keith Pullin jetted over to America to bring you the

world's first review of. Giants. We've also given

completely correct scores to Age OfEmpires II: The

Conquerors Expamion, Heavy Metal: FAKK2, V-Rally 2

and Deep Fighter. We're good like that.

rS A TOUGH CALL...

90-100%:
Here a\ ZONEwe

I score evef7 game

out of 1 00. If a game receives the impressive

score of 90 or above, it is awarded the PC

ZONE Classic award. These games are

original, innovative, compelling and are worth buying

even if you're not really a fan of the genre.

80-89%:
Games that

I score 80-89 get

the PCZONE Award For Excellence.

These are excellent examples of their

type of game and if you're a fan of the genre you

should definitely consider buying the title.

7C1(I/ games scoring between

# ll"# %9 /O 70-79 have Just missed an

Award For Excellence, but don't Ignore them. The

score is well above average and that means you're

getting a great title that's worth the investment if

you're a fan of the genre.

M_f^n||# Games that score in this region

"IP^I /II don't win any awards, but

they're above average and well worth a look. If you're

not a fan of the genre though, they will probably offer

limited long-temi appeal.

nII^^M||y These games are below

^11"4^1 /II average and you should really

only consider parting with your cash if you're a big

fan of the series or genre, or if you happen to see

them at a reduced price.

EXCELLENCE^| "Aaaaaa-bHIidde with meeeeee!

0-19%;
Games that

I score less than

20 should be avoided. They offer

little in the way of long-term appeal,

can be frustrating and definitely aren't much fun. If a

game is seriously bugged, then it will also fall into this

category. You have been warned.
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68 RED ALERT 2

72 AGE OF EMPIRES II-

THE CONQUERORS EXPANSION

74 HEAVY METAL: FAKK 2

77 V-RALLY2 EXPERT EDITION

78 DEEP FIGHTER

80 REACH FOR THE STARS

80 WACKY RACES

81 TRAFFIC GIANT

81 HOT WHEELS MICRO RACERS

81 MAXIMUM POOL

82 RUGRY2001

82 ARMY MEN: OPERATION
MELTDOWN

82 MASTERGAMMON

Under the ZONE scoring system,

new games will have to be pretty

spectacular to receive this award.

They will have to take their genre to

unprecedented new heights, and

represent a major step forward for

PC gaming. There are now very few

titles that can justifiably be described

as PC ZO/Vf Classics. This trend

will continue across all genres.

Generally speaking, all ZO/Vf Classics

are must-have titles (the benchmark

title being the definitive game of the

genre), but that does not mean you

should discount games ttiat score 80-I-

per cent These games recehre the PC

ZO/I^FAward For Excellence and are

essential buys if you are a fan of the

genre the game fits into. Classics, on

the other hand, are games we think

will appeal to everyone and will bring

new fans to that particular genre. There

will not be many of them. When we say

a game Is a Classic, we mean Itl

fCZlir

MARTIN KORDA
GENRE Strategy, space combat

CURRENTLY PLAYMG Shogun:

Total War

Everyone looks up to you.

PAUL MALUNSON
GENRE Action. RPG, tum-t)ased

CURRENRY PLAYING Elite Force

and Kiss Psycho Circus

You never have to go upstairs.

PAUL PRESLEY
GENRE FPS. action/adventure

CURRENTIY PLAYING Deus Ex

Size 258 Shoes.

KEITH PULUN
GENRE Adventure/ RTS

CURRENTLY PLAYING Giar)ts.

Having a massive cochlea.

JAMES LYON

GENRE Action/adventure

CURRENTLY PLAYING Baldur's Gate

I could get a letter grip on my

STEVE HILL

GENRE Foott)all, racing

CURRENTLY PLAYING Cttamp

Manager Beta 00/01

You can piss on people's heads.
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CITIZEN KABUID
O £39.99 • Digital Maytiem/lnterplay • Out November

Enormous cock-up, or giant hit? Citizen Puliin is liere witli tlie verdict

Every
now and then a title

comes along that almost

defies explanation. This

is one such game. On the

surface it's just a

straightforward third-person-

perspective shooter. On another

level it's a complex, multiplayer

real-time strategy game. And

somewhere else along the line

it turns into a role-playing game.

And just to top it off there's a dash

of MWfthrown in. In short, it

transcends boundaries like no

other game we've seen. What's

more, we can't get enough of it.

That's right, after a wait of

more than two long and drawn-

out years, Giants: Citizen Kabuto

has finally arrived in the

office and for once

we're not

7mv
asam.

disappointed. Kabuto himself has

to be one of the coolest gaming

personalities to ever grace the

PC. He is the epitome of all that

is violent in video entertainment:

he sticks Marines on his horns

and stores them for a snack; he

rips other creatures to pieces

with his bare hands; and he just

pops living morsels into his

mouth like peanuts. The big guy

trujy is a class act. But more on

that later, right now we need to

get back to basics.

If you're not aware

of the plot,

here's a

quick run-down. The giant Kabuto

is created by a race of naked,

underwater nymphets, the Sea

Reapers, and ordered to defend

them from possible, yet very

improbable, alien attack. Kabuto

is not impressed - he doesn't

know where he came from and he

doesn't understand why he is this

huge monstrosity. He feels lonely

all the way up there and he longs

for a mate, and so he gets angry,

very angry indeed. He turns on

his female creators and virtually

wipes them out. The remaining

Reapers flee to the depths of the

ocean to concoct new twisted

ways to save their fishy skins.

The story may be in a

contemporary form, but it's a

classic tale - it's Frankenstein for

a digital age. The folly of messing

with science and perverting

nature is the theme, and in Kabuto

we have the perfect anti-hero.

That's the easy part out of

the way, here's how Giants

actually works.

ALL FOR ONE
AND ONE FDRAU
You control three different

characters: a disenchanted

Sea Reaper called Delphi; the

Meccaryns, a band of cockney

space Marines who have

crash-landed on the planet;

and the lovely Kabuto.

Each character has strengths

and weaknesses. Delphi, for

example, can learn up to 13

magic spells. Unfortunately, her

nakedness means that physically

she's quite weak and can't take

many hits before dying.

The Meccs, on the other

hand, are protected by

sturdy exoskeletons and

have a staggering

amount of weaponry

and technology at

their disposal, but to

access most of it they

must build a base. Kabuto,

obviously, is an enormously

powerful magical psychopath

who flattens anything he sees

and needs to eat constantly to

maintain this unequalled strength

Interestingly, these immense

personality differences lead

to three totally different ways

of playing

the game. Q/
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The giant Kabuto is

created by a race of

naked, underwater

nymphets known as

the Sea Reapers, and

is ordered to protect

them from alien

attack. But he turns

on his creators
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The big man
seems happier

now he's got

some friends

to play with.

I

"Aaaarghl Let go of me you big brute!"

This Sonak creature

shoots powerful

sound waves that

flatten the ground.

These maggot-type creatures are known as cleaners. They eat any

corpses that just so happen to be lying around.

—
I

T
Delphi tries out just one of her many destructive spells.

© Fighting your way across the

island as Delphi is fast-paced,

stirring stuff. She carries a

magical bow (complete with a

zoom option) that fires everything

from flame to homing arrows. Her

spells include the ability to slow

time (so she can dodge bullets,

Maf/vx-style), shrink any creature

(including Kabuto) to the size of

a mouse, create a tornado and

call up a wall of fire. For close

encounters, she has a sword that

can kill most minor enemies in a

flash. She's a fearsome lass and

there's a definite mystical appeal

about playing her. Oh, and you

get to see her breasts. But that's

not important, of course.

Playing as the Meccs is, again,

action-orientated but there's the

added strategy of using the

jetpack to thrust around the

^The Story may be

in contemporary

form, but it's a

classic tale -it's

Prsinkensteinior

the digital age.

And Kabuto istbe

perfect anti-hero^

landscape and having to

command the four other Meccs

in the team. Issuing them with

basic orders, such as "take

cover" and "attack" is all that it

takes in that respect, although

there are times when for some

reason the Al gets a bit twitchy.

They also tend to zoom around

in peculiar patterns and are

not averse to bumping into a

mountain or two. Annoyingly, they

also look very similar to some of

your enemies, so you can end up

shooting your own men by

mistake. They can't actually be

hurt but you can still end up

wasting valuable ammunition.

That aside, playing as the

Meccs is still an interesting

experience, especially when

you've got delights such as mines,

grenades, machine guns, RPGs,

sniper rifles, homing missiles

and more at your disposal.

Playing Kabuto, on the other

hand, is an all-out gorefest. His

body is his only weapon. With his

colossal size, casualties simply

can't be avoided and, in true

Carmageddons\y\e, you find

yourself killing and maiming

without even realising it. Special

moves are acquired as the game

goes on and include the elbow-

drop, fist-slam and the lethal

butt-stomp. There's even the
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Kabuto Is tough, but here a Mecc shows that he is not completely indestructible.

added bonus of viewing the

action through a mouth-cam.

Assuming the role of Kabuto is

literally a devastating experience;

controlling him is confirmation

that he is, without doubt, the

star of the show.

Here's the twist, though: you

never actually get to choose

which of these characters you

want to control. Instead, the

game automatically selects

one for you when the plot

necessitates it. One moment you

could be fighting Kabuto and then

on the next mission you could be

controlling him. It's a restrictive

way of doing things that might

not appeal to everyone, but it's

still an idea that manages to instill

a compelling desire to finish the

stage in order to see who you are

going to play as next. Ultimately,

there are 15 missions per

character so things even

themselves out in the end.

ONLYSMARTIES
HAVE THE ANSWER
Despite their obvious differences,

the aforementioned characters

have something very important in

common: they all need two vital

resources to survive. The first

resource is Smarties: an intelligent

yet harmless race of small blue

creatures. The second is Vimps:

gentle bovine-like creatures bred

solely for food. While all three of

the main characters rely on these

resources, they don't necessarily

use them in the same way.

Where Kabuto and the Sea

Reapers need to kill the Smarties

to utilise their powerful mana,

the Meccs simply put them to

work as slaves to help build their

base. The Vimps. meanwhile, are

important to Kabuto and the

Meccs as a basic food supply.

However, for the Sea Reapers

these strange two-legged cows

increase spell power.

Smarties also happen to be

the lynchpin of the whole story.

Yan, the wise old Smartie sage,

is the guy who Delphi learns her

spells from. In fact, in all the

early missions these little blue

Smurty things help you along,

familiarising you with the world

you're in and teaching you how

to use your equipment. On one

mission near the start, the Meccs

have to rescue a Smartie who

has been kidnapped by some Sea

Reaper henchmen. Once you've

rescued him, he rewards you

with a sniper rifle and sends

you packing on another mission

to rescue his son. One female

Smartie even manages to get a

shag out of a Meccaryn called Reg

- they really do like to get involved.

They also act as comic

relief providing funny accents,

silly names and ridiculous

predicaments. At times the

humour gets a bit stupid,

especially during the numerous

slapstick cut-scenes at the end

of each sub-mission. Still, this

is something that should be

expected from Planet Moon, after

all, this is the developer that broke

away from Shiny Entertainment,

and whether they like it or not, a

lot of Shiny's warped sense of

humour is still evident. Take the

Meccaryns, for example. They

only arrived on this world after

they were eaten and then shat

out by a giant space fish. Now

that's just plain old weird.

JACK OF ALL TRADES,
MASTER OF NONE?
The RTS section of Giants is

slightly easier to digest. On later

missions both Delphi and the

Meccs can build bases. This gives

them new technology and better

spells or weapons. All they have to

do is take a Smartie back to their

base and then assign it to work on

a particular building.

At this point the view flips into

overhead mode so that you can

work more easily. In this manner

Delphi can create wonders such

as sea monsters and submarines,

and the Meccs can fly around

in nifty little helicopters. The

chopper in particular is a versatile

machine allowing you to travel the

immense landscape faster It also

allows you to strafe enemies from

the sky. This means you can slice

your enemies into tiny pieces if

you fly close enough to the

ground. Buzzing a herd of Vimps,

The view through the mouth-cam - pretty, isn't it?

FE Fl FO FUM...

Like our friend Kabuto, giants generally get a

bad rap. It's a shame really because most of

the time it isn't even their fault

Some mad scientist weirdo usually creates them without even

Icnowing why. On other occasions, they could be minding their

own business when a bunch of little people come along and try to

take them away. As homage to gigantism, we list some of the ottier

giants who, over the years, have been sadly misunderstood...

KING KONG
The most famous ape of them

all got a shocldng deal. There he

was happily munching bananas

and spanldng his monkey on his

own private tropical island when

suddenly along come some mad

scientists who tranquilise him,

capture him, take him to America

and kill him. Giant persecutkNi?

Definitely. Although, he did get to meet Fay Wray.

GULLIVER
Poor nonnal-sized Gullhrer went

for a quick trip in his boat and

ended up being tied up on a

beach and accused of being a

giant. He tried to be cm\ with

the little people buzzing around

him, but to no avail. They were

only interested in using his

colossal size to attack their

manipulation? Oh yes.neighbours across the sea. Giant

ALICE
Alk>e's desire to experiment with

hardcore drugs put her in a bit of

a predk;ament Being burnt alhre

simply for being too big for a

house is a little harsh, especially

as she only went to Wonderiand

because her parents never

gave her enough attention.

It's a classic case of seeking

solace in escapism. Giant misunderstanding? Of course.

JOLLYGREEN
GIANT
Using a giant in an advertising

campaign for canned sweetcom

is cleariy evil. He never wanted

to live a charade like that, but

men in suits forced him to. This

TV legend was even based on the

giant in JackAnd The BeanstaKc

Magic beans. Com. See, it's all

starting to make sense now, isn't it? Corporate giant? Big sales.

DIGBY (The Biggest Dog

In The World)

He's Digby, he's beautiful and

he got bigger and bigger and

bigger. Again it wasn't his fault,

somebody spiked his milk

and he turned into an

enormous walking furball

overnight. Obviously this is no

reason to get the army and a

few howitzers on to him. Giant Dog? Hot dog.
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Delphi captures a couple of monsters Inside a huge time bubble.

EUIITS: CITIZEN KUOTO

' for example, scatters big fleshy

lumps of Vimp meat everywhere.

There are limits, though - trying

the same trick on Kabuto should

definitely not be attempted.

Another excellent move on

the helicopter is to assign a Mecc

to each wing and use them as

gunners. You can even do this in

LAN or Internet multiplayer mode.

Kabuto is the only character

that doesn't have a base, but he's

still got a few tricks up his hairy

sleeve. For one, if he eats enough

Smarties he can pop an egg out

of his arse. Curiously, this egg

hatches into a kind of demonic

helper who can run around and

perform basic tasks such as

collecting meat and Smarties.

Kabuto can produce five of these

at any one time and they can all

be controlled in a similar way to

the Mecc 'wingmen'.

FOREVER FRIENDS

The RTS element to the single-

player game is clearly an inspired

touch that adds a significant

novelty factor to the gameplay.

In the multiplayer game, however,

RTS is less of a novelty and much

more of a necessity.

Matches take place between

two sides. Any of the main three

races can be chosen, and battles

serious about - they want it to be

as enjoyable as the single-player

game and they look like they may

well have done it.

X MARKS THE SPOT

The detail of Giants is

unbelievable. You only have to

look at the rippling of the ocean

and the swaying of the trees to

know that this is an engine with

some serious balls. Everything

looks sublime, and sometimes the

majestic beauty of the landscapes

themselves leads you to think that

this is the only game in the world

that looks similar to Black &

White. And if you think Kabuto

looks good as a still screenshot,

wait until you see him moving

or, even better, roaring.

Care doesn't stop there

though. Mark Morgan, who

works on some of the The X-Files

music, has written the exclusive

soundtrack to the game. It may

sound like incidental Star Wars

music at times, but there's no

doubt that it puts atmosphere

in all the right places.

Sound effects and speech

have also been developed with

the utmost care and precision.

Only recently Planet Moon threw

a load of professional voice artists

into a sound studio and got them

^The detail of Giants'is unbelievable. You only

have to look at the rippling of the ocean and

the swaying of the trees - it's sublime ^

can even occur between two

sides of the same race. The

exception is Kabuto, he flatly

refuses to fight himself and so

duels only with the other two

races. The Meccs can have a

maximum of five players on

their team, the Sea Reapers

can have three and Kabuto,

obviously, is by himself.

The idea is to collect Smarties

faster than your opponent to

make more powerful weapons to

kill them with. But there are also a

lot of other tactics. One of these is

that you can nick Smarties out of

the enemy base and take them

back to your own. Other strategies

include stealing all the food

resources so that the other team

starves to death. This is extremely

effective when your opponent is

Kabuto, because as soon as you

remove his nourishment he is

almost powerless.

From what we've experienced

so far, the multiplayer game

is perfectly balanced with no

race seemingly having a huge

advantage over the other. Overall,

the multiplayer aspect to Giants is

something Planet Moon is clearly

to talk gibberish for several hours.

The resulting ad-libbing between

the actors was so good nearly all

the recorded material was used.

The only other thing worth

mentioning is that this is a very

tough game, especially on the

Meccaryn missions. Every

weapon has limited ammo and

much of your time is spent

looking for the Gift Shop, found

somewhere on each mission.

Here you can pick up free ammo

refills and extra gadgets such as

shields and stealth-bushes. But

continuously running backwards

and forwards between battle and

shop is not everyone's idea of

enthralling gameplay. If you think

we're being picky, we are, that's

our job. The fact is Giants is

predominantly an action game

and repetitive gameplay like this

detracts from the overall fluidity.

We won't hold that against it,

though, because when it comes

to originality and depth this game

delivers. Giants is equally good

online or offline, and in this day

and age where developers tend to

concentrate on either one or the

other, its versatility is a treat. C3

N0 1. THE LARCH
Pythonesque

humour? Oh
yes, please

The humour in Giants is a

little on the odd side, and

in some ways very Monty

Pyttion. Here, for example,

one of the Meccs dresses

up as a bush in order to

avoid detection. If he's

sneaky enough our little

friend here will be able to

make it all the way to the

enemy base without being

seen. If he does that he

can steal a Smartie and

make a dash for it
Didn't that bush Just... oh never mind.
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A Mecc goes on a rec on mission above a nearby base.

Jim Davidson's Generation Game.

When it comes down to ttie crunch,

Giants is one of the best third-person

action/adventure game around at

the moment. The story is well

devised and at}sorbing, the graphics

are stunning, it plays well and it has

lots of beautiful naked ladies in It.

What more could you want?

Giants: CWzenKabuto

The Nomad Soul

Indiana Jones And

The Infernal Machine

Messiah

TECH SPECS

MINIMUM SYSTEM Processor Pll 233

Memory 64MI} RAM. 400Mb hard disk

space WE SAY PHI 500 with 1 28Mb RAM

and hardware acceleration

. yERDICT
O UPPERS Play as three very different

characters • Good multiplayer game

• Quite good mini RTS section •

Kabuto is fantastic to look at and

control • Amazing amount of

r weapons and spells

Can't select different

'
characters at will • Questionable Al •

Fairly tough

Tomb Raider The

L^st Revelation 85
A giant among

GUNTS: CITIZEN MBUTOlTfTllTiT:

THE CAST AND CREW
As well as the three main races there are plenty of other species roaming

the land. Here's just a small selection of the kind of creatures you're likely

to meet throughout Giants' 45 levels

Sea Reapers can create. This

handy creature swims up

to the shore with up to 15

jellyfish in its mouth. It then

proceeds to spit them on

ttie ground where they burst

and create toxic fumes that

damage any Ihring thing

that's in the vicinity.

SMARTIES
The Smarties are nathres to

the island and are also one of

the most important resources

in the game. However,

Smarties will only work for

you if you provide them with

a pub so that they can chill

out after a hard day's work.

If you do this for them, they

will reward you with shops,

vehicles, weapons, spells

and even a base.

change the way a landscape

looks. They also serve as

transportation for the Sea

Reaper Henchmen.

VIMPS
The basic Ihrestock of the

island. Every race relies

on Vimps in order to survive.

They are probably most

important to Kabuto though,

so if you can destroy his

main source of power, you

can do well.

SEAREAPER
HENCHMEN
The Sea Reapers' personal

bodyguards hunt in packs

and will relentlessly chase

you down if you bump into

one of their many patrols.

They are also used to guard

Sea Reaper bases. They are

quick and deadly.

SONAK
This great lumbering beast

is capable of sending out

Shockwaves of sound that

inflict massive damage on

anything in its way, including

the ground you stand on.

Sonaks can completely

VERMSAND
SPLITTERS
Annoying flying bat-like

creatures with rows of razor-

sharp teeth. If you kill one.

It changes into five Splitters

(smaller versions of the

Verm), which start dive-

bombing you. steer clear

of them if you can.

SEAMONSTER
One of the best weapons the

/tidily

CHARGER
This massive bull-like

creature has amazingly tough

skin and is extremely difficult

to kill. The only effective way

to stop him is to shoot at his

gob when he's charging at

you. They are often found in

the fields surrounding Sea

Reaper bases.

SHEPHERD
Shepherds are rare, but they

are usually found close to

VImps. Oddly, they kill the

Vimps rather than protect

them, but there you go. It's a

funny old worid.

RIPPERS
Where there's one, there's

usually mora These nasty

pieces of wortc shoot up out

of the ground and fire deadly

blue clouds of gas at you.

They can be destroyed fairly

easily, but their sheer number

can often be overwhelming.
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& CONQUER:

RED ALERT 2
O £34.99 •EA* Out October

A surprise attack from Westwood sees

Richie SAoe/nator reeling in confusion

Considering all the

delays, hype and

disappointment that

surrounded last year's

release of Command

& Conquer se(\ue\ Tiberian Sun

(PCZUQ)), RedAlert 2\)as, in

comparison, had a rather quiet

time of it. Its announcement

in May took many by surprise

(including us) and now it seems

barely has the marketing machine

had time to get into first gear

than the game has been finished,

packaged and readied for release.

Consequently, thanks in no small

part to the worldwide panning of

Tiberian Sun, expectation for

Westwood's new real-time strategy

game has been only marginally

higher than that we would

reserve for a decent English

summer. To its credit, developer

Westwood has neither proclaimed

RedAlert 2X0 be ground-breaking

nor Earth-shattering and, after

the tragic anti-climax that was

Tiberian Sun, we wouldn't have

believed them if they had.

Using an enhanced -

unnoticeably so - version of the

Tiberian Sun game engine and

sporting many gameplay features

and units from a four-year-old

game. RedAlert 2 cou\6 be seen

as a glorified remake of its

predecessor. Westwood has done

the same thing before, with Dune

2000{PCZm) - the botched up

remake of real-time strategy's

most influential game - so it

wouldn't be beneath them to

do the same again.

Now before you all start

sending me death threats for my

cynical indifference, let me just

say if I hadn't been so pessimistic

before playing the game, I wouldn't

have enjoyed it as much as I did.

Think about it - and be honest

- what are your expectations for

the next Star Wars game? I'd

wager not too high after having

wasted your money on Force

Commander. But because we

are all Star IVarsfans, or at least

we should be, there is the hope

that the next one will be brilliant.

However, in RedAlert2s case

I wasn't hoping for much at all.

You'd do well to think the same,

for if you do, I guarantee you'll

be pleasantly surprised.

HEROES AND VILLAINS

When you review a game - or at

least when I do - one essential

undemanding, yet taken as a

whole (and separated by a story

that sees the USA being invaded)

the two campaigns on offer (you

can play as Allies or Soviets) are

very engaging

As is par for the course, you

build a base, harvest ore, expand

your borders and kill the unending

trickle of enemy units until you

overrun their base, all with scant

regard for tactics - been there

done that, we all have. With that

^Where 7/terMii5ii/iwas a faintly absurd

yarn, RedAlert 'is somehow believable,

despite being even more outlandisb^

technique is to jot down pages

of notes while you're playing, so

when it comes to writing the

review, you can refer back to

them. Normally what is written

down, though illegible, makes

some sort of sense, but one of the

last things I wrote was "missions

good. Nothing special. Addictive".

I am at a loss as to what i was on

about, but I can tell you this: the

missions in themselves are pretty

in mind, what has been baffling

me is why I enjoyed RedAlert2

so much and yet could not derive

any pleasure from Tiberian Sun.

Both games are practically

identical in structure, offering

similar units to play with across a

linear series of missions, liberally

interspersed with high-quality

video sequences. The only

answer I can offer is a subtle

difference in feel and mood.

mmmm
Where Tiberian Sun was a dark

and faintly absurd yarn full of

square-jawed heroes and boo-hiss

villains, RedAlertan6 its illustrious

predecessor are somehow

believable, despite being even

more outlandish.

Graphically, RedAlert 2'\s

far from great. The animation

for some of the larger units,

ships especially, is juddery and

the explosions are hardly

spectacular. However, bearing

bright colours and full of tiny

details - like baseball and

football pitches, fast food bars

and houses - many levels are

full of civilian life that have little

impact on the game, but add a

touch of fun to the proceedings.

Sunbathers run half-naked on

the beaches and cattle make

themselves targets for your

restless attack dogs on the

farms. Elsewhere, across

maps frozen with ice, all the

buildings are draped with

snow as if to fool us that they

had been there forever. They

haven't of course, but it's

seemingly insignificant details
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After stopping off at McBurger Kong, the Russians are ready for battle.

like this that add a bit of colour

to our interminably dull lives.

ANIMAL MAGIC
In regard to the two sides you

can choose to play, both are as

distinct as any you'll find in a

real-time strategy game. One of

Westwood's strengths is that it

always offers two very different

challenges in all its strategy

games, by throwing in units and

buildings that look and play to

different styles. Many of the units

are standard fare with infantry

and tanks in abundance, but there

are a number of clever differences

between even those.

Soviet conscripts are both

cheap and weak, American GIs

are marginally more expensive

and can be deployed in a

defensive role, able to fortify

themselves in an instant within

a cocoon of sandbags.

The Allied Infantry Fighting

Vehicle (IFV) is another interesting

unit. Alone it is a weak

reconnaissance tank, armed with

a simple rocket launcher. But put

a Gl inside and its turret becomes

a powerful anti-personnel

platform. With an engineer at the

controls it alters into a mobile

repair vehicle and there are other

transformations that can be

achieved by trying out other, more

potent infantry units inside.

Things like Rocket Launchers,

Tech Yards and Gap Generators

we've seen before, but many

units, both old and new, can

combine in interesting ways.

Place some Tesia Troopers with

their electrifying weapons around

a static TesIa Coil and they'll

boost the power of it and keep

it charged even when the power

is down during an enemy attack.

As in all RTS games, both

sides' infantry units are easily

Notice the snow-topped buildings? Well we liked them.

There goes the World Trade Centre.

overrun, even in large numbers,

but this time around they can find

shelter in many of the neutral

buildings that pepper the levels.

It's a feature that is long overdue

in a Westwood game {Age Of

Empires //and the soon-to-be-

released WWII RTS Sudden Strike

both offer the same option) and

although not every building can

be captured, certain ones that

are can be a powerful complement

to your base by creating

chokepoints through which a

lightly armed enemy can quickly

perish. Furthermore, there are

four neutral Tech Buildings that

can be procured - Airports,

Hospitals, Outposts and Oil

Derricks - all of which can

support and replenish units that

might otherwise have to make a

long journey back to base.

The Soviets are still the

side of cheap mass-produced

technology, underhand and

willing to sacrifice numbers for

victory. In contrast, the Allies rely

on fast, high-tech units that are

more adaptable, yet weaker if left

in a sustained fight with Soviet

units of similar role.

One aspect in which RedAlert

always won out over C&C vjas its

use of naval units. And once again,

HedAlert2gms the Soviet side

a greater underwater navy, while

the Allied fleet is predominantly

surface-based with Destroyers,

Cruisers and Aircraft Carriers

going against the Russian

Typhoon Subs and Giant Squids.

Trained animals play a larger

role in this sequel than they did

in the original RedAlert. The

Allies now have attack dogs, as

do the Russians, and against the

Squids the forces of good rely

on herds (or pods if you want to

be technical) of clicking dolphins

and their sonar attack.
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A man-made Ii9htiiin9 storm moves in.

BRING YOUR FRIENDS

Even though the storyline and

the level-by-level feed of new

technologies are enough to keep

you entertained throughout the

two campaigns - and there is

always the option of the skirmish

game - there comes a time when

the war will be over against the

computer and the time will come

to take on a human opponent.

We won't even pretend that we

have played RedAlert 2 onWne yet,

no servers are running anyway,

but we did play over a LAN and,

thanks to the diversity in units

and the immediate familiarity of

all of Westwood's games, playing

against a real opponent was

tremendous fun. In multiplayer

or skirmish games you not only

have to pledge allegiance to the

Allied or Soviet sides, you have to

choose an army from a particular

country, each of which have

a particular special unit they

can use: Germany has tank

destroyers; Libya has demolition

trucks; Cuba has terrorists; the

US has paratroopers; and Britain

has snipers. Not a deal-clincher,

as Steve Hill would say, but fun

all the same.

As was the case in C&C, Red

Alert, Tiberian Sun and now this,

multiplayer games are all about

throwing forces forward

to eat away at the opponent's

defences. As you do so you are

constantly thinking about what

concoction of forces to send in

next and while you leave your

units to get on with it, you're

cooking up another batch to send

in. Westwood has never made

strategy a priority in its games

and here, too, the multiplayer

game is about a slow pace of

play that always ends up in

spectacular fashion with entire

bases wiped away by just one

weapon. This - what we might

term 'the railgun factor' -

makes each game a race to

build the most devastating

weapon available rather than a

plod through attack, counter-

attack and stalemate.

THE BIT AT THE END
About as ground-breaking as

Windows 98 is to Windows 95,

RedAlert 2 \s no less essential

for it. The interface has certainly

improved since Tiberian Sun

and the missions, varied and

interesting, are carried along

by a storyline that doesn't take

itself nearly as seriously as other

C&C games - for every cheesy

BACK TO THE FUTURE
RedAlert, the story so far...

in theory it's a good plan, but the greatest theorist of them all failed

to realise the implications of his actions. After developing a time-

travelling device in post-war America, Albert Einstein returns to 1923

to wipe Hitler from the history books. Unchecked by Nazi Germany,

the Soviet Union, lead by Joseph 'Madboy' Stalin, embarks on a

European cnisade to turn our continent a nasty shade of red.

Defeated by an uncharacteristic display of unity, Stalin Is killed

by European Allied forces and Premier Romanov takes over Soviet

control. Seemingly compliant and peaceful, he is of course quite

mad and plotting his revenge against the Allies, he decides that

America is ripe for invasion. Using mind control technology, the

USSR sabotages America's nuclear capability and a huge invasion

is launched into New l\Aexico, Texas and California. Which is wtiere

you come in to save the day.

In the grand scheme of things Age Of

Empires //is still the best traditional

real-time strategy game available,

but it lacks the scale of carnage and

simple honest-to-goodness fun of

the Command & Conquer series.

Without a doubt, RedAlert 2 is

Westwood's finest game to date and,

although it isn't ground-breaking

in the least, graphically it eclipses

the old collection (available as the

Wortdwide Warfare box set) and for

sheer fun beats Tiberian Sun hands

down. Basically, RedAlert2 is an

essential purchase for RTS fans

and for the rest of you it comes with

the highest recommendatton.

C&C WoildwMe Warfare

C&C: Tiberian Sun

C&C: Red Alert 2

Age Of Emptres y

line of dialogue, there's a knowing

smile behind.

Remarkably well-rounded,

the phrase 'more than the sum

of its parts' could easily have

been written with RedAlert2 in

mind. Unspectacular graphics, an

Al that is clearly artificial and with

little in the way of true innovation,

RedAlert2 is, nevertheless, an

excellent game, well-designed

and carried through with wit and

style. In these times where

realism is de rigueur, RedAlert 2

feels like a breath of fresh air.

Just remember not to expect too

much and you'll be as impressed

as we were. Ca

TECH SPECS

MINIMUM SYSTEM Processor Pll ?6fi

Memory OIMI) ALSO REQUIRES Direx t

X compatible graphics card WE SAY This

should see you through. It's not the most

progressive game on the shelves

O UPPERS Better than Tiberian Sun

• Bright, colourful and distinctive

graphics • Well balanced and at

just at the right pace • Basically,

a fun, action -packed and well-

designed RTS

O DOMTNERS Doesn't exactly push the

boundaries • Bog-standard, scripted

Al • Not the most strategically

demanding RTS on the market

As we said, quite mad. 82
An immensely

entertaining and

worthy sequel
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IitTItivH ME OF EMPIRES II
- THE CONtUEMRSEMION

AGE OF EMPIRES II
-

THECONOWRinSEXNNSIIIN
01l24.99 • Ensemble Studios/Microsoft • Out now

Raids, skirmishes and pillaging - ail

in a day's work for Laurence Scotford

T\\eRise
OfRomeior the

original Age Of Empires

set the standard for all

subsequent expansion

packs. It was no longer

enough to churn out expansions

that consisted of little more than

the levels rejected from the

original version. Now gamers

expect a hefty shot in the arm and

a new lease of life as a result. The

Conquerors Expansion for Age Of

Empires //meets this expectation

head on. Yes, you're going to get

additional campaigns, but they

come packaged with a host of

improvements that will revitalise

your interest and add a new shine

to multiplayer games.

OK, when you load up Ttie

Conquerors you're not exactly

going to be bowled over by the

extensive graphical changes it

introduces. In fact, let's get that

one major gripe over and done

with now. Considering that five

new civilisations (Spanish, Huns,

Aztecs, Mayans and Koreans)

have been introduced, it's a bit

poor that there's only one new

set of building graphics. But

once you get beyond that you'll

begin to understand where all

those product development

dollars have gone.

RINGING THE CHANGES
What Ensemble Studios has

rather cunningly done is invest

OWALKTHRdUGH

PONY
EXPRESS
Getting Attila through

his first day

a lot of time in playing its own

game and then ironing out the

wrinkles. Let's take the use of

siege weapons as a classic

example. In most RTS games,

siege weapons - or other heavy

weapons platforms - are

generally controlled by MrThicky

of Thicksville. Invite him along on

a raid and he'll quite happily mow
down half a dozen of his own

troops in his eagerness to take

down one lonesome enemy

soldier. Thankfully, Ensemble has

given him the boot and replaced

him with Mr Smart Bastard of

Clevertown, who will refrain from

having a go If there's any danger

of his own side or his allies getting

hammered by "friendly fire".

"Fantastic," you say, "at last I

can stage some realistic siege

warfare." But wait, there's more.

Instead of sending in those

battering rams while your foot

soldiers hang around on the

sideline until the rams have done

their job, you can now kill two

birds with one stone. Just put

your troops inside the ram and

not only will you get more speed

and damage capability, you'll also

protect your troops in the run up

to the enemy's walls.

Many of the additional

changes have been designed to

enable you to focus on strategy

instead of housekeeping tasks.

So once the villagers have built

D Having bumped off your

brother, Bleda, It's time to

start building up your forces. See

that tempting enemy enclosure

next to your camp? For the time

being leave it well alone - you

don't want to upset the Persians

at this point.

The Mayans sporting this season's new Latin American look.

certain types of buildings, they

will head off and do something

useful rather than hanging around

waiting for you to give them

may not be the most visible

aspects of what you've spent

your money on, but my point

is they are probably the most

^Many of the additional changes have been

designed to enable you to focus on strategy

instead of housekeepingtasks^

orders. You can also order farms

to be replanted in advance so you

don't have to check up on them so

often, and so on.

These and the half-dozen

other changes to the basic engine

valuable in terms of adding

longevity to the game.

GAMES CONQUERORS PUY
Despite ail that, you'll expect to

be given some more meaty

single-player action to get your

teeth into. This comes in the

shape of four new campaigns.

As the name of this expansion

pack implies, these are all based

on the activities of history's bona

fide heavyweights. You can ride

along with Attila The Hun as he

mops up the remnants of the

Roman Empire, win back Castille

with El Cid, or hold off the Spanish

with Montezuma. Finally, there's

a varied collection of single

missions focusing on great

military leaders from Erik the

Red to Henry V.

BStay clear of the Persians

to the south and the Mongols
to the north, instead, head straight

for the Roman encampment and

conduct a quick raid to free the

prisoners there. Make sure you

rescue the Mongol Prince while

you're at It.

BThe Mongols are now your

allies. Supply them with

enough horses and they wiii

furnish you with unlimited

supplies of Mangudai - mounted
archers. You can easily polish off

the Romans with these and some
of your own heavy units.

H Finally, head south to

tackle those pesky Persians.

These guys are pretty tough, but

If you use the expendable

Mangudai to distract them while

you send in Petards and siege

weaponry you can stiii break

through their defences.
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Shogun proved you could take RTS

to 3D successfully. Try Theocracy \i

you don't like mission-based play,

or Pharaoh for large-scale building.

Majesty \s aimed at more casual

players - steer clear of it if you're

a hardcore RTS fan.

Tlieocracy

Ptiaroah

AOE U- The Conquerors

All this adds up to a hefty

number of hours of gameplay.

As far as the difficulty level is

concerned, Ensemble Studios

seems to have opted for a middle

ground between meeting the

needs of hardcore AOE players

and relative beginners. Fair

enough, but if you've played AOE

extensively you may well find that

the single-player campaigns don't

engage you as much as they

might have done (without playing

at the Hard setting, that is).

Having said that, if you've

played AOE //to the extent that

you know it like the back of your

hand, you're going to be surprised

by some of the tweaks to the

standard units and the introduction

of new technologies. I wouldn't

try to be too smart and rely on the

understanding of unit strengths

and weaknesses you've built up

over hundreds of games.

THERE CAN BE ONLY ONE

Again overshadowing the

single-player campaigns for

longevity are the additional single

and multiplayer game types. King

Of The Hill is a particularly good

example. Players begin with a

small settlement at the edge of

the map. In the centre of the map

is a monument, but it's surrounded

by water, trees or ice. Your first

objective is to find a way to get to

the monument. Once you are

there you've got to defend it for

500 years. That's made a little

trickier by the fact that you won't

be allowed to build anything in

the vicinity of the monument. In

the case of a monument placed

on an island, for example, your

only choice is to defend it with

ships. Still, that will give you a

good opportunity to check out all

those new ship formations.

If you haven't got the time to

play a lengthy game in which

WwugflHIC ......

When you add to defensive walls after building round tree lines, they can end up looking a little crazy.

u

The siege weapons will hold their fire on the enemy gate if your own or allied units get caught by friendly fire.

The campaigns feature some impressive set pieces,

Even the mightiest sta^uctures can be brought down if siege weapons can get through the iniUal volley of arrows.

there's a hefty amount of

resource management and army

building to be done before you

see any action, then I thoroughly

recommend Defend The Wonder.

Every player starts in the Imperial

Age with a huge stockpile of

resources. One player is in a

walled off enclave which also

contains a Wonder. Everybody

else starts on the outside of the

wall and has to break in and get

to the Wonder. It makes for some

truly spectacular battle sequences.

If you haven't got a map literally

strewn with corpses within ten

minutes of starting play, you're

doing something wrong.

MAP HAPPY

There's a whole host of extras

that we just haven't got space

to cover here, including additional

terrain types and maps, which

help to spice up AOE Its standard

fare. And if you get really stuck

for something new to do you

can always tackle the obscure

scripting language and attempt

to create some new map types

of your own.

When all's said and done,

Ensemble has to be congratulated

for putting so much effort into

what is, after all, an expansion

pack. It's always a good sign

when developers play their own

games to the extent that they

are able to make significant

improvements to the gameplay

in the way that's demonstrated

here. If you've tried AOE II

previously and found it doesn't

really tingle your taste buds, I

couldn't in all honesty say that

this expansion set is going to

make you change your mind.

But if you're a hardened addict,

then you'll find plenty here to

maintain your interest for some

time to come. [3

TECH SPECS

MINIMUM SYSTEM Processor 166

Memory 3?Mb RAM (64Mb for Windows

NT Of Windows 2000) WE SAY Pll with

64Mb RAM if you want to play at the

higher resolutions

O UPPERS Smart improvements to

the game engine • Three new game

types • New units and map types

that make a real difference

O DOWNERS Only one new set of

building graphics • Probably too

easy for hardcore players

79
Won't change the

world, but a must

for 4(^ffans I

(
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REVIEWS HUVYMETUFUIKZ

A weapon that sucks out souls like a vacuum cleaner. Julie Strain. I wonder why she's the main character.

HEAVY METAL FAKK 2
O £29.99 • Take 2 Interactive • Out now

James Lyon knows a really funny joke

Involving a play on the words FAKKZ
Oh, no, It's gone... but you get the Idea

Every
so often I stop and

think to myself, maybe

we have seen all there is

to see in the first/third-

person shooter genre.

Maybe there are no new ideas

out there. Maybe all we're doing

is treading water, simply adding

shinier graphics and bigger

explosions. Or maybe soon we're

going to drown in a wealth of

uninspired titles similar to the

platform flood of the 16-bit era.

But then suddenly I perk up

and think, "hey, if Half-Life can

manage something new, why

can't anything else". And when

I mean new, I mean something

so revolutionary that it's picked

on and used by almost every

other good game since. So here's

what's new and interesting in

FAKK 2. the wall-hugging move

- if you push back against a

wall, you can edge your way

along a narrow ledge. A

manoeuvre that's used about

twice in the entire game.

The other vaguely interesting

thing is that you can use two

weapons at once. Your left and

right hands can both be used to

sport different firepower for both

long- and short-range combat.

So we've established that

FAKK2^QQS nothing new, but

f

that's no reason to put it down.

There is at least one area where

it really excels.

LARGE BREASTS

It looks gorgeous. And even a

cynic like me came out rather

impressed with some of the

architecture on offer The

designers have imposed a real

sense of grandeur on some levels

that are worthy of praise. It's

all thanks to the Quake ///engine,

of course, so there's plenty of

curves - as if no one had ever

drawn one before now. As for the

actual interaction, well, that's a

different story.

Starting off in your hometown

as Julie Strain, your initial

inventory consists of a pair of large

breasts and a tight PVC suit, and

your first task is to wander around

Fireworks, statues and coliseums of Byzantine proportions

- the graphics really are spot on.

aimlessly trying to find something

to do. This wasn't helped at first

by the fact that the door I needed

to go through could only be

opened by using a keypad at the

side, while other inconsequential

doors opened automatically as

soon as I stepped up to them.

After wasting 20 minutes on that

it was time to get into the game

kind of obviousness usually

reserved for the comment, "Are

you alright?" after someone's

been hit by a car And if your

idea of lip-syncing is to stick

your hand in a sock and move

it up and down like a mouth,

then this is the game for you.

After all this scene setting,

something finally happens when

^The graphics may be some of the best in the

genre, but that's a small distraction from the

second-rate action you have to play through^

properly and talk to the citizens

of my great adventure. Of course

the citizens, like all other

inconsequential characters in

every game ever, have just three

things to say, only one of which

pushes the plot forward with the

the sinister meteors that

constantly hit the shield

surrounding your planet finally

break through, bringing forth

invaders who begin attacking the

cows in the barn. And what form

could this first invasion force

It

mmmsimmmmim Someone tries to give Julie the finger.
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The final boss so It seems. Excited? No.

All the games, all the same. MDKZs

probably the most unique and fun.

Soul Reavets not a stinker, but

Prince Of Persia in 3D definitely is.

possibly take? What could

possibly serve as an introduction

to the action that's to follow?

What was one of the reasons why

Daikatana was so bad? Flies.

That's right, Ritual has taken a

leaf out of Romero's book and

populated the first couple of levels

with some of the most annoying

creatures ever to grace the PC.

The only way to get rid of these

flies is to swing your sword wildly

about and spin in all directions,

while trying to shoot them with

your pistol. It's still inevitable that

O WALKTHI^OUGH

FOUR PLAY
Towards ttie end of ttie game

you have to pay a visit to ttie

We Cemetery in order to

obtain ttie Heart Of The We.

But, of course, nothing comes

that easily. You can only do

this by completing four

different areas

some are going to get behind

you causing you to take another

angry swipe at them, narrowly

missing so they can do it again.

Hey, never mind, though, at least

the graphics look good.

HO HUM
After dealing with this and

confronting the first boss (defeat

him by blowing up the explosive

material that surrounds him -

great idea, huh?), it's time for a

switch of location. Such a location

being a large sewer filled with

industrial machinery. Things do

hot up in the enemy department

now, with a couple more

creatures to shoot at and a few

more weapons to collect. Overall,

the weapons are an admirable

bunch. The fact that I got through

nearly the whole game, using only

the sword and the pistol/Uzi has

absolutely no bearing on the fact

that every weapon is useful, does

it? Mention must go to the sword

at least, which uses the same

mode of attack as that seen in

Jedi Knight or Soul Reaver, being

that if you push a button you can

hack wildly at whatever's close

DThe Wind Of Spirit get attacked

and pissed off at ttie same

time as you're surrounded by

dozens of files. And then get

blown over a chasm.

by. There's a combo move which

can add an extra spin to things,

but this is a little tricky to pull

off and never seems as good

as it should be.

The puzzles. Oh, the puzzles.

What wondrous brain teasers

have we in store? Well, if you

haven't had enough of pushing

buttons, pulling crates and

shooting at things until they

explode, you probably will when

you've finished with this. Aside

from this, you've got your leaping

from platform to platform to look

forward to as well.

After powering up your shield

generator, there's the chance to

defend your village from invasion

before travelling on to battle along

the ledges of a high cliff-face

before wading through the mists

of a dank swamp. It's not really

fitting to call these levels inspired

and even the graphics take a turn

for the worst here.

Get past that and it's off to talk

to what can only be described as

a badly voiced Jamaican Yoda

who tells you to go into four

temples to complete the tasks

within. The tasks being to leap

SThe WMer Of Purity: there's no

swimming in this game, but

standing in water or collecting vials

of the stuff throughout the game

does replenisti your armour meter.

from platform to platform and

shoot things until they explode.

To be honest, these levels are

the most impressive in terms of

looks, but there's not much here

that hasn't been seen at least

once before. And then it's over

and you're left to defeat the final

boss. Astonishingly, in the last

attempt of ingenuity, the

developers have decided not to

place your ultimate nemesis in a

small open-planned arena with

respawning ammo and health -

actually, no, that's a lie - they

have. While not exactly too easy, I

seemed to reach the finale all too

quickly before coming to a halt at

the end. Although I had to use the

quickload key after numerous

failed jumping attempts.

AND SO ON...

I could go on some more about

what else we've seen before, but

there's not really much point. You

just want to know if it's any good.

Yeah, sure it's fun, but if you've

played MDK 2, Tomb Raider, or

even Soul Reaver, you'll probably

get a distinct sense of deja vu. If

anything, it shows the way the

latest episode in the Lara Croft

instalment should have played

and does a good job of pre-

empting any new moves that

game would care to think up next.

And, yes, the graphics may

certainly be some of the best in

the genre, but that's only a small

distraction from the second-hand

action you have to play through

just to admire them. [3

TECH SPECS

MINIMUM SYSTEM Processor PI!

300 Memory 64Mb. 300Mb hard disk

space ALSO REQUIRES 8Mb 3D card

WE SAY Get a good card if you want to

appreciate it better

pixyERpiPT
O UPPERS Lovely graphics • Some

great new moves • Far less bugged

than Sin

O DOWNERS Haven't we seen it all

before? • Still a few texture bugs

The next

generation of

cliche is upon us

HThe Sanctity Of Blood: we
know It's got somettiing to

do with blood because it's mostly

red. This section features a lot of

leaping from platform to platform.

HThe Bridge Of Reason: the

reason being that if you don't

run along it really fast, It collapses

and you die. There's a lot of death

by falling in this game.
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the award winning Flying Corps i

'and MiG Alley comes by far the

L most accurate depiction ofjjie^

I

Battle of Britain to date.

Take to the sky in a game that

recreates some of the most decisive

ail battles of the Second World War.

• Fly five authentic aircraft including the famous

Spitfire and Ju87 Stuka dive-bomber

• Fully interactive real time dynamic campaigns that can be^

played from both sides

• Multi-player options including death match, team play and quick mission

® ®
empire PC CD-ROM www. empire. CO. uk\

2000 Rowan Ltd. All Rights Rejerved. Published by Empire Interactive. Empire is a registered trademark of Entertainment International (UK) Ltd.



LAP J/

J

V-BILLY 2 EXPERT EDITION REVIEWS

The mating ritual of tlie raily car. Fascinating.

Get in front at the start

and you've got a great

chance of winning.

1LANC?
SDCTA?
3 FORDS
40 AVE

0

.00

.00*^08

STAEE 01%
LAP 1/1EOCTAE

!

20AVE^JQ£IQM|^B ^

t
LAP TIMES. A* GEAR:6
LAPI O 54"C^ ' ^^^^T ' lOSKmh

If you try to use the cockpit view, this is the kind of thing

you'll have to get used to.

V-RALLY2 EXPERT EDITION

LAP TIMCi
LAPI 4-'3Z

At night you'll need your headlights to point the way.

O £34.99 • Infogrames • Out now

Big left, turning into smail open riglit. IVIedium left. Medium right.

Small left. Dave Woods memorises tlie way back from tlie pub

Get
yourself a console

and a rally game and

you know you're in

for a riot, especially

in split-screen mode.

Indeed, the original V-Rallyms

a massive hit on the PlayStation

and the sequel has been selling,

not too shabbily, on the

Dreamcast for the past few

months. Like the first, it's a

completely unrealistic slice of

arcade action, with decent tracks,

strict invisible barriers to stop you

from crushing the onlookers and

only a slight nod towards visible

V-Rally 2 is good fun, but there

are better games available,

especially with Colin McCrae

Rally on budget.

Colin McCrae Raily

RaHy Championship

V-Raly2

damage, with brake lights

deciding not to show themselves

if you slam into the banks too

hard. Turn your car on its head

and you'll be miraculously righted

almost instantly, and no matter

Mc/?ae (which is on budget) and

things don't look quite so hot.

The graphics are passable

- although pop-up is still visible

on certain tracks - and there are

some nice touches, including

just as easy to slam into a bank

and accelerate off. Things get

harder later on - the barked

instructions are non-stop and

the corners as treacherous as

anything the Belgian Grand Prix

could throw at you in the raini

^The barked instructions are non-stop and

the corners as treacherous as anything

the Belgian Grand Prix could throw at you^

how many times you crash, or

ram an opponent, you won't be

stopped from progressing. It's

rally-by-numbers, but it's fun.

PASS THE CONSOLE
The original V-Rally vjas

eventually ported onto the

PC and greeted with the sort

of enthusiasm that cricket

spectators save for the first drops

of rain. The second is likely to

follow suit. But it's not a bad

game and we've actually got a

bit of a soft spot for the V-Rally

franchise. However, put this up

against thoroughbreds such as

Rally Championship or Colin

visible headlights and spectators

running for cover as you scream

around a corner. The different

surfaces work reasonably well, if

a tad exaggerated, with snow-

covered tracks turning into the art

of timing your slide to your co-

driver's instructions and the

respective coloured arrows that

pop up at the top of the screen.

To get through the first set

of tracks all you need to do is

concentrate on the horizon and

tap the left and right directions

regularly to keep righting yourself.

Occasional use of the handbrake

and brake can shave seconds off

your lap times, but quite often it's

excuse is soon going to look

pretty hollow.

By way of compensation, you

can register with l/-/?a//y 2 Online

and upload scores and tracks

(made with the supplied editor),

but the only true multiplayer action

is two-player split-screen. It's fun,

NETIQUETTE granted, but if you're already privy

Different play modes include to a decent rally game then there's

Standard Time Trial, Arcade, nothing here that should make

Trophy and Championship, and you think hwice about shelling out

to progress and open up the for more. As for the Expert Edition

theoretical maximum of 80 circuits tag? If this is for experts, we'd like

and 26 cars you have to work to see the version designed for

your way through sets of tracks, those with learning difficulties. [S
with your cumulative time for the

lot taken as your finishing position.

This means you can't relax even minimum system Processor P266

you're way out in front. Memory 3?Mh WE SAY Add a 3D card.

There's no option to race turn the graphics down and you'll be tine

online against others, as usual.

Lag is still the suspect that is .wwrnimmitf^T
dragging down the station every 1137VEHIllla I
time we ask about the absence

of proper multiplayer support, ^ ^^^^ decent Al • Visible damage

but there are enough people
^^^^ ^^^^^.^^^^^ . ^^^.^ ^^^^^

with high-speed connections
. ^ ^omEHS Too limited • invisible

to make it worthwhile. It's also
^^^-^^^ emy^\^ere • No online play

the feature that could make a

console conversion like this. ^%Needs a new

4x4 Evolution is due out soon and If^co-driver

that's promising multiplatform %0Hi
racing across the Internet, so any HIHH^^HI^H^H^H

TECH SPECS
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REVIEWS DEEP FIGHTER

w

Battle the Jellyfish Queen in a duel to the death.

Everybody loves an underwater explosion.

A submarine game with morbid political overtones? No.

If you can't stand the heat... run away.

DEEP FIGHTER
O £29.99 •Ubi Soft •Out now

We gave James Lyon a copy of this new

underwater vehicle game in a desperate

attempt to get him to say something deep

It
must be a hard life

piloting a submarine:

you and a dozen sailors

going down, surrounded

by salty seamen on all

sides, anticipating the moment

when you fire the torpedoes.

And actually working on the

sub must be murder as well.

Ha ha. (Oh dear.)

Rapidly side-stepping

Painfully Obvious Submarine

Joke #26, Deep Fighter \s the

semi-sequel to the nice-looking

but-dull Sub Culture - and

that's because you get to ride

about in a submarine roughly

in proportion to the dimensions

of a small baby's head. For

reasons I can't fathom, the

story sees you in the process

of building a mothership to

escape from your seabed home

and jet off somewhere nicer.

Only the bad news for you and

the other citizens is that the

nearby tribe of bad guys,

the Shadowkin, want to

scupper your plans for,

again, God only knows

what reason.

What I did manage

to learn, I found mostly

through the FMV clips

that detail your mission

briefings throughout the

game. And if anything

deserves to be derided

first, it's got to be this.

It looks like somebody

seems to have been simplified

in Deep Fighter. Control of your

sub consists of the bare

minimum of keys for movement,

while combat is decidedly sparse

with nothing more complicated

than keeping back and shooting

until the enemy explode. It's also

worth pointing out that there's a

few puzzles to solve in the form

of switches to pull and the like.

Later levels feature more testing

problems but even these seem to

come straight out of a children's

puzzle book, being fun at first but

ultimately too easy (with the

exception of the reflecting light

puzzle, which I was stuck on

at the time of writing).

Aware of the fact that it

needed some variety to prop

up the game. Criterion has

Underwater action games, hmmm?

Well, Sub Cuttum: nice but dull,

Archimedean Dynasty, a flawed

shooter, and Subwar2050. probably

one for the abandonware crowd.

Ho hum.

Archimedean Dynasty

Britain - there's definitely no

missions to rescue a used

condom trapped in the middle

of a pile of floating faeces

anywhere in here.

SINK OR SWIM?
While the diversity of the

missions can definitely be

praised, the actual playing of

them can't, as most have a

hint of dullness about them.

It is interesting that you

never know what's going

to come next, but most

of the game feels slow-

paced and some parts

drag on just a little

too long.

It certainly looks

pretty enough but,

ironically, it lacks

a certain depth.

Even though it paints

an assuredly attractive

picture. Deep Fighter remams

a relatively slow-paced game

with not much at all to

recommend it. £3^The only award this game's going to win

is the PCZONEhmfti For Least Convincing

Expression When Learning Bad News^ minimum system Processor P233

nCH SPECS

must have left the doors to

the local amateur community

theatre company unlocked

again as there's a couple of

performances in here that make

Keanu Reeves look like an

Oscar-winner. The only award

this game's ever going to win

is the PCZONE/^wM For The

Least Convincing Expression

When Learning Bad News.

DIVE. DIVE. DIVE

Far from the complex nature of

most Sims these days, everything

Memory 32Mt) RAM, 600Mb hard disk

done its damnedest to ensure space also requires a 3D card

each mission is as different we say P300 with 64Mb ram

from the last as is possible to ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
make it. So one mission sees

^
^^^^

^^^^^^^^^
you dragging doped-up fish PC7VF|l|]|f
along the seabed with your built- _ fcllMlM I

in magnet, another sees you ©i^rA w'* ~
wiping out a nearby flotilla of . ^^^^^^ ^^^^^^
malevolent jellyfish, and yet ^ DOWMERS Quite a few dull moments
another sees you defending . . . ^ r...,' ^ m More piss-poor FMV
your mine against the

aforementioned Shadowkin. Deep Fighter,

One thing's for sure, it's safe ^% w shallow fame
to assume that the game isn't

based on the coast of mainland H^^^H^H^^^^^H



"One of the most beautiful WWII wargames to date" pc.ign.com

"A multiplayer session of Sudden Strike promises to be an unforgettable experience" PC Zone

"The game, based around World War Two is building quite a following even before release." Gamespot UK

"One of the smashingest RTS games on the horizon, CDV's Sudden Strike." Daily Radar UK

www.suddenstrike.com Sudden Strike and CDV are registered trademarks of CDV Software Entertainment AG vtfww.cdv.de
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The alien invaders unleash a deadly volley of sewing needles. Design ships to your own specifications.

^5/^- *m.
Earth's final stand was absolutely pathetic.

REACH FORTHESTARS
O 229.95 • Mattel Interactive • Out now

TECH SPECS

MINMUM SYSTEM Processor P?33 Memory 64Mb ALSO

REQUKES 4x CD-ROM WE SAY That'll do.

Here's the good news. Reach For The Stars has absolutely

nothing to do with a sickly bunch of teenyboppers,

who when not subjecting us to their rubbish songs are

torturing us with their non-existent acting skills. The not

so good news is that Reach For The Stars is a turn-based

menu-driven strategy game, which will challenge your

graphics card less than a word processor. Fortunately,

though, once you get over its basic looks, you'll realise that

things aren't nearly as bleak as they initially seem.

RFTS is set in the distant future, when humans start to

explore and colonise space. Inevitably, mankind stumbles

across alien races and rather than everyone sitting down

for a civilised chat about culture and poetry, a massive war

ensues. However, you're not just constricted to the one

campaign. There are 30 preset ones to choose from, each

with its own goals and problems, and should you get bored

of these, there's a random map generator for unlimited

variety. There are also 16 races for you to choose from.

In order to succeed in any campaign, you must not

only defend the star systems under your rule, but expand

to the other ones as well. This will often involve a battle

of some sort, and it's important to make sure that you

have a well-balanced force if you want to have a good

chance of winning.

One of RFTSs best features is that you can construct

ships to your own specifications, which adds an extra

element to your strategy. Against fast-breeding races like

The Hive, you'll need to concentrate on building a few

highly powerful ships, instead of trying to outman them.

But the combat, unfortunately, is a little uninspired. Choose

the formation of your troops and the distance from which

you want them to attack the enemy, and sit back and

watch them fire at each other until one side wins.

Combat aside. Reach For The Skies is an entertaining if

uninspired turn-based strategy game, and if you're a fan

of the genre, the excellent Al and unlimited maps should

provide you with several weeks of entertainment.

Martin Korda

n^VERDICT 60%

8

The Slag Brothers take a trip downtown.

mm
*

A big log causes some major problems.
|

WACKY RACES
O £34.99 • Infogrames • Out now

nCH SPECS

MINIMUM SYSTEM Processor P233 Memory

32Mb RAM WE SAY A P400 and a decent 3D card

will just at)out suffice.

Yes, that Wacky Races, the classic Hanna-

Barbara cartoon that while taking a fairly

revisionist stance on the laws of physics,

did at least teach kids the important lesson

that cheats never prosper - this rule

obviously doesn't apply to lawyers,

politicians and prime ministers, of course.

Despite his devious scheming, evil Dick

Dastardly and his canine sidekick Muttley

never once troubled the scorers. Instead,

victories would be meted out to the rest of

the field, including Penelope Pitstop, Peter

Perfect, Red Max, Sergeant Blast, The Slag

Brothers and The Gruesome Twosome.

That's the sum total of the characters

available here, with Dastardly coming into

play as a bonus. Whither then The Ant Hill

Mob, The Arkansas Chugga-Bug, Rufus and

Buzzsaw in the Buzzwagon and Professor

Pat Pending in his Convert-A-Car? Not

bleeding in here, that's where. This, despite

the fact that they were all present and

correct in the Dreamcast version.

Confused? Don't worry, we are, too. It

seems that while the Dreamcast version

was developed in-house by Infogrames, the

PC incarnation was farmed out to American

outfit Appaloosa.

Glaring omissions aside, the rest of the

game also suffers in comparison. Control

seems a lot stiffer, graphical glitches

regularly emerge and a number of crucial

gameplay mechanics have been overlooked.

That said, it's still recognisably Wacky Races,

and even men with steel hearts can't fail to

conjure up a flicker of nostalgia. But cut

through the sentimentality and it's little more

than a stylised Mario Kart.

The improbable power-ups are in

keeping with the spirit of the cartoon, and

while they can be fairly random affairs, it's

still possible to have a tightly contested

race. Something that isn't in keeping with

the series though is the fact that Dick

Dastardly regularly appears atop the

podium, an aberration that will stick in

the craw of every honest Englishman.

Steve Hill

PCZVERDICT 50%
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SHORTS

TRAFFIC GIANT
O £29.99 • Infogrames • Out now

nCH SPECS

I SYSTEM Processor Pentium 2 Memory 32Mt) RAM WE SAY Spot on

tor ttiis graphics-test

You've built your dream city and populated it with model citizens. You've

designed theme parks and airports, and ensured that hospitals run

smoothly, so what possible ambitions could you have left in life? Only

the big one - public transport. Buses, trains, trams, you name it,

courtesy of Traffic Giant.

Developer JoWood is big in Germany, but it has chosen British

towns (Vauxhall, Litchfield, Keele and Bath) as the stomping grounds

for the 'action'. How you govern is up to you. Play as a bloated

plutocrat dedicated to bedding profit, or as a benevolent ecologist

anxious to keep cars off the road.

There are several different modes of playing as well. Playing

in Campaign mode gives you specific targets to reach (increased

coverage, higher profits, etc) before moving up to higher levels.

Alternatively, you can fall back on the safer endless option if you

just want to master your routing skills.

Completing even the simplest assignment is no pushover. Any of the

thousands of randomly placed citizens can question your performance,

reliability and popularity, but you can counter with advertising or free

tickets to school kids to save your reputation. Setting up a line and

buying in the vehicles you need is simple enough, the trick is being

able to ferry enough of the right people to their destinations.

Now to the bad points. The graphics are uninspiring and the game

obviously owes its existence to Transport Tycoon - not necessarily a

bad thing, but not what you would call progress. However, despite the

lack of originality, fans of the genre will probably glean some use out

of it and there's no doubting the existence of some addictive qualities

once you get sucked in.

h/lartyn Clayden

Fans scream their heads off as Aston Villa players arrive on the No 2 bus. >

ih:zverdict 55% Buildings In your way? Just flatten 'em.

L^^l [ 1 jj

When disaster strikes, hire a spin doctor.

HOTWHEELS MICRO RACERS
O £19.99 • Mattel Interactive • Out now

TECH SPECS

MINIMUM SYSTEM Processor P 1 33 Memory

32MbWESAYWtiatever

Shameless plagiarism, anyone? Not only

does Mattel have the cheek to directly copy

another game, but they even allude to it in

the title. Micro l^actiines may have rocked

a few bells some years ago, but the worid

is hardly salivating over the prospect of yet

another version, let alone a second-rate

imitation. But that's exactly what we have

here, with the pseudo 3D viewpoint adding

little to the experience.

That said, it retains the basic elements

of its 'inspiration' and as such enables

you to race a toy car around one of three

locations, namely a beach, an office and a

child's bedroom. As well as a desperately

unsubtle exercise in Hot Wheels branding,

each provides a number of unique hazards.

Oh, what's the point? Just don't buy it

because disappointment is inevitable.

Steve Hiir

dmpi sobor night in.

MAXIMUM POOL

POVERDICT 22%
The game, which Is Incredibly basic, Is

more suited to young children.

O £10 • Sierra • Out October

TECH SPECS

MINIMUM SYSTEM Processor P1 33 Memory

32Mb WE SAY Fine

Pool is best reserved for the pub, not the PC,

but if your liver needs a rest, or you need to

practice before putting down cash for a

game of killer, this is a decent alternative.

It couldn't be simpler to play. A mouse-

driven control system handles camera

placement and shots. The interface,

although shallow, hides an inconspicuously

detailed arcade-style pot 'em up. In addition

to traditional variants - eight ball, cutthroat.

snooker etc - you can also play rocket ball,

poker and other bastardisations.

On the whole, the cartoonish presentation

covers all the bases. Animated competitors,

sumptuous table views and a gratuitous

use of U-rated speech samples set the

weird family mood. UK pricing was still to

be set at the time of this review, but if the

suggested £10 tag is to be believed then

this is well worth your pocket money.

Scott Steint)erg

l>(2VERDICT 59%
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SHUTS

RUGBY 2001
O £34.99 • Electronic Arts • Out now

nCH SPECS

MINIMUM SYSTEM Processor P2no Memory 32Mb RAM WE SAY P300 with 64Mb

with a 3D card

Let's make three things perfectly clear from the start of this review.

First, there are two sports that are completely different, no matter

how many of you think they're exactly the same: rugby union and rugby

league. Second, rugby league is an incredibly exciting, fast-paced and

athletic sport, while union is dull, slow and bogged-down by too many

archaic rules. Third, I know this view is completely biased and will piss

many of you off, but I don't care.

Rugby 2001 is based around union rather than league and, while it

does an admirable job of recreating the intricacies of the rules and the

physics of the oval-shaped ball, it does little more than make you yearn

for a rugby league version (there was one a few years ago, so why no

update?). The graphics are simple but functional, and the presentation

lives up to the usual EA standard. Special mention should go to the chat

you can listen to while you install the game, where the intricacies of

incidents that occurred in matches 40 years ago in deepest Wales are

discussed in great depth.

As is often the case with these games, a two-player match is much

more fun than the single-player game. As long as you try to play free-

flowing rugby rather than the slow, tactical and stop-start game that

inevitably ensues (there are literally thousands of ways to infringe the

rules) in a union game, you can really start to enjoy it. However, sooner

or later you get frustrated with the constant amount of pile-ups, retaken

scrums and time-consuming throw-ins that never let you get into it. In

a way Rugby 2001 suffers from being too much like the real thing.

Mark Hill'

"Just a wee bit of Jiggery-pokery in ttie scrum-down."

w

PCZVERDICT 68%
Even the speed-burst button doesn't stop this soiry

lot from being incredibly slow.

Don't bother to write in and complain. Hill is a

league boy and won't change his mind.

The latest anti-landmine campaign. Looks the same as it did five years ago.

ARMY MEN: OPERATION MELTDOWN
O £29.95 •3D0» Out now

nCH SPECS

MINIMUM SYSTEM Processor P200 Memory

32Mb RAM WE SAY P3n0 with 64Mb with a 3D card

It's a well-known fact that

[
when a boxed copy of a

game lands on our desks,

it's going to be a stinker. There's another

rule that comes pretty close to a given:

every Army Men game is going to be

slightly worse than the last. Combine

these two together and you've normally

got a job for a freelancer, but unfortunately

i drew the short straw this time around.

And guess what? Sure enough, this

game quickly melts into the familiar mix of

top-down RTS, with shoddy graphics, poor

map design, a wholly inadequate control

system and a title that's utterly devoid of

imagination, but with the smug grin on the

front that says: "I've got a license to make

money." Which, more's the pity, it probably

has. Now repeat after me you maggots,

"avoid!" and I mean, avoid a\ all costs.

Dave Woods

MASTERGAMMON
O £30 • Goto Software • Out now

TECH SPECS

MINIMUM SYSTEM Processor Pentiui i Memory

8Mb RAM WE SAY You'll be able to run this on your

calculator

"We all have this funny-looking board game

at home, lost and forgotten in a rarely

opened cupboard or drawer Yes, the game

of backgammon! This marvellous, mystical

game has been played by millions of people

throughout the world for thousands of

years." So says the press blurt) for

MasterGammon, so it must be true.

It goes on to quote Chris Bray, British

backgammon columnist for the

Independent {you learn something new

thing every day): "The really good thing

about MasterGammon is the price." Now

we'd like to point out that £30 is not a

brilliant price for a game that looks like a

shareware download.

OK, the engine (Snowi^ behind the

visuals is pretty damn good, and if you're a

backgammon whiz that wants to get a bit

wizzier, then this is worth a punt. It also

includes a three month free subscription to

NetGammon and a trial version of Snowie

Pro {as used by worid champions, don't

you know?), although, we might have been

swayed more if there was a free online site

to play through and the game generally was

a bit more polished. Strictly for enthusiasts.

Dave Woods

HkVEROICT 45%

VERDICT 16%

f W '

' J^*^" Master

Look it's backgammon In 3D. Accelerator

cards not required.

: 1 1

1

hi
That's what happens when you try to take

on the world champion.

82 PCZONE#95N0V2000



Here's your chance to win a million pounds.

4

Buy WHO WANTS TO BE A MILLIONAIRE? on

PC, PlayStation or Dreamcast

and you have a chance to win a million pounds'
•See inside box for competition entry form

celodor eipps
www.eidos.com

© 2000 Celador International Limited. Published under license by Eidos Interactive Limited. RayStation and ^ are trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment Inc. SEGA AND DREAMCAST ARE EITHER TRADEMARKS OR REGISTERED TRADEMARKS OF SEGA ENTERPRISES, LTD.
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DIABLO II
Dave: We didn't give this the

massive score that everyone else

did, but I think we got it spot on.

NMIo: It makes my eyes hurt.

I was really surprised at the

scrolling, which was really wobbly

Chris: Is that a technical term?

RtaNo: You can see all the

objects that lag behind. When the

scrolling stops the objects catch

up. Have you noticed the way it

waves when it scrolls? I've seen

better scrolling on a Spectrum.

Dave: Exactly The engine and

the graphics are a disgrace.

Chris: It's really obvious why

they've done that, it's because

they want people to play it

^ Diablo
an action RPO

p^ecessor.Th.nk,hacR,ha^

I

spell,spe*»,sf»e«»,
spell, heal, PICK up

indsave«ame.

SCORE

OEVtLOPtR

niBLtSHER

REVIEWED

online. And if the graphics weren't

shit, they'd get massive lag.

Dave: It's just laziness.

Chris: It's not laziness. It's to

make it work online.

Dave: You can have a great

engine and just drop the

resolution to go online.

Chris: Yeah, but people wouldn't

do that. If you go to 1 024 x 768

in EverQuest. .

.

Evef7one: Aaaaaarrrrrggghhhhh.

Chris: . . .the game breaks up and

you get lag.

Dave: I've got a list of games

in front of me, Diablo II, System

Shock 2... no EverQuest, so

shut up.

Marie Anyway what

really matters is

gameplay and it's

not very good.

Dan: The gameplay is

excellent! I've probably

played more Diablo

than any of you lot

put together.

Marie That's probably

true.

Dan: When I first

started playing

Diablo II\ms running

around and I thought

it was shit. The

graphics are pants

and you can't

change the

resolution, it's

sloppy It hasn't

even got that much

gameplay It's just

left-click to kill

stuff, but that's

all you need.

Dave: It's

addictive. For the

first three or four

72%

Blizzard
'

Havas

'pczm

hours, I thought it was superb.

Then, after that I just thought,

"oh no, not again".

Mallo: It's gratifying and the

combat is quite intuitive.

Dave: Left-clicking? I suppose

that is pretty intuitive.

Dan: You've got different types

of attack. You've got the bog-

standard hit it once, but as you

go forwards you get multiple

hits and stuff like that.

Mallo: You can go round the back

of monsters and hack them from

the back, you can use different

strategies. I like the way you

People go online and play for

hours and hours.

Chris: This is the single-player

game we're talking about here.

Mallo: At what point in the game

did it suddenly improve?

Dan: I think I was sitting on a bus

in Brixton, thinking, "hang on, if

I use that spell on that. .
." Just

little things like that, it just started

taking over.

Mallo: Did something happen in

the game, though?

Dan: When you start the game

you're a crap character, getting

trounced by rats, but as you go

through you start beating things,

using different strategies and

tactics. As soon as you do that,

you're hooked.

Chris: {Laugh^ But that's what

video games are all about. How

many times have you thought that

in a game? How many times did

you get it in Diablo H I completed

the game and got immense

move towards one and they all

scatter out of the way

Dan: The main problem is that it

starts off really slow and really

boring, and you've really got to go

at it to get into the game. Most

people haven't got the patience.

Dave: You see I think it's the other

way round. I think the people that

reviewed it and gave it really high

scores played it for four or five

hours, thought it was really

addictive and didn't carry on.

Dan: No, you can play it for 1 2 to

14 hours and still think, "is this it?"

Chris: So what's the point in

that then?

Dan: But that's what you're

saying about the online stuff.

^For the first three or

four hoursJ thought

it was superb. After

that I just thought

'oh no, notagain'^
DAVE0NDI4AI0//

satisfaction from it, started

playing Diablo Ilan6 just thought

to myself, "I've played this game

two years ago".

Dave: That's the point. Is there

a huge difference between this

game and the original?

Dan: No.

Dave: It's basically an add-on

pack that uses the same engine,

which is a bit of a con. You

expect more from a sequel.

Dan: It's down to the graphics

and gameplay The gameplay

in Diablo /was fantastic, so why

change it? The graphics are a bit

disappointing, though.

Mallo: It depends what you're

willing to put up with. If you're

happy to put up with zombies

dropping bottles of potions and

chicken legs, then you'll like

Diablo II. It's like in Revenant

I killed this huge great spider

and it dropped a drumstick, or

a piece of ham.

Chris: I think Revenant ls better

than Diablo II.

Mallo: It's not better in terms of

the gameplay but it's on a par

story-wise, they're both as bad

as each other. It's as generic and

beardy-weirdy as you can get.

Marie: I'd like to know how you

define gameplay because I don't

think there's any gameplay

in Diablo II.

Mallo: It's very old skool.

Dave: I agree with Mark's

score. It's not a terrible game.

It's just nothing new and very

disappointing.

Marie When I was playing it,

I actually wanted to play the

original more than the sequel.

Dan: What do people want? What

do people get? If it's not broke,

don't fix it. It's like Tetris.

Martin: It just turns into a

repetitive click-fest, interspersed

with a few crap sub-games, like

that stupid football thing.

Everyone: (Silence)

Dan: (Laugh^ What are you

talking about?

Martin: Haven't you come

across that yet?

Dave: This is Diablo //we're

talking about here.

Dan: What football game? What

are you talking about?

Martin: I don't know, a mate

told me.

Dave: I think you've been had.

Martin: No.

Chris: You don't think you've

been wound up? You think there's

a football sub-game in Diablo //?

Martin: It's not football. It's

tantamount to football. You have

to kick a ball between two posts.

Dave: That's football. You tell us

it's not football, then go on to give

us a basic description of football.

Mallo: Do you play it with a

severed head?

Chris: Jesus Christ! Let me out

of here!
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Big Brother house, this is Davlna...

SYSTEM SHOCK2
Dan: What an absolutely

brilliant game.

Chris: I suppose it's got a cricket

sub-game in ttiere that no one's

discovered apart from Martin?

Martin: There are loads of sub-

games in here, but the difference

is they're good. The thing about

552 that makes It so good is the

combat. In Diablo //you just click

your mouse at things. You don't

get any control, unlike 552.

Chris: I think the combat's all

right, but what I really like is the

atmosphere and the tension. It's

just amazing and really scary.

Dave: We included it in our scary

Supertest. Everyone thought it

was excellent then, how does

everyone think it stands up now

with DeusExon the scene?

Dan: It's scarier than Deus Ex.

o: It's marginally scarier, but

i

I think Deus Ex has a slightly

better engine, storyline and a

better way of working, but SS2

is still absolutely fantastic and

totally intuitive to play. There's a

great selection of weapons, it's

very scary, and it makes brilliant

use of lights and environments.

The only thing I've got a problem

with is the lack of human

character interaction.

Marie But then it wouldn't be

anywhere near as scary. The

whole point is that you're

completely on your own.

Mallo: I still think that at some

point you should come across

some humans that are alive,

maybe making some last stand,

it would elevate the game.

Chris: I love games with

character interaction, but it

never occurred to me once in

this game that there should be

people there that you should

interact with. I loved just picking

all those things up that told you

what had happened to the people

that went before you.

Mallo: But aren't you dying to

meet one of them? There's one

bit in the game where you look

through a window and see a

bloke going "urggggghh", and

^One of the best

things about it is you

come to a lot of rooms

that you're literally

afraid to go into^

CHRIS ON SYSTEM SHOCK2

you really want to talk to him

but he just goes running off.

Chris: It probably would have

been better but I still think it's

a brilliant game, it didn't affect

my enjoyment.

Mallo: I'd rate it somewhere in

the 90s now.

Chris: It's definitely still worth it.

Dan: What makes it scarier than

Deus Ex is that in Deus Ex you

know you've got loads of people

behind you, like the agency.

whereas in 552 you're completely

on your own.

Mallo: It's the quiet bits that

make it scary and that's why

I think Deus Ex is almost on a

par, it's a very quiet game.

Dave: There were two things

that annoyed me. The weapon

degradation...

Mallo: That didn't get in the

way at all.

Dave: Yeah, but you'd pick up a

weapon saying damaged, fire it

once and it would break. What's

the point of that?

Mallo: Yeah, but if you pick up

a weapon that's almost about

to break, then you've got that

added fear.

Dave: I just thought it was a

pain in the arse.

Dan: Weapons don't break that

easily in real life. You can do all

sorts of shit with an AK-47 and it

still won't die. But saying that, I

think the game's fantastic and

little things like that didn't spoil it.

Dave: It didn't spoil it. It just

annoyed me.

Dan: Some of the puzzles got on

my tits, frankly, because they were

just designed to keep you running

around from one place to another.

Mallo: That's to make you explore

an area of the map.

Dan: But you've already entered

the entire area and then you're

running around for no reason.

Dave: The other thing I didn't like

was the gun turrets. Turrets after

turrets after turrets.

Dan: Just disable them.

Dave: You can't disable them all.

Later on in the game you can't

turn them off.

Mallo: Three armour-piercing

bullets, that's all it takes.

Dave: I thought it was a pain in

the arse. It's either a zombie or

a turret...

Mallo: It's meant to keep you

on your toes.

Chris: That's one of the best

things about 552, you come to

a lot of rooms that you're literally

afraid to go into because you

know there's going to be major

trouble in there.

Mallo: Bits like when you find that

bloke on a medical bed and pick

up the PDA he's got and listen to

the recording.

Martin: It's the only game

here where you couldn't

relax for a second.

Mallo: Actually, you can.

There are certain areas

of the game where you

can lock yourself in.

And what about the

flashbacks as well?

There's one bit where

you walk into a

corridor and then you

black out and all of a

sudden you're in a big

flashback floating

around this organic

room that you come .

to later in the game.

It's brilliant. And

what about the

monkeys, the i

fireball-throwing

monkeys?
(

Dave: They were
|

a pain In the arse I

as well.

hear them screaming in the

corridors and you think, "hang

on, I'm being frightened by a

spider monkey here, what's

the matter with me?" And then

you get blasted by one and

realise why.

Dan: How did those monkeys

make the fireballs?

Mallo: They're experiments that

have escaped.

Dave: Magic monkeys

Mallo: You notice they've all got

their brains exposed.

Dave: Nice. So we all agree, 552

is still brilliant.

S][STEMSH0CK2

Martin: You

whinging

bastard.

: You can
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PLANESCAPE:TORMENT
Chris: It's my favourite game

in this Supertest.

Dave: What about Deus E/>

Chris: I think I'm going to like

DE more than 552 in the end

because it's got more character

interaction. But there's one thing

that Deus Ex hasn't got that this

has - a sense of humour.

Mallo: ^/?ar? Of course it has!

Dan: When you walk into the

female bogs and get told not to

let yourself and the agency down.

You get a mouthful. It's hilarious.

Chris: But not to the same extent.

Planescape has the best story-

telling system out of all the

games here and that's what I like.

o\DeusExhd&di

game to date. 1

dialogue, and the Weoano

'mle-DlaYlng action, with the emphasisset

"^""^^"^
strong and otten ven^
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fantastic storytelling system.

Chris: You can spend hours

talking to characters, finding

out about different parts of the

game, different places and

different characters. It's amazing.

You can spend ages on one

character and there are so many

characters in the game.

Mallo: In Deus Ex, you can walk

into a bar and there are two people

having a chat. One of them goes

on for more than five minutes

about the state of the world.

There's so much extraneous

information in the game you

wouldn't believe it. You can talk to

literally everyone, explore every

conversation. There are

newspapers lying around

everywhere, comics and

magazines everywhere.

A lot of people think it's a

shoot 'em up, but it's much

more than that.

Chris: I'm talking about

Planescape an6 people

are taking everything

I say and comparing

it to Deus Ex.

Mallo: You criticised

Deus Ex.

Chris: I didn't.

Mallo: You just did!

You said Planescape:

Torment has got

something that Deus

Er hasn't and you're

wrong. I've probably

played Pfmore than

you've played DE.

Everyone: Ooooooh

Dave: The difference

between the two

is that Planescape

is dialogue-driven.

The whole game

is dialogue.

87%
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Chris: And that's what I like.

Dan: Planescape^s like Deus Ex in

that your actions eariier on in the

game will come back and have

repercussions later on. You've got

a lot of choice, whether you're

going to be a good guy or a bad

guy and later on a character

comes back that you've

completely forgotten about and

either helps you or beats you up.

Marie: I think Pfhas got to be

the best-scripted game I've

ever played in my life.

Dave: I'd agree.

Marie: If it was in a book form, I'd

actually read all of it.

Dave: No you wouldn't. We got

all those books and you turned

your nose up at them.

Martu That's because it wasn't

the game in book form. It was

just some bloke and his wife

writing something completely

unconnected.

Dan: Planescape: Torment \s

really engrossing as well. It's

very dari<, out of all the games

it's the darkest.

Dave: It's more a traditional

role-playing game. You end up

with a few characters and go off

on quests. I wouldn't normally

play this sort of game - you know,

go over there, meet that bard, play

the lute and kill the dragon. But

it's dark, twisted and the story's

brilliant and funny.

Martin: It's really versatile.

You can change your class

halfway, though.

Dan: Well, you can't change your

class, your actions deem your

class. You can't say "I'm going

to be good and help grannies

across the road."

Marie You can change your class

any time you want.

Dan: I played the game

completely differently then.

Marie If you're a fighter you

can change...

Dan: Yeah, yeah, but in terms

of alignment, like lawful good,

chaotic...

Marie: Yeah, that depends

on how you act.

Dan: I was trying to be a lawful

evil character, which is really

hard to be.

Mallo: You can be lawful evil

in Deus Ex.

Marie Oh, shut up!

Chris: I'm not saying that PTis

a better game than DE. I'm just

saying it's more my type of game

than any of the others. As Mark

said, it's a well-scripted game

with the best story. I've never

played any game ever with the

same depth in the conversations.

Martin: In most role-playing

games, you have to concentrate

your characters in a particular

direction, but in Pfyou can

change all the time.

Dan: It's the most beardy-weirdy

game here.

Mallo: What about Diablo in

Dan: I'm not saying it's a bad

thing. But PT\s based on ttie

AD&D set...

Chris: I don't know anything

about AD&D, you don't have to.

Mallo: You must have played

loads of AD&D-based games

over the years.

Chris: Yeah, but I didn't play

them with that in mind. I just

played them as RPGs. I got an

email from someone about my

Icewind Dale review. I was

complaining about the spell

system, saying it should have

been mana-based and he said

that I'd missed the point because

it was based on AD&D rules.

I want a game to be a good RPG,

I don't care whether it's got

AD&D underneath it or not.

Dan: AD&D back in the '80s was

the most popular RPG going.

Mallo: It's still one of the most

popular campaign settings now.

Chris: That doesn't necessarily

make for good gameplay.

Dave: Of course it does, because

it's been balanced over years and

years of trial and error. It does

equal good gameplay because

it's been refined.

Chris: It's been refined In a

^It's really engrossing.

It's very dark, out

of all the games
here it's definitely

the darkest^
DAN ON PLANESCAPE: TORMENT

completely different way to

the way PC games have been

refined. People don't want to

cast one spell and then sleep

for 24 hours to recover. How can

people memorise a spell, cast it

once, forget it and go to sleep to

memorise it? That's the way RPGs

used to be, but they've moved on.

Dave: If I stayed awake for 48

hours, I wouldn't know how to

turn someone into a frog.

Mallo: What about if you slept too

much and you woke up groggy?

Dave: You'd be like, "now what

was it, wing of toad, erm ..."
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DEUSEX
Mallo: Where do you want

me to start?

Dave: Before you start, we

don't want you ruining the

storyline for the readers, like

Mark did with System Shock 2

a few months back.

Mallo: I'm not going to give

anything away. I played it for

about four weeks and it got better

and better, with surprise after

surprise. Every time I thought it

had finished, there'd be loads

more levels. There are three

different endings...

Everyone: Shhh

Mallo: . . .that have been widely

talked about, but each one's

hugely different. One's quite easy

and quite poignant. If you go for

the second one, it opens up a

whole new section of the game

that you've got to explore. The

other route opens up a new

section as well, so it's not just like

three endings from the same part

of the game. All the way through

there's just surprise after surprise

after surprise. Everyone should

play it. There's some amazingly

sick stuff to do as well.

Dave: Like what?

Mallo: Like throwing bodies out

of penthouse apartment windows.

They splat on the floor and you

see all the police run towards

them. Kill people, shoot pigeons,

the lot. Everything you're not

J of the

iKjundaries even ^^he^ J^^^^^

action, pure
role.play»n9,^^^^

an extremelv strong^^"^^ Vie dare
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allowed to do in real life, you

can do in Deus Ex. Keep crime

off the streets.

Martfai: Everything Mallo's said

about the endings is true for the

rest of the game as well. You can

shoot your way through it or creep

through it. Then you've got all the

7/;/efelements as well, so if you

knock someone out you can't

just leave their bodies lying

around because someone will

raise the alarm. It's got great

replayability as well...

Dave: The thing about

replayability is that you've got

to be pretty sad or the game's

got to be pretty damn good to

play it any more than once.

Mallo: I've played through most

of it twice through. I've played the

first half twice, and the last half

quite a lot because I keep going

back to play different sections.

Dave: I like it because it's

believable. In Pfyou don't believe

it because you know you're not in

a dungeon with some floating

skull following you round.

Chris: Well, how's believable

when you've got giant robots

wandering around?

Dave: Well, you only have to

suspend your disbelief for a bit

Chris: The other thing I like it for,

like PT, is character interaction. It

doesn't happen enough in games

and the reason it doesn't

happen is not because

the developers can't be

bothered, it's just that

there are so few people

who are good at it.

That's why you never

see it. With PT, you can

quite easily talk for

hours and hours before

you even do anything.

Normally with these

games you play to get

to the next bit, and

are happy to get

there. But in PT\

could quite easily

talk for hours and

not go anywhere.

\
fHalkuDeusExis

the same...

Chris: ...and

that's why, if they

make a Planescape

Torment 2, \t\ey

shouldn't add

speech. It should

still be text.

Mallo: With Deas

Ex, you've got a

massive landscape that's totally

populated - there's mari<et

places, a little temple with

monks, police everywhere,

schoolgiris wandering the streets.

I don't know if you've noticed

all the schoolgiris wandering

the streets?

Everyone: (Silencefj

Mallo: You can go off on tangents

with people. Just by approaching

people - with no real consequence

in the game - you can get useful

information. And, especially in

Hong Kong, there are some really

mad conversations about

existentialism. Unbelievable stuff.

Dan: Is there anything about

Deus Ex you don't like? I think

we know what you like about

it by now.

Mallo: It has got some faults.

If you're backing towards the

edge of a level, and you're

shooting at something, when

the level loads, you're facing

the other direction and you walk

back into the other level again.

The other annoying thing is if

you've got a full inventory and

you're trying to pick up a body

you have to empty your inventory,

take what they're carrying and

drop it before picking the body up.

Mark: What do you think about

the enemy Al? I think that it's

pretty poor.

Mallo: It depends on what level

you play it on.

Mailc You played it on easy!

Mallo: The first time round. And

I didn't have any real problems.

There were a few instances

where you'd shoot someone and

others don't react. Not all the

time, just occasionally.

Marie On medium, sometimes

someone would see something

happen, run off and then just

go straight back into the same

routine again.

Mallo: If they see a body, they'll

run towards it and set the alarms

off. The pluses far outweigh

the minuses.

Marie Anyway, if the Al was

perfect on the easy level the

game would be impossible.

You'd go in somewhere, shoot

someone and then 500 people

would come after you.

Mallo: I think the easy level is

still quite difficult. I don't think

they should have called it 'easy',

it should have been 'normal'. The

easy is not really easy at all.

Chris: It depends how they

adjust the difficulty level.

Sometimes, easy level means

you do more damage with your

bullets, not necessarily that

theAl is toned down.

Mallo: On realistic level, all

the guards have acute senses.

They'll hear you or see you

much more easily.

Chris: Well they don't on the

medium level that's for sure.

You go right up to one with a

big gun and he just doesn't

see you until you shoot. But

then I suppose it would be too

difficult otherwise.

Mallo: They react to footsteps,

which is why you have to crawl

everywhere. If you walk around

everywhere, they will hear you.

Dave: And you've got to

remember that sounds in the

game are really pronounced

for effect. If you're walking on

a path and a guard's about ten

to 1 5 metres away, then he's not

necessarily going to hear you in

real life, unless you're on gravel

or something. Forget the fact

that you've cranked the sound up

as far as it will go on your flash

new surround speakers.

Marie I think it's completely

revolutionary. It's just blown

apart the way we think about

^Ifs completely

revolutionary. It's

just blown apart

the way we think of

computer games^
MARK OH DEUS EX

computer games, because usually

everything is so straightforward

and everything is limited to the

how the designers decide to

let you do things. But in Deus

Ex, the freedom is absolutely

unbelievable, you can just do

what you want.

Chris: I think DE '\s really good

for the genre because loads of

people are going to want to

play it. It is hi-tech, it's got

guns, blah, blah, blah.

Dave: Most people aren't

going to see it as a role-playing

game. They're going to view

it as a first-person Hidden &

Dangerous-s\^\e stealth 'em

up, which is good. It's going

to get people into different

types of games.

Dan: That's it for Deus Ex, we all

love it. Next! i
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Final Fantasy Wit the dreaded three-headed console conversion strikes again.

FINAL FANTASY VIII
Chris: {Snored

Everyone: (Laughs)

Chris: Well, thinking about it,

shouldn't we be doing FFVH ii

we think it's better?

Dave: We should 60FFVIII

because that's what everyone's

played for the Supertest. They're

pretty identical anyway, so VIII W is.

Marie: But VII has something that

U/// doesn't, charm.

Dave: True, but for the Supertest

we're going to do VIII.

Chris: OK. FFVIII. I don't think this

game should be on PC.

Mardn: This is the weakest game

here. The in-game graphics are

pitiful - they look like they've been

scraped straight from the console.

Dan: That's not true.

Dave: They've improved them a bit

Dan: They're still crap,

>has

trademartiFMy^
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although the FMV is fantastic.

Martin: But the in-game graphics

look diabolical. They should have

been a lot better.

Dave: Yeah, when you get out

into the world you have to sail

across the sea in something that

looks like an apple turnover.

Chris: I thought it was an

apple turnover.

Martin: I fail to see any real

gameplay. You just walk around

for hours trying to find out

where you're going.

Dave: Jesus, you're slaughtering it.

Chris: The thing about the FF

games is that everyone goes on

about the storylines. Bollocks to

that. Either they really miss

something when they translate

them from the Japanese text, or

else they're just completely

shit. It's full of the most

embarrassing conversations

I've ever had in my life.

Dave: But you loved FFVII.

Chris: I loved the game, but

it was overacted. The things

they say are so cringey.

Mark: I think there is a lot

of bad translation.

Chris: People say they've

played the games and

it's made them cry. That

makes me cry.

Mallo: I played FFon

a Gameboy and that

I

almost made me cry.

'1 Everyone: (Laiyp/7S)

Malic: The designers

have a knack for

getting some sort

of weird empathy in

there. I don't know

what it is. They're

not afraid to kill

characters off.

Dave: Like the

character in FFVII

who gets a sword

put through her.

Chris: You don't cry when

someone with a pointy nose

gets killed. It's a good thing.

Dan: Pointy noses? There are no

characters with pointy noses.

MaiUmAnd in FFV7// hardly

anyone gets killed. They seem to

get knocked out and reappear

later in the game.

Dave: It's true. I think they toned

down a lot of what was good in

FFV7/. It just wasn't in FFV7//.

IMallo: The music's always

good as well.

Dave: It's abysmal.

Chris: I was sitting beside Dave

when he was reviewing it and I

got sick of it. It never changes.

The same music goes on forever.

Dave: He nearly hit me and it

wasn't my fault. I was just

reviewing the game.

Marie The intertace is dreadful

as well.

Dave: I was stuck in the tutorial

screen for an hour. It's not

designed for PC - all the keys are

completely wrong for Windows.

Martin: The development of

the characters is pathetic and

I'll tell you why.

Chris: (Laughs) Oh Christ.

Martin: When you leave the cities

you get attacked by all these

stupid monsters and get loads of

experience points. If you want to

build your characters up really

quickly, you just walk around and

have loads of fights. Then your

characters are really powerful

and before you know it no one

can touch you.

Marie And the stupid monsters.

There's a cactus that bounces

on your head. It's pathetic.

Mallo: But in a way you need to

do this to build your characters

up. I don't think twice about

spending six hours fighting

the same monsters over and

over again.

Martin: But watching those

bloody animations over and

over again.

Chris: When you see the spells

the first time...

Dan: Yeah, but after the seventh

time watching stupid planets

going around and around, it gets

tiring, don't you think?

Martin: Yeah.

Mallo: Turn-based combat is just

as valid as real-time combat.

Dan: That's not the point I'm

making, it's the fact that you've

got to watch these spells...

Martin: That go on and on.

Chris: What were they thinking,

not to let you escape out of

the animations?

Dan: I'd rather jam a knitting

needle up my arse.

Dave: Well, they had to buy

60,000 workstations to render all

the FMVan6 they thought after

that they'd make sure we all had

to sit through the animations.

Mailo: 60,000 workstations?

Dave: No, that's an exaggeration

Chris: Anyway, has anyone

got anything good to say about

this game?

Dave: There's no PC support and

that's a real problem.

Mallo: It's lazy.

Dave: When you're in an interface

screen, you'd normally press

escape to get out, but not here.

Because it's a console-mapped

game, you have to press 'e' or 'w'.

I spent an hour in the tutorial with

this twat {motioning to Chri^ next

to me saying, "Can't you get out

of a tutorial screen?" And it would

take them a day to change this.

Mark: It does affect the gameplay

a lot. It's just not intuitive. You

have to think about everything.

Chris: The problem with this

game is that there are too many

'its': if there weren't constant

battles going on all the time that

you didn't want; if you could

escape out of the animations you

didn't want to watch a million

times; if they had proper mouse

support. It could be a brilliant

game if there wasn't all these 'its'.

Dave: You're doing a Keegan. It

would be a good game if it was

a good game.

Chris: But it has got the most

amazing FMV.

Dave: It has, but this doesn't

replace all the bad things.

Dan: And I think the FMV works

better on a console anyway.

Watch it on a big screen and your

mates are impressed. Show them

on a monitor and it's like, "yeah?"

Mallo: The saving problem is just

a console hangover as well. I

don't know about anyone else,

but I'm an obsessive saver

^The in-game graphics

are pitiful -they look

like they've heen

scraped straight

from the console^
MARTIN ON FINAL FANTASY VIII

Dave: In a great game you don't

mind going back and doing it all

again. In FFVIII, if you have to go

back and try to walk from A to B

and dodge the same monsters,

it's the most boring thing you're

ever likely to see in your life.

Chris: You gave it 82 per cent?

Dave: But of course that's

just one aspect of the game,

however. .

.

Everyone: (Laughs)

Dave: In fact, I would highly

recommend FFVIII to anyone.
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VAMPIRE
Chris: I don't know what to say

about this because I hailed it as

the best game of all time and

since then I've nearly finished

it and I've changed my mind.

Mallo: I've played Vampire\oa6s

and, at first, it was far too beardy-

weirdy for my liking. The Prague

section was full of really OTT

dialogue, you know, "yea, verily"

sort of stuff. The interface and

the combat are OK but nothing

special. If I was reviewing it I don't

think I'd have given it 80 per cent.

Chris: I'd give it more than that,

and there's loads of reasons why.

The voiceovers and acting in

Vampire is better than anything

I've ever seen.

Mallo: It's not quite there though.

Chris: People always go on about

graphics as well, saying they're

not that important. I think they're

more important now than ever

and it's probably the best looking

game in the Supertest.

Dave: Hmmm. I probably agree

with you. Deus £x looks great,

but it's definitely not as rich

as Vampire.

stock of the situation, and

realising you can't - it's scary.

Chris: That's just it. That's how

it's different to other games. You

look at monsters in other games

and they just look plain stupid,

and you don't get immersed in it.

Mallo: They should have turned

it into a Diablo //-type game,

a bit more open-ended, with a

perspective. It doesn't need to be

spinny-rotatey; I think the spinny-

rotatey angle actually hurts it.

Marie: It is a Diablo //-type game.

Mallo: And the Al pissed me off.

I'd have party members running

off and attacking innocent people.

Marie: I didn't have that once. All

you have to do is set them to do

what you want. You can have

them on aggressive or. .

.

Mallo: It might have been a bug

in the version I played.

Dave: You played the beta version.

Chris: I'm going to do that. Next

time I say something wrong I'm

just going to say, "but I played

the beta version".

Everyone: (Laugh^

n: That's what happened

: It's incredibly closed,

though. It's got loads of really

nice-looking environments, but

it's nowhere near as good or

open-ended as Deus Ex.

Chris: You see, that's what I don't

like about it, it's way too linear.

I expected it to have a lot more

depth. Things like the spell

system, I was expecting to be

able to control the monsters more

effectively with stun or area effect

spells, but the emphasis seems

to be more on standard combat.

I don't think it takes away from

the overall experience though.

I would have given it 89 per cent,

but I don't think it's a classic.

Mallo: Parts of the game are

really exciting, like the bit where

you're fighting the golem in the

street - you've got this huge

stone monster running after you.

Running away from it, trying to

find somewhere to hide and take

^TheAl pissed me
off. rd have party

members running

I

off and attacking
' innocent people^

MALLO ON VAMPIRE

with Z}/a/7/o//. The football

sub-game.

Chris: What are you on?

Marie: I loved it when I was

playing it. I was aware of lots of

flaws in it and I was disappointed

in some bits because I was

expecting something different.

After I'd seen the screenshots

and saw what it was about

I wasn't expecting Diablo in 3D.

It's extremely linear, but I got

swept up in the storyline.

Mallo: There were a couple of

things in the game that really

annoyed me, like you're walking

down this row of trees and

you can see a path going off in

one direction and you think, "I'll

go and explore that", but you

can't get anywhere near it.

There's an invisible barrier

stopping you exploring the

bits you want to explore.

Chris: I was a bit disappointed

that there were people that were

wandering around who were just

part of the scenery. Like Diablo II,

there are people who are just

non-entities that you can't go

up and interact with.

Mallo: It reminded me of a cross

between Diablo II an6 Daggerfall

because it's got some deep

role-playing elements in terms

of buying and selling items, and I

quite like that, but I think that next

to two or three of the other games

here, it's looking dated already.

Dave: They could have done a lot

more with it, definitely.

Chris: Yeah, but there are lots of

things that rescue it as far as I'm

concerned. But it's got nowhere

near the depth I thought it would

have before I played it.

Dave: The weapons you can pick

up later on, like the chainguns

and shotguns, don't work too well.

Mallo: They should maybe

have gone into first-person

like Deus Ex.

Chris: I don't think they should

even have gone into that time

period, because it was totally

at odds with the rest of it.

Mallo: But it fits in with the

I/amp/re campaign setting

because the London part of the

game is based on the fact that

there's a Vampire leader who

was killed and buried under

the foundations of Centrepoint

before it was built.

Dave: The London in the game

is authentic with the Vampire

role-playing world.

Chris: Which is completely

unauthentic.

Mallo: I went to see them and

said, "Is this London?" and they

were like, "Yeah, what's wrong

with it?" And I said, "Victorian

lights and cobbled streets for

Tottenham Court Road. And

Where's Centrepoint?" And

they asked if I could send

them a photograph.

Everyone: {Laugh^

Marie I think l^a/np/re suffers

from being too ambitious and

halfway through they realised

they couldn't do the game they

wanted to do. The graphics are

too good for in-depth gameplay.

Mallo: Why?

Marie What you were saying

about the invisible walls. PCs

we've got now wouldn't be able

to cope with a real city looking

like that.

Mallo: Look at Deus Ex.

It slows down, but even

in Hong Kong or New

York you can see these

massive environments.

Dave: Deus Ex ha6 the

advantage of using a

solid engine that's

been in development

for three or four years.

Mallo: Hold on,

the guy that runs

Nihilistic was the

chief coder of the

Jedi Knights engm.

They're no slouches

when it comes to

3D engines.

Chris: There's

nothing wrong with

the engine. But the

amount of detail

they've put in, it

would take ages.

I agree with Mark,

they were too

ambitious.

Dave: The

biggest

disappointment

for me in the game, and I know

it's authentic to the Vampire

board game, but the ideal Vampire

role-playing game for me would

be dark and scary. It wouldn't be

based on this version of the myth.

Mallo: Vampire^s politics are

a bit too heavy for me as well.

There are lots of politics involved

and you need to know the

I'amp/re campaign setting

to understand it.

Dave: And it's a really obscure

game, isn't it?

Mallo: It's actually the second

most popular game after AD&D.

Dave: So that's 1 3 people playing ^
it, then? G

NiMlistic's _

<«*e PC a„5tf;o:;;Lr„^f-'~""9
sPteshing ort y„;,

payback after

Wing to be: Vam^^ « *«

SCORE

developer"

RpJIewed"'

89%

Nihilistic

Act/vision
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TO THE STARS
Goodbye goblins, hello rayguns. Online RPGs face the future

Online role-playing is hug& Thousands

of role-players dial in and millions of

dollars come out of their bank accounts.

However, there isn't much available right

now, unless you're into goblins and ores.

If you're a sci-fl fan eager to roll virtual

dice across the Internet, you won't find

much In either EverQuestor Uttima

Online, two of the biggest online RPGs

on the planet. But times are a changing.

By the end of the year, Anarchy Online

should be available, offering RPG fans

the chance to get into alien costumes

and use nano-technology rather than

magic. On the action side of things Is

Neocron, a first-person action game

with heavy role-playing elements (dare

we lay comparisons with Dens Er?).

Finally, of course, the daddy of science

fiction will arrive - next year, we hope -

in the form of Star Wars Online, allowing

us all to lob thermal detonators around

the deserts of Tatooine and the glaciers

of Hoth with gay abandon. The best

thing is that it's from the makers of

Evertiuest If you want to know more,

stay tuned Into our Online section for

regular updates.

THE ALSO-RAHS
We picked the six best RPGs to look at In this Supertest, but there are many others.

THE GOOD...
As well as Planescape: Torment, Black Isle is also

responsible for hwo other rock solid RPGs, Baldur^

Gate and Icewind Dale, If you're looking for more

of the same, then both of these games are well

worth the asking prica

Might & Magic Vllh it's not good.

THE BAD AND...
Might& Magic i/l//was reviewed last Issue and

It Is as good a game as any to Illustrate Just

how bad RPGs can be If they are coded by the

wrong hands.

When you install it you'll find yourself asking

where the developer has actually been for the past

five years. It really Is anyone's guess.

THE DOWNRIGHTLAUGHABLE
It takes a lot to get the whole of the /V ZONE office

around a monitor and in hysterics, but Arcatera

managed It it's one of the most risible titles we've

installed In the past few years, but if you see it in the

bargain bin for £5 or under it might be worth buying

for the comedy value alone.

AND THE WINNER IS...

In the harsh world of the Supertest, there can be only one

If you've read through the heated debate

you'll already know the answer to this

question. The words Deus and Ex

cropped up everywhere, and the general

consensus is ttiat It's taken the RPG to a

new level. Mark called it "revolutionary",

Mallo "amazingly sick" and Dave

"believable". Everyone should buy it

Chris was the only dissenting voice,

so no surprise there, iiis house parties

resemble the opening shot of this piece

and while everyone else disrobed as

soon as the photographer had finished,

Chris was spotted later that evening

running down Oxford Street wand in

hand. Iiis favourite was Planescape:

Tonnent, which is a more traditional

role-playing game and most people's

second choice.

Of the rest, System Shock 2 and

Vampire still hold their charm, Diablo II

was criticised by everyone apart from

Dan, and the Final Fantasy fioys and

giris have Just got to try harder.
'You talkin' to me?" "I'm the only game here." Deus Ex blows away the opposition.
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Best: reader review wins a
cool SYM Jet 50 bike from
brist;ol5Coot:ers .co .uk

freeloader com
Freeloader is a division of Pure Entertainment Games pic

FEEDBACK
Generally you're a discontented lot this month, but at least Deus Ex is adding some

joy to your lives. Martin Korda listens to your complaints and compliments

IT S YOUR SHOUT!

Feedback is here to offer you,

the player, a platform to voice

your opinions on any of the

games reviewed in PC ZONE

over the last three months.

Whether you want to sing a

game's praises or simply ghre

It a verbal beating, we want

to hear from you. Remember to

keep your comments between

50 and 150 words and include

your name, address and ag&

WRITE TO Feedback, PC ZONE,

Dennis PuMlsMng, 30 Cleveland

Sta^ London W1P5FF

E-MAIL Allei natively, e mail them to us at

letters.pczone@dennis.co.uk with

'Feedback' in tlie subject line.

WEWANTYOUR REVIEWS
WIN A SUPER SCOOTER!

That's right. We have fhre trendy new scooters to give away

(each worth £1 ,500), and we're ghfing you the chance to

get a review published in PC ZONE.

Just send your usual Feedback comments, along with

a 300-word review of any game you fancy (clearly

marked 'review'), to the following e-mail address:

editor@pczone.co.uk. We'll pick the best review, publish it

and send a scooter to the winner. All the usual competition

rules apply, and you must be over 18 to qualify for entry.

Any winning review must be of sufficient quality to

be printed and the prize carries over to the next month

if there Is no winner.

READER REVIEW OF THE MONTH
Here's our second compo winner, but keep those enfries coming, because there are still scooters up for grabs

It must have been at)out two years ago now ttiat I first saw Half-Life. My world changed. I

remember being stunned even as I watched, or actually took part in, the intro sequence -

and it got better from there. Everybody knows about it, so I won't go on.

Everybody also knows that it's two years old and in all that time nothing has

approached it. But now Deus Ex is the game to do just that.

I'm not going to enthuse about the brilliant atmosphere, the huge levels, the excellent

weapons, the perfect inventory, the clever character progression system, the necessity for

stealth and intelligence, the clever use of sound and the realism both of the physics, the

technology and the living, breathing world which you will find yourself in. I won't go on

about the plot, the graphics, the gameplay, or the simply incredible way that your actions

directly influence the outcome, or the fact that there are many ways to achieve the

objective. I've already said Deus Ex is comparable to Half-Life, so all that is kind of

assumed. Instead, I will talk about the bad things, which are:

1 1n Half-Life eyen the cut-scenes that you see from Freeman's eyes make you believe

that you really were him. In Deus Ex, you're continually seeing JC Denton from an external

camera, so it's more like watching a film.

2 It's possible to play the game on settings other than 'Realistic'. Don't do it, not even the

first time through. And don't turn the brightness on your monitor up, either. Atmosphere is

everything in this game, don't throw it away.

Tliat's it though, I have no other complaints. DeusEx is a masterpiece of computer game

creation. I just hope it doesn't take two years before another game this good comes along.

Andy Patrick

Half-Life Sim probably shades it.

VERDICT 93%

ICEWIND DALE
REVIEWED #93, PCZSeptember

SCORE 75%

What we said

**lt is by no means a bad game.

Indeed, It can be very

engrossing once your

characters level up a bit. But It

most certainly is not the next

step beyond Baldur's Gate as

we were led to believe in the

nin-up to Its release."

What you said

0 "As a recently cured EverQuest

addict, I purchased both Diablo II

and Icewind Dale. As much as I

agree with the review of Diablo II,

1 think that Icewind Dale deserved

a much higher score. By the time

you're halfway through, you'll find

you won't want the game to end

because the storyline is so

absorbing. It's a highly polished

standalone game and I'd have

given it 80 per cent, at least."

Mike Bates

O "In your boxout 'Spellbound',

you harp on about how crap the

magic system is, even saying

•Black Isle: try harder'. Do you

actually have any idea what you're
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FEEDMCKfinnS

Grand Prix 3 Is not as good as it could have been.

Many of you argue that we got Diablo II review wrong

We don't think so - 72 per cent It is.

talking about? The system you

slag off has been the mainstay of

the D&D/AD&D system since its

conception in the 70s. What's the

point of saying they shouldn't have

used the AD&D system? If Black

Isle hadn't used it, then there'd be

no point to the game? Baldur's

Gate and Icewind Dale are based

on the world's largest fantasy

campaign setting, the Forgotten

Realms, which revolves around the

AD&D system. So, you want them

to change that, do you?"

HarvB

Comment
Five per cent hardly constitutes

a much higher score now, does

it? Although, admittedly, it

would have pushed the game

Into the Award For Excellence

category. Essentially, the

problem that we had with ID

was it showed no real

improvements over Baldur's

Gate, Yes it's a great game and

the story - an essential part of

any RPG is supert, but the

game itself isn't a step forward

from titles that were being

released more than a year ago.

As for the AD&D Issue, check

the Supertest for Chris' hill

counter arguement In essence,

we think that behind the scenes

rules shouldn't get in the way of

ftowing gameplay. We know

that AD&D is a popular

campaign setting, but we still

think that BlaOi Isle coukfve

made the spell-casting part

more interesting, and a mana

system would've been one

way of doing this.

DCUS EX
REVIEWED #93, PC?

September

SCORE 94%

What we said

I

"A game

that has Just

leapfrogged

System

I Shock 2 3s

the current benchmark

in the role-playing

genre."

KZONE

¥fliat you said

O "What an unbelievable game.

I've been looking forward to it for

ages and was over the moon

when I finally got hold of a copy.

Combine some of the best

elements from Half-Life, System

Shock 2 an6 Thief, and what do

you get? Deus Ex. I'm only part

way through it at the moment, but

it's already one of my favourite

games. Deus fx? Actually, more

like better than sex."

AC

O "Right then, where to start?

The phrase better than Half-Life is

one i have never had to use until

now. Deus Ex is not only better

than Half-Life, but one of the best

games I can ever remember

playing. Right from the beginning,

it sucks you in and doesn't let

you go. Each level is hugely

atmospheric and the storyline is

thoroughly engrossing. Deus Ex

also has some truly unique

features, such as allowing you

to upgrade your weapons and

abilities. Deus Ex\s original,

interesting and brilliant to play as

well as ultra realistic. What more

could anyone want from a game?"

Carl Stubbings

Comment
There's not a huge amount that

we can say here. Deus Ex is the

best game since Half-Life, and

it appears you all love it just

as much as we do. With the

Industry producing games of

this quality, we have a lot to

look forward to in the future.

GP3
REVIEWED #94, PCZOctober

SCORE 80%

What we said

rmt
EXCELLENCE

undoubtedly

excellent, but it

could have been

so much better. In terms of

realism and accuracy, it has

no equal, but it's not the huge

leap forward from GP2\h3\

we were all hoping for."

What you said

0 "I've just bought GP3 an6

1 have to admit I'm a bit

disappointed, especially with the

graphics. The cars' handling and

physics are great, and Geoff

Crammond should be applauded

for making the most realistic F1

game ever. His team's dedication

Comment
It seems that the general

reactkin to GP3 is one of great

disappointment, with many of

you reflecting the critKtsms in

our review. Matttiew, although

ttie majority of your points are

valid, perhaps you're being a

little harsh about the game.

Because, despite its failings, it's

still the most accurate F1 sim

we've ever seen, and we're sure

that many GP enthusiasts will

enjoy it, even though ttiey may

feel a little let down by its lack

of atmosphere and new

features. Also, while some of

the graphics aren't exactly the

most imaginathre, the actual

circuits and cars are, for the

most part, well-animated and

beautifully rendered.

^Your ^//reviewwas suspect. You attack the

graphics, after previously saying that it's

the gameplay that counts, not the graphics^

to recreating the feel of F1 racing

has paid off, and is just what the

public want after playing so

many obviously rushed games.

However, surely more time could

have been spent on making the

game look a little better."

Scoops

©"After buying GP3\\\\s

morning, I'm writing to say what

a pile of cack it is. The graphics

are crap and don't even look as

if they're being generated by D3D.

The only sound you hear is that

of your own car making it feel as

if you're racing on your own.

The atmosphere is non-

existent. There also

seems to be a bug in

the force feedback

support, and I never

feel as though I'm

in control of the car.

I'm taking this crap

right back to the

shop and exchanging

it for a decent game

like Shogun"

n/latthewWant

MATTHEW MERRY ON DIABLO II

DIABLO II

REVIEWED #93, PCZSeptember

SCORE 72%

What we said

"Despite all ttie criticisms,

if Diablo //is essentially ttie

same game with knobs on, it

can't be all that bad - and it

isn't. The gameplay is still as

undemandingly addictive as

ever. But, for all that this sequel

has added, there is still

something sorely missing. It

has no sense of atmosphere

and feels more like a heartless

expansion pack."

What you said

O **l've always considered

ZONE reviews to be well balanced

because they always weigh up

the good and bad points of a

game. But, unfortunately, your

review of Diablo //was not up

to scratch. Your main focus of

attack were the graphics. I

mean, come on, what were

you expecting? Also, there was

no mention of the great light

sourcing which causes moving

shadows. I distinctly remember

walking into some of the tombs

and being impressed by the

moving shadows. I feel that you

have let yourselves down by

printing a review, which is simply

pants. And 72 per cent? I really

think it deserves better."

Richard Frosztega

O "^1 can't believe what you said

about Diablo IL You say the game

isn't innovative. That might be

true, but look at what you gave

C&C: Tiberian Sun, the biggest

pile of crap Westwood's ever

produced. If you gave that 82 per

cent, then surely Diablo //should

have got at least 80 per cent. In

fact, your whole review was

suspect, you make a huge fuss

about the graphics being rubbish,

after previously remarking that

it's the gameplay that counts and

not graphics. It's more than a little

schizophrenic. Oh well, that's

what you get if you let a man who

doesn't know which part of his

body he would enhance review a

great game like this. Although It

might only be a start, enhancing

his brain might just give him

some insight and intelligence.

li^atthew Merry

Comment
Well you're entitled to your

opinion and if sale's figures art

anything to go by you're in

good company. We know there

are people out there who swear

by Diablo II- over a million

people can't be wrong. But our

score reflects a pretty united

front in the office. We don't

think it's enough to release

what's essentially an add-on

pack and proclaim K as a full-

blown sequel. If you're honest

you'll agree that the graphics

are pretty poor and, as gamers

who pay hundreds of pounds

for new 3D cards, we have

every right to demand top

quality visuals as well as

excellent gameplay. We never

said Diablo //is rubbish, and

under our new scoring system

72 per cent is a respectable

score. Honest, [k^
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EVERAND
EVER
O ONLINE EDITOR Richie Shoemaker

Now you may not be aware

of this but the professional

games critic you know as Steve

Hill is nothing but a charlatan.

Haring around tracks in

automatic cars and steering

Chester City to relegation are

his only noteworthy gaming achievements.

Stick a first-person shooter, an RPG or - god

forbid - an online game in front of him and he'll

sniff around its periphery like a dog inspecting

its own vomit. He's not alone in his disdain for

games such as EverQuest either - like many of us

in the ZONE offices, he is put off by the drunken

sales patter of our editor. After listening to Chris

drone on... and on, any staunch EverQuester

would soon lose their taste for the game. I

personally have never played the game and

thanks to Chris, neither am I ever likely to.

So we thought it would be fun to tempt

Steve into playing through his worst nightmare.

Of course, it wasn't easy, but if you know
Steve, getting him to play anything other

than Championship Manager is difficult. The

question is, did he like it? You can probably

guess that he didn't and, because we like

watching him suffer, we thought we'd make
him do it all again next month. Whoever said

this job was easy was dead wrong.
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ICAL OPS BETA V1.2
thef Counter-Strike r\\i'on

L0IIV1.03
omething has gone horribly wrong

NTER-STRIKEBETA7
Oh yes. Oh yes

ARFROUNO-UP

112
i

keep your PC safe from prying eyes

E HILL DOES... EVERQUEST

When It comes to mods and total conversions (TCs)

for games such as Half-Life, they are often released

In beta form (le unfinished) and are generally being

updated constantly. When we review them we will

ahivays try to take into consideration that they are

often worked on by teams working just for the love

of it and released free for our enjoyment Even so,

there is a lot of pap out there and downloading such

things can often be a waste of good surfing tima

Similarly with retail online games, such as

EverQuest, code is always being updated and although

we can't provide regular updates we will try to review

major ones as and when they occur.

sonwHEiiicr
Gameplay to start making games
Not content with selling games and running the online games portal formerly known as

Wireplay, Gameplay has decided to make the bold move into games development. And

we're not talking about another poker game either. With a view to taking on the likes of

EverQuest an6 Ultima Online, Gameplay will be releasing a massively-multiplayer

persistent world offering of its own called Online Pirate

Of course, Gameplay isn't the only company responsible. Coded by German outfit

NeoSoftware, Gameplay seems to have liked the game so much it bought into the company.

NeoSoftware's last game, Alien Nations, although fairly big at home, was a flop elsewhere

so Gameplay must have seen some pretty impressive code. In terms of its planned

features. Online Pirate is already impressive: not only can you develop your player

character (choosing 1 8th-century professions such as explorer, trader, soldier or pirate),

but you can eventually own your own ship, from schooners to galleons, and even run an

entire fleet. As your ship takes damage, repairs must be made and ships upgraded. As yet

we don't know if there will be an aspect where you roam around shipless, but we shall

be talking to the developers over the coming weeks and letting you know what you can

expect. You can find out more on Online Pirate by visiting www.neo.at/index-e.html

ULTIMA ONLINE
CONVENTION
You probably already knew that Star Trek

conventions were bad news, but now it

seems goblin fanciers the world over are

gearing up for the first Ultima Online Player

Convention, in Austin, Texas, in November.

Origin, developer of both the game and

next year's sequel, will be hosting a number

of seminars and workshops on such diverse

and mind-numbingly dull subjects as UO

politics, treasure hunting and even fishing.

Mind you, we shouldn't scoff. Given half a

chance, we're sure our esteemed editor

would rather be there than here. In fact,

we suspect he has already booked a flight.

See >uo.com for more details.

A room full of UO converts? The horror.



UJillli

A brand new organic, persistent universe awaits...

Among
the aggressive claims of other

developers the attitude and approach of the

World Fusion team is a breath of fresh air.

They are creating Atriarch as a 'fun' place to

game and even at this alpha stage of development

they are not shy about letting people know how
they intend to do this.

Unlike most other games, Atriarch will run as

a single organic world - there are no different

servers, everybody exists on the same zoneless

planet, all 652,000 square miles of it. Additionally,

each and every NPC and player is truly persistent -

even if you log off your character does not. The

implications of this are many : not only does it mean

that if you kill an NPC they are truly dead and gone,

but to a certain extent the same applies to you.

However, Atriarch is not advocating 'perma-death'.

In its totally organic system each species will be

capable of asexual reproduction to create one or more

spavym. Your character's spawn w\\\ be bom in one of

two forms. It will either be a new character

coming into the game (yes, that means

another player), or you will be reborn as your

spavm should your character die.

GREEN REVOLUTION
This will require players to

think a little more about

where and how they log out, but that's all in

line with the strategic elements of the game as

a whole. Within the game world you can influence the

'natives' (NPCs) and build yourself a world-spanning

empire - at least in theory as other players will be

attempting to create their own city-states to develop,

or to steal yours. Development and evolution play

major roles and your towns develop on a level system

while your characters do not. You can also breed new

forms of organic species to use for either offence

or defence. Strategies involve both your army

deployments and orders and how you interact with

other gamers as well as whether

or not you intend to kill others,

capture them, or maim them.

Almost anything can be used as a

weapon and you can make new ones

as well as breed different organic

structures to act as armour or

other forms of defences. PvP is an

integral part of the game, although, it

is also approached differently: there are

a variety of penalties associated with

killing others, ranging from harsh ones

for killing newbies to none if you're avenging a family

member or taking part in a declared war campaign.

All in all, Atriarch is a breath of fresh air amid all

the EQ clones currently under development. It is an

ambitious tide that may or may not work out, but

whatever happens, at least the development team is

willing to do something different - that alone makes

it stand out from the pack, wwrw.atriarch.com

Believe It or not, that's an embassy building.

Isn't that what's her name from Species^ Daylight in the misty Cavolon swamp is very atmospheric.
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THERE 'S NOT HIINIG LIKE A GOOD

Dynamite games
at prices that won't bio

hole in your pocket!

Enemy Engaged -•X
Apache Havoc^

Talonsoft's - Eastern Front

The Golf Pro

International Cricket Captain

Grand Touring

101: The Airborne Invasion
of Normandy

Age of Sail

Flying Corps

Combat

Tribal Rage

Battleground - Waterloo

Talonsoft's - Western Front

Golf Pro 2

Hidden & Dangerous

Hidden & Dangerous - Fight
For Freedom (mission pack)

GTA2

Airport Inc

tian Gothic

%%%Hhying Heroes

***lfailroad Tycoon 2

Fly!

Nocturne

Age Of Wonders

Spec Ops 2

Battleground - Chickamau

Talonsoft's - Battle Of
Britain

Talonsoft's - East Front

The Art Of War 2

DOUBLE PACKS

Flying Corps Gold and F/A-

Korea

Pro Pinball Timeshock! ar

Pro Pinball The Web

WtWVUmXplosiu.net Games from £4-99 auailable at all good retailers

Xplosiv is a registered trademark of Entertainment International. All trademarks remain the property of their respective owners.



TEAMFACTOR
It doesn't score any points in originality, but TFwill have you hooked

Czech developers 7fx make

no bones about the fact

that its multiplayer-only

tactical combat sim is a

blatant rip-off of Counter-Strike,

and readily admit to playing the

popular Half-Life mod into

the early hours of the

morning. However,

v^ith a nev^ 3D
engine and a

handful of nev^

ideas, they are

hoping to go one

better with Team Factor.

Perhaps one of the biggest

departures from convention is

that Team Factor will allow more

than two teams to play against

each other, creating the potential

for factions to join like-minded

teams against a common enemy.

The other new elements will be

real-world locales, featuring

famous landmarks. And, as a nod

to games such as Team Fortress,

there will even be a number of

classes, three, in fact: soldier, engineer and driver.

Rather than magically creating implausible sentry

guns, engineers will possess the ability to use high-

tech equipment and hack through security doors

and plunder computer files.

As each player increases their skills,

their flexibility will suffer as a

result, meaning highly-trained

sharpshooters will have

trouble driving some vehicles.

Player statistics will be

stored on a central database

and, with real-time voice

commands and linked

campaign scenarios

also thrown into the

mbc, Team Factor could

well be the next big thing when

it's released next Christmas.

If you're interested, then check

outwww.7fx.com for regular

updates. You won't be disappointed

and you'll have something to chase

away those insomnia blues.

As your skills increase, your

shooting flexibility suffers.

Ihe transport situation can't exactly be desctlbed as high-tech.

—-

.

All types of all-terrain vehicles are available, however basic.

Typical. Just as we were about to tell you all about a promising online role-player by

the name of DarkZion, the developers go and can the project due to a financial lack of

interest from publishers. Announced in April, development on Dar/cZ/or? commenced in

1 998. On the payroll was sci-fi author Tad Williams and Ultima Online: SecondAge lead

programmer Jason Spangler. For the insatiablly curious, you can go to

www.darkzion.com to see what the game would have been all about.

in the future, all driving games will be played online.

CODEMASTERS GO
MULTIPUYERMAD
Since buying into the US games market UK publisher Codemasters seems to have taken a

shine to online gaming. Already it is actively behind the old online RPG The Realm and to

tie-in with the release of its online-friendly off-road racer Insane, the company will soon

be setting up the Codemasters Multiplayer Network. This new division will service all

future Codemasters releases that support online play, including Colin McRae Rally2

and World Championship Snooker.

Dark ZIoir. the game that never was.
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NEVERWINTER NIGHTS

NEVERV
NIGHTS
On these mild summer evenings, tliouglits are already

turning to the dreary forthcoming winter nights. Jed

Norton looks into his crystal ball and forecasts what's

ahead, multiplayer wise. In next season's RPG from

the creators of Baldur's Gate

THEDHAILS

DEVELOPER Bioware

PUBUSHER Interplay

WEBSITE www.neverwinternights.com

OUT Summer 2001

WHAT'S THE BIG DEU.?

O Third-edition AD&D ruleset

O Modular multiplayer game (similar to Vampires),

but on a much larger scale

O Uses the /VfO/C? graphics engine

O It's not just online either

Now
dwarves and elves may

not be your thing - even if

you secretly get turned on by

luscious fantasy-esque girlies

wearing unfeasibly skimpy

armour... but that's not the point. The

point is that some games show huge

potential, a bit like some of those

girlies 1 mentioned, and Neverwinter

Nights is one of those games.

Neverwinter Nights is based around

third-edition AD&D rules - exactly

what that means is a bit irrelevant - if

you played Baldur's Gate, then you

know what the second edition was

ike - and this is an update to those.

Having banished funny-sided dice

from the AD&D table-top gaming with

Baldur's Gate, Bioware is doing the

same for the next generation via NWN
and adding a hell of a lot of knobs,

bells and whistles.

Firstly, there are drop-dead

gorgeous graphics - that's

right, not just nice but

gorgeous. Environmental

shading, shadows,

lighting, real 3D objects

- lots of techie

names that mean

nothing, except that you go

"Wow! Cool!" when you see

them (or "Awesome!" if

you're the excitable type).

Powering the whole shebang

is Bioware's Omen engine,

successfully road-tested in

the recent MDK2.

Neverwinter Nights is bringing

with it not just a single-player

game (which we'll look at in a

future issue) and an online

storyline, but the ability for

you to create your own stories,

which is extremely cool. We aren't

talking simple dungeon romps

either - you could create hundreds

of Modules (levels) and link them

all into one huge world via

portals. Alternatively, you can

jump into other people's

Modules, pre-prepared Bioware

games or have a player vs player

fight in a simple arena. Modules

range from 25 acres downwards and

there is no theoretical limit as to how
many modules you can string together;

you could even run it from a dedicated

server to mimic a persistent world.

The bonus is that you aren't reliant

on game servers - though there will be

some - you can host a game directly

off your own PC. Now this sort of peer-

to-peer hosting has not been a big hit

in the past, however, Bioware is

building in a lot more controls than

others have done. If one gamer is

hitting major lag, the others won't

notice it - so long as the "host" PC is

fine. If you crash out, you can re-log

and join straight back in where you

for modules to play (if you don't have

any mates who like wearing tights and

pointy ears) as well as tournaments

and semi-persistent worlds.

ENTERING THE ROLE YiUIlT

What about characters - where are

they stored and how can you hack

them? Well, there are three options

here: You can store your characters

locally on your own machine where

you can do what you like to them.

^NeverwinterNightsiz bringing with it not just a single-

player game and an online storyline, but the ability to

create your own stories, which is extremely cool^

left. If the host times out, the game

has auto (or manual) save features so

you can restart quickly.

Find a mate with a cable modem
and 63 others can jump onto his system.

If, however, you only have a 56K

modem, then eight is your limit. Is the

host always in charge? Far from it
-

anybody else can write and run the

games. iWVTV will also provide a central

matching service for gamers looking

you can store your characters on the

DM or Hosts PC (so he can adjust

them to suit the game), or you can

store them in the Character Vault.

"We felt that there was a need for a

central, standardised definition of fair

character advancement," says Rob

Bartel, lead designer on Neverwinter

Nights. "If you want to take part in a

tournament or travel a wide variety of

modules, you can store your character
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in the Character Vault. The Vault

acts like a library: you check your

character out when you want to play

and check it back in when you're

done. It will be passed through a

series of filters to ensure that your

character hasn't advanced an unfair

amount, acquired an unfair amount

of treasure, or been unduly modified.

Ifyour character fails any of these

filters, you have the option of either

altering your character to conform

to Vault standards or saving it as a

Local Character, thereby foregoing

your Vault status."

Make sense? Sort of - we'll have to

see how this one pans out long term,

but the idea appears sound at least.

Now none of the above will be

possible without an editor for

creating your own stories. Bioware

is designing what it likes to call a

"granny proof toolset. No complex

3D polygon alignment garbage, but a

simple-to-use set of tools with

tutorials, guidelines and examples

all in the same box alongside

the full game. Unless Carol

Vorderman is their granny, we
should all be able to use it.

So far, so good, there's plenty

of extensibility and it can be

played on lowly 56K modems,

what about PCs? Bioware has not

released a minimum spec as yet,

but they're going to allow as much
customisation as possible, so that

low-spec systems can still play the

game. It's a nice idea, but when

you realise that the number of

characters, NPCs and objects are

handled by available RAM don't

expect much out of a PC with 16Mb.

As for the rules of the game and

the style of gameplay, simply look

at BG or grab a copy of the AD&D
third-edition rules. As all the rules

are followed, you will know what to

expect from the game in terms of

characters, the 200-odd spells and

how it all gels together. In theory you

could start writing your own
storylines right now.

If you liked

Baldur's Gate, if EverQuest lacks the

RPG element you desire, if Ultima

Online looks too dated or if you're a

real AD&D nut, then Neverwinter

Nights will have you salivating

already. And if you get freaked

out by people saying "Hail

Stranger! Nice cod-piece", then

you still might get a kick from

the arenas and tournaments.

So will Neverwinter Nights

live up to its already huge hype?

It certainly has the potential, but

it wouldn't be the first game to

fall short of expectations - mind

you, Bioware and Black Isle

have a proven track record, but

we won't get the real answer

until well into next year.

It'll be a long empty winter

after all.Cg
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NEWS

THEMODSQUAIl

Look forward to 20 new weapons...

THE OPERA FOR HALF-LIFE

Ross Mansfield loves The Opera, apparently.

With first-person shooters, you've got the arcade

frag-happy games such as Quake III on the one hand,

and ultra-realistic plod-a-thons such as Cbunter-Strike

on the other. Slap bang In the middle comes The Opera,

which, in the words ofmapper Ross ll^ansfield, is about

"movie realism where ultra-violence meets art and

Street Fighter beatings combine with John Woo-inspired

gunfights. It's not about whatyou kill, but howyou kill

that matters. What's that all about then?

PCZ The Opera sounds like a cross between Action

Half'Life and RoclfetArena. .

.

RM It is very similar to AHL in some ways. A lot of people

have said to me they grew up with Action Quake and so

were interested in The Opera purely for the style element,

but I'm not sure where RocketArena comes in. I would

describe it as a one-on-one Hong-Kong-style test.

PCZ How long have you been worlcing on the mod
and how many people are in the team?

RM The mod has been in production for around two

years - 1 have been working on it for a little over a year

I work as one of the mappers and I've produced two

complete maps for the first beta: a dark, underground

parking garage for one-on-one play and a large

nightclub/hotel/city map for any type of play. As it's not a

professional team and we all do this in our spare time,

our roles cross over quite a lot. The lead mapper manages

most of the testing and the general detail stuff that has

to be done. Texture artists do skins as well and we have

a very talented and dedicated coder who works wonders

on all the behind-the-scenes stuff including an in-game

MPS player. We currently have about 1 1 members.

PCZ With so many moves in the game wont it be

difficult to get to grips with?

RM Possibly, but once you get used to it, the controls are

intuitive. You could maybe compare it to a beat 'em up

that has many different button combinations. At first you

are swamped, but after a while you gain far more control.

Also, with the Action Meter, you have to use your head -

you can't just run around doing these moves all the time.

PCZ You have 50 words to sell the game to us...

RM If you've ever watched a cool film like The Matrix, or

anything by John Woo, and been impressed by intense

fight scenes and fast dramatic shoot outs, that's the sort

of thing you can expect in this mod. We are going for

movie realism here and. . . {sorry, time out -Ed).

PCZ What other mods are you impressed by?

RM I have looked at all the Counter-Strike maps for

research and I was pretty impressed.

M 3 ELT
Multiplayer madnesSi at last

With our insatiable appetite still hungering

for yet more real-world action, Sierra is

poised to release SWAT 3: Close Quarters

Battle - Elite Edition. You may remember
that the original game had no multiplayer options

and, with both Counter-Strike and Rogue Spear

still extremely popular online, Sierra saw fit to

upgrade its single-player classic to include some

new online options.

Originally the multiplayer component was to

be released as a mid-price expansion pack, but

then we were told it would be included as a part

of a special edition game including the original.

Thankfully, those who already own the game
will be able to download all the new Elite Edition

components - including map and scenario editors

- at no extra cost.

Game modes will include regular deathmatch,

co-op game, teamplay, last man standing, hostage

rescue and others. Al-controUed hostages and

civilians will react in a more convincing and

independent manner than in the previous game
- running from terrorists, for example. There

will be more than 20 new weapons to add to SWAT
3's already impressive arsenal, with a number of

new weapon configurations for each. New sounds

for each weapon have also been recorded and

players will be able to configure the look of their

characters by choosing from a number of body

types, helmets and camo-skins.

SWATS Elite Edition and the multiplayer

files are due for release in October. Check

www.sierrastudios.com/games/swat3 for all

the latest info.

RUBIES OF EVENTIDE
Great name, what about the game?
As if we didn't have enough online RPGs to replace our real

lives with, Cyber Warrior Inc has announced that it will be

releasing its own offering to the genre, Rubies Of Eventide,

at the end of the year.

This first-person RPG will allow you to choose from

a wide selection of races, up to 16 professions and from

more than 30 trades and skills. For those of you inclined

towards wizardry, there'll be around 200 spells for you

to master and the gaming world will be filled with more

than 3,000 items. Parties will be made up of six players and

you'll have to decide with your team mates whether you

want to fight on the side of good or evil. Combat will be

handled in real time, but don't worry too much if you

die as you'll be duly resurrected, with the inevitable

penalty, of course.

Currently in its beta stage. Rubies Of Eventide is

available free until its release date by registering at

www.rubiesofeventide.com

The firstpublic beta ofThe Opera mod for Half-Life should be

available now. Check out www.halfllfe.net/opera

ATTACK .

:ztn .

f3 tor 1 m at d<U7«

Don't forget girls and boys, never play with fire. This man was obviously never educated at Eton.
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SniKE FORCE inn V1.Z7

The weapons are effective, but

a wider choice wouldn't hurt. The pace of the

game is impressive.

With its heady mix of

action and atmosphere,

5f will keep you rivetted.

The characters and locations are well-drawn, d

Wiping out the opposing team is

all you have to worry about

STRIKE FORCE OETA VI .27
O Out now • Free download from www.planetunreal.com/strikeforce/ (1 00Mb) Full version of Unreal Tournament reqmed

With Unreal Tournament no]N muscling in

on Counter-Strike XemXory, Tony Lamb

loolcs at one of tlie copycat mods available

Only
a few months ago,

Epic Games' Unreal

Tournament\[is\\Uab\y

won the PCZO/Vf Best

First-Person Shooter

2000 Reader Award. With its

heady blend of action and

atmosphere, you voted it above

such giants as Quake IIIArena and

Half-Life, relegating the other also

rans to the multiplayer scrap

heap. It is quite simply a fantastic

deathmatch environment.

At 100Mb in total, Strike Force

is a hefty download in anybody's

book. Targeted fair and square at

the legions of fans dedicated to

Half-Life mod Counter-Strike, the

aim of Strike Force is to allow UT

regulars to get a taste of the real-

life weaponry and SAS-style

skulking about that has made

Counter-Strike so popular. It's

a team-based terrorist/counter-

terrorist battle, and although

the literature doesn't make any

direct reference to CS, the

inspiration is obvious.

You'll find 5fbeta 1.26 on the

September 2000 PCZcover disc

and version 1 .30 is due for release

any day now. The screenshots

from 1 .30 looks impressive indeed

- check them out on the Website.

Having fought past the initial

gremlins, the game became great

fun. True, it's hampered by the

unfinished nature of its 'manual'

and a bit of guesswork is needed

to know what to do, but the pace

^The missions seemed to consist of little

more than killing the opposingteam but

that was an intensely rewarding and

enjoyable experience in itself^

The huge download might put

some 56K modem users off and

there were some interruptions and

installation headaches at first. It's

important to make sure you have

the latest version of both Strike

Force and Unreal Tournament.

of the action will soon make you

forget this. The missions seemed

to consist of little more than

killing the opposing team, but that

was a thoroughly rewarding and

enjoyable experience in itself.

Weapons include the almost

obligatory Desert Eagle pistol,

AK-47 Assault Rifle and Heckler

& Koch MPS submachine gun

among others. They're all suitably

effective, but a wider choice

would be nice. Cowardly sniper

types will love the legendary

Barrett M82A1 for its extreme

range, accuracy and stopping

power. Although, the sniper scope

is an all-or-nothing affair that is

just too powerful and nowhere

near as flexible as its Unreal

Tournamentequmlenl

Graphically, Strike Force is very

pretty. The characters are well-

drawn, the locations inventive and

well-detailed, and there are some

nice touches thrown in. The user-

friendly Unreal engine isn't as

CPU-hungry as most others, such

as Quake III, so the game works

well on lower-spec machines.

In-game sounds are realistic but

sometimes lose track with the

action, which can be confusing.

Hopefully, it's a glitch that will be

addressed in future releases.

A great deal of effort is going

into Strike force and, although

it is currently limited in some

areas, beta 1 .30 promises to add

more spice. Unreal Tournament

mods are quite thick on the

ground, but this is one of the few

that stands head and shoulders

above the crowd.O

I^ERDICT
O UPPERS That wonderful Unreal

engine • Map variety • Proven

tormula

O DOWNERS Initial installation

problems • Weak manual • Been

there before

75
Roll on beta 1.30!
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TACTICAL OPS BETA 1
O 44Mb download from www.planetunreal.com/tacticalops/

Tony Lamb sets his sights on the latest

attempt to bring Half-Life to the (/Tpiatform

One buckshot surprise

coming right up!

Leaping
into the fray with

all guns blazing, Tactical

Ops modestly bills itself

as "The ultimate counter-

terrorist mod for Unreal

Tournament and is another

attempt to bring Half-Life varianX

Counter-Strike Xo the (/f platform.

At a manageable 44Mb,

Tactical Ops is a mod that will

neither ruin your phone bill nor

tempt the gods of download-

interruption into action.

Installation is a breeze as the

game slots itself neatly onto the

standard (77 interface and

presents its own options screen

as a bonus. Tactical Ops doesn't

play with your (/7start-up like

Strike Force and hence doesn't

mess it up either. What a relief.

With this easy installation

completed, it was a pleasure

to see that although servers are

thin on the ground, the game

connected almost every time

with a minimum of fuss. Skins

were downloaded when needed

and the fun began...

The immediate impression on

starting Tactical Ops was very

favourable. The screen is well laid

out with information clearly visible.

Selecting the optional widescreen

view was weird at first (unless

you have a wildly expensive telly

or very big monitor) but quite easy

to use in practice.

The weapons are the

predictable armoury of Desert

Eagle, AK47, M4A1,MP5 and

PGnfERpiPT
O UPPERS Easy installation and

configuration • Good maps

• Convincing atmosphere • Fun

O DOWNERS Needs more servers

• Been there before

Coming along nicely

chaps

'(1 :

A'7.l:liliL

Mossberg Shotgun, but there is

also a full complement of other

goodies including grenades,

flashbangs, body armour and

more. All are available to both

teams too, which is nice when

you favour a particular type of

firepower to do your dirty work.

The maps are well thought

out, fun, and designed to keep

both teams on their toes. They're

sometimes a bit on the small side

but at least this means you're

never far away from plenty of

close-quarter action. It's a shame

there isn't a greater variety of

maps but that will improve over

time and with the die already

cast in terms of game quality,

designers will have a high

standard to follow.

Sound effects are also of the

highest order with distinctive

weapon blasts and wincingly

realistic (and frequent) bullet

impacts. It's unnerving when

the hostages huddling miserably

in the corners can be heard

bemoaning their poor luck and

dubious fate.

Everything in this beta

indicates a classic mod is in

the offing. Tactical Ops is clearly

more advanced than Strike

Force and its user-friendliness

is head and shoulders above its

rival. Where Strike Force has

more maps and textures, the

developers behind Tactical

Ops have concentrated on

the quality of the gameplay

to make it far more

approachable. Big maps

can come later when all

the Strike Force players

have defected!

Counter-Strike Xor Unreal

Tournament? Very nearly.O The cargo ship bridge - designed for very short sailors.
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...maybe not...

...so it's to the back of the

queue I go again...

Two
years to make a

game that only runs at

640x480 resolution and

requires a microscope

to see any difference

from the original. Two years to

build a chat/game interface that

is worse than the original and

two years to dream up the

brilliant idea of having the patch

server on the same box as the

game server... duh!

Diablo //was supposed to be

about playing the game in its

entirety with your mates (or

enemies) and, until Blizzard sorts

out its servers, this is simply too

much of a chore. But what really

sucks is if, and when, you do get

into a game, Diablo //really isn't

that bad. After the wait, though,

all you get is a numb ass, a full

bladder and your ashtray looks

like Mt Etna - six hours go by, it's

^At the moment it's not worth buying to play

online... you'll only end up frustrated^

Beneath the surface Diablo II

is a much-enhanced game - the

addition of server-based

characters, increasing the

maximum number of players per

game, expanding the playing

area, adding the 'hardcore' game

(albeit a blatant rip from the

'ironman' game created by

gamers for the original Diablo)

3am and you're thinking about

skiving off work.

The point is that at the

moment it's not worth buying

Diablo //to play online. If you do

you'll only end up frustrated and

bitter (as I did) and you'll never

play it again. Best thing you can

do is wait until Blizzard sort their

servers out. There are better

DIABLO II VI.03
O £34.99 with free online play via www.battle.net • Sierra • Out now

Selling more than a million copies already, Diablo //is hot So why, asks Jed

/Vorfoii, are there only three senrers that can't seem to cope with those gamers?

..must ...stay ...awake... ...@#&£!!!...

..as the sun rises outside my window, Diablo II online finally kicks in.

and lots more. Also, let's not miss

the fact that the game now

reacts to increasing numbers

within a game, more players

more baddies - simple but a nice

touch - the ability to form a

proper gaming party and, of

course, the player 'stash' in

which to store goodies for trade.

As far as gameplay is

concerned, it's the pure hack 'n'

slash dungeon-romp that we all

know and loved. As an RPG

Diablo //is less impressive, the Al

is even more simplistic than its

predecessor, with baddies

resorting to overwhelming you in

large numbers. But, we have to

face facts, this isn't a cerebral

game - It never was.

WORTH THE WAIT?

As a 'pure' RPG Diablo //can't

quite hack it. As an action RPG

however, it fares much better.

But as a multiplayer game, Diablo

//borders on farcical. Why?

Because the servers that are

available simply can't cope with

the demand. Sure I can play

'open games', where I use my

single-player character, but I've

been doing that for years - in a

game called Diablo.

things to do than sit staring at

your monitor until 4am.

Other frustrations such as

latency, not being able to create

games, not seeing games (the

list goes on and on) can all be

traced back to the servers again!

Though it quashed a few minor

bugs, the recent patch added a

countdown to game creation - so

now you can sit for 20 minutes

watching a counter go from 999

to 0 and then get a server error.

What's the point? [S

O UPPERS Classic non -cerebral

D/a/}/oslash-fest • Millions of other

frustrated gamers • Much-enhanced

group play and options • Hack- proof

characters

O DOWNERS Millions of other

frustrated gamers • Only room for

1 50.000 on the servers • Problems

getting into a game or creating a

game • Server lag

^ With servers

%M%M but even then it's

not really worth the effort
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CONFLICTSeCMS INEVITABLe

"Star Trek meets StarCraft"
PC Gamer

'•Pi

CONFLICT seer^s iNjeviTAOie

New WORLDS

Ir's fimc fo leave fhc vastncss of space behind and play our your destiny

in the biggest land battle this universe has ever Known. In Star TreK

Hew Worlds ,
you'll experience this classic universe as never seen

before; on land in full 3D.

• An advanced 3D engine takes you right into the action on the

planet's surface v/ith a fully rotatable and zoomabic landscape

• Command a vast fleet of powerful combat vehicles and colony units

• Construct your colonies from a variety of structures including the

HydroiX)nics Lab, Photon Artillery Launchers and many more

Choose to play as an officer in the Federation, as an honorable Ningon

warrior or as a centurion of the Romulan Star Cmpire. and develop or

destroy the frontier in over 42 unique missions

encounter 3 new alien races from the Quadrant 's past

Explore. Exploit, Cxpand and Extinguish natural resources to

develop your colony

. Experience intense multiplayer combat for up to 3 players

0%
wwwjntGrplay.com www.startrGk.com

STAR TRtKtC) Ni!W WiMlds- Sollwarc €32000 interplay Entertammenf Corp All Rigtils Reserved TM. ® 4 © 2000 Paramount PictiMCS. All Riqlils Reserved Star Trek. New

Wuilds and related marks arc trademarks ot Paramount Piclures All Riqlils Reserved. Interplay , ttic Intcrpiay logo, 14 East and lt»c 14 East k)qo are trademarks ot Interplay

Enlcrlainmcnt Corp All Riqtits Reserved Exclusively licensed by Interplay Entertainment Corp All Riqlils Reserved. Eiclusivcly distrilMilcd by Virgin Interactive Entertainment

(Europe) ltd Viryiii is a reqisleitd liadcmark ot Virgin Enterprises Ltd All Riqlils Reserved All (itliei trademarks and copyrigtits arc ttic properly ot their respective owners



COUNTER-STRIKE BETX 7

COUNTER-STRIKE BETA 7
O Free download from www.counter-strike.net • Available now

When Beta 7 first went up Mark Hillwas the first to downioad it

It

says something about

the future of the gaming

industry when the game

we spend most of our time

playing is completely free.

Especially when you consider that

this is basically a buyer's guide

magazine. Counter-Strike is a

worldwide phenomenon that has

revolutionised the world of

modifications and online gaming.

Almost every office in the world

grinds to a halt at lunchtime as

people plant bombs, rescue

hostages and generally forget

reality for an hour. With Beta 7,

CShas taken another evolutionary

step towards perfection. Some

purists complain every time a

new version comes out, usually

claiming something really stupid,

such as "they've ruined it now".

Of course, when you spend so

much time getting to know

something, any small change is

likely to be greeted with equal

measures of enthusiasm and

childish derision. But the key

to CSs success lies precisely in

this constant improvement, this

constant change. This version

may introduce some new features

and new maps, but the game

underneath is basically the same

one. The atmosphere is just as

tense, killing is just as thrilling

and dying is just as frustrating.

The first changes you're likely to

start messing about with are the

new weapon (the dual Berettas)

and the new counter-terrorist skin

(Seal Team 6). The dual pistols

can only be bought by terrorists

and work an absolute treat. The

only problem with them is that

you can easily get carried away,

remembering what each one

looks like, you'll be pleased

with the new interface. Rather

than presenting skins and

weapons in a list, clicking on

each one brings up a picture

and, in the case of guns, details

of their specifications. It can be

rather confusing when you just

want to get on with things, but

overall it's a welcome addition.

The knife model has changed

and a secondary attack has been

added, although you probably

won't use it much now that the

VIP has been given a pistol. What

you will notice are the new

animations, particularly the death

ones. You can now see players

clutching their feet in pain and

being thrown backwards by the

force of the shots. Again, it's an

^You can now see players clutching their

feet in pain and being thrown backwards^

forgetting this is a realistic

team combat game rather than

a John Woo film, the result being

a score of dead team mates and

a popularity of minus zero. The

new skin is merely aesthetic, but

it's so detailed you begin to wish

all the CTs would use it instead

of the ugly 'flyhead' SAS skin.

If you usually have trouble

TEST DRIVE

If there's one thing that's bothered us in the past, it's seeing

all those vehicles scattered around and not being able to drive

them. With this latest version you actually can. It's still in the

very eariy stages and you can only do it on one very raw map
featuring two Jeeps. But while the physics are all wrong and

driving the jeeps is uncomfortable, you can already see the

possibilities for future versions. You can drive over ramps and

into a lake and shoot from the passenger seat while someone

else drives. We will wait patiently for a fully wortung map.

aesthetic change, but it does

make killing enemies all the more

satisfying. The rest of the changes

are less obvious, and deal with

bugs and modifications to existing

maps. This can come as a shock

the first time you play them. We
spent two minutes running

frantically round Aztec bellowing:

"Where's the bloody bomb site

gone?" In a way, it makes

something too familiar slightly

more challenging, although many

of you will probably spit in rage at

some of the alterations. The new

maps are, for the most part, very

good, especially Vegas and Arab

Street. They really make you

appreciate the work that goes into

textures, something sorely missing

from maps created by fans. If

you're a C5fan you'll naturally

know all this already. If you haven't

tried it yet, we can think of no

better reason to get online. £3

i*aVERDICT
O UPPERS Excellent new maps

• Dual berettas are cool • Useful new

interface • Good death animations

© DOWNERS Some problems with lag

The map is unplayable - for the moment. 93
The beta just

got better

A shoot-out in Arab Streets. Nice rugs.

«OLOcn

The new Seal model, In front of a fetishist machine of dubious taste.

Rifle Sokiction

Heckler & Koch G3/SG-1

The new Interiace In all Its detailed and picturesque wonder.
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excessive

force

WingMan Force 3D

WingMan RumblePad ^

It's the closest thing to reality. WingMan Force 3D.

Get the advantage you need to win. the sensations

you need to nnake it real. Feel the force, with Logitech .

www.logitech.com

WingMan Formula" Force CP

19-
Avaibible at: selected Currys and Dtxons stem. Game. Global Direct. Mnco PC IMorld

S4mpiy Computers. Staples, computer retalle's on Tottenham Coun Road, Tempo and

many independent coinpuler reHMis. For tatter kitormation, cH 0208-308 6582 Logitech
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ONUNESECURITY
PARTI:PORTSCANNERS
When you connect to the Internet, your PC automatically opens the door to any number of

malicious users. Phil IVantf looks at tools that can tell if you're not surfing alone

These days, cranking up your dial-up means

so much more than a bloated phone bill. It

means that you're about to connect to the

largest and most inhospitable network on

the planet, where you'll exchange countless bits

and bytes with remote machines and faceless users

from all around the globe.

It's kind of safe though, isn't it? Well, no, not

entirely. Data packets are constantly travelling to

and from your machine at multiple entry and exit

locations, known as ports. You talk Web with Web
servers on port 80, mail with P0P3 and SMTP
servers on ports 110 and 25, FTP on 21, and so on.

Corporates use software to restrict access to ports

that are against company policy, but your home PC
will almost certainly have no such restrictions and

will allow packets to arrive at and depart from any

assignable port between 0 and 65,536. Ten years

ago this would have been fine. Today, with so many
hackers around, you'd be daft not to watch what's

coming and going inside your machine.

R IE Y I IE W <>

SECURITYPORT
SCANNERAWSPS
AWSPS claims to be "the only known tool

able to discover which programs

are using ports on the PC"

and certainly the results

we obtained were spot

on. Anyone can install

this tool and instantly have

a better understanding of

what's going on when online.

Who: Atelier Web

Where: www.atelierweb.com

Pros: Supremely informative results

• Ports database • Well documented

Cons: Rather costly alongside rivals

Cost US$30 (about £18)

Score:OOOOO

NETCOP SCANNER
Netcop Scanner works by testing

successive ports in a user-defined range

and reporting the ones that responded. The

information that comes back is only really

of use to people familiar with TCP/IP, so we

really can't recommend it for home use.

Who: Netcop Software Inc

Where: www.netcop.com

Pros: Small, neat, fast • Does the job

Cons: No online help • Not for beginners

Cost Freeware

Score:OOOOO

X-NETSTAT
X-Netstat scans your PC for active TCP/IP

connections and can be configured to

refresh automatically at preset intervals.

It'll also show 'listening' ports, where

your computer is ready to accept but has

not established a data connection. Unlike

main rival AWSPS, the main screen is

clutter free and clearly labelled.

Who: Fresh Software

Where: www.arez.com/fs

Pros: Easy to use • Easy to understand

• Fast and unobtrusive

Cons: No online help • Incomprehensive

scan results

Cost US$5 (about £3)

Score:OOOOO

WINSCAN
WinScan works by sending data packets to

every available port on a specified machine

and then reporting back on which ones

allow access. This process can be applied

either to the local PC or to a whole range of

remote TCP/IP network addresses.

Who: Sean Mathias

Where: www.prosolve.com

Pros: Online help • Useful for home LANs

Cons: Not for beginners • Incomprehensive

scan results

Cost Freeware

Score:OOOOO

so WHAT HAPPENS NOW?
Ifs actually rather unlikely that you're the target of malicious Netizens, as in

statistical terms, your connection to the Internet is wholly insignificant (you

refiresent one in around 200 million users, and one in four billion potential IP

addresses). And remember, there are so many programs ttiat use the Internet that

today's PC is simply teeming with different - and Innocuous - connections.

However, it is still possible that you're being hacked. If a port scan leads you to

believe that you're not alone when on the Net, get yourself a reputable utility, such

as Norton Anti-Vims or F-Secure Anti-Virus, the latest versions of which provide

protection against better-known Th)jans which permit remote access to your PC.

If you remain perturtied by the activity inside your machine when online, fear not

Next month we'll look at personal firewalls, and pick the best one to ensure that

access to your PC is always under your control.

I
nnHctions and listening ports

oOOil 1077

3=
TCP SlQtlStlCS

#C VPROGRAM FIL£SS(CQ\tCO

#C \PROORAM RLESMCQViCQ

8CAPR0GRAM nLESVJCOMCQ

C\PR06RAMF1L£SVICQVJ0Q

If
TCPMrve

TCPciert

TCPcfart .

TCPeiMI

0000
193133 4

1931334

1931334

12652

12652

2171

2707

4294162383 4294161715

4294162363 4294161715

42941 623B3 4294161715

4294162363 4294161715

AWSPS shows exactly what's going where,;

Starling Host: |1 27.0.0.1

Ending Host: |l27.0.ai

Progress

Scan Now

Current Host:

Netcop is a little too rudimentary for our liking. And it kept falling over.

It 1 RemoteAddi
1 Local Port Remote Port Protocol Status

1

0 208.184 21 6.230.nap$tef.com 2595 80 TCP CLOSING
nil4-riipl -CYxl'a ren riH com 2861 TCP ESTABLISHED

2 rT>odefn-245 efeinion dialup. pol. co. uk 12652 1152 TCP ESTABLISHED
3 m64-mp1 •cvx2a.featitl.com 12652 1048 TCP ESTABLISHED
4 pc69-gui6. cabie. ntl.com 2171 8580 TCP ESTABLISHED
5 cyclone,chdford enformatica com 139 2147 TCP ESTABLISHED '

6 dhcp25. cheiford. enformatica.com 139 1029 TCP ESTABLISHED
7 205.188.2.39 2707 5190 TCP ESTABLISHED
8 swim p()ex. net 2234 21 TCP aOSING
9 filestore cheford errformatlca.com 2747 139 TCP ESTABLISHED
10 filetarver. chatford enformatica.com 2748 139 TCP ESTABLISHED
11 cyclone, chelofd enformatica com 2749 139 TCP ESTABLISHED

With a great interlace fronting a great utility, X-Netstat is top quality for around £3.

File Options Scan Help

Target

^ Host

^ Network
localhost r Fast Mode

Port

(• Port Range
<^ Single Port

1024

Start Scan

Exit

WinScan raps on every door to see which ones open.
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We move the information that moves your world. adapred

ASY
CRBs«roR4

Do more with your CD-Recorder.

New Easy CD Creator™ 4 Deluxe goes

way beyond the software that came with

your CD-Recorder, and ail earlier Deluxe

editions, so you can take the fun even

further. Now you can pull MP3 tracks and

other music from the Internet, as well as

from LPs and cassettes, to create your own

custom CDs. And new Take Two™ software

makes it easy to back up all your important

data and quickly recover from hard disk or

system failures. Easy CD Creator 4 Deluxe

also enables you to edit, enhance and share

your photos and video. Do more with your

music, data, photos, and video with Easy

CD Creator 4 Deluxe. The box even includes

a CD labeller, sample labels and a cable to

connect your stereo to your computer.

http://www.adaptec-europe.com

Available from Action Computer Supplies, Dabs Direct, Insight, Micro Warehouse, PC World, Simply Computers,
Software Warehouse or from your local computer software reseller.

C 2000 Adaptec. Inc. All rights reserved. Adaptec, the Adaptec logo, the Adaptec tag|ir)e. Easy CO Creator and Take Two are trademarlts of Adaptec, Inc.. whk^ may be registered in some countries. All other trademarKs used are owned by their respecti\«

owners. Our software is designed to assist you in reproducirig material in which you owr) the copyrl^ or have permission to copy from the copyright owner. * Estimated street pnce, sutjject to change without notice.



STEVE HILL DOES... EVEMIUEST

STEVE HILL DOES...

In a new series, Steve /////goes online to get the real deal on online games and the people who play them

OK,
here's the deal. Despite working on the

periphery of this hateful industry for more

years than I care to remember, I have never

knowingly played a role-playing game, at

least not of the traditional goblins, elves and

dwarves variety. Like drinking bitter, going to rugby

matches or watching Emmerdale, it's something

I have never felt the slightest need to get involved

with. In fact, I'd go as far as to say I find the whole

idea of grown men parading around mythical lands

and pretending to be wizards utterly risible. Fans

of the genre that I have had contact with have done

nothing to change my mind and, if anything, have

strengthened my anti-RPG resolve. Thanks to Paul

Mallinson, I am still unable to think of the name
Menzoberranzen without cracking a grin, and I've

been pinned into too many pub comers by Chris

Anderson to ever have any interest in Ultima.

To be honest, if pressed, I'm not entirely sure

I know what an RPG actually is. Clearly, there's a

clue in the name, but there's barely enough time

in the day to get on with your real life, let alone

conduct a fictional one. Admittedly, this is

utterly hypocritical, given that I can

comfortably spend eight hours a day

pretending to be a football manager, but

that's different. Football is a real, tangible

phenomenon that I have vast experience

of and can therefore wholly relate to.

Unlike chasing goblins, which, as the

genre positioning would suggest, is the

stuff of fantasy. Not a particular fantasy

of mine, I hasten to add.

Moving on, I'm not

a great evangelist of

online games either

and have never sat

at home and

played one. It's

a well-worn

argument

but, to my
mind, the

fun of

multi-

player

games is

seeing

distress on your opponent's face,

something that can't be replaced

by lag-ridden skirmishes with

no-marks from Buttpoke, Ohio.

So, who better to play the great unwashed's

current online RPG of choice? Almost anyone

you might think, but what began as a joke in

the knockabout world of the PC ZONE offke is

about to become reality. Following weeks of

negotiation, a fee has been agreed, and I,

Sir Stephen of Hillshire, am about to enter

the wonderful and frightening world of

EverQuest: The Ruins OfKunark. A shiny-

boxed copy has been dispatched to my
homestead, upon which a scantily-clad damsel

gazes lustfully at an upright man-sized lizard

sporting a codpiece fashioned from shrunken

human skulls. Appalled by what I have seen, I am
tempted to turn back, but the quest has been set.

The lights are dimmed, the trousers are off and I'm

going in. This is my story...

DAY ONE
Faced with a 96-page manual, the in-game tutorial

seemed an obvious place to start. A crudely realised

landscape waited, where I was given instruction by

a friendly dwarf known as, wait for it, Prumpy

Irontoe. I kid you not. Preconceptions fully intaa,

he introduced me to a variety of his similarly

outlandishly named friends, and between them

they taught me the rudiments of movement,

combat, trading and banking. All of which I

promptly forgot while spending two-and-a-half

hours downloading patches for the game. If my
enthusiasm for this project was muted to begin

with, then it reached rock bottom as progress

bars inched along over a gruelling period of

self-loathing. Having exhausted the more

traditional areas of the Internet, I even

attempted to kill time by entering an

EverQuest newsgroup. Explaining my ensuing

assignment, I made a simple request for advice

to beginners, the only reply coming from

somebody calling themselves Dark lyger who
keenly suggested, "Give me your job." Gladly.

After a genuinely mind-numbing wait, the

game finally declared itself happy and ready

to play, unlike the red-eyed mug at the keyboard.

The registration process, while not quite as

time-consuming, was scarcely any more enjoyable,

marred by constant crashes. Eventually, after

what was now three hours of despair, it was

finally time for the momentous first steps in

a magical kingdom. At which point, the

computer reset itself. It's the future

gaming, you know.
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L

"Don't fancy mine much."

Purdle Kaboom <SEEKER>

You say, 'I havent got a clue what I'm doing myself

You invite Purdle to join your group.

Purdle says. 'You playin a PKe '

Purdle rejects your offer to join the group.

Purdle says, Why join ?'

You say. What does that mean?'

Purdle says, 'You picked to play a character vs characte ' k
Purdle says, 'You took book to priest and became a Player kilfe^

You say, 'Listen I've never played EQ in my life, I'm doing this for a

magazine article'

L ^ s upon you warmly -- what woUd you Ike your
• -ne to say?

mOs you mclfferently - wtMt would you Hce your

^ay. YmI Ziiorf

"Come on, yer fugging bazztuds, I'ii have the lot of you..

Several deep breaths, a mental visualisation

of a pile of banknotes, and yet another attempt

was made. The constant crashing v^as discovered

to be caused by the screen grabber I was using

{HyperSnap, grab fans), thus presenting a problem

in visually documenting my escapade. Hopefully,

I turned to the chat room for help, v^here an instant

reply enlightened me as to the in-built grabber, the

first good bit of news all night.

That's me, that is.!

^We struck up a conversation

that suggested she was either a

complete retard or was actually

attempting to talk in the style off an

ogre. I wasn't prepared for this^

Selecting the highly-populated Mathaniel

Marr server, the character creation screen was

next, where 1 eschewed elves, dwarves and halflings

in favour of an Ogre, something I have unfairly

been described as. The random name generator

predictably threw up Ogrox, Rhanak and Zukiuuk,

all of which lost out tq the far more charismatic

Hilly. I was then asked to choose a deity and, in the

absence of Antichrist, I opted for Agnostic.
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mmfm sievemu does... everiiuest

L\2 i You are m our world now*
1^ This TulorMi wl wak you throu(^ the tmt commands you wi
\ use n your adventures on Norralh ji

T>jr?toreadalorthestonemar1(artontht«atltMand Vvhan
J •'''I'-QmfortaWernovtng about, approach the eNvarf.Prumpy
-i . on the bridge.

"The name's Irontoe, Prumpy Irontoe...'

LL r.TwiPrtNloroiKord' LL

Never trust a priest in a dressing gown.

I
With a frisson of expectation, I pressed Enter

World and I was finally under starter's orders. The

fanfare kicked in and the magical quest began. In

a brown room with some other ogres, I wandered

about a bit, .someone unsuccessfully tried to sell me
something and 1 eventually found my way out. The

other ogres, all non-

player characters,

barely acknowledged

my existence and, as fun

goes, it was comparable

to a day out in Wales on

your own. Kventually I came
across some kind of priest

who asked me for a book.

Flicking through the pages of .said

tome, the subtext suggested that

if I gave it to him bad things might

happen. For the want of something

better to do, I handed it over anyway,

and then made a futile and needless

attempt to kill him. At which point, I was

struck dead and respawned in a dank forest. For the

next half hour, death became a way of life, as I was

variously ravaged by a variety of lizard men and

even a shadow wolf. Further close calls came with

an Ed Wood-standard giant bat and a swamp alligator

with a nice line in walking through solid objects.

After interminable Blair Witch-style wanderings,

I eventually stumbled on the original starting point,

wherein I chanced upon my first player character,

a frankly ugly piece of work by the name of Purdie

Kaboom. Taking a seat next to her, we struck up

a conversation that suggested she was either a

complete retard or was

rt (S ICMj tai a*vay,

!t is too far away,
rt r$ too far away,
it ts too far away,
it ts too far away,
!t i$ too far away,
« too far away,

!t is too far away,
it is too far away,
"1 IS toe far away,

yet cioief

getctoser*

get closer'

get closer<

get ckjseri

getclosen

getctoserl

get closefi

get closer"

getctoserl

You don't want

to see what's

happening with

his iower half.

actually attempting to talk in the style of an

Ogre. Role-playing, I suppose you could call it.

I wasn't prepared for this, and 1 certainly wasn't

going to enter into it, preferring to keep my diction

accurate and informal. Vaguely spurred by an

Anderson-instilled notion of guilds, I asked her if

she wanted to be in my gang. It turns out that this

wasn't an option, as by giving the book

to the priest I had

become a Player

Killer, and wasn't

welcome anywhere.

Obvious, when you think

about it. Purdie suggested

that I restart the game as

another character, and then,

rapidly tiring of my constant questioning,

attempted to put a spell on me before

rimning off with another bloke to find

a bank. Typical. In a fit of anger, I

senselessly attacked a bouncer and

was swiftly dealt with. Desperate

and miserable, I found a shelter,

sat down with my head in my
hands and wept. Please don't

make me go out there again.

The adventure continues

next month... C3

^^^^m w
Ob

^^^^ abou
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Imagine if you could control your life as well as you can control your gaming destiny with Gravis. Game pads and joysticks with the look, feel and power

you crave but without the silly prices. Be a control freak - from just £7.99 to £35 - at Blecl«miCS^'5b0Ut4qU€ , GAME and other game retailers.

Choose your own competition prize'
For full dclnils of our corilrol frunk con»pijt,iLion, pick up .1 In.iflnt iiL ;i piirtir.ipjiLitiy r»jt..ul«!i



ItmiI™!ti GXDIiETS

An intriguing round-up of all the latest hardware, good and bad,

together with five of the best new movie releases on DVD...

BABYCD-RW
O £229 • Amacom • (020) 8993 7373 • www.amacom-tech.com

With all manner of removable media available, from Jaz drives to FlipDisks (reviewed

last issue), it's often overlooked that the best answer to your storage problems is often

right under your nose. Although only able to store a few hundred megabytes, CDs are

still the best way of saving files, for the simple reason that they are so versatile,

Amacom's Baby CD-RW, being one of the smallest CD writer/re-writers on the market

is more versatile than most, being lightweight and extremely portable. The best thing

about it is that you can hook it up to your PC at work and take it home every evening.

Designed primarily for the laptop brigade, it comes bundled only with a PCMCIA card

and a USB connector has to be bought separately for Mac users.

Installation is so simple a chimp couldn't go wrong and with the bundled

software, Nero 5 OEM, you'll be committing files and MP3s to disc within minutes.

Personally, we would have preferred Adaptec's CD Creator software, but that's

only because we're used to it.

The power socket and interface connector seemed a little loose on the model

we tested, which could mean that constantly hooking the device up could strain the

connections. Elsewhere, the build was of the highest quality and, although the Baby

CD-RW is not the fastest or indeed

cheapest drive on offer, it's

reliable, sturdy and above

all portable. ^
OOOOO ^&y-

Fanatec Le Mans
Wheel costs less than

a decent joystick and

is twice as durabla

FANATEC LEMANSWHEEL
O £49.99 • Dragonfly Interactive • (01 18) 9893959 • www.fanatec.com

O The BABY CD-RW may not lie the

fastest CD burner around, but it's

the best portable on the marlcet

Some people don't get driving games. These are the ones that haven't clamped a wheel to

their desk and played them the way God intended. Fire up Midtown Madness with a

wheel and, if you're not having fun within five minutes, you should think about

ending your stay on this miserable planet.

Don't think you can afford one? This little beauty costs less than a

decent joystick and about the same as a full-on night on the town,

and won't give you the headaches inherent in the latter. Having

said that, the lack of a manual and general unhelpfulness

makes it a bit of a bind to get up and running, but as soon as

you work out how to use the supplied software to map the

controls to the keyboard, you're laughing.

It hasn't got force feedback effects, but at this price

you wouldn't expect it to. Nor would you have any right to

expect the build quality or leather steering wheel, but you get

both for under £50. There's also a shiny and very satisfying gear stick stuck on the side,

which rounds off a very tidy package. The only beef we've got is that the pedals don't

give as much purchase as we'd have liked, but at this price that could be construed as

nit-picking, so we're going to shut up.OOOOO

CARLITO'SWAY
O Certificate: 18 • £19.99 • Universal Studios • Out now
After a string of painfully mediocre films. Brian De Palma finally hit

tlie mark again witfi tfiis 1 993 tale of drugs, mafia and the intemal

struggle of a criminal mind. A! Pacino is the drug daddy who

prison with a vow of going straight. A barely recognisable

Sean Penn is Pacino's coke-addict lawyer and all-round

sidekick, and between them and the various thugs and

hoodlums out to make a name for themselves, the

action rarely lets up. Despite the fact that the

ending - ^ la Casino - is given away at the

start, which makes the film in essence a

highly stylistic flashback, De Palma's

flourishes never get in the way of a

good story. But these stylised visual

elements do make this DVD

edition all the more essential.

A timely return to form.

Extra features: Trailer •

Production, cast and filmmakers' notes.

OOOOO
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HEAVY MHAL
O Certificate: 15 • £19.99 • Columbia/Trlstar • Out now

Unlike the game-based sequel (reviewed on page 74), this animated

anthology of stories culled from America's Heavy Metal mgazme has

become a cult classic with stoned students, thanks to the liberal use

of badly drawn breasts. Ground-breaking and innovative at the time,>

some of the animation now looks crude. On the whole it's watchable.

but some of the scenes drag on and the soundtrack, featuring dire

status-quo bands such as Nazareth and Blue Oyster Cult, is certainly

an acquired taste.

Extra features: Documentary

• Full-length 'rough' •

Deleted scenes • Heavy

Mete/ artwork and

production gallery

OOOOO



^^^^
ONHANDWEARABLE PC
O £200 • Sanderstead Senses • (020) 8657 11 72 • www.onhandpc.com

Most of us in the PC ZO/VF office use some sort of PIM

software on our PCs, whether it's Microsoft Outlook or

Lotus Organizer. Although, we don't use these things

properly, so details of meetings and important phone

numbers are often left on scraps of paper and lost. If we

each had an OnHand Wearable PC, our lives might be that

much easier and, with a price and functionality

comparable to palm-size PCs, not to mention its size,

the OnHand PC certainly has its attractions.

Now it has to be said that it's not the most

stylish watch on the block, and the black

number we were sent is marginally less

coo/ than those calculator watches

we all wore back in the early '80s.

But, at £200, it's the functions you

should be more concerned with

and, on the whole, the OnHand is

an impressive piece of kit

Address books, expenses,

schedules and memos

are easily managed

It may not look cool, but

the OnHand Wearable PC

will organise your life.

both thanks to the unobtrusive joystick that rests below the

screen and the docking station and PC software that comes

bundled in the box. If only we had made full use of our PC

PIM software, we could easily

have synchronised the

OnHand PC to use the same

information.

Unfortunately,

we're a lazy bunch

and spent most of the

time trying to converl

mucky pictures so that

we could view them on

the black-and-white

display and playing

the handful of the

^ naff games that are

installed.OOOOO

r the

JANSPORTLAP STATION
p £69.99 • JanSport • (0845) 6031930 •

www.jansport.com

Some of the gadgets we've featured across these pages

have been downright weird. Others don't seem to serve any

function at all, and you wonder how they evolved from a stupid

idea to an actual saleable product. Then there are those that fit into

the 'only in America' category, like the Lap Station from JanSport.

What you get for your cash is a high-quality and comfortable backpack

that has been designed to transport your laptop around in comfort when

you're trawling the mountain tops and the valley bottoms.

Inside you've got a massive array of CD compartments and the like, and

in a fit of professionalism that goes way beyond the call of duty, JanSport

has even included a rubber exit port for your headphone cord.

A few questions? Did your laptop come with a decent case when you

bought it? Are you quite happy to lug it around like this, or do you want

your hands free for waving at people while you're walking. If you're

content then you don't need to spend a not-inconsiderable amount of cash

on this. If not then you can stick a couple of stars on the score and forget

everything we've said because as far as far as comfort and quality go

we've got no complaints.OOOOO

The JanSport Lap Station is

anottier one to throw In the

bottom of the wardrobe.

WINGMAN RUMBLEPAD
O £29.99 • Logitech • (01738) 70900 •

www.logitech.com

When it comes to gamepads, Microsoft's Sidewinder is

a safe bet. You can daisychain for two-player action and,

in terms of comfort and compatibility, they are second-to-

none. Logitech is probably second in the pecking order,

but with the Rumblepad it's stolen a march on its

multinational rivals.

Install the software, connect the controller to a USB port

(yes, you're going to need Windows 98), move to the test

screen and you'll see why. Two motors hidden inside are

there to

WlngMan Rumblepad

is likely to benefit
^

driving fans the mosL

provide vibrations, rumbles

and general force feedback

niceties in supported DirectX

games. The effects are

actually stronger than the

PlayStation DualShock

equivalents and add to a variety

of genres, although driving fans

are probably going to get the

most out of them.

When you feel like a rest,

you can switch all the effects off

and the Rumblepad becomes a

standard controller, allowing you

access to the two analogue thumbpads.

The fact that the pad is USB means that you can

connect more than one to your PC, but there are a couple

of flaws in the design. For starters, the pad is constructed

almost entirely out of right angles, and unlike the

Sidewinder it doesn't feel that comfortable to hold. The two

analogue thumb sticks are also too loose for our liking,

although there's definitely enough buttons and triggers

to keep everyone happy.OOOOO

BUY ONLINE FROM WWW.BLACKSTAR.CO.UK

THE SEARCHERS

O Certificate: U • £15.99 • Warner Home Video

Westerns don't begin and end witti Sergio Leone. The Searchers, starring

Jotin Wayne in his first anli-liero role, is considered to t)e a classic and, in

typically flawless Ford style, it starts witti a door opening and ends witfi

ttie same door closing. In between, a familiar tale of violence and racism

is played out between tfie main cfiaracter, Ethan Edwards and Native

Americans. It's hardly politically correct, but Ford paints a picture that's

far less black and white as you might have imagined from a film made in

1956. Even Scorsese has admitted its influence, so it's got to be good.

Extra features: Trailer • Jeffrey

Hu[iter interview • Setting up

production feature • Natalie

Wood interview.

OOOOO

wwwlWTco.uk

THE TOWERING INFERNO

O Certificate: 15 • £15.99 • Warner Home Video

What do you do when you're trapped 04i top of the world's tallest building,

with a raging fire below? Hint: you're better off jumping, then romping

with your mistress before strapping a wet towel around your face and

running for safety.

As far as disaster films go. The Towering Inferno is the granddaddy.

Supert) special effects (considering the film was made more than 20

years ago) made this the stuff that nightmares were made of. However, at

nearly three hours, it reaches Oliver Stone temtory. Perhaps it could have

done with a bit of judicial cutting,

ie losing the bad drama and

leaving us with the fire.

Extra features: Trailer

OOOOO

DOLORES CLAIBORNE

O Certificate: 18 • £15.99 • Warner Home Video

Stephen King might have made his money penning supernatural

horror epics, but few of his traditional bloody tales have fared well

on the big screen. Dolores Claiborne falls outside of his usual remit,

and along with Misery, Shawshank and Green Mile, is eminently

watchable. thanks to strong performances from Kathy Bates and

Jennifer Jason Leigh. If you're after a schlock fest then you're going

to be very disappointed with the disturbing drama that's played

out through flashbacks and a mother/daughter relationship that's

anything but functional.

Extra features: Trailer •

Audio commentary by

Taylor Hackford

OOOOO
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RIGHTINTOIT
O REMINISCING Martin Korda

I
Many, many years

^ ago, when I was

just a wee nipper, I

^Bi^ Y remember reading

^1^1^ one particularly

I
amusing letter in

I ^ I a PC leisure

magazine. One disgruntled reader

was bitterly complaining that

walkthroughs shouldn't be printed

in the magazine, claiming that

having read the Leisure Suit Lairy

walkthrough, there was no longer

any point in him continuing with

the game, as he'd found out exactly

how it would end. The reply he

received was obvious, if you don't

want to know what happens, then

don't read the walkthrough from

start to finish. This is exactly why
we always break ours up into so

many sections, so that you can easily

find the part you're stuck on,

without having to read too much
about the rest of the game. But,

of course, you probably already

knew that. Anyway, hope you

enjoy the section and we'll see

you all next month...

IISCHUTMISTER
Keith Pullin shows you how to end all your

frustrations with some very satisfying cheats.

119 DEAR KEITH
Once again the master himself, Mr Keith Pullin,

comes to the rescue.

120DEUSEX
In this player's guide Paul Mallinson shows you the

best path to becoming a super spy.

124 GROUND CONTROL
Mission by mission Craicj Vaughan surrenders the

secret.s hfilmicl this glorious game.

128 DEAR WANDY
Need to find a solution to a niggling technical pain?

Our resident techie Wandy is here to help.

130 WATCHDOG
Have you found faults that you just can't seem
to get fixed? Then allow the consumers' champion

Adam Phillips to find out some answers...

CHEAT
MASIER
When everything else is going down, cheating is the only way up

O CHEATMEISTER KeKh Pullin

ON THE CO

More cheats, tips

and solutions on

ttie cover CD this

uu. month. Find out

what's in store by looking at

the Editorial section of your

CD-ROIM browser.

NEEOHEU>?

If your problems persist, you

can solve them If you. .

.

WRITE TO Dear Keith/Cheat Master,

PC ZONE, Dennis Publishing,

30 Cleveland Street, London W1 P 5FF

EMAIL letlers41czone@dennis.co.iJk

with Dear Keith or Cheat Master 1

the subject line.

TITANS
Strategy First

Press 'Enter' during the game

and then type any of these

titanic cheats:

FOW Reveals entire map

TECH Gives all technology

ENERGY Tops up energy to max

AIR Full air

SlUCON Full silicon

METAL +1000 metal

GOLD +1000 gold

CORIUM +5000corium

EXITON +1000 gold, +5000

corium,+ 10000 metal

ICEWINDDALE
Interplay

Make a backup of the

icewind.ini file before

continuing. Oh, and also make

sure the v1 .05 patch is

Installed. Done that? Good.

Let us begin.

Edit the Icewind.ini file in the

game directory with any text

editor. Enter the line 'Cheats=1

'

under the '[Game Options]'

section. Start the game and

press Ctri and Tab to acthrate

the consola Now type:

"CHEATERSDOPROSPER:Enable

CheatKeysQ;" exactly as it is

typed here to enable the cheat

mode. Now all you have to do

is press the following keys

during the game:

Ctri and J Move selected

characters to pointer

position

Ctri and R Heal or resurrect the

selected character

or portrait

Ctri and Y Kill selected monster

or NPC with no EXP

Ctri and 4 Display trigger

polygons; shows traps

Ctri and 9 Display character

t}ounding boxes

By pressing 'Ctri' and Tab'

during the game you can also

try these case-sensitive

cheats:

CHEATERSDOPROSPER: HrstAMQ;

Healing potions, antidotes

and scrolls

CHEATERDOPROSPERiSetCurrenUP

([xD; Where x is number of XP

CHEATERSDOPROSPER:ExploreArea

0; Full map

CHEATERSDOPROSPERiHansQ;

Teleport party to pointer

CHEATERDOPROSPERiAdd Gold([x]);

Where x is gold in

party total

CHEATERDOPROSPERiMidasO;

Add 500 gold to party

total

CHEATERSDOPROSPERrCreatettema

X]); Where x is any item

code below.

Item code Item DescriptkNi

AMULOI Necklace of Missiles

AR0W07 Arrow of Dispelling

AX1H01 Battle Axe

BELT02 Golden Girdle

BLUN05 Mace +1

B0LT02 Bolt+1

BOOK03 Tome +1 of Constitution

BOOT01 Boots of Speed

B0W01 Composite Long Bow

BRAC06 Gauntlets of Ogre Power

BUU02 Bullet +2

CHAN06 Mithril Chain Mail +4

CLCK02 Cloak of Protection +2

DAGG03 Dagger +2

DART02 Dart+1

HALB02 Halt}erd +1

HAMM03

HELM03

MISC35

0TN03

PLAT05

PRING01

SCRL04

SCRL1Q

SHLD06

SW1H01

SW2H01

WAND02

XB0W03

War Hammer +2

Helm of Glory

Horn Coral Gem

Potion of Hill Giant

Strength

Full Plate Mail +1

Ring

Protection from Cold

Scroll of Vampiric Touch

Large Shield +1

Bastard Sword

Two-Handed Sword

Wand of Fear

Heavy Crosslx)w of

Accuracy

HEAVYMETAL
FAKK2
Gathering Of Developers

Here's a handy console cheat

to get things ticking along. On

the title screen select the

'Video/Audio Menu', then go

into Advanced Options and

click Checkmaric Console. Start

playing the game as normal,

activate the console by

pressing the '-' key, and now
enter any of these codes:

god God mode

give all All weapons and items

health 100 Maximum health

notarget No target mode

-

enemies don't attack

nodlp No clipping mode

-

allows player to walk

through walls

eventllst List all commands

map# Go to map # (select one

from list t)elow...)

blood cemetary

cliffi cliff2

creeperpens end

fakkhouse fog

gruff gruff.cinema

homesi homes2evil

homes2good intro

landersroost oracle

oracleway otto

over shield

swampi swamp2

swamp3 zoo

towncenter_good training

under water

towncenter_evil



CHUT MISTER

WARLORDS 3:
ROOM OF HEROES
Mindscape

Press 'F8', type in one of these

codes below (with spaces) and

hit enter to activate the cheat

lam lazy Conquer all cities

bum baby bum Raze all sites

If I were a rich man 10,000 extra

money

Just for grant All units change

into tanks

dragon rush All units change

into dragons

hihohlho City production

time set to 1

ran spot mn All Units have 99

movement

purple heart All units receive

medals

king of ttie castle All cities t}ecome

citadels

there can be only one

100 Experience

for selected

hero

but now I can see Reveal map

not easy being green

Water turns

green

show me the mana 20 extra mana

name that tune Change music

lord of the mana Cities vi/ithout

Mana get 1 per

turn anyway

SHOQUN:TOTAL
WAR
Electronic Arts

Even on the easiest setting

Shogun is one hell of a battl&

These codes can be entered on

the overtiead map of Japan for

some well-needed help. HE.

Depending on the version, some

codes may not worlc

jnuchkoku. unlimited Koku

.diggings, reveal map

.Ifoundsomecu. copper in all

provinces

.prototypeamiy. unlimited army life

.conan. removes buildings

and armies from

map, negative Koku,

play as rebels

DARKREIGN 2
Activision

Start the game by adding ttie

following command line

parameter to the dr2.exe file so

it reads like this: dr2.exe -

cmd:"gamegod.studiomode

1 ;sys.nincode studio"

1 a T
i III

Having trouble with a

game and can't wait

to see a reply in these

pages? Then you

need to check out...

mpcimm
HELPLINE ON

0906 4li6 4475
llu kill I ' M^^^

On the rare occasion that

they can't help, your query

will be passed on to a support

team who guarantee to

find you an answer within

24 hours.

Once the game has loaded,

click the tools button on the

lower right of the screen and

then click load. You can now

select any level from the

game and check out all

the cinematics.

DEAR KEITH
There's a way around everything and Keith Puliin has all the answers

BLOODYHARD
arm playing Vampire: The Masquerade

- Redemption and I've made it to

London and the Setite Temple, but I'm

having problems getting through there.

Where should I go? Can you give me any

hints because I'm seriously struggling now.

Lou Dean, County Ross

Just before the Setite Temple is a

brothel in the East End, it contains

kMds of juicy, fleshy female humans

just gagging to be eaten. Head there to

rejuvenate yourself before tackling the

temple and you should find it much

easier going.

WOMEirSPROBLEMS
Hl'm playing Diablo II, which you totally

underrated by the way, and I can't

kill that demon thing at the end of Act II.

I've wandered around the area to go up a

couple more levels (I'm a level 22 Amazon)

in order to get some more skill points, but

whatever happens I just can't kill the

bloody thing. Please tell me what to do -

this is driving me nuts.

Paul Price, Chichester

0OK, this boss is about as tough as

ttiey come. The only effecthre way

to destroy it is to run in ctose and hit it

with some kind of two-handed weapon

like a IHdent, and also use the hugely

lettial Impale skill. Also keep gulping

down health potkMis and make sure

you've got a good stock of mana

potions handy. That's all there is to it

AOENERALMESS
HI have this annoying problem with

Shogun: Total War Whenever I

engage in a battle that I should really win -

even though my numbers always ouh/veigh

that of the opposing force - my rabble of

an army gets absolutely pulverised.

Sometimes an army of about 300 gets

trounced by a small group of 50 rebels -

it's ridiculous. I don't know what the hell is

going on. Why exactly is this happening?

Troy Harrington, Slough

This couM be happening for a

number of reasons. The first and

most probable reason for your failure

is ttiat you are not leading your troops

Into battle with a decent general. You

need to make sure that your general is

better than your enemy's general If at

all possible. Secondly, you need to

make sure that the kinds of troops you

are attacking with are suited to ttie

battle ahead. In other words, If you're

about to hght archers, make sure you

have some archers to fight back with.

1^ these tips out first and If you still

get no joy, well - try cheating Instead.

REALCAR0 Apparently in Viper Racing you can

drive a Lamborghini. Is this true?

Please tell me it is - 1 love Lamborghinis.

Adam Wick, Littlehampton

Q You're not superficial. Maybe you

shouki be dating one of those

nasty, money-grubbing Spk:e Girls. OK

then, go into ttie game, pause It and

select 'options', then 'hacks'. Now type

'morepowerthebetter' and you should

be driving your dream machine Weirdo.

MONSTERMOVIESHOW
His it true that you can go into a drive-

through cinema in Monster Truck

Madness Z> I can't find it. Any ideas?

Rob Michaels, Havant

B Select the Scrapyard Run track

and drive until you reach a set of

railroad tracks. lUm left at ttiese tracks

and keep following them until the

drive-in appears on the right. There's

no actual point to any of this, you

know, still as kmg as you're happy. .

.

Hl'm playing Deus Ex, which I'm

thoroughly enjoying. I think I'm pretty

near the end now as I've made it through

to Area 51 and things are getting pretty

tough to say the least. To tell you the truth,

I can barely get anywhere at all on this

level because I'm shot to pieces by a

mystery assailant as soon as I move. What

am I doing wrong? Who is killing me?

Please help if you can.

Mark Cutter, Hull

I

You are being shot by a sniper in

I tower behind ttie helipad. Take

him out ASAP and you should be in

the dear. Piece of piss.

0Y«
at

PLAIN OLD MANIAC
fji Are there any cheats that can give

lU me a bit of a boost in Mars Maniacs

for the PC?

George Randall, Epping

I know it's for the PC - this being

I PCZONE Duh!. Anyway, yes,

there are some cheats. All you need

to do is change your player name to

'lazy' to make the game move slowly^

or 'blast' to get lots of turbo. It's

hardly demanding stuft Anyway,

1 hope this helps. (iS
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PLAYER'S GUIDE: PART ONE
Learn how to become a super spy in the first part of Paul Mallinsoifs definitive Deus Ex player's guide

O REVIEWED PCZ #93 SCORE 94%

You'll find you get loads of character interactions along the way.

D
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A
•

You will need strength if you want to throw things around.

The easy way into the NSF hide-out - for the price of a candy bar.

tfffsEir certainly Is a

joy to play If you're

partial to a bit of

thinking with your

gun. Yes, thinking.

The brilliant role-playing,

adventure, shooter-type

gameplay in this game not

only requires nerves of steel,

but it also thrusts upon you

concepts such as: moral

Judgement, and 'oh shit, this

gun's so heavy I can hardly

move, better rethink', so it's

not all running around with

shotguns and ammo. It's touglu

So let's go straight to the chase.

How to beat Deus Ex in two

easy Instalments. Here goes

the first part...

THEVERYSTART
Spend starter skill points wisely.

Upgrade rifle, computers and

electronics to 'trained'. When it

comes to using skill points, it's

always better to save your game

before making any decisions.

LIBERTYISLAND
Mission: Itoscue Gunther

Hermann and capture
terrorist leader

Your first mission to rid the Statue

of Liberty of terrorists is a piece of

cake compared to later missions.

You'd be wise taking the Sniper

Rifle at the start. A GEP (Guided

Explosive Projectile) gun is a good

alternative, but it's noisy.

Sneak your way around to

the back of the Statue (take out

guards with Electric Prod, knife

and rifie, and hide their bodies in

the shadows near the shorting

generator bunker and then climb

up the containers. That way you'll

avoid most of the guards.

At this point, you can either

head downstairs to rescue your

trapped colleague, or continue

upwards toward the terrorist

leader. Our advice is go downstairs

first, deacfivate all the security

consoles, clean out the cash

machine and secure the area.

Next, sneak up the stairs until

you reach a square section of the

tower with a door in each wall.

But be careful entering. There are

gas grenades on the walls, defuse

them if you can. Then go up the

stairs quietly, kill the guards,

confront the leader and take the

Augmentation upgrade canister.

O The back entrance to the Statue

of Uberty.

UNATCOHQ
Mission: Report to

Manderley for next mission

During this early part of the game

you'll frequently return to base for

ammo/health/bio top-ups. Grab

every piece of ammo/kit you can,

then talk to Manderley and get

your next mission. But before

leaving, don't forget to use the

Augmentation upgrade canister

on a Med Bot. Our advice is to

go for the Muscle option.

BATTERYPARK
Mission: l^icate Ambrosia

and rescue hostages

Sneak into Castle Clinton either

via the back window, or give the

kid a candy bar and get the code

for the secret entrance behind

the soda machine. Infiltrate the

secret NSF bunker and kill the

terrorists. Find the barrel of

Ambrosia by the bay doors, but

watch out for the terrorist with

the flame-thrower. Before you

leave, break into the office and

get the second Augmentation

canister from the safe - a guard

has the safe key. You can also

disable cameras and turrets if

necessary Talk to Anna and be

nice because she'll give you two

EMP grenades, then go to the

subway entrance and either

disable the laser trips with EMP

grenades, or sneak in through

the ventilation shafts and kill

the enemy from within. But be

very careful not to set off any

of the explosive containers

littered about the place.

O It's essential that you pick up

every one of these.

HELLS KITCHEN
Mission: Find and destroy

NSF generator

Once you've explored Paul's

apartment and all the shooting's

died down, search NSF for dead

bodies until you find the key for

Osgood's. Go there and unlock

the door to access the ladder

leading to the rooftops. Avoiding

the booby traps, scale the top of

building and carefully snipe all

the terrorist guards patrolling the

area. Loot every body for ammo
before entering the NSF base.

Take the ladder to the top of the

base, which should now be clear

of guards if you did your sniping

earlier, then silently creep

downstairs without tripping the

laser, or alerting the guards. The

generator is at the bottom of the

base - destroy it by shooting the

explosive barrels nearby. There's
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Shoot the explosive barrels to destroy the generator.

DEOSEXrUYEI'SGUIDLPIUtTONE

in't youVI ly didn't you sdy so? The phone code s M-O-L-E. Thafb 5653,

As usual, beinq nice to the right people comes with a reward.

a heavily-defended Aug upgrade

canister in an office in the

basement. The code's 9923, if

you can make it there.

drugs. El Ray, the boss of a gang

upstairs, also has one, but

expects you to kill the drug dealer

downstairs to earn it. Once you've

got one, blow the place sky-high,

and turn the valves back on.

Charlie Finn will then reveal the

code, which is 5482.

into the water, you can escape via

a submerged tunnel in the bottom

left of the pool. Two security robots

block your way next, but they can

easily be avoided by sneaking

through a hole in the wall.

O On the rooftops, learn to snipe.

UNATCO HQ
Mission: Report to

Manderiey then report

to Sam Carter

Recuperate and report, then go

install the new Augs you found.

Our advice is go for Run Silent

and Environmental Resistance.

BATTERYPARK
Mission: Locate NSF airfield

Head to the subway. Notice

keypad in phone booth? The code

is in a locked box in shanty town,

or can be obtained by talking to

Harley Filben (informant) and

Curley (tramp in shanty town).

BROOKLYN
BRIDGE STATION
Mission: Restore water

supply for mole people

There's a keypad underneath the

sinks in the Ladies' bogs. A guy

called Charlie Finn has the code,

but he wants you to restore the

water supply before he'll give it to

you. To do this, you need at least

one LAM to clear the fallen beams

from the room at the end of the

station. Lenny the junkie has a

LAM and will exchange it for

O Doing society a favour killing a

drug dealer.

MOLETUNNELS
Mission: Unlock the Gents

These tunnels are crawling with

NSF, so should be traversed

carefully. Also, the civilians

wandering around will bolt if they

see you with a weapon drawn, so

stay hidden to avoid starting a

free for all. As you enter the level,

head right and kill the NSF In one

of the three rooms, there are two

cardboard boxes - destroy them

to uncover a hidden 'key' brick in

the wall/floor. Press it to open a

secret room. Inside, there's the

key and a flame-thrower - and a

terrorist who surrenders. Now go

to the other end of the tunnel and

unlock the Gents' bog door.

Continue down forked corridor,

bypass trip wires or steam jets

and take out the lone guard.

Avoiding the camera and the

four turrets, get the key from

him and unlock the door.

Next, if you jump the bridge:

don't hesitate for a second

because it collapses. If you fall

O Give those damn robots what

they deserve.

HELIBASE
Mission: Locate three

barrels of Ambrosia

Knock out the camera

immediately above you. The first

barrel of Ambrosia is right in front

of you. Take out the guards, but be

quiet and hide the bodies. The NSF

guard in the toilet has a key to the

Helibase security room (located on

the top left balcony), where you

can disable cameras and turrets

and plunder a secret armoury

switch behind the plant pot.

There are more than seven

heavily-armed terrorists (one with

a flame-thrower) guarding the

helicopter pad. The best way of

despatching them is with a

carefully-placed LAM trap, or by

shooting the explosive barrels.

Also, there's a sniper on a gantry

who should be taken out as soon

as possible. If you haven't disabled

the camera/turret at the end of the

exit corridor, blow it up from a

distance with the Light Anti-Tank

Weapon. Then it'll be safe to

access the lift to the airfield (note

for swimmers: in the comer of the

Helibase there's a manhole leading

to a watery altemative route).

G Deactivate the camera at

the far end of this corridor, or

die horribly.

O Get the Helibase security key

ASAP and disable ail cameras.

AIRFIELD
Mission: Assassinate Juan

Ivanovich Lebedev and

locate remainingAmbrosia

Avoiding detection by the

patrolling robots, sneak round

the side of the main hangar and

over to the Boathouse. There are

numerous guards on patrol near

the gate to the south, so be

extremely careful. Look for a

metal container with ladders

and climb up. Take great care

to remain out of sight of robots

and snipe the last guard by the

Boathouse. With that done,

destroy the robots by shooting the

explosive barrels when they're

near them. Now it should be easy

to enter the Boathouse where,

after killing the guard, you will

find the East Gate Key and the

second barrel of Ambrosia.

Next, head to the barracks.

Take out the two guards and get

the hangar code from the

footlocker in the dormitory.

G There are five robots patrolling

the airfield.
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CRASH COURSE SURVIVAL
SKILU FOR M^^^^

It's not all about shooting, sniping and hacking.

It involves thinking on your feet and learning

and spending your starter skills wisely

HACKING
If your hacking skill Is low, ready yourself before 'going in'

and be quick with your mouse movements. When the hack

bar goes red, exit quickly or you'll set the alarms oft

ATMS
Hacking cash machines Is an easy way to make money, but

it is often better to use found personal account codes

because the money's better.

SECURETHEAREA
Often the best way of securing an area full of guards Is to

rapidly run from one to the other, shooting each with a

single bullet to the head, then disabling the alarms. But

it takes a brave and skilful player to be viabia

IDEAL SNIPING POSITION
If a situation seems Impossible, sneak around until you find

the ideal place to snipe from. There usually is one.

UNATCO PASSWORDS
These might come In handy during the game, but be careful

using them or you may end up ahead of the story:

ajacobson/cahfe anavarre/scryspc

ghermann/zeitgeist JCD/bionicman

Jmanderley/knight_killer jreed/redshoes

jreyes/amigo klloyd/target

scarter/antique

SWIMMING
Don't get too ambitious with your swimming early on,

Ifs easy to drown.

SNIPEALARM BUTTONS
If there are a number of guards in your way, set up a snipe

around an alarm button. When they run to the button after

your first shot, you should be in line to pop them one by one.

: _'. .J :

Don't drown now... .or set off any alarms.

Once you reach the NSF base, snipe the guards to clear the area.

747 HANGAR
Mission: Assassinate

Juan Ivanovich Lebedev

and locate remaining

Ambrosia

Meet Paul and hear what he

has to say. Scour hangar for

goodies, but don't shoot

anyone - unless, of course,

you really want to. Then enter

the aircraft.

O Your brother has some really

Interesting news for you.

INSIDE 747
Mission: Assassinate

Juan Ivanovich Lebedev

then locate remaining

Ambrosia

Go upstairs and get the key to

the back of the plane. Then go

downstairs and locate the third

barrel of Ambrosia and another

Augmentation canister - (code:

9905). Next, go back upstairs,

unlock the door and speak to

Lebedev. Now you've got several

choices: you can either kill

him as you were originally

instructed, walk away and let

Anna kill him, or kill Anna.

Keeping Lebedev alive has

no real consequence in the

game. Once this is done,

return to the helipad.

UNKNOWN LOCATION

i

After being captured you have to build your arsenal up again.

•

O Find this key Inside the 747.

L -If

1

J
u

G You will find Lebedev in the

private bedroom.

UNATCO HQ
Mission: Report to

Manderley

Again, don't forget to upgrade any

Augs you have. Our advice is to go

for Ballistic Protection over EMP

field, if you have it.

HELLS KITCHEN
Mission: Meet Paul at his

apartment; send signal

from NSF base

Go to Paul's apartment and talk

to him. Before leaving, stick a

LAM on the wall by the door if you

have one, then head to the NSF

base down the road tunnel. Go to

the room on the third floor with

the Med Bot in it. Activate the

venting and enter the adjacent

room. You have to access the

security console to open the trap

door to the basement.

Once in the basement, avoid

the red beams and drop the small

metal crates on the pressure pads

to disable turrets, then pick

through doors until you reach a

cabinet with loads of goodies in

it. On top of the cabinet is a

datacube with satellite dish

control instructions. Inside the

cabinet is a datacube with proof

of the conspiracy, which you'll

also need. Work your way through

the traps until you reach a door

leading outside. Next, you've got

to transmit a signal from the top

of the NSF base, but before you do

that go and round up every scrap

of ammo and health you can find.

When you're ready, access the

first computer at the top of the

base (MCOLLINS/REVOLUTION)

and then the second

(NAPOLEON/REVOLUTION), and

transmit the signal. UNATCO now

become the enemy, so you'll

have to fight your way through

1 5 heavily-armed soldiers to get
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back to Paul's apartment.

Once there, speak to Paul.

You'll then hear a warning that

the apartment is about to be

raided. You can either run or fight,

but running is advised. If you

planted a LAM by the hotel door

earlier, it should kill or damage

most of the people who enter.

Finish the rest off with another

LAM, or with bullets to the head.

The subway is heavily guarded

by soldiers and bots. The best

thing to do is run to the door, enter

the code (6282) and run down

into the station (the guards don't

follow). Use your Ballistic

Protection Aug if you have one.

When you get to Battery Park

you'll have to fight or avoid Anna

Navarre, if she's still alive, then

Gunther Hermann will be waiting

for you. You can resist or surrender

here, but fighting is futile because

Hermann is invincible.

-1

O To access NSF security use:

TJEFFERSON and NEWREVOLUTION

as usemame and password.

m
m

O The subway entrance is lieavily

guarded, so use of iiigii explosives

is recommended.

11

9i

O Lay a trap before the bad guys

burst through the door.

UNKNOWN
LOCATION
Mission: Escape

Talk to Anna, if she's still alive,

then wait for Daedelus to open

the door. Sneak out and grab

knife off filing cabinets. Kill the

first guard, take his gun and

disable camera. Then kill second

guard and take assault gun. Turn

right into robot maintenance.

Head upstairs on left and through

corridor in front of you, kill four

guards and take weapons. Go up

to Maintenance Control, reverse

bot Al (security panel on wall)

and get Armoury access code

from datacube on furthest desk.

Go downstairs and through the

corridor to the armoury. Avoiding

bots (walk closely behind them),

enter armoury (code: 2971 ) and

kill guard. Disable camera (either

go upstairs and access security

panel on wall, or get LAW and

bomb it), then steal the weapons.

There are three guards and

two dogs patrolling the command

centre. Either sneak in via the

tunnel or storm through the main

entrance. Access the security

panel to deactivate all the

cameras, head into Laboratory

area. Pass Nanotech lab and go

straight down to Medical area. Kill

guard and woman, because she

sets off the alarm, then take stairs

to the right (stairs to left guarded

by two soldiers). But whatever you

do, don't be tempted to press the

button on the wall - it only opens

the containment cage and lets the

canine-like Karkian out. Enter Med

Lab and see Paul's body, or Paul,

if he's still alive. You will then be

given the facility exit code by

Daedelus. Now head into the

Nanotech lab, kill the soldiers and

the Man In Black, and access the

computer (code: psherman/raven)

in order to get hold of Aug upgrade

canister (Aggressive Defence

System or Spy Drone). Then

immediately exit the facility via

the door by the command centre

(code: 1125).

O This is Just one of the nifty

ways of disabling the cameras,

UNATCO HQ
Mission: Escape to

helicopter

This is where things really get

complicated. Talk to Jamie Reyes

(he'll give you another Aug

upgrade canister - install all Augs

using Med Bot), then Sam Carter,

then Alex Jacobson. If Anna

Navarre's dead, Alex will give

you the key to exit UNATCO. And

if she isn't, you'll have to kill her

and report back to him. To do

this, you have to either access

her computer (anavarre/scryspc)

and Manderley's

(jmanderley/knight _killer) to get

her 'killswitch', or fight her by the

exit door (tip: lay a LAM at the

bottom of the stairs and get her

to follow you down). Evade the

rest of the guards and go outside

to the helicopter.

Finding Paul's body was the easy part - now you have to make good

your escape.

O There are often different ways

to solve the same puzzle.

MJ12 HELIBASE:
HONG KONG
Mission: Deactivate the

weapons lock on the

helicopter

Kill most MJ1 2 troops by

releasing gas in under-fioor

tunnels (gas release code:

99871). Enter barracks via vent

or down steps and kill the troops

that are left (no small amount, so

be very careful). The key to Flight

Deck 1 is in the third locker from

the left. Access security panel

in Flight Deck 2 to deactivate

cameras/turrets (tip: switch

turrets to kill MJ1 2 troops above

ground). Now go to Flight Deck 1

and hit the Weapons Lockdown

button. Return to the helicopter

and destroy two bots that emerge,

then go through lockdown' door

to elevator - a tip: use multitool

on panel to avoid electrocution)

and go on to the Wan Chi Market

in Hong Kong - which is where

we'll be continuing next issue.

So stay tuned. [23

G Keeping your bearings is vital

part of the game.

Playing on the gameplay site costs

^^s'' nothing. It's fun and it's easy to get

F tR^^^
Started. We'll give you all the help you

^ gameplayneed to get to the widest range ofgames

and clubs on the web.

Get into gameplay, now. And play.

www.gameplay.com/wireplay the gateway to games
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The 30 RTS action comes without resource management. What a refreshing change.

GR 1 CONTROL
WALKTHROUGH

An instant hit witli all who played it, Gnund Confro/ surrenders

its secrets as Craig Vaughan gives a mission-by-mission debrief

O REVIEWED PCZm SCORE 87%

THECRAYVEN

Cniyven RiBSMNi 1

The objective here is to destroy

the enemy communications relay.

Head northwest keeping to the

high ground to eliminate light

enemy resistance. Once at the

enemy base, concentrate your

firepower on the communications

relay before withdrawing to the

safety of the pick-up point.

O Destroy this communications

relay to complete the mission.

Crayven Riission 2

You're tasked with assisting the

defection of an enemy agent.

Head north where you'll find that

he has already been ambushed.

Use both squads of marines to set

up a safe perimeter and send your

APC to render first aid. Although

the enemy agent dies, he does

hand over information vital for

future success.

O Rescue the enemy defector to

gather vitai inteliigence.

Crayvcn Mission 3

Tasked with destroying an enemy

generator, skirt around their base

and attack the power station

hidden in the valley. If you're

successful within the strict time

limit, then reinforcements will

arrive - and with the gun turrets

deactivated, it's simply a case of

destroying all the buildings to

ensure victory.

Orayven Mission 4

A simple mission to defend a

research base turns sour when

you suffer two attacks from the

east, the second onslaught being

reinforced by Light Hoverdynes.

Use the shadows and hillsides as

cover and overwhelm the enemy

by making use of mortar attacks

and uranium rounds. Head north

using infantry rockets to pick off

the Crusaders and then go south

disembarking your marines to

attack the enemy Howitzer.

O If the base falls into enemy
hands the war is over.

Crayven Mission 5

This is a hit-and-run mission -

the target being an enemy

convoy. Send a squad of Light

Terradynes west to anticipate the

ambushes that follow. Meanwhile,

send your main force northwest,

where you'll receive a message

that the enemy convoy has

changed course. They'll be

heading your way, so it's just a

case of lying in wait to pick off

the accompanying Hoverdynes

before destroying the trucks.

your foot soldiers into two groups

to defend both points of attack

using the hillsides as cover.

Gather all your troops and head

northeast, climbing a slope on

the approach to the enemy base.

Spread your troops thinly - with

the APC to the rear - and advance

very slowly, picking off the

enemy. Eventually you'll push

through to the Command Centre,

the destruction of which

completes the mission.

O Leave the Light Terradynes as

decoys while you fight the enemy.

Crayven Mission 6

Load up your vehicles with

marines and head north. Divide

O Split your troops to fend off

the two-pronged attack.

Crayven Mission 7

Tasked with destroying a fallen

satellite, your first objective is

the defence of your base. That

achieved, you'll need to head
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southeast to rescue Sergeant

Cole. Return him to your base to

reveal the location of the fallen

satellite. Trek to it using the rough

terrain to protect your troops from

ambushes. Once the satellite is

found, have your Jaegars attack it

with their special weapons.

Crayven Mission 8

Your base is under attack from

overwhelming forces. Divide your

troops into three contingents and

fend off the three-pronged attack.

Eventually reinforcements will

arrive, allowing you to evacuate

four medical trucks. Head north,

dodging the sporadic Attack

Aerodynes - use your sentry guns

and Light Terradynes to hold them

off. Just before you reach the

extraction point, send in some

marines to wipe out the enemy

ambush before escorting the

medical trucks to freedom.

Crayven Mission 9

This mission involves a few

skirmishes with the enemy prior

to an attack on their outpost.

Heading west, scout ahead using

high ground to give the best

vantage point, then use artillery to

cause devastation before moving

ground troops in to mop up.

Reaching the outpost, stop short

and use your artillery to take out

the main Pulse Turrets - failing

that, target the power stations to

cut the power. Keep shelling the

base and eventually a pick-up

point will become apparent.

Crayven Mission 10

There are three anti-aircraft

bases to destroy. Reccy the area

surrounding each gun finding

suitable high ground. Use your

artillery to destroy the anti-aircraft

batteries before swarming in to

take out supporting troops.

Should the enemy send in

Hoverdynes use your artillery on

them too and take out the

Templars before they get too

close. With all three guns

destroyed, the enemy base will

become apparent. Using all your

forces and special weapons, head

to the base, taking out the

Templars on the way. Stop off

east of the main base using your

Jaegars to destroy the power

stations - this will cut power

to the enemy base. Once inside

the enemy base destroy the

Command Centre and the

Cathedrals around it to complete

the mission.

G Attack using artillery from high

vantage points for best effect.

Crayven Mbsion 11

Acting as a military escort to a

bunch of scientists, your first task

is to head east to protect them

while they examine a Xenofact

site. On route you should lead

with your main Battle Terradynes

and scout with Jaegers. Halfway

to your destination you'll need to

use your artillery to bombard the

enemy Hoverdynes and finish off

any stragglers with your Battle

Terradynes. At some point,

the enemy units may get

reinforcements (Crusader

Infantry), in which case your

marines can be called into action.

At the Xenofact, form a defensive

perimeter with your Battle

Terradynes facing west. Once the

boffins have done their work,

you'll discover a new pick-up

point. Head that way, picking

off the enemy as you go. At the

evacuation point, you need to

survive for five minutes while

awaiting rescue.

Crayven M»sion 12

The task here is to take out

the base, while allowing your

scientists to examine another

Xenofact. To achieve this, move

all your forces to the northwest.

Send some infantry up the

passage to the northeast to act

as a lure for the enemy units.

Withdraw your troops and use

an artillery barrage and marine

weapons to hammer the enemy

units. Advance until the enemy's

static units become apparent and

then spread out to map the base.

Take out the numerous pillboxes

and the missile launchers and

send some troops to meet your

engineers. You'll then receive

instructions to clear a passage

west, and can do so using all your

heavy weapons and artillery. Send

the engineers through, guarding

them with your APC and then

set off in convoy keeping your

Terradynes up front.

O Surround the monument while

your boffins do their bit

Crayven Mbsion 13

This is a straightforward mission

with two objectives. Tasked

with destroying some radar

jamming facilities, you also get

the chance to take out the enemy

headquarters. Initially, send all

your units north using your

Jaegars to take out the Howitzer,

and shell with your artillery to

mop up any support troops. Once

the base is in view, bombard it

with your artillery to destroy the

defensive turrets. Keep shelling

and then send in Battle Terradynes

to destroy the central turbine and

biohazard tank. Finish off the

jamming facility and clean out the

base to complete the mission.

Crayven Mission 14

This is a 'seek and destroy'

mission with numerous diverse

Sergeat Cole needs rescuing before you can destroy the satellite.

Don't risk ground troops, use your artillery to cause collateral damage.

Be sure to guard the scientists with a defensive perimeter while they

examine the artefact.

Battle your way to the jamming facility and destroy it in order to progress.

REE \UlERNe^

meetnew
Find them at gameplay. You'll get all the

ladders, leagues, tournaments and

competitions you could want. Plus the

fastest connections to your favourite

games - and to the deadliest human
op|X)nents. Get into gameplay, now. And

prepare to do battle.

www.gameplay.com/wireplay

enemies
gameplay

THE GATEWAY TO GAMES
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Q targets. Stealth and speed are

essentially the keys to success.

Although the targets are unrelated

and scattered throughout the

map, the same general strategy

applies for all of them: use marine

troops to scout ahead and, once a

target has been identified, take it

out with your artillery and then

move in with heavy guns and

bombers to clean up. There's a

secret base northeast of your final

designated target but, other than

that, it's fairly straightforward.

CljyvMi Mbsmni 15
Don't even bother trying to be

subtle - this is all-out war. Using

all the weaponry and tactics

honed in the previous missions,

it's time to take the enemy out

head-on. Go north and use all your

weaponry on the troops guarding

the outpost. Destroy this sub-base

and continue north avoiding the

minefield. Put all your heavy

weaponry to the fore and use your

rockets and artillery to pound the

enemy defences. Finally, when

the defences are down, move in

to take out the Cathedrals and

the Command Centre to ensure

a well-earned victory.

O You have to destroy ttie

enemy base to complete ttie

first campaign.

THE ORDER OF
THENEWDAWN
CAMPAIGNS

New Order RUssion 1

This mission is a straightforward

game of cat and mouse with the

destruction of enemy trucks being

your primary goal. Drop your

troops at the northern most point

and head east. Engage the lightly

armed Crayven troops. Leave a

small contingent of marines to act

as cannon fodder and send the

rest northeast to the base at the

centre of the map. There you will

find the Crayven base largely

deserted. Destroy the buildings

and scout the perimeter to reveal

the randomly located enemy

trucks that have to be destroyed

to complete the mission.

O tf you've used diversionary

tactics, the enemy base will

be unprotected.

New Order Mission 2

Three anti-aircraft sites need

to be destroyed before enemy

reinforcements arrive. The key

to success is speed because you

don't have the troops or the

artillery to win a firefight. From

the drop-zone, head south and

take out the first base. That

achieved, you have to charge

IN CONTROL
Every setting, other than Ground Control,

provides a reai chaiienge - so rather than

surrendering, why not enhance your gaming

experience by shifting the odds in your favour?

On the title screen press and hold M, V and S together to

bring up a cheat box. Now type the following cheats to assist

your endeavours

god god mode on

nogod god mode off

gimme maps unlock all the single player campaigns

from massive with love wacky textures

southeast to the second base

before heading northwest to

take out the third. It's pointless

engaging enemy troops

encountered on the way - if you

arrive at the bases and they've

been reinforced the situation

quickly becomes impossible.

O Enemy resistance should be

negligible providing you stay one

step ahead of reinforcements.

New Order Mission 3

One of your bases is about to fall

into enemy hands and vital

intelligence is about to be lost.

Your mission involves retrieving a

data crystal from the base. From

your drop-zone, head southeast to

the bottom of the map and then

west to approach the base. This

isn't the quickest route, but it

allows you to avoid most of the

enemy troops and a minefield,

too. Once inside the base, take

your APC to the southern most

corner to retrieve the crystal,

and then evacuate before the

Crayven reinforcements arrive.

New Order Mission 4

This mission requires you to

protect engineers as they break

into an enemy base. Initially, head

northeast to meet the engineers,

and then continue on in the same

direction to take out two Battle

Terradynes. Destroy them using

your Electro Daggers and then the

research facility will be revealed

over the ridge. Storm the base

and destroy Crusaders to take

out the enemy marines and use

the speed and manoeuvrability

of your hover bikes to destroy

the defensive Battle Terradynes.

Escort the engineers to the

research facility and defend them

while they break in and steal

equipment. To complete the

mission, head west at speed in

order to avoid reinforcements.

O Bring the engineers here and

guard them while they break in.

New Order Mission 5

This campaign requires you to

follow your fellow Commander,

Magnus, around the map as he

wipes out enemy resistance

before attacking the Crayven

base. Simply follow Magnus'

troops as he draws the enemy's

fire. Stick to the high ground and

offer supporting fire. Once the

opposition has been eliminated,

follow Magnus to the Crayven

base and take a hillside position

overlooking the base. Destroy the

power station inside and ensure

victory by sending in ground

troops as reinforcements.

O Follow Commander Magnus

and use the naturally lofty terrain

to your advantage.

New Order Mission 6

Split your troops into two

groups, sending the first group

southeast to a repair base where

two Heavy Terradynes await

repair. A convoy of engineers that

need escorting to the base will

join the remainder of your army

and will meet up with your

second contingent at the repair

base. Freshly equipped, you can

either launch a direct assault on

the enemy base to the northwest

or head directly west to take out

the power generators fuelling

the automated defence systems.

Your newly acquired Heavy

Terradynes will be able to take

out the Light Terradynes and

marine forces that attempt to

thwart your progress and, once

inside the base, you should use

them to destroy the control tower

to complete the mission.

New Order Mission 7

Tasked with recovering a medical

truck from a Crayven base there's

several ways to go about it. The

most effective and fun of these is

a full-frontal assault by all your

forces on the base. Charge in and

gain control of the medical truck

Press and hold M, V and S to even the score

The base should be largely deserted provided you didn't blunder through the minefield.

HOLC
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and then retreat, leaving It

behind. The massed ranks of the

Crayven troops will follow you,

throwing everything they've got at

you. It's a straight fight, so make

good use of your special weapons

and split your troops to set

ambushes. With the Crayvens

defeated, the medical truck can

then make its own way to the

pick-up point unmolested.

O This is one of the few missions

where bravado and brute force

are the order of the day.

New Order Mission 8

This is a very straightforward

mission with the multiple

objectives of destroying a supply

depot to the southwest and

mining facilities and fuel tanks to

the south. Thankfully, the supply

depot is only lightly guarded and

you only need your Templars to

complete the other objectives.

The only complication is that you

are also required to destroy all

the enemy trucks. Patience is

required in finding them and

there's some target practice to

be had taking them out.

O Hunt down the free-roaming

enemy toiicks to finish the mission.

New Order Mission 9

A massive Crayven base is your

primary target and you'll need to

take a circuitous route to ensure

success. The perimeter of the

base is protected by Jaegars

perched on the hilltops, but

Hoverbikes are effective against

them. It's essential to gain control

of the ledge overlooking the base

to secure a good vantage point

from which to destroy the Rocket

Terradynes, G-lob Artillery and

Artillery Terradynes. And with

these targets destroyed, taking

out the power station in the

northeast corner of the base will

drop the enemy defences for two

minutes, giving you enough time

to shell the buildings with your

Heavy Artillery.

G This iofty perch gives you an

unfair advantage in attacking

the Crayven base.

New Order Mission 10

The intelligence for this mission

indicates that you need to hold

and control four key bridges - you

don't. Simply move your troops

to the bridge situated at the

northeast of the map and wait

to ambush the Crayven troops.

Use your artillery to decimate

the advancing forces and finish

them off with the might of your

Heavy Hoverdynes.

THE END
OFTHEWAR
The final five missions are a test

of everything you have already

learnt, although, there are still a

few surprises along the way, so

we won't walk you through them

and spoil the fun. Suffice to say

that if you've managed to get

this far, then a methodical and

strategic approach should see you

through. Be sure to scout ahead

and pay particular attention to ttie

mission briefings - they rarely lead

you astray. It's very unlikely you'll

complete any of these missions

first time round, so a better tactic

is to practice each sub-mission

in isolation before linking them

successfully to complete the

missions and win the war.

These Heavy Terradynes give the firepower needed to complete the mission.

With a bit of paitience and cunning, you'll catch the

Crayvens. Just lay low and wait for them to arrive.

Use the sitills that you've learned so far to complete

the last five minutes.

The New Order and Crayvens factions have their own unique strengths and

weaknesses that need to be exploited to ensure victory

The Crayvens

Their weaponry and vehicles are slower

but more durable than their counterparts,

but their far-shooting Jaegars and

unmatched Aerial Condor bombers

give them an added tactical advantage

in the midst of battle.

The New Order

The New Order weaponry and vehicles lend

themsehres to ambushes and outflanking

manoeuvres, with their Templar infantry

proving extremely effective against all

opposition and the Drone Carriers superior

to the Crayven armoured vehicles.

Rocket Terradyne: the Crayven's all-offensive

rocket launcher is versatile and well paced.

The New Order weaponry is more effective for

ambushes. This Is hardcore.

n the gameplay site, however you

ill be responsible for call charges

rom 1 p per minute)

Gameplay is tiie site youMI want to come bacl< to. It's easy to connect to the UK's best online

games community. And the human opponents are the hardest around. Get into gameplay,

again and again. WWW.gdmepldy.COm/wirepldy

^ gameplay
THE GATEWAY TO GAIVIES
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DEARWANDY
Once again it's time for your monthiy dose of Wandy's patented IVIedicinai

Compound, refresliing tlie periplierais otiier magazines can't reacli

O MAN ON A MISSION Phil Wand

COME IN. SITDOWN WHEN I GROW UP..

^ . . „ m I am currently an A-Level
Send us a query or a top tip lH * ^ * * ^ 4 , ,

, . . . JLn ^ student studying at my local
and you could pocket £50. ^.^^ nu ^

_ Sixth Form College and, a year

Share your techie or gaming- jnto my course, the teachers are

related problems with us, and already pressuring us to choose

we, In turn, may share them ^hat degrees we want to do and

with thousands of readers where. I seriously want to get into

via these very pages in a big the PC industry and currently

communal love-in type of thing, have an application form for IBM,

And, as an extra Incenthre, but if 1 don't go there, it's off to

If we think It's an amazing tip university. Although, I'm not sure

or Interesting query, we'll offer what I should study. The PC

you a cool £50. No, really. games industry is really

Send in as much relevant appealing, and I remember a

as you can. while back that you said there

WRfTE^'o'DeaVwandV
^^""^ ^^^^^^ designing Quake

PC ZONE, Dennis Publishing, levels, but is there something a

30 Cleveland Street, Umdon W1P 5FF little more serious out there?

EiiiiiL7iN;"o"7n;; m ^^^^^
P^^^P^ programming, designing

letters.pczone@dennis.co.uk wiii,
something that would put my

the subier t hnafiinq Dear Wandy door of a job in the PC

Ptea-se-SSteVv^lte w"e"cin"""
gaming world without any

assure you that we read P^«^'°"^ programming or

every techie query sent to us,
^«^'?mng experience? Your help

we are unable to offer personal
^^^"^ ^PP^f'f

, J 4 Michael Lomas
replies. Also, please do not ^ «««

.
, ,1, , 4 n Tlie $64,000 question,

phone, as you're unlikely to fil „ ' ^
^

. ., LiJYou cou d do worse
reach someone who can help. _ . .. . than contact some of the
Tnanks. „^ ^ ,

UK companies and ask them

what sort of skills they are

looking for.

Remember, the world of

the games programmer

has moved on a lot from

the 16-year-old schoolboy

in his bedroom, although

' TW

WWH Mf
MMMMMMMM

Brow«« GDSE tmn,m»

Vc>il|

v>«>Btidh

[i<
1 LtBfHasMAiUCl

Click h«re... H

»T*Ti«nct CMm^UHi^imm MM CgoUlLLlfULiataaagtt

there are still some about

These days, games are

programmed by large teams

with a bunch of diverse skills.

You'll have the graphics people,

long-haired arty types,

designing the characters

and animation; the music

team, long-haired muso

types, to add ttie atmosphere;

and the programmers, long-

haired social outcasts, who

glue It all together with hard

code. Just decide which one

fits you best.

When it comes to coding,

most software boils down to

hard logic and advanced

mathematics, so If you're really

serious about getting Into the

low-down guts of game

Implementation, then a

math-based course could

be a good bet But, most

importantly, grow your

hair long.

EVERYTHING'S
PEAR-SHAPED0 Please help me as I have a

some real problems. Namely,

why doesn't my computer work

properly! My autorun on game

CDs doesn't work anymore and I

have a buggered mouse. The

mouse is very tricky in games, not

letting me see around. This is

getting out of hand now as I've

only had my PC for a year, but my

mum's four-year-old machine

with a cheapo three-button

mouse is fine. Should I get out to

^My mouse is very

tricky in games, not

lettingme see

around. This is

getting out of hand

now as I've only had

myPCforayear^
SEAN PEATFIELO ON HIS

MOUSE TROUBLE

town and get a new Microsoft

Intellimouse Explorer? Next on my

wish list is a Proview 770 monitor,

because every time I start Unreal

Tournament, the screen changes

and I have to resize and reposition

it manually. Great mag by the way.

Sean Peatfield

Whether your machine

autoruns a CD or not

depends on the auto insert

notification setting. Depending

which operating system you

have, this will be hidden in

different places. In Windows 95

and 98 you'll find it under the

CD-ROM properties in your

system hardware list (Control

Panels, System, Device

Manager). If you have

Microsoft's Ttveailrf// installed,

you can choose if you want

to autorun music CDs, data

CDs, or both.

Die mouse is probably

suffering from a dirty ball and

rollers. Drop the ball out and

put it in a bowl of warm soapy

water to soak out the grima

Then get a small screwdriver

and scrape the coating of dead

skin and other nice household

dust particles from the two

axis rollers and the tensioner

visible inside the mouse itselt

Depending on the

manufacturer of your mouse,

you may be able to get the top

STiUillY KEEPS HIS COOL (AND WINS A NIFTY FIFTY)

A lesson in adequate cooling and ventilation

I recently started suffering major

problems under Windows 98 after

assembling my second PC, having

gathered together enough spares to

build one, after years of upgrading.

I bought a cheap ATX case,

TVan Trinity 400 VIA Apollo 1 33A

motherboard, and put In a relath/ely

old Celeron 400, a 30Gb drive, DVD-

ROM, SBLive value and GeForce 256

card. It ran fine, but once or twice blue

screened with a Protection fault in

VXD VMM(01 ), page 005428. 1 put this

down to chipset adapter compatibility

Issues or Windows 98 behaving like,

well... Windows 98.

I then wanted better frame rates

playing Vampire using a Pentium III,

so I upgraded to an 800MHz Pill EB

(the Trinity MB supports 133 FSB).

Great, until I shut down the program,

Blue screen, same error, pressing

enter returned me to a VGA desktop

with big k:ons. DrWer

problem, I thought I

flashed the mothertioard

with the latest BIOS

(not forgetting to

clear the BIOS using

the motherboard

jumper), got the

NVIDIA Detonator

We've said It so many
times: chill your

computer. It works.
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drivers, Sound Blaster Uve! updates,

etc. Still as unstable as ever. I then

wondered about cooling. I got the

occasional crash during the game,

which I didn't think was the cause of

it as the game couldn't have been

pushing the CPU or 3D card that hard.

The Pentium had a huge heat

sink and fan, the GeForce had

a fan mounted on It too. I

thought It can't be the

temperature, but I

was wrong. The

case was hot to

touch, the CD in the

drive almost burnt

my fingers. I removed the case panels

and, hey presto, stable system.

The lesson is to never ignore

cooling and ventilation. I didn't blow

any components or damage anything,

but even in what I thought was a

'conservathre' system, there was

Inadequate airflow. Fans don't cost

much: I ordered a drh/e-bay exhaust

fan and a slot-based one from

www.3dcool.com and from Initial

Impressions. Fans keep the system

cool without having to remove the

case cover. For around £20-30, it was

worth the outlay to keep my sanity.

StanleyMo



Open wide, say "Eeekl" Dirty rollers can make gaming life hell.

off and clean It better ttiat way -

If you've never cleaned it before,

you'll be surprised at just how
much crap is in there. Oh, and be

extremely careful with the

tensioner, they usually have a

small spring which loves to

make a bid for freedom.

HIGH PING,
SLOWDEM
Hl'm constantly frustrated at the

mysteriously high pings I'm

getting trying to play Quake IIIArena

over the Internet. I dial-up to

Wireplay Internet, run Wireplay

V2.30, and then enter their 'power

play' area, where I'm led to believe

that games are supposed to be

quick. However, while my pings are

constantly around the 380 mark,

other gamers seem to be getting

pings just below 100. As a

consequence, I stand no chance in

the ensuing battle. I have an

800MHz Athlon processor and 56K

modem with the latest version of

Quake III, so I don't understand

what I'm doing wrong. I don't think

the problem is with Wireplay

Internet, because I've had similar

high pings when using other ISPs.

Simon Drury

From what you've told us,

we'd point an accusing

finger at the modem.

Unfortunately, you don't say

anything about the name or

model, but from the symptoms

you describe we'd hazard a

guess that it's an HSP style.

HSP, or Host Signal Processing,

modems are popular because

they are cheap. Tlie reason

for this is the modem drivers

make your CPU carry out as

much of the processing as

possible - hence the nama
Although you have a suitably

fast machine, asking the CPU

to nurse the modem each time

it's connected is never going to

be as efficient as dedicated

hardware on a tnie V90 modem.

So, how can you tell if a

modem is a beefy one or an HSP?

Well, that's the tricky part. The

easiest way is to look on the

packaging: if it says Host

Processing, WinModem or HSP

anywhere, avoid it. You really

want a true V90, like the Hayes

Accura we recommended a while

back, or a 3Com Sportster.

CONTAGIOUS KAK
HMy problem is incredibly

annoying, because I can't

solve it and it doesn't seem to affect

the running of my computer. My

machine went tits up recently and,

as a result, I've had to reinstall

Windows. And every time I start

up, just as the desktop and icons

appear, I get an open window

called C:\Windows\StartMenu\

Programs\StartUp\KAK.HTA. The

window is empty and closes down

again with one click. However, it's

seriously annoying having it there.

I've tried simply deleting the file,

but something in my start-up is

writing a new one each time

because it just won't die.

I've had a look at its properties

and it claims to be an HTML

Application. I've gone through

step-by-step at start-up to try

and see where it's coming from,

and the best guess is from a line

in autoexec.bat saying

'C:\Windows\Star1M-1\

Programs\Startup\kak.hta". I've

tried commenting this line out or

deleting it. I've even tried deleting

autoexec.bat, but nothing will kill

this monster as a new autoexec.bat

containing the line comes back.

Any chance of some advice,

preferably not containing the line

"You have to edit the Windows

registry..."

Neil McCorkell

You are showing the

symptoms of a Kak

infection. The Kak virus has

been doing the rounds for

quite a while now, and

spreads very easily due to

flaws in Microsoft's Outlook.

Luckily, they've now patched

it Take a look at

www.microsoft.com/TechNet/IE/too

Is/scrpteye.asp. You can also

find full details of how to

remove this virus in the following

link. Unfortunately, with all

things clever and sneaky, the

word Registry is always

present. But just follow the

instructions and you'll be fine.

Go to: servicel .symantec.com/

SUPPORT/nav.nsf/docid/200002031

8071 406 Ca

EATMASTER & CHEATMISTRESS
PRESENT

CHEATS & TIPS fOR OVERptTlJlJljG

COT THE CHEAT!

Abe's [xod & Odd

A(toa So((er 1 ?&3
Age of Empires U ?

Ageof Wondei

Alien Trilogy

Alien vs Predator

Alpho Centauri

Andretti Racing

Ants

Area 51

Arniageddon Worms

Army Men Series

Atomic Bomberman

B

Baldur's Gate

Batman Forever

Battlezone 1 & 2

Blade Runner

Bbm Machine Head

Bbod

Braveheart

Brian Loio Cricket

BrokenSword1&2

C

Caesar 1,2& 3

Cannon Fodder

Carmoggeon 1 & 2

Champ Man Series

Chasm: The Rih

Civilisation 1& ?

Colin McRae Rally

Colonization

C&C Series

Commandos Series

Constructor

Croc

Crusaders of M&Mag
Cueball

D

Dark Forces I & 2

Dark Reign

Day of the Tentocb;

Deathtrap Dungeon

Delta Force I&2

Descent 1,2& 3

Destruct Derby 1 & 2

DeusEx

Diablo 1 & 2

Die By The Sword

Die Hard Trik)gyl«i2

Dino Crisis

Discworld Noir

Dogs of War

Doom U 2

Driver

Duke Nukem Series

Dungeon Keep. 1&2

Dynosty Wars

[

Earth 2150

Earthworm Jim 1&2

Emergency

Empire Of The Ants

ESPN X Games Pro B

E«alibur 2555AD

Excessive Speed

Extieme Assault

' ' eme Pinball

F

F-22AirD Fight 2&3

FA F'yiMan 2000

Falk)ut2

Fotol Racing

FIFA Seriev

Filth Element

Final Doom
Final Fantasy 7 & 8

Flight Sim 98

Flight Unlimited 1&2

Hying Heroes

Formulo Series

Formula One GP

Forsaken

Gabriel Knight 3

Gangsters

Gex

Gobhns

Goosebumps

G Police 1 & 2

Grand Prix Man 2

GTA1, 2 & London

Grand Touring

Grim Fandango

Ground Control

Gubble

H

HallLife&Op Force

Hardwai

Heavy Geai

Hercules

Heretic

Heroes of M&M2&3
Heroes Quest

Hexen I & 2

Hi Octane

Hidden & Dangerous

Homeworld

I

Imperialism 2

ImperiumGoloctica

Incoming

Indiana Jones Series

Indianapolis

Int. CiKket Captain

Interstate 76 & Nitro

Iwor

Jedi Knight

J Gordon Ext Racing

Jimmy Whites 2

Judge Dredd

Jurassic Park

k

Kingpin

Klingon Honor Guard

Knights and Merch

L

L of K.Soul Reaver

Lego Loco

Lego Isbnd

Lego Racers

Lego Rock Raiders

Lemmings 2

Lerrmiings 3D

Links

Little Big Adv«nture2

Lords of Mogic SE

M

Machine Hunter

Madden NFL 97 & 98

Magic Caipet1&2

Martian Gothic

Mass Destruction

Master of Orion 1X2

MDK
Mechcommandei

Mechworrior 2

Men in Black

Messiah

Midtown Madness

M&M Mand olHeov

Monopoly

Monst Truck Mad 1X2

Mortal Kombal Series

Moto Racer

Motocross Madness

Motorhead

Myth

N

Nascof 2

NBA Hangtime

NBA Jam Extreme

NBA Live Series

Need 4 Speed Series

NFL Qrtrback Club

NHI Series

NHI Breakaway 98

Nightmaie Creatures

Nox

Nucleor Strike

0

OHicialF I Racing

Operation Bodycount

Outcast

Outlaws

Outrun

P

Pandemonium 1 & 2

Phoroah

Pinball Fantasies

Pitfall

Plonescape Torm

POD

Police Quest Swot 2

Populous Series

Premier Mon Series

Prince of Persio

Quake1,2&3
K

Roilroad Tycoon 1&2

Rainbow Island^

Rainbow Six

Rally (homp 2000

Rally Cross

Rayman

Requiem Av Angels

Resident Evil Series

Re Volt

Rival Realms

Road Rash

Rogue Speai Series

Rollcage 1 X 2

Roller Coaster lycoon

S

SCARS
Sanatorium

Screamer 1 2X Rally

Sensible WorkI of Sec

Settlers 1 2X3
ShogoMobArm Drv

Shogun Total Wor

Sim City Series

Sim Theme Park

Sim Tower

Sims

SiN

Slave Zero

Soldiei of Fortune

Sonic 3D Blast

Sonic XNuckles Col

Soul Reaver

South Pork

Spec Ops

Spectro Core

Star Trek Series

Star Wars PhontMen

Star Wars Racer

Star Wars Force C

Star Wars Rogue Sqd

Star Wars ShodEmp

StorCraft

StorLoncer

Stonekeep

Street Fighter Series

Super Bubsy

Super Frog

Superbike World Ch

Swat 3

SWIV3D

Syndicate

Syndicate Wars

System Shock

Thente Park World

Thief 1X2
Time Commando

T0CA1X2
Tbm Clancy sSSN

Tomb Raider 12.3X4

lomb Raider Lost Art

Total Annihilotion

foy Story 1X2
Trespasser

Triple Play Series

Turok 1 X 2

IJ

Ultima Underworld

Ulti Soccer Man 1X2

Unreal

Unreal lournament

Urban Chaos

US Navy Fight Serie%

V

Vompire

Vigilante

Virtua fighter

Virtual SpringfieU

Virus

VR Powerboot Rocing

W
War Games Delcon 1

War Gods

WarcraftlX2

Worgasm

Wariiammer

Waizone2100

Wing Commonder IV

Wipeout

WipeoutXL

Wolfenstein 3D

WorMCup'98

Worms Series

WWF Wrestlemonio

X

X Com Seres

X Games Pro Boarder

XWing

X Files fhe Gome

X MenChikJ of Atom

Tochyon The Fringe V
Take No Prisonen ^

lorzon

Test DrNe Series

Test Drive Offrood

The Curse of Monk I

The Hunt for Red Oct

TheSettlersl 2X3
The Sims

Theme Hospital

THE ABOVE LIST IS JUST A SAMPLE OF WHAT'S

000(3(3 000 B@©
PERSONS AGED UNDER 1 6 CALL THIS NUMBER ONLY

09066 098 033

[

Calls to the above numbers cost 60p per minute

TIME SAVING FUNOIONS FOR USE DURING YOUR CALL

PRESSQ TO RESTART SERVICE PRESSQ TO MOVE BACK A STEP

MOBILE PHONE ACCESS: I INTERNATIONAL ACCESS:

0700 5900 61 5 I +44 (0)700 5900 020

DC-GBC- N64 - PC - PSX - PSX2 - SATURN
I
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WATCHDOG
The software industry can sometimes be a ciosed sliop wlien it comes to punters and

tlieir complaints. Let PCZO/Vf ramraid tlieir premises for you and snatcli some answers.

O MAN ON A MISSION Adam Philips

UVINGINAWORLDO'HIfflT? LOSTINTHE
„ , , JUNGLE.COM?
If you've got a consumer Issue „ ^ .

,,
...

f : ^ fll I m writing to tell you of the
that needs addressing then If I ,u «i

.. kLl poor service I have recently
drop us a line. Please . ^ , , ,

'

I. *!. *» u t I
received from Jungle.com. I

remember that technical ^ ^ n nn/oovA-rv
ordered a Gigabyte P2/3 BX ATX

Issues are not covered by
r. .mr^o/^n^i -no* A^n

,., , , / 800MHz Dual BIOS 6PCI1ISA AGP
Watchdog - If you've got a ^r^..«. *u u ^< u
* \u -14* 4DIMM motherboard from them,
techie problem, then write to u u u ^ ^ . *

... / 4 which had a delivery waiting time
DearWandy (page 132) ^ u * ,

- of three to five days, but it took

WRITE TO watdidog, PC ZONE, three weeks to arrive. Then when

Dennis PuMlshing, 30 Cleveland
| tried to power it up, I got

Sbwt, London W1P 5FF
absolutely nothing so I asked my

EMAIL Attematively email us at techie mate to take a look.

lellers.pczone@dennis.co.uk with He also got no response from

the subject heading <Watchdog' it even though we had two power

^^^^^ I bought a new

case for my new board to fit into.

I rang up Jungle and they

suggested that I try it on just

foam, because the case may be

shorting the mothertward. I tried

this and again nothing happened

- so I rang them back and got a

"returns to base" number.

I returned it asking for a

refund. Today, I got a phone call

asking to ring them back, which I

did. After a 1 5-minute wait, I got

through to a guy called David

Fowler who told me that they had

tested it with a Pentium 450 and a

Pentium 600 - and it had booted

up fine. Well, my processor is a

PHI 800, so I asked him if he had

tested it with this.

He replied that they "did not

have the resources" to test it with

a Pill 800. He admitted that the

fact that they were not testing it

with a Pill 800 could be a reason

why we were getting different

results. However, because it was

booting up fine with a P450 and

a P600, this was proof that the

board was working, and they

would not refund my money.

So, needing the money, I have

asked him to process it through

as a non-faulty return which

would give me a refund, minus

15 per cent.

A number of questions arise

from this scenario:

1 . Why did it take so long for my

board to arrive?

2. Why hasn't Jungle.com got the

proper resources to test goods

which they are selling?

3. Why am I being charged 15 per

cent to return my goods?

Lee Hallwood

Hmm, sounds a tad rough.

Off we went to see if

Jungle could offer their view

on the mothertxiard dilemma.

With regard to the lengthy

delh/ery time, Jungle's CEO

Steve Bennett apologised for

the delay that you experienced.

As for your query about the

testing process, he pointed out

that "there are so many

variations of PCs out there

that it is impossible to cater

for every single set-up."

He then went on to explain

the issue of the 1 5 per cent

charge: "If a customer sends

an item back to us, we test the

item before despatching a

replacement," says Bennett.

"If the goods pass our testing

procedures, then the item is

returned to the customer. If

the customer decides that

they no longer want the goods

then we charge a 15 per cent

restocking fee (this is standard

practice in the computer

industry). This amount is a

contribution to the loss we

will make on that item, as we

are no longer able to resell the

goods as new."

As a one-off gesture of

goodwill, though, he says ttiat

if you write to him directly, he

will make sure that the 15 per

cent is returned to you.

CARRY ON CAMERA...
You're unlikely to find any

square deals at MSquared.

High-tech or not, a warranty exists in principie, rarely in practice - and almost never with obscure brands

HI bought a digital camera from

MSquared on March 30 2000. 1 had it

delivered to Finland, where I was working at

the time. After a month the camera started

playing up randomly: not taking pictures at

the set resolution; switching itself on and

off; the display screen flickering; and taking

much longer than the two seconds (as

stated in the manual) to process the photos.

After five weeks, I called MSquared

about exchanging it for a credit note.

MSquared informed me that AGFA, the

manufacturers, would have nothing to

do with it, since the warranty for such

products was usually only one month. They

said they would give me a refund or credit

note after it had been checked by their

technicians and a fault had been found.

Now I know how these things work - there

is never a fault when they go in for testing.

Since I was in Finland, I'd have to pay

£30 for the postage and £30 return

postage if they found no faults. Being a

poor student, I couldn't do this without a

guarantee of a credit note. I argued that

because it was taking more than the two

seconds to process the pictures as

stipulated in the manual, it was false

advertising, so they should take it back.

I was told by the operator that she would

consult the customer services manager, then

email me. Two weeks passed and no email

came, so I called again to be told the same

thing. After another two weeks waiting, I

called again and got her email address,

then sent her an email the same day (June

26) putting our conversation in writing.

On July 5, 1 got my first reply, saying she

had passed my email on to customer

services and that she'd be chasing it up.

July 1 7 came and went, so I sent

another email wondering why they hadn't

been in contact. On July 21 , 1 received an

email saying they wouldn't offer me a

credit note, and that they had asked AGFA

to contact me with regard to my "customer

satisfaction with their product".

It has now been three months since I

first contacted MSquared about returning

the camera. I've also sent AGFA an email

and haven't had a reply as of yet.

I'm disgusted that MSquared can treat

customers so badly. Please help, as I can't

afford to have a £200 piece of junk sitting

around collecting dust on my desk.

Simon Kitson

Watchdog trotted off to MSquared

to find out its take on the situation.

They claimed the first correspondence

its customer services had with you was

on June 26 when you spoke to them

and then sent an email confirming your

chat on the phone. "I can't confirm

whether he contacted us prior to this

as there is no record in the customer

services department of him doing so,"

says Karen Holloway, a company

spokesperson. She didn't offer an

explanation as to why they took so

long to get back to you.

In terms of returning faulty goods,

MSquared says the procedure is simple:

"If the camera is faulty, then Mr Kitson

needs to ship the camera back to us,

upon receipt of which, we would test for

the fault," offers Holloway. "If it's faulty,

then we would send the camera for

repair under die warranty guidelines.

We understand that Mr Kitson wouM be

responsible for the shipping costs, but

that is a problem that occurs when you

take mechanical items of this nature to

another country."

If the only problem you have with

the camera is a misrepresentation of

specification that AGFA has provided in

ttie manual supplied with the product,

then it's a matter "as we have suggested

to Mr Kitson" that he needs to take up

with AGFA. "We have supplied him with

their email address and telephone

numbers," explains Holloway. "Our last

correspondence with Mr Kitson was

July 27 2000, where he thanked us for

AGFA'S email addresses, but said that

the camera was now functioning fina"

Let us know your thoughts, Simon.

In the meantime. Watchdog had a word

with Which?Online's Allan Stevens who

claims that normally in cases like this,

MSquared are still responsible

for the product because they sold it to

you. So if the camera isn't doing what

It should do, as stated in the manual,

then it is MSquared's responsibility,

not AGFA'S, to replace the camera.
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UO HORROR!
H Right, buying online is the

way forward apparently

- it should be fast, cheap and

easy. But definitely not if you

buy from Simplygames.com. I

ordered a copy of Ultima Online:

Renaissance irom them on June

13 and, more than a month later,

it hasn't even been dispatched.

Apparently, the game is out of

stock and all their customer

services department has

managed to say is that it will be

in shortly - that was on June 22.

Since then, I have emailed

them several more times, phoned

them and even emailed the

managing director who promised

to get it to me by Friday of that

week - and, unsurprisingly, it

hasn't turned up. I don't hold out

much hope of getting the game

anytime within the next year, but

thought that this might warn

others against buying from

somewhere because it's cheap -

get it from a normal shop instead.

Daniel Corwin

Q Delayed playing the classic

00? Watchdog can almost

hear our ed, Chris Anderson,

howling in anger at such a

tragedy. So, one quick call to

Simplygames.com later, and

they had this to say: "I was

very sorry to hear about the

problems Daniel has had and

I regret the inconvenience that

he has been caused," offers

Helen Irvine-Fynn, the

company's customer service

manager. "We are currently

shipping several thousand

orders per day, the vast majority

of which are delivered within

three to five woriung days.

Unfortunately, on very rare

occasions, things do go wrong."

She goes on to say that

"customer queries are dealt

with as a matter of priority at

Simplygames.com and I was

very concemed to hear that,

on this occasion, one of our

customers was Icept waiting

without sufficient information

on their order. Although we
can't compensate Daniel for

the time spent waiting and

any inconvenience caused,

we have been in touch with

him and offered him a free

game by way of an apology."

Fair enough... \kB

THOSE ANSWE^^^^^^

Yes, it's the answers to the compo we set in

the How To BeA Games Bufffeature. You've

demanded to see them, so here they are!

l.ln what year was id

Software officially founded?

1991

2. What is the name of the

programmer who created

Grand Prix and Grand Prix 2?

Geoff Crammond

3. Which was the first

commercial game to be

distributed as shareware?

Woifenstein 3D

4. Who directed the Wing

Commander mo\i\e released

last year?

Chris Roberts

5. Which game was created

by the much on-line maligned

Derek Smart?

BaWecrulser 3000AD

6. On which lifestyle/style

magazine's cover did Lara

Croft first appear?

The Face

7. Which game featured a

hidden level in which you had

to defend your base from

flying, farting cows?

Incoming

8. What was the first

God game?

9. Which two driving games

generated tabloid coverage

because of their controversial

content?

Grand TheftAuto and

Cannageddon

10. Which cop show character

was featured in Driver's TV

commercials?

Huggy Bear from Starsky

AHutch

11. What are the names of

the two programmers who

created Elite^>

David Braben and Ian Bell

12. What is the name of

the Playstation emulator

for the PC?

Bleem

13. Which make and model

of car did pro PC games player

Dennis Fong win in the Red

Annihilation Tournament

back in 1997?

Ferrari 328 GTS convertible

14. Which 'interactive movie'

starred Margot Kidder (she

of Superman 1 & 2 'fame')

and the voice of James

Eari Jones?

UnderA Killing Moon

15. What was the name of the

lead character in Little Big

Adventure /&2?

IWinsen

16. Who is Sierra Online's

infamous 'womanising'

lounge lizard?

Leisure Suit Lany

17. What does the acronym

M.AM.Estand for?

Multiple Arcade Machine

Emulator

18. Which game did Sensible

Software never complete

or release because of its

'adult content'?

Sex, DrugsAnd Rock 'n' Roll

19. In which game did the

planet of Xen feature?

Half-Ufe

20. Which was the first game

to introduce a moral-based

character generation system?

Ultima n/: The Quest Of

TheAvatar

21. What does GOD stand for?

Gathering Of Developers

22. Who is head honcho

of Shiny Entertainment?

Dave Perry

23. Which game features a

soundtrack by Cyprus Hill?

Kingpin

24. Who was the first model to

play the 'real-life' Lara Croft?

Rhone Mitra

25. Which first-person stealth

'em up had a character called

Garrett?

Thief: The Dark Project

READ THIS PLEASE!

COMING NEXT ISSUE

MIDTOWN

If you are writing in to complain about a

product, whether it be a ropey piece of

software or a shoddy PC, please supply us with

your full name, address and contact number.

With PCs especially, make sure that you also

include all purchasing details such as

reference and invoice numbers. It means that

we can resoh/e your problems much quicker.

We were hoping that Black& White vids going

to be ready, but the perfectionists at Lionhead

are stiil twealcing. instead, we've managed to

secure the exciusive review of MIdtown

Madness 2, the sequei to everyone's favourite

driving game. If the demo's ready in time

we're going to have that as weii, along with a

review of the game we've been waiting ages

for. Sudden Strike. Oh, and maybe Homeworld

Cataclysm as weii. We can but hope.

ON SALE
THURSDAY 19 OCTOBER
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WHArS HOT

9
Some gamers reveal their

innermost secrets, wliile

teiiing us wliat's talcing up

their hard drive space

O VENUE Virgin Megastore (Oxford Street) YOUR HOST Martin Korda

CHRISTIANO
IVALDI
Software Developer, 25

What's on your hard drive?

"Grand Prix 3 and Diablo 11."

Which one do you prefer?

••They're two different types of

game, so it's impossible to

compare them."

What did you think of (;p:??

"It's a good game with some

excellent graphics, but in the

most part, there's very little that's

changed since the last game."

What are you looking forward

to playing?

"Falcon 5 if it ever comes out."

MARSHALL
Student. 17

What's on your hard drive?

"Baldur's Gate, I love role-playing

games."

What's their appeal?

"There's so much depth to them.

When you buy an RPG you can

be sure that you're going to get

your money's worth."

Do you think people can get too

lost in their RPG alter egos?

"Not really, people should go for

it, especially if they're passionate

about it. So long as they're not

harming anyone it's fine."

GAVINTHOMAS
Student, 16

What's on your hard drive?

"Champ Manager 3 an6 Rogue

Spear"

What are you kMkIng foiward

to playing?

"Soldier Of Fortune."

Ever shot a real gun?

"No."

Would you like to?

"Not really."

Not even one of those big ones

that spray bullets everywhere?

"Nope."

You're more of a bazooka man.

"No."

ill

4# > J

JESSETHOMAS
Student. 18

What's on your hard drive?

"Soldier Of Fortune. I got the

demo off the Internet, and on the

strength of that I bought the game."

What are you k)oking fofward

to playing?

"Return To Castle Wolfenstein. I

love first-person shooters."

In SoF, do you prefer quick kills

or toying with your vk:tims?

••| like to toy with my victims. It's

great that you can blow their

arms off with the shotgun and

watch them squirm."

Euuugggh... creepy.

FRED KALINKE
Student, 15

What's on your hard drive?

"Tiberian Sun and Sim City 3000."

Are you a bit of a control freak?

"Yeah, I play Tiberian Sun every

night on the Net. I've got a

rankenstuff, you know."

You've got a wtiat?

"A rank and stuff."

I thought you said something

else. What do you want to do

when you finish school?

"Be a liar."

A liar?

••No a lawyer."

It's the same thing, isn't?

ALEXWALKER
StudentJ5

What's on your hard drive?

"Champ Manager 3 and

International Cricket Captain."

What are you looking forward

to playing?

"I don't know."

Come on give me something

to work with her&

"Errrr, a new Quake game."

Ofia/^e/I^Why?

"Because, although I haven't

played the other three, I'm sure

the fourth one will be even better."

Now that makes total

sense. Next!

rcade

MIKE DAVEY
Civil Servant. 35

What's on your hard drive?

"Diablo 2 and Asheron 's Call."

Do you play much on the net?

•'Yeah, I play Asheron's Call a lot."

Who's the shangest person

you've ever met online?

"There are too many to mention.

Most of the weird ones are stupid

snotty gits, who always spell their

names with a 'z' at the end."

What are you looking forward

to playing?

"The next generation of online

games, especially as online

gaming is getting cheaper"

SIMONALLEN
Actor. 34

What's on your hard drive?

"GP2, Monaco Grand Prix and

C&C: Red Alert."

It's an old machine, right?

"It's a P133, but I'm upgrading it."

What are you looking forward

to playing?

"6P3."

Do you think F1 races have

become a bit boring?

"Sometimes."

How can you improve them?

"Making people walk across the

circuit, so the drivers could get

points from hitting them."

JANFRANCO
VINNUCI
Software Developer. 23

What's on your hard drive?

"GP3, Superbike 2000, Super 1

Karting an6 lots of football games."

Why sucti a huge interest in

driving games?

"A few years ago I used to race

karts, and I just wanted to relive

that experience of speed."

If you had to pick one racing

game to take to a desert island,

what would it be?

••Probably GP3, but Superbike

2000 would come a pretty

close second."

SIMON DEFRIEND
Chartered Accountant, 24

What's on your hard drive?

"Caesar 3, Pharaoh, Age Of

Empires / and //, Baldur's Gate

and Aliens Vs Predator"

Did you find >lvP scary?

"Incredibly scary."

Whk^h character wouM you play?

"The marine."

Do you find that playing the

marine makes it feel more

like the films?

"No, it's worse than the films,

because at least when you

watch them on video you can

hide behind the sofa."
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Are you an accomplished

control freak?

no dot.con^



Welcome to the definitive buyers' guide for all discerning PC gamers. The games that grace these

pages represent the best titles across all genres. Check here for regular updates

This
is the new PCZO/VETop

100. Within it you will find the

best games you can currently

buy for your PC. All the

games here deserve a place

in our illustrious Top 1 00 as

we go to print, but that could

all change next month when newer titles

come in and older games receive new

ratings to reflect where they stand in the

great scheme of things. Shrewd buyers

will always check here first before parting

with their money.

Benchmark titles are the games that you

simply must have if you are a fan of the

genre. They are considered by the PCZONE

team to be absolute classics and should be

bought without hesitation. All new games

are compared to their genre's benchmark

title when they are reviewed. Bear this

in mind before writing into Mailbox

complaining that the latest 3D shooter

didn't automatically get 90 per cent:

check here first to see what it's up against!

Additionally, all games in that genre will

receive a new rating every time a new

benchmark title comes along.

NEWENTRY
In the wonderful world of PC gaming, new

titles come in every month, some of which

are better than the games currently in the

Top 100. When this happens, they will gain

their rightful place in the Top 100 and lesser

titles will drop out to make room for them.

^^J^M^^U the Top 100

is available on budget, it will be tagged

accordingly. Games that are lower in price

than other titles in their genre do not

necessarily receive a new score to reflect

this. The latest score the game received

will still apply - it's up to you to decide

whether or not the game is worth buying

at its new price point.

i
Under the ZW£ scoring system,

new games will have to be pretty

spectacular to receive this award.

They will have to take their genre

to unprecedented new heights and

represent a major step forward for

PC gaming. There are now very

few titles that can justifiably be

described as PC ZONE Classics.

This trend will continue across

all genres. Generally speaking,

all ZOiVE Classics are must-have

titles - the benchmark title

being the definitive game of

the genre - but that does not

mean you should discount games that

score S0-¥ per cent. These games receive the PC ZONEAward

For Excellence and are essential buys if you are a fan of the genre

the game fits Into. Classics, on the other hand, are games we think

will appeal to everyone and will bring new fans to that particular

genre. There will not be many of them, but when we say a game is

a classic, we mean It.
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SHOGUN: TOTALWAR
PCZ#71*95%
O Taking the first-person

shooter as its starting point,

Half-Life re6efms the genre with

an engrossing story, cracking

atmosphere and some of the

best Al ever coded. Half-Life is

probably still the best game you

can install on your PC, and it's

now available with the superb

Opposing Force add-on in the

'Generations' pack.

PUBUSNER Sierra

•0118 9209100

UNREALTOURNAMENT PCZ #81 • 90%
O Played over a network or the Internet, Unreal Tournament \s more than

a match for Quake Ill's multiplayer, with a combination of well-designed

maps and diverse gameplay. The single-player mode might be too short,

but ifs still going to be more than a challenge for most.

PUBUSHER {\] Interactive • 020 7258 3791

QUAKE III ARENA PCZ #87 • 89%
O The biggest brand name in PC gaming is back. The sheer speed,

intensity and unrelenting action of Quake III make it an essential

purchase for all shoot 'em up fans, but sadly the lack of variety

prevents it from topping Unreal Tournament.

PUBLISHER Activision • 01 895 456700

STARTREKiVOYAGER-EUnFORCE PCZ#9484%
yrilfryTny The first single-player game to use the Quake III

RlHlR I 111 engine. Voyager oiiers enough thrills to please even

the hardest of Trekkie haters. A new scripting system and some clever team

fighting by your side, renew faith in an increasingly multiplayer genre.

PUBUSHER Activision • 01 895 456700

THIEF II: THE METAL AGE PCZ #88 • 82%
O The original Thiefset new standards in FPS titles with its move away

from mindless action towards stealth and its excellent use of light and

sound. This sequel delivers more of the same quality gameplay, minus

the out-of-place zombie levels.

PUBUSHER Eidos • 020 8636 3000

AUENSVS PREDATOR PCZ #77 •81%
O It might not be the best FPS you can buy, but it's definitely the

scariest. Aliens Vs Predator \s also the only game that offers three

distinct ways of playing through the game, so if you're looking for

a solid single-player blast, this provides excellent value for money.

PUBUSHER Electronic Arts • 01 753 549442

SOLDIER OF FORTUNE PCZ#89 • 80%
O More like an arcade explosion of unmitigated violence than a FPS in

. the Half-Life mould, SoF is a great deal of fun. It's also very sick. If you

can stomach amputations and decapitations, then we can guarantee

you pure, mindless entertainment.

PUBUSHER Activision • 01895 456700

KISS: PSYCHO CIRCUS PCZ#93 • 78%
O The team of Da//cafana-defectors have come up with a much

better game - using the LithTech engine and basing the levels on

songs by Kiss. This is not cutting-edge gaming, but you'll find it is

a solid, fun shooter.

PUBUSHER Take 2 Interactive • 01 753 722900

KINGPIN: UFE OF CRIME PCZ #77 • 77%
O This controversial title should be talked about for its excellent

gameplay and graphics rather than its violence and swearing. Because,

quite frankly, that side of the game was crap. We still stand by the game,

though. It's classic adult entertainment.

PUBUSHER Interplay • 01628 423666

SHOGOiMODILE
ARMOUR DIVISION PCZ #71 • 76%
O Half Quake and half MechWarrior, this game breathes fresh air into a

stale genre. Boasting great graphics and storyline, its only faults are iffy

Al and the fact that it's a bit too easy for hardcore Quake fans.

PUBUSHER Microids • 00 33 1 4601 5401

PCZ#89*93%
O Shogun is the first strategy

game that has blown us away

in a long time. Command

enormous armies in epic and

bloody battles, send ninjas to

assassinate enemy generals and

conquer your way through the

map of feudal Japan. The 3D

engine works beautifully and the

in-game options never get in

the way of instant playability.

PUBUSHER Electronic Arts

•01753 549442

:IIJ

AGE OF EMPIRES II PCZ #84 •89%
O It might not be radically different from the original, but sometimes

evolution is just as good as revolution. In AoE II, the gameplay has been

honed to perfection with balanced units and strong single and multiplayer

campaigns. Forget the hype of Tiberian Si/n and opt for this classk: RTS.

PUBUSHER Microsoft • 0345 002000

GROUND CONTROL PCZ#92 -87%
O RTSs are increasingly dropping resource management in order to

concentrate on strategy. Ground Control [iuWs this off with flair, gorgeous

looks and a brilliant camera. If you're after a 3D strategy title but don't

fancy samurais, this is the answer.

PUBUSHER Sierra • Oil 8 920 91 00

CIYIUZATION 11: TEST OF TIME PCZ#68 •88%
O A title that lives up to its name. Civilization II is probably the oldest

game in the Top 100 and it will probably still be around in years to come.

Turn-based and in 2D, it offers unlimited replayability and depth. One

of the few games that everyone should own.

PUBUSHER Hasbro • 020 8569 1 234

EARTH2150 PCZ#90-84%
O A fantastic 3D engine and great detail team up with sheer playability

to make this one of the best RTSs around. Second only to Shogun this

year, Earth 2150 is a more traditional strategy title, but it takes the genre

even further than it has been before.

PUBUSHER Mattel Interactive • 0144 424 6333

HOMEWORLD PCZ#82 • 82%
O Homeworld Aeimrs the dream of millions of PC strategists the world

over: a fully three-dimensional, strategic experience. The vast expanse

of space is the battleground, the hundreds of ships at your command the

weapon - and the only limit is your imagination.

PUBUSHER Sierra • 01 1 8 920 91 00

IMPERIUM GAUCTICA II PCZ #85 • 81%
O Space expansion and empire building have never looked so good. This

title boasts the depth of a turn-based strategy game with the immediate

action of real-time, plus a great interface and tutorial, which means

you'll know your way around in no time.

PUBUSHER GT Interactive • 020 7258 3791

TOTAL ANNIHILATION PCZ #56 • 80%
O With a ridiculous number of units and unrivalled pace, the original

TA still stands head and shoulders above more recent efforts. No story

to speak of and weak single-player action, but still, for a tenner, no one

should be without a copy.

PUBUSHER GT Interactive • 020 7258 3791

THEOCRACY PCZ #88 • 79%
O Blending the best oiAge OfEmpires an6 Civilization, Theocracys mix

of real-time and turn-based gameplay allows you to guide the Aztecs

through history and attempt to right the wrongs of the Hispanic

conquerors. In short, an unexpected gem.

PUBUSHER IJbi Soft • 020 8944 9000

C&C: TIBERIAN SUN PCZ #81 • 78%
O Perhaps not as stunning as one might have hoped after a three-year

wait, Tiberian Sun is nevertheless a truly great game. Pushing the

Commands Conquer genre to its limits, it offers PC strategists

immense depth, detail and variety.

PUBUSHER Electronic Arts • 01753 549442
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DEUSEX

•

PCZ#93*94%
O Warren Spector takes the

finer elements of Half-Life,

System Shock 2 and Thief

and weaves an RPG of

complex t)eauty that

revolutionises computer

games. A fascinating sci-fi

plot and complete player

freedom are just some of

the reasons why Deus Ex is

such a landmark wonder.

PUBUSHER Eidos Interactive

• 0208636 3000

i> 1m SHUCK 2 PCZ #80 • 91%
O Definitely one of the most compelling, original and disturbing games

to hit the PC, System S/jocfc 2 manages to successfully mix the genres

of role-playing, action and adventure into one. Play it in the house on

your own with the lights off to prove how hard you are.

PUBUSHER [ lectronic Arts • 01 753 549442

VAMPIRE: THE MASQUERADE -

REDEMPTION PCZ #92 • 89%
O This amazing RPG is a treat to play. An epic storyline, tactical comt)at

and great acting and music more than make up for the fact that it's a linear

hack n' slash game at heart.

PUBUSHER Activision • 01 895 456 7000

PLANESCAPE: TORMENT PCZ #87 • 87%
O An incredible game from Black Isle, creators of Baldur's Gate. It's a

dark, adult scorcher of an RPG. Moreover, the character development is

the best we've seen in any game of its kind and the story is compelling,

with well-scripted dialogue.

PUBUSHER Interplay • 01628 423666

BALDUR S GATE PCZ #73 • 80%
O With every developer going 3D these days, it's refreshing to find

an old-school RPG that combines traditional D&D role-playing with

sumptuous 2D graphics. In a nutshell, Baldur's Gate is intelligent

and involving in equal measures.

PUBUSHER Interplay • 01628 423666

HNAL FANTASY VII PCZ #66 • 80%
O Despite the recent release of FFVIII, we stilt rate this earlier episode

in the series above it. The story is better, there are more subgames and

the whole thing is more involving, especially if you like Japanese-style

cartoony graphics. And it should be out on budget soon.

PUBUSHER Eidos Interactive • 020 8636 3000

FALLOUT 2 PCZ#71«79%
O Does exactly what it says on the tin. Twice as big as the original, but

utilising the exact same engine, tf you liked the first game, you'll love

this - not twice as much, but certainly for twice as long. A real llfe-

sapper and one of the best RPGs money can buy.

PUBUSHER Inturplay • 01628 423666

ICEWIND DALE PCZ #93 • 75%
O Despite the introduction of larger enemies, lcewindDale \s little more

than an add-on pack for Baldur's Gate. It looks the same and it plays

the same, which isn't surprising since it's made by the same people.

Very good, but we'll wait for BG2.

PUBUSHER Interplay • 01628 423666

DIABLO n PCZ #93* 72%
O Blizzard might have repackaged the original Diablo ar\6 produced an

even bigger version with the same graphics and gameplay, but its fans

aren't complaining. It's already one of the hottest and biggest-selling

games ever.

PUBUSHER Havas Interactive • 01 1 8 920 91 00

ODIUM PCZ #87 •70%
O Imagine an RPG In the style of Final Fantasy battle sequences d la

X-COMand you'll have a pretty good Idea of what Odium is like. The story is

set in a European city populated by UN soldiers and a variety of monsters. In

short, it's curiously compelling and it will keep you hooked for a while.

PUBUSHER Ubi Soft • 020 8944 9000

GRIM FANDANGOm PCZ #71 •88%
O If you've followed the

successes of LucasArts from

the early days of Monkey Island,

Sam & Max and Day Of The

Tentacle, this is a must- buy.

Sublime graphics and genuine

humour ensure it's a classic

of its genre. A word of warning:

it's bloody hard and, if your mind

doesn't work laterally, you'll be

playing it until the day you die.

PUBUSHER LiicasArls

•020 7368 2255

DISCWORLD NOIR PCZ #79 • 87%
O Although the point-and-click adventure genre is dying, Discworld Noir

is very much alive. It's dari<er in style than previous Discworld games

and is all the better for it in our opinion, particularly if you're not a fan

of Terry Pratchett's zany, off-the-wall humour. Don't miss it.

PUBUSHER GT Interactive • 020 7258 3791

THE NOMAD SOUL PCZ #83 • 86%
O Distinctly odd, but original, 7776 Nomad Soul is a huge, intricate

world populated by lap-dancers and David Bowie. At turns adventure,

beat 'em up and platformer, it's insanely ambitious and almost manages

to pull it off.

PUBUSHER Eidos • 020 8636 3000

INDUINA JONES AND THE
INFERNAL MACHINE PCZ #84 • 86%
O LucasArts moves away from the point-and-click genre and into

Tomb Raider iernXory for its latest Indy, with the adventure elements

still in placa

PUBUSHER Activision • 01 895 456 7000

MESSIAH PCZ#85 •82%
O Shiny's wonderful shooter features a chubby cherub, but also a bunch

of whores and lots of gratuitous swearing. As Bob, under-age agent of

God, you must possess people's bodies and, like a good and typically

hypocritical Christian, kill everything that gets In your way.

PUBUSHER Interplay • 01628 423666

RESIDENT EVIL 3: NEMESIS PCZ #9481%
yruir||TpY Not a vast improvement on its predecessor, but

11L Iff lR I n I unlike most PS conversions, you can pump up the

resolution as high as you want it. The usual array of zombies are joined by

more special monsters and it keeps the George Romero spirit alive - or dead.

PUBUSHER [ iflos • n?0 8636 3000

NOCTURNE PCZ #84 •80%
O Why would you pay good money to be scared? Because it's damn

good fun, and if you find the average PC game laughable, we dare you

to sit through Nocturne with your curtains drawn. It's a beautiful exercise

in computer-generated fear.

PUBUSHER Take 2 • 01 753 722900

MONKEY ISLAND
BOUNTY PACK PCZ #74 • 80%
O Monkey Island 1 and 2 are perhaps the finest point-and-clickers ever

to grace the PC. The third outing may have been disappointing, but it

would be a sin to exclude It from this excellent triple pack.

PUBUSHER LucasArts/Actlvision • 01985 4567000

TOMB RAIDER:

THE LAST REVELATION PCZ #83 • 79%
O Lara's back in her fourth and best adventure so far. More moves,

better looks, intricate puzzles and a well-developed plot. It's not going

to win over the cynics, but It's still a damn fine game.

PUBUSHER Eidos Interactive • 020 8636 3000

SAM&MAXAND
DAY OF THE TENTACLE NOT REVIEWED • 78%
O Two of the finest adventure games in the world are now available In

a single pack for a bargain price. They still match most titles that are

released today, so go and buy them now.

PUBUSHER LucasArts/Actlvision • 01985 4567000



MIDTOWN MADNESS
PCZ#79«88%
O Jump in your car and drive

around Chicago participating

in races, annoying the police,

or just cruising around. Not quite

Grand TheftAuto 3D, but just as

much fun. This is definitely the

best all-out arcade racer you can

currently buy on the PC. And that

is exactly why it raced into pole

position in our driving supertest

ahead of everything else.

PUBLISHER Microsoft

• 0345 002000

COLIN MCRAE RALLY PCZ#68 • 85%
O Sporting an updated TOCA engine, Colin McRae is still the benchmark in

rally simulations. It boasts realistic handling, car customisation and stacks

of multiplayer options, which all contribute to keeping it well ahead of its

rivals. It's now available as a budget title, which makes it an absolute steal.

PUBUSHER Codemasters • 01 926 81 41 32

LE MANS 24 HOURS PCZ #87* 82%
O Although not quite as challenging as the race it's based on, Le Mans

24 Hours is a driving game for skillful players who know their brakes

from their elbows. You can even get involved in a rewarding career

mode culminating in the famous race itself.

PUBLISHER Intogrames • 020 7738 8199

GRAND PRIX 3 PCZ#9480%
yrilfryTQY Ihls F1 title displays all the customary Crammond

Nl if Lll I nl perfectionism. The detail is amazing, which makes

it all the more puzzling as to why there is no team work. Don't expect much

more than a 3D accelerated 6P? but, if that's what you're after, you'll love it.

PUBUSHER Hasbro Interactive • 020 8569 1 234

NEED FOR SPEED PORSCHE 2000 PCZ #90 • 80%
Q Not as good as hooking up with your mates at the arcade, but still

a damn good conversion of a damn fine game. Forget realism and

concentrate on flinging your car around the track as fast as you can.

Who needs depth when racing is this exciting?

PUBUSHER Electronic Arts • 01 753 549442

RALLY MASTERS PCZ #89 • 80%
O Rally games tend to blend into one another quite seamlessly. After all,

the cars look exactly the same and they go round the same tracks. Rally

Masters, however, offers the all-important feel of a great driving game

together with loads of options and some tasty graphics.

PUBUSHER Intogrames • 020 7738 81 99

TOCA 2 PCZ #78 •80%
O Predictably. Codemasters has gone and done it again. More cars,

more tracks and the same stunning attention to detail make TOCA 2 an

essential purchase for petrolheads. Graphically, it may not be a massive

improvement, but gameplay-wise it definitely is.

PUBUSHER Codemasters • 01 926 81 41 32

RALLY CHAMPIONSHIP PCZ #84 • 80%
O Close, but no McRae. That was the verdict from the boy Hill on this

new racer. It looks fantastic and the on-screen Ordnance Survey map

is a nice touch, but it's let down by some poor camera angles and

unnecessarily solid obstacles. Ouch.

PUBUSHER Actualise • 0 1 625 85501

5

MOTOCROSS MADNESS 2 PCZ #92 • 80%
O More mad two-wheeled antics in a sequel that doesn't improve

on the original, apart from the graphical update. It's still fun and far

removed from reality, but you might want to track down tlie first

one in the bargain bin.

PUBLISHER Microsoft • 0345 002000

SUPERBIKE 2000 PCZ#88 • 78%
O The best motorcycling sim on the PC. this game sports incredible visuals,

slick handling and astonishing detail. But it's too easy to fall off unless you

use computer-assisted help. However, for pure two-wheeled action.

Motocross Madness is still the best option.

I Electronic Arts • 01 753 549442

FALCON 4
PCZ #72 •89%
O We waited patiently for years

for this title to arrive, and the

good news is that, for once, we

weren't disappointed. Falcon 4

sports beautiful 3D-accelerated

graphics and a dynamic

campaign structure that leaves

the competition standing. If

you're going to buy one flight sim,

make it this one - we guarantee

that you won't be disappointed.

PUBUSHER MicroProse

• 01454 893893

F-22 TOTAL AIRWAR PCZ #68 • 87%
O This full-price new version of DID's masterpiece may seem a bit of a

rip-off for anyone who already owns F-22ADF, but those of you who are

looking to buy one of the greatest combat sims of recent years should

seriously consider this title.

PUBLISHER Ocean/DID • 0161 832 6633

F/A-18E SUPER HORNET PCZ#83 • 86%
O If you like your flight sims to be realistic with a great big capital 'R',

look no further. In fact, this game is so life-like that the US navy has

adopted it for promotional work and ground-based familiarity training.

But make sure you watch out for friendly fire.

PUBUSHER Titus Software • 01926 335 5400

MIGAUEY PCZ#80 •86%
O MIG Alleyqms hardcore flight simmers' piloting skills a run for their

money, but don't let that put you off. If you're willing to put in the work,

this title will repay you with a wealth of excellent in-flight graphics and

a selection of brilliant mission-planning elements.

PUBUSHER Empire Interactive • 020 8343 733/

FUGHT UNLIMITED III PCZ #82 •85%
O For all those sim aficionados who enjoy the experience of flying for its

own sake rather than as a lame excuse for blasting other flying things to

bits, this {along with the Flight Sim series) is an object of worship and

devotion. It certainly deserves high praise.

PUBUSHER Electronic Arts • 01 753 549442

FLANKER 2.0 PCZ#85 •84%
O Hardcore pilots with a taste for Yankie blood need look no further.

Extremely hard to fly, but very rewarding nevertheless. Flanker 2.0

recreates the real thing in minute detail. However, be warned: hours of

practice are needed before you can go off shooting stuff.

PUBUSHER SSI • 01 293 651 300

ENEMY ENGAGED:
COMANCHE HOKUM PCZ #89 • 84%
O The latest helicopter sim to hit the shelves, it is also the best one to

date. In no other game do you feel the excitement of being involved in a

real war, largely due to an excellent dynamic campaign mode.

PUBUSHER Fmpire Interactive • 020 8343 7337

JANESUSAF PCZ #88 •82%
O USAFofiers playability that allows non-hardcore flyers to have a

successful spin. While this means that the standards of realism are

nowhere near other titles, it fills the gap for those of us who don't care

about such things. This is a great flight sim that anybody can enjoy.

PUBUSHER t-lectronic Arts • 01753 549442

JANE S F/A-18 PCZ #89 • 82%
O Another game based on the US Navy's Super Hornet, this is an

incredibly detailed jet sim that suffers slightly from being too hard for

beginners. Graphically, it's up there with the best and the interface

makes you feel as close to the real ttiing as is possible on a desktop.

PUBUSHER Electronic Arts • 01 753 549442

TEAM ALUGATOR PCZ #85 • 80%
O Helicopter sims are rare but when they do appear on the scene they

are usually superb. Although Team Alligator (loesn'i quite surpass the

cheaper Apache Havoc, it has truly beautiful graphics and feels great to

fly. Without doubt, the best Russian chopper sim around.

PUBUSHER GT Interactive • 020 7258 3791



FIFA2000

>

PCZ#84*86%
O The F/Fi4 franchise has been

rolling on tor years and it gets

better each time. Although it

missed a Classic rating by a

whisker, f/f/J 2000 is still the best

conversion of the finest sport

known to man. You should be able

to find it on budget soon. Or you

could always fork out the full price

for the recent Euro 2000, which

is essentially the same game.

PUBLISHER Electronic Arts

•01753 549442

SUPREME SNUWBUAHUING PCZ #85 • 85%
O Snowboarding is not a sport you'd expect to captivate a PC audience,

but this game gives as exhilarating an experience as you could hope

for without breaking a leg. Oh, and all the streetwise attitude you'd

expect is here, of course.

PUBUSHER infogrames • 020 8738 81 99

PGA CHAMPIONSHIP GOLF 2000 PCZ #92 • 84%
O It's really not that much different from last year's groundbreaking title,

but this Championship Golf2000 etiWm has enough subtle tweaks to make

it a worthy purchase if you loved its predecessor. It also has the best control

system we've ever seen In what is definitely the best golf game available.

PUBUSHER Sierra •0118 920 91 00

NBA UYE 2000 PCZ #85 • 82%
O As slick as always, but what makes the 2K edition special is the

inclusion of teams from the 50s onwards, comedy haircuts and the

works. Although not quite as immediate as Inside Drive, it's a more

complete simulation of the sport all round.

PUBLISHER Electronic Arts • 01753 549442

OPEN TCNNIS 2000 PCZ #92 • 81%
O Not since Super Tennis on the SNES have we had so much fun hitting

a ball back and forth over a net. After some initial reluctance, the whole

office stopped fragging and started lobbing. Incredibly playable and

unsurpassed in multiplayer.

PUBLISHER Cryo • 0121 250 5070

NBA: INSiOE DRIVE PCZ #82 • 80%
O While not exactly the most popular sport in this country. Inside Drive

manages to suck you in with its supreme playability. Its presentation is

not quite up to EA standards, but what is? But when the gameplay is this

good, who cares.

PUBUSHER Microsoft • 0345 002 000

VIRTUAL POOL 2 PCZ #58 • 79%
O Shading Jimmy White's Cueball2as the best game with balls on a

table, l^P2is much better than its predecessor. 3dfx support goes some

way to pushing the series further, and the inclusion of English Pub rules

makes it a more essential purchase than before.

PUBUSHER Interplay • 01628 423666

JIMMY WHITE S CUEBAU 2 PCZ #68 ^78%
O The finest snooker simulation on the PC. Chalk your cue and take on

the PC or your mates and, when you're tired of the baize, you can move

round and have a go on the fully-featured darts board instead. Saves

going down the Working Men's Club.

PUBUSHER Virgin Interactive • 020 7368 2255

ACTUA SOCCER 3 PCZ #72 ^72%
O If you can't get on with FIFA, then Actua is the second port of call

for footy fans. It plays a faster game and there's a good range of options

and a huge number of teams to play against, which goes a long way to

helping maintain its shelf life.

PUBUSHER Gremlin Interactive -0114 273 8601

MILLENNIUM GAMES PCZ #93 • 65%
O Everyone remembers the good old days of Daley Thompson's

joystick-waggling Decathlon. Sergei Bubka might not have the same

pedigree, but this athletics simulation is a quite a laugh and good

fun nonetheless.

PUBUSHER Midas • 01782 633500

X- BEYOND THE FRONTIER
PCZ #82 •87%
O The spirit of Elite lives on in this massive

trading epic from Germany, in which you must buy

and fight your way back home to Earth. The combat

side of the gameplay may not be the best on offer,

but with goods to trade and races to discover, it

rewards patience with variety and months of play.

This title is deeply hypnotic and beautiful, rather

than tense and frenetic.

PUBUSHER THQ • 01 483 767656

TERMINUS PCZ #93 •86%
O Who says the days of independent bedroom programming are over? Terminus

proves you can make a great game on your own if you have the talent and the

passion. It just edges out FreeSpace 2.

PUBUSHER Vicarious Visions • www.wisions.com

FREESPACE 2 PCZ #84 •85%
O Completely different from X, FreeSpace 2 o^ers fast-paced dogfighting

action all the way. It boasts a superb interface, epic story and amazing graphics,

but it's a bit short-lived if you don't play online.

PUBUSHER Interplay • 020 7551 4222

X-WING: AUIANCE PCZ #77 • 81%
O At last! Fly the Millennium Falcon in the final episode of the long-running

X-M^/ng series. Certainly the best-looking X-Winggam to date, Alliance is slow

at first, but boy does it pick up later on.

PUBUSHER Activision • 01895 456700

STARLANCER PCZ #91 •80%
O While Sfar/ancer doesn't do anything startlingly new, it is a highly

polished affair with compulsive gameplay and gorgeous visuals. A must

for space sim fans.

PUBUSHER Microsoft • 0345 002 000

CM 00/2000
PCZ#84^92%
O This is more than just a game, it's a way of

life, according to the fans of the best football

management game in existence. If you dare to play

it, you can forget about your social life and expect to

spend hours every day poring over unknown players

in a bid to discover the next Ronaldo. The word

'benchmark' doesn't really describe how much

better than the competition this game is.

PUBUSHER Eidos • 020 8636 3000

THE SIMS PCZ #87 • 85%
O This game offers a staggering amount of possibilities. Essentially, you

create your own person, or family, and guide them through the ups and downs

of life. It's the definitive docu-soap and makes for compelling gameplay.

PUBUSHER Electronic Arts • 01 753 549442

CAESARm PCZ #70 • 84%
O starting from scratch, you've got to build a majestic Roman city and ensure a

harmonious life for your citizens. So what? So it's utterly absorbing and probably

the most addictive god sim in existence.

PUBUSHER Sierra • 01 1 8 920 91 00

SIMCITY 3000 PCZ #74 • 83%
O Ten years on, S/mC/fy remains as addictive as it ever was. Little was broken,

and little was fixed. With new buildings to try out and an enhanced transport

system, SimCity3000 \s a must for old-timers and new addicts alike.

PUBUSHER Maxis/EA • 01 753 549442

ROUERCOASTER TYCOON PCZ #75 •82%
O Pack out your own theme park with the most fiendish rides your imagination

can conjure up. From rickety wooden dippers to /Vemes/s-style, white-knuckle

gurners, RT\s hugely addictive.

PUBUSHER Hasbro Interactive • 020 8569 1 234



EVERQUEST: THE RUINS OF KUNARK
PCZ#92*90%
O The combat-oriented online RPG of choice

just got a whole lot t)etter with this expansion

pack. Chris Anderson has spent months casting

spells with hundreds of other people and never

stops talking atx)ut it so there must be something

special going on. Ruins OfKunark 6oesn'X really

offer any radical changes, but in this case bigger

really is better.

PUBUSHER Ubi Soft • 020 8944 9000

ALLEGIANCE PCZ#91*82%
O The first true online only space combat sim, Allegiance is a complex yet

rewarding beast. Now you can fly around with hundreds of others, co-ordinating

strategies and establishing chains of command.

PUBLISHER Microsoft* 0345 002 000

ASHERON^SCAU PCZ #88 • 76%
O The graphics and freedom to do almost anything make this title a

commendable addition to the genre. But, as in real life, it's a great tragedy you

can't kill other humans as most of the ones you meet deserve a good kicking.

PUBLISHER Microsoft* 0345 002 000

ULTIMA ONUNE: RENAISSANCE PCZ #92 • 75%
O It's been at the top for a while, but now that the sequel is on the way the original

looks dated. Renaissance isn't enough of an improvement for It to compete with

EverOuest- online RPGs are moving on.

PUBUSHER Electronic Arts • 01 753 549442

PLANETARION PCZ #94 72%
yrUfryrny Available free from the Net, Planetarion is the work of three

NlWlN I hi out-of-work Norwegians. A turn-based sci-fi strategy

game with minimal graphics, It still manages to absorb you with Its playablllty.

PUBUSHER Planetanon • wwv/.planetarion.com

HIDDEN& DANGEROUS
PCZ #79 •90%
O Vou don't get a second chance In a real war,

and Hidden & Dangerous is the game that comes

closest to putting you in the middle of hell on earth.

From the first mission it grabs you by the balls

and doesn't let up until you're dead, with a bullet

in the head. As a strategic shoot 'em up, games

don't get any harder, or more compelling

and atmospheric

PUBUSHER Take 2 Interactive • 01 753 722900

SWA I 3 PCZ #85 •87%
O Artificial intelligence doesn't get any better than this. Add some truly

spectacular graphics, an ingenious command interface and edge-of-your-seat

gameplay, and you've got a top title.

PUBUSHER Sierra •0118 920 91 00

ROGUE SPEAR PCZ #84 • 84%
O We loved Rainbow Six and, although this follow-up can't match Hidden

& Dangerousior intensity, it's a superb romp through the world of terrorism.

Pick your team, kit them out and plan your misstons carefully.

PUBUSHER Take 2 Interactive • 01 753 722900

»AnLEZ0NE2 PCZ #84 -84%
O stunning graphics and a winning blend of strategy and first-person action in

this sequel to the highly acclaimed Battlezone. The fight for world domination

has never looked so good.

PUBUSHER Activlsion • 01895 456700

SPEC OPS 2 PCZ #84 •80%
O Challenging Hidden & Dangerousior the top spot, Spec Ops 2 puts you in

charge of a four-man green beret squad intent on staying alive and shooting

the enemy in the head. It's Incredibly realistic, with top-notch sound.

PUBUSHER Take 2 Interactive • 01 753 722900

OA

PGZONE ALL-TIME

CLASSICS
DOOM
O This is the game that needs no introduction. Without Doom we

wouldn't have had Quake, Unreal Tournament or Half-Life. Every

time you play a first-person shooter you should take five minutes to

pay homage to the game that changed the world as we know It.

Doom, we thank you.

OLTIMAVil

O still the best of all the Ultima games, and probably the finest

RPG ever seen on a PC. The graphics might be old-hat, but the

gameplay certainly isn't. Ultima W/ blends exploration and character

interaction, and it's the last title in the Ultima series to give complete

party control.

ULTIMA UNDERWORLD

O We reviewed this game back in the first issue of PC ZONE. It was

a landmark RPG then and it's still a landmark RPG now, although the

graphics obviously look a bit tired and dated. Do we think it's the

best RPG ever? Almost, but not quite. Cast your eyes up the mag a

couple of inches for the answer to that question.

DUNE II

O If you know your strategy, you'll know that Dune //is the game

that's done more than any of its rivals to define the genre as we

know it today. The 2000 update was disappointing, but only because

it didn't add anything new. The fact that it still plays better than

many new titles is testament to its staying power.

SENSI8LE WORLD OF SOCCER
O EA's FIFA series might look the part, but we're convinced that

Sensible Soccerms and is the ultimate example of gameplay over

presentation. With its famous top-down view. Sensible otters fast

frantic action that does more to replicate the real-life game than

any of its predecessors.

UFO: ENEMY UNKNOWN
O This game came out of nowhere and took the world by storm.

Compelling strategy, tense turn-based battles and a myriad of

research options made this the most addictive game ever upon

its arrival. Subsequent sequels were just as addictive, but this is

the game that originally captured our hearts.

MAGIC CARPET

O Drawing gasps of amazement from everyone who saw It,

Bullfrog's Magic Carpet W2is one of the most original and inventive

games to be released in the early days of 3D. So original, in fact,

that it never got the recognition it deserved. We still think the blend

of action and strategy was spot-on.

WING COMMANDER
O The original space combat game spawned the first big-budget

PC series. In fact, the Wing Commander series was so hugely

successful that they went and made a film. Inevitably, this was

absolute rubbish and the public stayed away In their millions.

Will these people never learn?

TOMB RAIDER

O She might be getting a bit rusty round the gills, but when Lara

first bounced onto the small screen, we fell in love with her instantly.

3D action adventure games haven't been the same since and at the

time nothing could touch it. Do you remember your first encounter

with theT-Rex?

CIYIUZATION

OThe original and some say the best turn-based strategy game.

When Civilization t\rs\ appeared, it was hailed correctly as the first

game that changed and evolved depending on how you played it.

Recent versions have presented more of the same, but in this case

that Is definitely no bad thing.
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I ABOMMATXm- THE NEMESIS
I PBOJECT £14 '/J

I ACES COLLECTION £14 99

I AERML COMBAT MANOEUVRES

I 1918«J0YPA0 £14 99
IAGE0FEMPRES2 £2799
-'0fEMf1R£S2AOO0N-
_ ..EC0NQU8WRS £2199
IAGEOFEMPICSGOLO £1999
I AS OF WONDERS £27 49

l/MnP0flT2000V0l2 £1999
IaH>ORTMC £2299
iMiEQANCE £26 99

ALPHACETAUniPlANETAflY

I PACK £14 99

I ANCCNT WORLDS • PHARAOH

I &CMSAR3 £29 99

IWMY MEN OPERATION

I MaTDOWN £1999
ASNEnONSCMi £2799

i babylon 5 ref guide £14 49
Ibaldursgate&talesop
I THESWORDCOAST £1999

I BATTLE ISUPIATMUM
IU4 3I £1899

_^lm.EZ0NE2 £1999

I BIGGEST NAMES BEST

I GAMES 3 £22 99

I BIGGEST NAMES BEST GAMES
I 4MCLUSYSSH0CK2 £24 99

I BUZZARD TRIPLE -STAROV^/
I WARCRAFT2B NrrDIABL0E2899
I BUSMESS TYCOON £24 99
IbRWEHEART £1899

I BUStCSS TYCOON £2499

I C&C WITH COVERT OPS DISK £1899

I C&C RED AlBTT « AFTERMATH

I (COUNTERSTWE £1999
IctCTBBMNSUN £1999
ICUTVeVANSUN-
I FffESTORMAOOON £14 99

I C&C WORLDWIDE WARFARE
COLLECTION £2599

ICARMAGEDONTDR2000 £1999
ICEASAR3 £1999
I CHAMP MANAGER 3 £17 99

I CHAMP MANAGER 99/2000 £1899
ICHESSMASTER7Q00 £2299
ICNKKENRUNFUNPACX £1799

I CMUSAHON CAU TO P0WB)£18 99

I CMUSATKIN 2 TEST OF TIME £23 99
ICLOSECOMBATS £1899
IcODENAMEEAGli £26 99

I COLM MACRAE RALLY £1299
IC0MMANCHE3 £12 99
|C0NRJCTFREESPAC£2 £24.99

I CONSTRUCTOR £14 99
|ma(ET2000 £1999
|5lOC2 £18.99

I CURSE OF MONKEY ISLAND £1499
cutthroats £1499

lOAKATANA £2799
Idarkomen&syndkate
I WARS £14.99

|dAAKRBGN2 £2599
I DEXTHTRAf DUNGEON £1299
I DELTA FORCE £13.99

IDELTAF0RCE2 £2799
I DEMOLITION RACER £23 99

IdEUSEX £2899

Tel: 07000 643258 or order

on line www.mid-blue.com
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DIABLO 2 i2?'^
DIEHAR0TR10GY2 £19.99

DIPLOMACY £2699
DW GAMES STUDIO £2499
DOGS OF WAR £26 99
DRAKXBI £2399
DRNER £1999
DUKES OF HAZZAAO £1899
DUNGEON KEEPER &MAGK:
CARPET 2 £14 99

DUNGEON KEEPER 2 £14 99
EARTH 2150 £24 99
EARTHWORM JM 3D £16.99

EURO LEAGUE FOOTBALL £2499
F-16MULT»a£FKjHTER4
MKi-29FaCRUM £23.99

F22LNMTENMG3 £18.99

F/A-18 SIMULATOR (JANES) £1999
FIFA 2000 £26 99
FINAL FANTASY 8 £2799
FLIGHT UNUMITEO 3 £27 99
FLY! (FUGHT SIM) £2199
aYMG HEROES £26 99
FORD RACING £24 99

FORMULA 1 2000 £1999
FORMUIAI WORLD GP 99 £2799
GABRaKMGHT3 £2399
GABRIEL KMGHTMYSTERCS £14 99
G»NT KILLERS EURO MAN*
FREE FOOTBALL MOUSE £1899

GO PROFESSIONAL 2 £14 99
GRAND PRIX 3 £27 99
GROUND CONTROL £2499
GTA 2 £19 99
GUNSH«> £2799
H»LFL« £1999
HALFUFE OPPOSING

FORCES £1899
HALFUFEGENEftATK)NS «£28 99
HEART OF DARKNESS |£1199
HEROES OF MIGHT & MAGK:^
TfllOGY £2599

HEROES OF MIGHT a MACK 3

>ARMAGEOD0NSBUOE £24 99

HOMEWORLD £1999
HOMEWQRLO CATAaYSM £26 99

HDDEN & DANGEROUS £1999
HODEN& DANGEROUS «

EXPANSKWPACK £2799
MODEN S DANGEROUS

-

EXPANSION PACK £1299
HDDEN S DANGEROUS +

SPEC OPS 2 DOUBLE PACK £26.99

IMPERUMGALACTK>2 £1999
MOIANA JONES & THE

MFBMALMACHME £1999
KXWWOOALE £2899
NFESTATKM £1999
NVICTUS £2799
l-WAR DEFIANCE £1999
JAGGED ALLIANCE 2 £19.99

JANES UMTED STATES AIR

FORCE £28 99
JANES WW2 FIGHTERS £24 99
KINGPIN £1999
KINGS QUEST COLLECTWN £1599
KLINGON HONUOR GUARD £1299
LANOSOFL0RE3 £1599

MAJtblf liDiW
MAGKTHEGATHERM6-0NLME
GAME & ENaaOPEOlA £29 99

MAKMG WAVES -DIGfTAL

MUSIC CREATKW SAMPLER £28 99
MARTVIN GOTHIC £24 99

MECHWAflfllOR3 £1999
MESSIAH £27 99
METAL FATIGUE £23 99

MICHELJN RALLY MASTERS £24 99

MWALLEY £1799
MKHT & MAGC MILLENMUM

£25 99
MOeilRAUY
CHAMPlONSHtf> £26.99

£2699
MOTORCnOSS MADNESS 2 £27 99

MS BASEBALL 2000 £1699
MS BASEBALL 2001 £1899
MS FLKHT SM 2000
^ANOARD) £35.99

W FUGHT SM 2000 PRO £4999
MUPPET TREASURE ISLAND £17.99

NASCAR 3 £25 99
NATIONS - FIGHTER

COMMAND £25 99

NBA UVE 2000 £1999
NEED FOR SPEED 4 ROAD
CHALLENGE £1899

NEED FOR SPEED 5 PORSCHE
2000 £28 99

NERF ARENA BLAST £2399
NHL99 £1899
IH.CHAMPIONSHP2000 £2799
NOCTURNE £2699
NOMAOSOUL £1499
NOX £1999
OFFICIAL FORMULA 1 RACWG £18 99
OUTCAST £2599
PHARAOH £19.99

PHARAOH ADD ON-
CUOPATRA £1999

PHEOMX £14.99

PWBAa COLLECTORS
EDITION £2399

PLANESCAPE TOURNAMENT £25.99

POnJLOUSTHEBEGMMNG £17.99

0UAKE3AR»A £2599
QUEST FOR GLORY 5 £19.99

RAMBOW6G0LDPACK £2199
RAiYMAN 2 £24 99
RCRACMG £1499
RED BARON 3D £1599
RESIDENT EVIL 3 NEMESIS £28 99
REVENANT £1499
RISK 2 £2599
ROGUE SPEAR £25 99
ROLLCAGE STAGE 2 £1999
ROLLERCOASTER TYCOON £18 99
ROLLER TYCOON ADDED
AnflACTlONS £1199

RUGBY 2000 £2799
SEGA RALLY 2 £23.99

SEPTERRACORE £2299
SETTLERS 3 £1899
SHAOOWMAN £14.99

SHOGUN TOTAL WAR £27 99
SERRA FANTASY PACK £12 99

SiWi £27 W
SLAVE ZERO £27 99
SOLDER OF FORTUNE £28 99
SOULBRMGER £24 99

SOUL REAVER LEGACY OF

KAM £1499
SOUTH RARK- CHEFS LUV
SHACK £14 99

SOUTH PARK RALLY £27.99

SOUTH PARK THE GAME £1499
SPEC OPS 2 £1999
STARCRAFT BATTLE CHEST WaU
BROOD WARS HINT BOOK £2599

STARIANCER £27.99

STARSCGEUNVERSE-
STARSCGE&TRBES £2599

STAR TREK MMAOA £27 99
STAR TREK BMTH OF THE

FEDERATKM £1499
STAR TREK COLLECTION £22.99

STAR TREK - HIDDEN EVl £12 99
STAR TREK -KLMGON
ACADEMY £2799

STWTREK-STARaEF
COMMAND £25.99

STAR TREK VOYAGCT - ELITE

FORCE £27 99
STAR WARS FORCE
COMMANDER £2799

STAR WARS -ROGUE
SQUADRON £1999

STAR WARS EPISODE 1- THE
GUNGAN FRONTER £18.99

STAR WARS B^SODEI-
RACER £1999

STAR WARS EPISODE 1-

THE PHANTOM MENACE £1999
STAR WARS EPISODE 1 - PIT

OROIDS £1899
STAR WARS JEOIKMGHT
DARKF0RCES2 £1799

STAR WARS REBa ASSAULT 2 +

REBa ASSAULT 1 £18 99
STAR WARS REBELLKW £1999
STAR WARS X-VnNG

ALLIANCE £19.99

STAR WARS X WMG
COLLECTOR SERES £19.99

STAR WARS X-WMGVSTE
FWHTER a BALANCE OF
POWER £18.99

SU-27 FLANKER 2 £23 99

SUDDEN STRKE £28 99
SUPER8a(ES2O0O £19.99

SUPBIBKE WORLD
CHAMPIONSHP £14.99
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RACING £28 99

SWAT 3 aOSE QUARTERS £24 99
SWAT 3 EUTE EDITION £26.99

SYSTEM SHOCK 2 £24 99
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THE MODERN WARFARE
COLLECTWN: FALC0N4/M1

TANK2/AM0E HWOCK £24 99
TICME HOSPITAL , £1099
THEME PARK ^ £10 99

• , THEME CEASAR2 £999 JUGGERNAUT CORPS £5.99

£17.99 CARMAGEODON £8.49 LEGACY OF KAM - BLOOD
MRLD £19.99 CASINO DELUX 2 £999 OMEN

LITTLE BIG ADVENTURE 2

£9.99

£27 99 CASINO MADNESS £8.99 £999
THEf- GOLD £13.99 dVBJSATWN £5.99 L0DBIUNNER2 £8 49

THEF2 £2899 CIVIL WAR GENERAL £7 99 LORDS OF MAGC £9 99

TWER WOODS 99 £1899 COLOMSATMN £5.99 LORDS OF THE RELM £499
TK£R WOODS TOURNAMENT COMMANCHEGOLO £999 MAGC POCKETS £4 99

COURSES £999 CONSPHACY £699 MECHWARRK)R2aADD0N £9.99

T«ER WOODS TPC COURSES £999 CREATURE SHOCK £6.99 M.IA-MeSMGMACTK)N £849
TK£R WOODS VEGAS CROC £999 MOTOR RACER2 £999
COURSES 3999 CYBERST0RM2 £7 99 MyTH2 £999

TKER WOODS PGA TOUR DARK OMEN CLASSIC £899 NASCMt RACMG £499
2000 £1999 DARK REKSN - THE FUTURE OF NASCAR RACMG2 £890

T0CA2 £1499 WAR £999 NASCAR REVOLUTMN £8.99

TOMB RAIDER 2 GOLD £1299 DARK VENGEANCE £999 NASCW ROAD RACMG £999
TOMB RAIDER 3 GOLD £1399 DUNE £899 NEED FOR SPEED 3 £999
T0MBRA«»I4THEIAST DUNE 2000 £999 NETSTORM - ISLANDS AT WAR £9.99

REVELATION £25.99 DUNGEON KEEPER SPECIAL MGHTMARE CREATURES

TOTAL ANMHIATKM EOITWN £999 OOOWORLO ABES EXOODUS

KMGDOMS £1699 EARTHSEKX2 £7 99 OOOWORLO ABES OOOYSEE

TOTAL SOCCER 2000 £18.99 EASTERN FRONT £9.99 run Ll/I AdOnOOVI

TRAWTOWN £1499 EUROPEAN An WAR £999 PERFECT FUGhT DELUX ENG/

TUR0K2 £14 99 F14 FLEET DEFENDER £6.99

UEFACHAMPK)NS LEAGUE F22 RAPTOR £999
2000 £27 99 F/A 18 HORNET 30 £8 49 PGA GOLF 99

ULTIMA ASSENTKM £27 99 FADE TO BLACK £8.99 PfTTALLTHE MAYAN

ULTIMATE GOLF SIM £2499 FA PREMER LEAGUE ALL ADVENTlffE

UNREAL TOURNAMENT £2599 STARS £9 99 POLMS REBELLJON

URBAN CHAOS £1899 FA PREMER LEAGUE POWERSUOE £849
MMPttE - THE MASQUERADE MANAGER 99 £8.99 PR0GaF9e
REDEMPTWN £27 99 FA PREMER LEAGUE PUZZLE BOBBLE

VVER RACING £18.99 MANAGER 2000 £999
VWTUAL SKIPPER £2499 FELDS OF GLORY £599 REo'mRON 2

WALL STREET TYCOON £24 99 FIGHTER SQUADRON SO OE £999 ncuuuwiu - wvcniuncd ur

WARCRAn2BATTLE.NET ED £12.99 FINAL DOOM £899 BJJARSCRiXiS
WAflGASM £1099 aYING CORPS GOLD £899 REOUEM • AVENGMG ANGB. £999
WARHAMMER40K RITES OF FOOTBALL MASTERS £8.99 RETURN TO KRONDOR £999
WAR £1999 FOOTBALL (l» PRO £499 SENS«lEGOLF £890

WARZONE2100 £1499 FORMULA imMOPRK £499 SHANGHAI GREAT MOMENTS £5.99

WESTERN FRONT £24 99 FORTUNE COOKE £4.99 SiOMEERS GETTYSBURG £9.99

ZORK TRflE PACK. ZORK. RETURN FUTURE COP LAPO £899 SERRA GOLF £999
TO ZORK a NEMESIS £1899 GAME VAULT 1 RETURN TO ZORK. smotyclassn: £7.99

PC OANMS-mJOOBT
3D ULTRA PINBALL TURBO £13.99

SIM CITY 2000

MMfiSKMPACX

£999
£999

RACMG £1199 GAME VAULT 2 ZOWNEMESe. £9.99

7Bi GUEST £949 SPYCRAnaTME SMCUMRZXSPECCY
A-IOCUBA £999 COMMANDO £1399 EMULATOR £899
ALBI CROSSFIRE -ALPHA GAME VAULT 3 42 ATARI GAMES SMALL SOLDERS -SQUAD
CENTAURIAOOON

ALPHA CENTAUR!

£999 ai5C64GAMES £1399 COMMANDER £599
£999 GLOBAL DEFENDER £499 SPACE QUEST6 £799

ALPHA CENTAURI^
CROSSFffE

ALEN GOAL £699 SPEC OPS £9.99

£1899 GODS £499 SPORTS CARCT £999
AMFPR0BOWUNG3O £999 GRAND THEFT AUTO £999 SU-27 FLANKER £799
AMIGA EMULATOR WITH 800 GRAND PRR LEGENDS £999 SUB WAR 2050 £4.99

GAMES £9.99 GRAND PRK2 £999 SUPERND £599
£8 49 GRAND PRK MANAGER 2 £999 SUPER MATCH SOCCER £8 99

ARCADE GREATEST HITS 2 £699 HAND OF FATE £4.99 SWAT 2 £999
ARCADE PO0L2 £9.99 HARVEST OF SOULS £8.99 TACTICAL MANAGER 2 £8 99

ARMOURED FIST 2 £999 HE/WYGEAR £7 99 THEME HOSPITAL CLASSK: £999
AXISaALLES £999 HEAVY GEAR 2 £9.99 THEME PARK CLASSC £999
BALLS OF STEEL £9.99 HERETIC £849 THIS MEANS WAR

£8 99 HERETIC 2 £999 (WM 31 ONLY)

TdTALAffWAR
£599

BASEBAaPn0 96 £499 HEXEN2 £9.99 £999
BEDLAM £8.49 HINO £499 TOTAL ANNNUTION £7 99

BLADE RUNNER £999 IMPERUM GALACTK> £949 TOTAL ANNMATKM-
BLOOD 2 THE CHOSEN £999 INTERSTATE 76 a BATTLE TACTICS £699
BOSSRMIY £8.99 MECHWARRK)R2MERCS £999 TOTAL ANNHLAIXM-^
BROKEN SWORD £949 nON ASSAULT £499 BATTLE TACTKS £999
C84 EMULATOR WITH 3 000 JMMYWHTES SNOOKER £699 TOTAL ANNIHNjmON
GAMES £1099 JOHNNY 6AZ00KAT0NE £599 COMMANDER PACK £1799

TOXK: BUNNY
TRIVIAL PURSUIT

UFO ENEMY UNKNOWN
ULTIMATE DOOM
ULTIMATE LEMMNGS
ULTMMIE RACE PRO
ULTBXATE SOCCER

£899
£999
£499

£9.99

£999
£899
£9 99
£9 49

£6 99
£499

UPflJSMG 2 LEAD a DESTROY £9 99
V2000
V-W^Y
VKTUALGOLF
VRTUN. SNOOKER
W« OF THE WORLDS
WORLD RAUY FEVER

XENON 2

•••PBRIPHBIIALS***
CREATIVE RWATNT2 32MB
AGP RETAIBOX^ GAMES £94.99

CREATIVE LABS S8 128 PCI

(OEM) £2299
CffiATAE LABS SB 1024

PLAYER PO (OEM) £44 99
SAITEK CYBORG 3D ONilTAL

JOYSTICK £34.99

SAITEK PC RACMG WHEEL «

PEDALS £3599
TORNADO TNT2 32M6AGP
RTTAILBaX £6899

MSSOEWmOERGAMEPAD
PROUSB £29 99

MSSOEWINOERJOYSTKX
BOXED £2299

MS SOEWMDER FORCE
FEEDBACK WHEEL*
PEDALS £109 99

PUMA GT WHEEL* PEDALS £2599
BRANDED CO RECORDABLE
74MMCO-MM0RDI0

BRMNED CO RECORDABLE
aOMMCO-MMOROlD

BRANDED CO REWnTABLE
74MMCO-MMORD10

£130

£1.60

£199

Dreamcast GAMES
BLUESTMGER
BUGGY HEAT
COOLBOAflOERS
CRAZY TAXI

DEADLY SKES
DEAD OR ALIVE 2

OKAMCASTCONSOU

DREAMCAST CONSOLE
SCART

DREAMCAST CONSaE
WITH 1 GAME

DREAMCAST CONSOLE
WITH 3 GAMES

DYNAMITE COP
ECCOTHEDOLPHM
EVOLUTION
F1 WORLD GRMOPnx
FIGHTMGF0nCE2
FURFUHTERS

£29 99
£32.99

£2999
£3299
£32 99
£2999
£32 99

£149.99

£199.99

£32 99
£29 99
£29 99
£32.99

£3299
£29 99

MID-BLUE
HARDCORE ECW REVOLUTKM £29.99

HOUSE OF THE DEAD* GUN £52.99

HOUSE OF THE DEAD W/OUT
GUN £2999

HYDRO THUNDER £3299
MCOMMG £2999
jMMYWHnES2CUEBALL £25 99

JO JOS BIZARRE ADVENTURE £32 99
MILLENUM SOLDER £2999
MKOOLD £2999
NBA 2000 £2999
NBASHOWTME £2999
NFL BLITZ 2000 £29.99

IFLQUMTERBACKCLUB
2000 £29 99

PEN PEN £29.99

POWERSTONE £32 99
PHYSK FORCE 2012 £29 99

RAYMAN2 £29.99

READY TO RUMBLE £29 99
RED DOG £2999
RESttENT EVl 2 £29.99

RES1DEMTEVH.C00E
VERONKA £3299

REVOLT £29.99

SEGA BASS FISHWG* ROD £5299
SEGA RALLY 2 £2899
SHAOOWMAN £32 99
SLAVE ZERO £3299
SNOW SURFERS £29.99

SOMCADVB(TURE £29.99

SOaCMJBUR £24.99

SOULFKHTER £29.99

SOUTH RARK - CHEFS LIW
SHACK £24 99

SOUTH RMIK RALLY £32 99
SPEED DEVILS £32 99
STREET FIGHTER ALPHA 3 £32 99
SUZUKI ALSTARE EXTREME
RACMG £29 99

TEE OFF £29.99

TOKYO HK3HWAY CHALLENGE £29.99

T0MBRNOER4 £2999
TOY COMMANDER £29 99

TRKXSTYLE £2999
UeWSTRKER £1999
VXaLANTE 8 2ND OFFENCE £29 99
VimiAflGMTER3TB £2999
VflTUASTnKER2000 £1999
V-RALLY 2 £29.99

WETRK £1999
WILD METAL £1999
WORMS ARMAGEDDON £2999
WWF ATTITUDE £14 99
WW$OCCER2000 £2999
WWSOCC»EUR0ED £2999
•••PIRIPHBRALS***
SEGA ARCADE STKX £32 99

SEGA VISUAL MEMORY CMD £19.99

MADCATZ CONTROLLER £1599
MADCATZ DREAM BLASTER

GUN £29.99

MADCATZ DREAM FORCE
PACK £1499

MADCATZ SCART CABLE £899
SEGA SCART CABLE £1299
SEGA CONTROLLER £18.99

SEGAKEYBOMO £19.49

SEGA RACE CONTROL WHEEL £42 99
V3WHEa 4 PEDALS

FEEDBACK £27.99

J I his is just a small selection of our range. If you do not see what you want, please call. All of our prices include VAT & Delivery in the UBm >;;^,m
J We are open from 9am to 8pm Mon-Fri, 10am to 6pm Sat-Sun. Mid-Blue International Ltd, Great Queen Street, Dartford, Kent, DAI IPJMWmr
Calls may be recorded for quality of service. Tel: 07000 643258 Fax: 01322 276577 E-Mail: sales@mid-blue.com Website: www.mld-blue.com
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ON THE CD

ONTHECIl
More great

demos for you to

try before you buy

the real thing

O WORDS Martin Korda DISKS Alan Stonebridge

CD trouble? Don't worry -

phone our helpline and sort

yourself out pronto!

CD-ROM HELP PhoneABT on

01 708 2S0250 any weekday between

9.30am and 5pm, and Saturday from

1 0am to 2prTi. or amaH pczoneO

alitHWtdemon.co.uk Please do NOT

phone ttie PCZONE office. Tfianks.

BEFORE YOU DIAL. . . If you are

calling the helpline, please take

note of the foUowIng points

O If possible, have your PC operating

and near the phone when you call

O If this is not possible, note down all

relevant information - ie system type,

sound card. RAM and so on - plus the

nature of the fault.

O Make sure you have a pen and paper

to hand wtien you call so you can jot

down the relevant info.

UE OF EMPIRES II:

THECONQUERORS
Microsoft ^0

I i|.',l^JJ>jlil>^:\^|l|!

O You need at least a Pentium

166 with 32Mb RAM to run ttie

software on this month's CD-ROM.

O Many of the programs on our

cover CD-ROM are designed to run

under Windows 95/98 and, as a

result, some of them may require

a Pentium 233 with 64Mb RAM to

run satisfactorily. Please note that

some games also require a 3D

accelerator card to run.

O Use the browser and menu

system to see which demos are

3D-accelerator only.

That's a bad kitty.

EXCLUSIVE
What with >10£// being nearly a year old now, it's likely that many

of you are a bit bored of the campaigns that it came with. If you're

anything like us lot, you'll probably be jumping up and down in

frenzied excitement at the prospect of playing some new campaigns,

and on this month's CD we're ghring you an exclusive demo of

Microsoft's add-on pack, The Conquerors,

There are two ways to play. The single-player option allows you to

try out a campaign based around the conquest of the Aztec nation.

Bearing more than a passing resemblance to Theocracy, you must

gain supremacy of the land and fend off the invaders. However, your

task is made all the more difficult by the fact that your weapons and

technology are far inferior to those of the colonisers. Subsequently,

you'll need to be at your strategic best If you're to have any chance

of success, even on the easiest of the three difficulty settings.

The second choice you have is to play with other peopla The

multlplayer option provides a King Of The /////map called Yucaten

which should test you and your friends to the limits. As ever, you'll

have to collect resources and hunt for food to make sure your nation

can grow and prosper.

Hardcore Age Of Empires isns should have hours of fun with this

demo but if for some reason you haven't played the full game yet,

then this is an excellent place for you to start

Controls: Mouse

"You bloody Aztecs. Coming over here, stealing our women, taking our jobs The brothel was In dire need of some net curtains.
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ON THE CD

"Anyone need a light?"

BLAIRWITCHVOLUME ONE:
THE RUSTIN PARR INVESTIGATION
1alie2

After the success of last year's The Blair Witch Project,

It was only going to be only a matter of time before we
saw some gaming spin-offs. On our CD is the demo of

the first of a number of games which will carry the

Blair Witch title, Blair Witch Volume One: The Rustin

Parr Investigadoiu Using the excellent Nocturne engine

to full effect, this third-person action/adventure will

have you on the edge of your seat from start to finish.

The graphics are first class and the eerie sound

effects add to the all-round atmosphera It really is

a case of spare underpants at the ready. The demo

comes with two different settings, Teen and Mature,

with the latter obviously providing more scary and

explicit features.

At the start you find yourself In some woods, armed

with nothing but your wits and held back only by your

fear. Almost straight away, you'll be chased by a

neariy invisible creature, and keeping out of its way

is highly recommended if you want to survhre for

more ttian a few minutes. If you manage to shake It

off, then waste no time exploring your surroundings,

and discover all that you can about the mystery that

is the Blair Witch legend.

Controls: Mouse and keyboard

SUDDEN STRIKE

We'll never find a parking space now.

CDV

Back In PCZ#90, we brought you the fantastic Sudden Strike f\tmo. As the game nears completion,

here's a chance for you to sample the multiplayer side of things before the full version hits the shops.

You'll find that playing with friends, as always, throws up loads of new challenges as they make

unpredictable moves and struggle to keep control over all their forces. We've been playing it in the

office and we guarantee that once the action starts, you'll find that few other RTS games are as

realistic or as entertaining as this on&

Controls: Keyboard and mouse
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Scouting plays a major role In Star nek New Worlds, Defend the Taubat at all costs.

STARTREKNEWWORLDS
Interplay

We've already had a Star Wars 3D RTS game, so Its

hardly surprising that someone (namely Intetplay)

has gone and made a Star Trek one, and a damn fine

effort it is as well. This demo provides the perfect

grounding for any potential commanders, providing

an In-depth tutorial which takes you through every

aspect of the game.

You'll learn how to construct bases, mine

resources, balance power and most importantly of all,

how to attack the enemy and defend yourself from

their onslaughts.

Once you've mastered the skills required to guide

your troops on the battlefield, you're thrown into a

mission,in which you must defend a technologically

advanced race called the Taubat from Klingon and

Romulan attacks. While the battle rages, you must

also scout round the map and find the three devices

that the Taubat are looking for, and once you've found

them, scan the city to unveil why the Items are so

important to the Taubat.

With action from the outset, you'll need to be on

your guard straight away Several skirmishes will start

on different parts of the map, so dhride your troops

wisely and make sure that you keep track of all your

forces. If you've played the tutorial, and lets face it,

most of you probably haven't bothered, you should

be familiar enough with the controls to be able to win

this mission after a couple of attempts. If, however,

you've just waded straight in, you'll soon find that

you've got a real challenge on your hands, as your

disorganised forces get wiped out in virtually no

time at all. Either way, good luck.

Controls: Mouse

VInny's eighth driving test failure was also his last. Battles can get extremely intense. "Anyone got any marshmaiiows?"

DEEP SPACE NINE: THE FALLEN
Infogrames

Hot on the heels of AcUvision's Star Ttek Voyager Elite Force comes Infogrames'

third-person action adventure Deep Space Nine: The Fallen. You play Captain

Benjamin L Sisko (the captain of Deep Space Nine for those of you who dont know),

who is sent down to the surface of a planet, to investigate a crash sita

Once there you must locate some distress beacons and search for any survivors,

rendezvousing at the crash site once you've completed your objecth/es. What at first

looks to be a standard search-and-rescue mission soon turns Into a total nightmare

as firstly your crew mate gets crushed to death and then flesh-eating creatures

start trying to devour you alhra You can't even get away with being a cowardly wuss

who runs away, as these things can run faster than you. Still, you could always try

the old moralistic Jean-Luc Picard spiel and try talking them out of eating you,

although we suggest you don't pin your hopes on this tactic working all that often,

as it's completely crap. Fighting the monsters is a lot more fun and if you make it to

the end, you'll not only be harder than Arnold Schwarzenegger's right bleep, you'll

also want to buy the full game once it finally appears on the shelves.

Conbt>ls: Mouse and keyboard
That made a hole.
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Take control of your very own transport system.

TRAFFIC GIANT
Infogrames

Here's one for all you trainspotters out there. Take control of a city's transport

system and manage It according to ttie needs of ttie commuters. You can manipulate

the roads, buses, trams and trains so that gridlock and delays become a thing of the

past. Sounds easy right? You wish. This is a deeply engrossing game and while it's

not the most interesting concept in the worid, you'll find that you're soon addicted

to it. Just don't tell your friends, OK?

Controls: Mouse

TONY HAWK'S PRO SKATER 2
Activlsion

Skateboarding that is, not prancing around on ice. You think this demo's going

to be totally mbbish (unless you like wearing your cap back to front, bending your

knees stupidly while saying duuuuuuuuuude), but It's actually loads of fun. OK, the

surfer-rock track in the background will start to piss you off after you've heard it a

couple of times, but you'll soon teach yourself to ignore it as you try to get to grips

with impressive skateboarding stunts which will notch up your score and Impress

anyone who might be watching at the time.

Controls: Keyboard or gamepad

ARABIAN NIGHTS
Visiware

When we first saw Arabian Nights, we were convinced that it was Prince Of Persia

3D, but after playing the demo for a while we realized that it was actually a whole

lot better. After an alluring Intro, which if you're male you'll be loath to skip even on

the 20th viewing, you're thmst straight into the action. Armed with your fists, a

sword and some magic, you must battle your way through the level, fending off evil

monsters, vile creatures and big-busted women as you go, as well as navigating the

obstacles and traps that stand In your way. If you get stuck and feel like givingUp

then just load up the intro again and see what's waiting for you should you succeed.

Go on, gh/e it a go, you know you want to.

Controls: Mouse and keyboard

a
With these helpful programs,

using the Internet will be a

whole lot easier.

Gamespy3D v2.19

Neotrace 2.12a

PingTool 2.6a

Winsock2
DUN Manager 2.0d

FTP Explorer 1.0010

GetRight4.2b

MIRC5.71

IMplayer

Kali 2.0

ICQ2000a build 3140

Roger Wilcol\/lk1.1a

Datum Online

GolZilla Free 3.5

PATCHES
The latest updates for some of

your favourite games

Apache Havoc vl.le Patch

Diablo 2 vl.03

Heavy Metal F.A.K.K2V1.01

MDK 2 demo Patch

MDK20EMPatchv1.0001

Nox 1.2 Patch and Quest

Submarine Titans

Terminus 1.1 to 1.7

Teminus 1.62 to 1.7 Patch

Unreal Tournament 428

EXTENHEII PUY
Ttim to page 153 where Tony Lamb will tell you all about this

month's selection of add-ons, mods and maps.
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THE GATEWAY TO GAMES

>RCG
SET PHASER S' TO FRAG'

All Trademarks and Copyrights Acknowledged.

STAR TReK
~

VOYAQeR :

Star TrcK Voyager: Elite Force

transports you into the

Voyager universe by way of

iD SofTware's powerful Quake III

Arena engine. Elite Force pits the

player against a variety of enemies

and species that are immediately

recognisable to Star Trek fans.

Including the ruthless and emotionless

Borg and 14 other different enemies.

You take the role of either Alexander

or Alexandria Munro: members of the

elite force of security personnel named

the Hazard Team. During the game

you get the chance to meet and

interact with characters from the TV
series - some may even accompany

you on away missions.

Battle your way through G missions

which will take you from the environs

of the Voyager spaceship - recreated

over 8 levels with every major room

on the ship included - to alien ships

and space stations. To help your

progress through the game, there are

8 weapons to choose from with each

having alternate fire functions. Great

fun in single or multiplayer mode!

Every time you place an order

you may choose 1 FREE CAME
from our free gift list. There is

no minimum order value to

qualify but a limit of one gift

per week does apply.

PLEASE REMEMBER TO ASK FOR

YOUR FREE GIFTS WHEN ORDERING!

Class Delivery w

444 www.gai

HIS

play.com

Y(11)



(5 wireplay
Wireplay is the UK's longest

established online gaming com-

munity supporting over 100 of

your favourite games. To access

Wireplay you need to download

the FREE software that will give

you access to loads of clubs,

leagues and prize tournaments.

Play games, or chat to any one of

our thousands of users,

and don't worry if you

haven't tried onlineU ^ '

^

gaming before because

Gamepros are online

every night to help you.

www.gameplay.com/wireplay

Buy any Hint Book at

the same time as a

game and you can talce

£3.00 off the total!!

INSTANT GAME LIBARY
A collection of classic games and

edutainment titles at rock bottom prices!

Ultra Flight Pack- only £16.99
Flight Unlimited 2, Flying corps Cold. F22. FA-18

Korea, Fa-1 8 Korea V3, Dawn of Aces. Ultra Fighters

8,Warblrds.

Air Combat- only £9.99
Air Warrior 2. Fighter Wing.Flight Unlimited, F22
Raptor, Apache, A-10 Cuba, Hind StSilent Thunder.

Megapak9- only £12.99
Civilisation 2. Interstate '76. Destruction Derby 2.

Discworld 2. F22 Raptor. Jack Nicklaus 5. Pro Pinball

Timeshock. Admiral Sea Battles.

Girls Compilation - only £9.99
Barbie Ocean Discovery. My Little Pony, My Secret

Diary. My Storyline & Starshot.

Total Annilation, Unreal, Duke Nukem
8r data disks, Abe's Exodus

£6.99 each or £9.99 for any two!!

Men in Black, Total Air War, Wargasm.
Premier Manager 98, V-Rally

£9.99 each or any two for £1 4.99

Instant Utility Libary...

A collection of must have applications at

rock bottom prices

!

Ultra Pack 2- only £26.99
Lotus Smart Suite, Simply Speaking Cold.

Hutchinsons Enclopedia, First Aid 97, Kai's Power
Coo, AND Route 97, Geoff Hamiltons Carden
Designer, Formula 1 Encyclopedia, WinCheck It 4 8f

Schwarz Recipe Book.

Ultra Pack 3- only £37.99
Lotus Smart Suite Millennium. DK Castle Explorer.

Videowaves. Bodyworks 5, Family Tree Maker 2,

Photosuite, Printmaster 7 Pro,Dogz 2, Year 2K
Detective&Scanworks, _

DORLINC KiNDERSLEY

My first History Explorer £12.99
My first Science Explorer £12.99
My 1 ST Amazing World Explorer £1 2.99
Encyclopedia of Science 2 £1 2.99
Encyclopedia of Nature £10.99
Chronicle of the 20th century £10.99
Childrens Dictionary £10.99

Choose any Two of The Above and Pay £1 8.99

We stock a huge range of books covering

everything from how to use your computer
more efficiently to complete walkthroughs
with hints and cheats on all your favourite

games. The list below is just a taster, give us

a call or check our website and we can help

find the book you need.(we also stock books
for all the console products as well)

Hint Books
Age of Empires 2 Inside £14.99 ^^^^^^^^
Asherons Call Official Secrets £14.99 j^^^^^^B
Drakan Official Guide £15.99 PSVV^^H
Dungeon Keeper 2 Guide £15.99 r 1 A jmHH
Half-Life Strategy Guide £1 5.99 LVj/^SJ
Indiana Jones Strategy Guide £1 5.99 E||v JSlH
Homeworld Official Guide £1 5.99 iMl/i^^H
Kingpin Official Guide £1 7.95 ElPffiv1|HH|
Might & Magic 7 Strategy £1 5.99 Wgl ^^t^
MS Flight Sim 2000 Moves £14.99 ^ft^
Pharaoh Strategy Guide £1 2.99 ^BLi*a_J
Quake 3 Secrets astrats £12.99

Riven Unauthorised Secrets £6.99

Settlers 3 Strategy Guide £1 5.99 [ ;

Seven Kingdoms 2 Guide £15.99 -^-'^

Sim City 3000 Strats& Sols £15.99 fffWl%
Star Trek New Worlds Gde £14.99 ^ " '

SWAT 3 Official Strat Guide £12.99 ^ ^
TA Kingdoms Prima Guide £1 5.99 • V
TiberianSunUnauth'dGde £14.99 _
Theme Park World Off Gde £12.99 Tit
Tomb Raider 2 or 3 Official £10.99 - '^nr

Unreal Tournament Guide £12.99
fc
• *

Windows *98 for Dummies £18.99
^ ^—

'

SAVE £3.00 WHEN YOU ORDER A HINT

BOOK WITH A CAME AT THE SAME TIME

We don't charge your credit card until your order is despatched so«..

You should find gameplay to be the cheapest supplier of PC games in the country, but if you do find

a better price, please ring us and we will do our best to beat or match it. Also, we offer a FREE 1 ST

CLASS DELIVERY service and we don't charge for membership if you are buying by mail order so

there are no "Hidden Charges". THE PRICE YOU SEE IS THE PRICE YOU PAY!

We try to stock EVERY GAME AVAILABLE and if it's not in stock when you ring we should be able to

get it for you fast.

All items are fully GUARANTEED by both gameplay and their manufacturers. Any product that

becomes faulty within its warranty period will be replaced hassle free, quickly and efficiently.

Delivery time is normally within 48 HOURS (2 WORKING DAYS) and our packaging has been
specially designed to ensure that your products arrive in perfect condition .

Whatever your needs we can help you make the right choice. Our call centre staff are all game
enthusiasts who do not make commission, so they can give you completely impartial advice.

Remember, if you don't like it you don't have to keep it so we make
sure we tell you the truth!

FULL 10 DAY NO QUIBBLE

RETURNS POLICY

If you are not absolutely delighted

with your purchase for any reason

you may return it to us and we

will gladly exchange it for you or

send a refund. Simply ring for an

authorisation number and return

it to us by recorded delivery.

We would ask that you return the

item in perfect condition.

(conditions do not affect your statutory rights)

10 Day Returns Policy- if you don't like it don't keep it



SALES HOTLINE 0845 20 1 0 444www. gamep lay.com
Or visit us on Open.... rCDs "'"®!f^®?A^ and sliop, buy, play on TV

MAY THE FORCE
BE WITH YOU !

Take control of the Rebel Alliance or

the evil Intergalactic Empire in this

brand new strategy game from Lucasarts. With
entire squadrons of X-wings, Y-wings and soldiers,

or battalions of AT-ATS. Scout Walkers and Tie

Fighters at your command. Force Commander
gives you classic Star Wars battles such as the

escape from Hoth and lets you fight them your

way! With full 3D graphics and an ^
advanced control system, — '

Force Commander lets you -^^^ ^
really feel the force!

Buy any wheel orjoystick

at the same time as a

game and you can take

£5.00 off the total!!

pre-order your new releases today and get them on day of release!
Abominaiion £27.99

AcTuA Soccer 3 £9.99

Act Of EMWRfs £14.99

A(4 0f EMWRfsCo(D £20.99

Aaof WoNtMRs £26.99

Air Combat Pack • Air Warriok 2, Fichiik Winc,

FiKMi Uniimiteo. IF22. Apachi. A-10 Cuba. Hind

AND SiUNT Thunder au mst for |usi ...£9.99

Airport 2000 Voi 2 £21.99

AiiENCKOssfiRf (Sid Meier's) £14.99

AiiinVPkidaior £28.99

Amicjv Emui aiok CD ( 1 00s m Amiga games) £ 1 2.99

Armoured Fisi 3 £16.99

Atiec £21.99

Baidur's Gate DD: Taies of Sworo Coast £9.99

Barbie Storymaker £27.99

Baiiiigrouno Western Front £24.99

BATIiniCHMKHCOMMANDtR £17.99

Battu/one £10.99

BATTIEZ0NE2 £25.99

Be AU lOllY COMPHATICN 1 - ClVHISATION. CaRMACEDOON,

Fl 6. Ne tworx Q, Earthworm |im £ 1 8.99

Bi au JotiY CoMhiAiioN 2 - Crand Prix, Transport Tycoon,

PiTfAii. Iniiksiaii '76. S(kiamik Raiiy £18.99

BKXf ST Names Best Games Niid ior Speed 2SE. Dajik Omen.

Themi HosptTAi. Dungeon Keeper. Sim2000 £22.99

Bkxest Names Best Games 2 • FIFA 98. Need for Speed 3.

Die Hard Triiogy. Tiger Woods 99. LARD Future Cop. &
Trespasser £18.99

Buzzard: Sfarcrae i. Diabio & Warcrae t 2 £36.99

Biooo 2: The Chosen & Nightmare Levels

Bravihfari

Brian Lara Cricket

Business Tycoon

Bust A Move 4
C64CIASSIX- 3000 C 64 GAMES

Caesar 3

Caisar's Paiace 2000
Carmagedoon 2

Castroi Honda Superbikes 2000

Championship Manager '97/'98

Championship Manager 99/00
Chessmaster 7000
CiviiisaiionCaii to Power

Civil isATioN 2: Test of Time

Civ 2 + Settlers 2 + Sim City 2000
CiviiisATtoN 2 + Command & Conquer

Civ 2 Couection: Civilisation 2, Fantastic Worids,

ConeucisinCiviisaiion

Ciosi Combat 2: A Bridge Too Far

CiosE Combat 3: Russian Front

Close Combat Triiogy

Cluedo 3

Colin McRae Rally

Combat Aces

Combat Right Sim (Microsoft)

Command & Conq<jf r & Covert Ops

C 8. C Red Aiert. Ae termath + Counterstrike

C&C TiBERiAN Sun

C&C TiBERiAN Sun Data Disk: Firestorm

Commandos: Beernd Enemy Lines

Commandos: Beyond the Call of Duty

Conflict Frefspace Gold • Battle Pack

Conflict Frff space Data Disk: Silent Threat

Conflict Frefspace 2

Creatures 2

Creatures Adventures ................

Cricket 2000
Croc 2

Cutthroats .

Daikatana

Dark Omen %, Syndicate Wars Double Pack

Dark Reicn 2

Dark Vengeance

Delta Force

Delta Force 2

Dfmoiitk)n Racer

Devtl Inside.......

Diablo «...

Diablo 2

Diablo Heilfire: Official Data Disk

Discworld

Disney's Arcade Frfna

D0G7 3

Drakan

Duke Nukem + Caribbean + Duke it out in DC...

Dukes of Hazzard: Racing for Home
Dim 2000
DuNci ON Ki f pi R & Magic Carpet Gold Pack ....

Dungeon Keeper 2 ~—........

DRIVER

EA Sports Rugby 2001

Earthworm liM 3D
EURO 2000
European Air War «

EvERQUEST & Rums OF Kunark online only
EVOIVA

Expert Pool

Extreme Biker

Extreme Collection • Grand Theft Auto. Battlezonf &
Interstate '76 Nitro Riders (Aas 18+)

Fl Grand Prix 2

F1 2000 (Electronic Arts)

Fl World Grand Prix 99
F18

F-1 8 Hornet

FA- 18E Super Hornet

F22 Lightning 3

FA Premier League Football Manager '99

FA Premier League Football Manager 2000

Falcon 4.0

Fallout

Fallout 2 »

Faust «

FIFA Soccer 2000
FiGHiiR Squadron

Final Fantasy 7

Final Fantasy 8 ~

Fleet Command

for more reviews visit: www.gameplay.com/reviews/pc



©aameDlau" sales hotline 084ycJI I II_|_IICI(-| Qpj^ MON-FRI 9AM-10PM. SAT:
5 20 10 444
6 SUN 10AM-10PM

THE GATEWAY TO GAMES CALLS TO THIS NUMBER CHARGED AT LOCAL RATE

Shop online 24 hours a day... 7 days a week at www.gameplay.com

nShogun Total War £28.

Relive one of the bloodiest periods of history taking control

of a Daimyo (feudal lord) as you struggle to wrestle power
away from your opponents using samurai, ninja and spies

to battle your way to becoming Shogun of Japan.

Tomb Raider 4
3D Adventure

£27.^^

Gabriel Knight 3
Occult Adventure

The world famous series
'

returns with an all new game
engine. Now presented In ^ f

stunning 3D. the game once w j

again follows Gabriel Knight as »
he seeks out the truth of r^L

\

another bizarre mystery. With ^BL^J^jl^^U^L
an soundtrack, L IRM^^^^^^^^H
beautiful graphics and an ^—jIHIHHIHHB
engrossing storyline. Gabriel Knight 3 is not to be missed.

Theme Park 2
Turwr Park 'fm up

Once again Lara Croft Is deep In trouble, as she

uncovers an ancient prophecy regarding the

\
alignment of the stars at t niHBB
the millennium. Set in B^H^'JIH
Egypt and shifting away {

from the gun blazing ilMHyiH
action of the last two ^^^^^L
instalments. TR4 returns :p 4.^ |L I jPff
to the puzzle solving *

VT»»LS^
,
and exploration of the . .. ^'v&SlffiH

J original, making for a \B^H
more cerebral experi- ^L^^lflft^H
ence all round. ^lyBUHi^^p

SUPFKRIKIS 2000

I
Daikatana
3D Shootik il

I

Set across 4
[

77^"^^"

different time

zones, from
ancient Greece to |t|r ,

futuristic Japan, r"^. •

each with their -'^
.

.

own individual v ^diriflH|^ ^
weaponry. "^^^^

enemies and ^

- missions. Daikatana aims to reinvent the
* 3D genre. Incredibly varied weapons

and .1 strong plot with .in Incredible time

travelling story will leave you bre.^thless.

Fifa2000 £19^
Classic Football Sim

t I ^.

One of the best selling games
of ail time finally receives a long

awaited sequel. Create the

ultimate rollercoaster then ride It

yourself in full 3D! Four different

themes (eg Jungle) plus you can

download additional attrac-

tions from themeparkworld.com.
Keep your punters happy with
ever more extravagant and
dangerous rides!

Unreal Tournament

1
Grab your helmet and leathers and straddle a 200mph
death machine In Superbikes 2000. Featuring all of the

official courses, bikes and riders of the Superbike World
Championship, Superbikes

2000 is a 2 wheeled dream. ^-1 r'ri |^-rrt2r*a

The best selling football

sim returns for its annual

outing, with a whole host

of improved features.

New team strips and
stats, updated graphics

and all new music are

just some of the many
new additions to the
popular series.

Half-Life Opposing Force
3D ADV[\TUKf SHOOTtK I

An official expansion pack for the best selling Half Life.

Opposing Force casts you

as one of the government

soldiers. A new alien race

has appeared amid the

chaos, and It Is down to

you to deal with this

deadly threat. Opposing

Force shows you Half Life

from a whole new angle!

Quake 3 Arena
THE GODFATHER OF 1 PERSON SHOOTERS

More quake and this time
f it's purely multi-player,

optimised for maximum
enjoyment across the

internet of LAN

Designed to recreate

the thrill of multiplayer

^ gaming for one player.

I

it has advanced artificial

j

^ " intelligence to simulate

! , -^"^ playing against devious

human opponents. New
modes of play include

Capture the Flag and

, Assault, where players

)
have to defend or attack

a fortress. 35 brand new
arenas. 3 new weapons and numerous
snenarios to increase replay value. You can
program how you want your computer

,

controlled adversaries to react or behave
when their getting beaten to easily. ^M^t^^^
A perfect game for polishing your first /

person shooter prowess. ^ J0^
(Demo on our free online gaming CD) .

We don't charge your credit card until your order U despatched &o«««
FlICMT UNllMITrO 3 ,

FiYiNc Heroes ,

Footbau World Manager 2000
Force Commanocr

Forsaken

CaBRIII KNtCHT 3 .

Grand Prix 3

Grand Prix Worid „
Grand Theft Auto 2
Gonship + T-Shirt

Half-Life Data Disk Opposing Forces

Here lie 2

Heroes of IMichi & IMagic 3 Compiiation

Hidoin&Dancirous

Hidden & Dangerous Expan^on Pack

Hidden & Dangerow Double Pack

HOMIWORIO

Imperium Gaiac iica 2 Aiiiances

Indiana JoNis, Th( Infirnai Machine

Inifrnaiionai Crickft Captain 2

iNiFRsiATF 76 Arsenal

Interstate '82

Invic tus

Iron Plague

I War Defiance

AGUO AlllANCE 2

A// Jack Raf««t 2

A/; Iack RA88IT Chwstiwas Chrowqes
EDI Knight & Mysteries of Sith Data Disk

iMMY WHin's Snooker 2: Cueball

Kingpin ..£27.99

Kings Quest 8 Mask of Eternity £9.99

KG Boxing £23.99
Lands Of Lore 3 £10.99
Legacy or Kafn 2: Sou Reaver .................................£27.99

Lego Creator £22.99

UcoLand £26.99

UcoRAaRS £26.99

UMans24HR £22.99

Lemmings Revolution £19.99

Links LS 2000 £27.99
Links LS Course Uejraries 1 , 2, 3 or 4 each £1 3.99

M25 Racer £16.99

Machines £14.99

Magic 8, Mayhem £28.99

si y .............................£24.99

Mary KiN^sRiolNrSTAR"]!!!!!!!!!!^^^

Mfch Warrior 3 £17.99

Megapak 9 • Civilisation 2. Interstate 76, Destructfon Derby

2. Discworld 2, F22 Raptor, Jack Nicklaus 5. Pro Pinball

TiMESHOCK. Admiral Sea Battles £12.99

Metal Faiicul £19.99

MicHAiiOwiN\WLS'99 £23.99

Microsoft Basebaii 2001 £17.99

Microsoft Miotown Madness £27.99

MicROSOft Pwball Arcade £1 7.99

MiCROsofT Return Of Arcade £17.99

MiCROSOfT Revenge oe Arcade £ 1 7.99

Microsoft Motocross Madness £14.99
Might 8, Magic 7 £28.99

Mobil RAC Rally

Monkey Island 3

Monopoly

MoNOPaY2
Monster Truck Madness 2
MOTO Racer 2

Motorhead

Music 2000
Myst

NASCAR 2000
NASCAR 3

Nations

NBA Live 99
NBA Live 2000
Need FOR Speed 4: Road Challenge ..

Need for Speed 5

Nere Arena Blast

NextTetris

NFL Madden 99
NFL Madden 2000
NHL H(xkey2000
Nocturne

Nomad Soul

Nox
Odium

Operational Art Of War
Outcast

OUIWARS

Pandemonium 2

Panzer Elite

Pharaoh £24.99
Phoenix £26.99
PiANEscAPE Torment £27.99
Police Quest SWAT 3 £24.99

Populous: the Third Coming £10.99

Populous Data Disk: Uno<scovered World £1 1.99

Premier League Stars £17.99
Premier Manager 2000 120.99
Prince Nasi EM Boxing £24.99
Pro Pinball: Big Race USA £16.99

Puzzle Bobble 2 £13.99

Quake Resurrection: Quake. Q Zone & Malice £1 0.99

Quake 2 ..£17.99

Quake 2 Data Disk: Juggernaut £12.99
Quake 2 Daia Disk: Ground Zero £1 5.99

gUAKE3ARENA „ £27.99
Quest eor Glory Anthology £18.99
Rage Of Mages 2 .£26.99
Railroad Tycoon 2 & Data Disk £25.99

Rakroao Tycoon 2 Data Disk ..,£1 3.99

Rainbow 6 £15.99
Rainbow 6 8. Eagi e Watch Disk Double Pack £22.99
Rainbow 6 Data Disk: Eagle Watch £1 3.99

Rally Masters £22.99

RAYMAN2 £21.99

ReAH £28,99
Renegade Rac ers ......£25.99

Requiem £24.99
Restdent Evil 2 £25.99
Return to Krondor £14.99

10 Day Returns Policy- if you don't lil<e it don't l<eep it
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(Soldier of Fortune £26 ^
Ut PrRsoN Shootlr

Earn money and glory by hiring yourself out as a mercenary to whoever can afford you.

Utilising military skills you become a one man army, gunning down all comers in an

incredibly realistic and violent 1st person shooter. 0

Baldurs gate & Tales from the sword coast

ROLtPLAYING ADVENTURE

Traverse a huge landscape as you

uncover your secret past. The

story unfolds across 7 huge
chapters, with missions and

sub-plots. Guide your party of up
to 5 players or enlist some help

from allies on the internet. And
if that's not enough then plunge

yourself into more perilous

missions with Tales from the Sword Coast.

the official add-on chapter. (Not for the faint hearted)

1

ROLLERCOASTER TYCOON £14.^

CRANDPRIX3
Fl Sr. V)

SIDEWINDER WHEEL + PDLS. £79

H

Grand Prix 3 from the legendary Geoff Crammond is easily the most anticipated driving

game of all time. His previous two GP titles were genre defining and GP2 remains the best

Fl game available despite it s advancing years. That s all about to change however, as GP3

prepares to put you in the cockpit of the most advanced Formula 1 simulation ever. Included

are all the teams, drivers and circuits from the 1999 season, but for the ultimate realism

you'll also need a good wheel. They don t come much better than Microsoft s Sidewinder

with Force Feedback, and this is your chance to get em both, plus you II save yourself some
money into the bargain. Like Schumacher and Ferrari, it s a perfect combination!

Design and build your own ck vilisli lolk i c.i istors.

then create a park to put r ~\

them in. Open food stalls. 'm

hire entertainers and plant M
gardens to create the ultimate fto'^
theme park. vfe^
(Fancy an exclusive gameplay .

'^..-.i if j

level? then pay a visit to our
|| Wl||

website, www.gameplay.com ^itf afeifc V
where you can download It!)

pre-order your new releases today and get them on day of release!
K AM £28.99

R IT £28.99

Ri.. £9.99

Rising Lands £14.99

Risk 2 £24.99

Rogue SPtAR £24.99

RouERCOASTER Tycoon —, £14.99

RuGRATS Adventure Came £20.99

Scrabble £24.99

StCARALiY2 £24.99

Septerre Core: Ijcacy of the Creator £24.99

ScTTiERs3 £21.99

Seven Kingdoms 2 £25.99

Shaoowman £14.99

Shadows Of THE Empire £9.99

Shadow Watch £20.99

Shogo £21.99

ShogunTotaiWar £28.99

SiiKOUNE Honda Wotocross CP £22.99

Sim City 3000 World Edition £29.99

Simon the Sorceror 3D £29.99

Sinistar- Unleashed £21.99

SuveZero £23.99

Small Soldiers £19.99

Soldier of Fortune £28.99

SoulBrincer £20.99

S«ca CD "98 (3000 Spectrum 8. C64 games) £1 2.99

Spirit OF Speed -1937 £26.99

South Park Rally £28.99

South Park the Came £23.99

Special Ops £9.99

Spirit of Speed £17.99

Sports Car CT £10.99

Starcrar £19.99

Starcrar Battiechest inc. DD 8> Hint Book £28.99

Starcrar Data Disk: Brooo War £1 7.99

Starcraft Data Disk: Stellar FoRas £1 3.99

Starlancer £28.99

Starship Titanic £23.99

Starsiege 8r Tribes Double Pack .£30.99

Star Trek: Armada £24.99

Star Trek: Birth of the Federation £16.99

Star Trek: Qptain's Chair « £26.99

Star Trek Collection „£23.99

Star Trek Deep Space 9 Companion £21 .99

Star Trek Encyclopaedia £26.99

Star Trek Generations £9.99

Star Trek: Hidden Evil £19.99

Star Trek Klincon Honor Guard £1 2.99

Star Trek Omnipedia £9.99

Star Trek Star Fleet Command £1 7.99

Star Wars Supremacy £12.99

Star Wars Episode 1 : Phantom Menace £28.99

Star Wars Episode 1: Racer £28.99

Star Wars: Rogue Squadron £27.99

Star Wars: X Wing Alliance £29.99

Star Wars: X Wing Collectors Series £22.99

SuPERBiKE World Championships £17.99

SuPERBiKEs2000 £28.99

System Shock 2 £29.99

Test Drive 6

Theme Park & Theme Hospital Double Pack

Theme Park World
Theme Park 2

The Sims

Thief 2

Thief Gold

Tiger Woods '99 Golf

Tiger Woods PGA Tour 2000
TOCA Touring Cars

TOCA Touring Cars 2

Tomb Raider 2 "The Gouxn Mask"

Tomb Raider 3

Tomb Raider 4 ,

Tonic Trouble

Total Annihilation Commander Pack

Total Annihilation Kingdoms

Total Heaven: Civ 2, Sim City 2000, Settlers 2

Toy Story 2 Action Game

Toy Story 2 Activity Qntre

Traffic Giant

Trickstyle

Triple Play Basebau 2000.............................

—

Trivial Pursuit 2

Tycoon Collection

Uefa Champions League 2000

UEFA Manager 2000

Ultima Ascension

Ultimate Soccer Manager 2000

Ultra Flight Pack - Flight Unlimited 2. Flying Corps Gou),

F22, FA-1 8 Korea. FA-1 8 Korea V3. Dawn of Aces. Ultra

Fighters, Warbirds all just £16.99

Unreal £8.99

Unreal Tournament £19.99

Unreal 8. Return to Na Pali Data Disk £14.99

Urban Chaos £27.99

USAF £29.99

Vampire Masquerade £29.99

Virtual Pool Hau £25.99

V Rally 2 £20.99

Wall Street Tycoon £21.99

Warhammer 40,000: Rins of War £19.99

Where in the World is Carmen San Diego £16.99

World Cup Crkket £10.99

Worms 2 £10.99

Worms Armageddon Collection........... £16.99

X: Beyond THE Frontier £20.99

X Com: Collectors £15.99

X Files: The Game £17.99

X Wing v Tie Fighter 8f Balance of Pov«r £1 2.99

X Wing Alliance £29.99

ZoRK Trilogy: Zork Grand Inquisitor, Return to Zork and

ZoRK Nemesis £24.99

MiCROSonFiKHT Sim 2000

MiCROSOfTFucHT Sim 2000 Pro..

Scenery Disk EuKOPE 2000

FucHT Sim FSFX V2 • CoNiAifi Exn

FS5.1.FS6&FS98

£35.99

£52.99

£26.99

SOIMDSETCFOR

£24.99

for more reviews visit: www.gameplay.com/reviews/pc
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Waking up in the city of Sigil

you find yourself scarred and
with no memories. You have
no idea who you are. your
quest is to find out. With a

huge city and multiple planes

to discover, all filled with
magic and mystery. Another
classic from the makers of

Baldurs Gate.

I

Interstate 82* £2q 99
Combat Driving t^O.

Following on from the madness that was Interstate 76.

again you take to the road in an assortment of danger-
ously insane vehicles, all armed to the eyeballs and
ready for serious open road conflict.

Grand Theft Auto 2
Driving Adventure

Pharoah
Ancient Build'em up

Return to the world of Britannia for

the greatest adventure yet. A rich fantasy

enviroment awaits you. as you journey
through Britannia - -M M-

interacting with ^ . r
over 200 charac- ^^^W '

ters and battle 60 '4
diffrent monsters

|

using 45 incredi-
'

ble spells and a

huge selection of i.
j^o^^^^g

weapons.

Crime doesn't pay... . —^^^^^^^
unless your playing

[ T^^^H
CTA2! Choose nl^m r .

shady character Hp / i^^^^^H
and prove your L 'f ^^^^^^H

to thej ^^^^^^H
bosses of one I ^^^^^H
of the many^
gangs in the huge city. All the best bits of

the first game have been kept with
^ • improvements for everything else.

Dark Reign 2
3D Real Time Strategy I

ttPPHHHIHHB Featuring a full 3D terrain.

y^^^^^^^||H day and night missions

i^^^gJBBH^'%^J^ with very different rules

HH^SR&V "^tea
engagement, a slew

PJH^^HK' of new fully 3D units.

^ISH^^A\ ^^^^ complete control

r '\\ ^^^^^^^B^ ) over your troops actions

I ^H^—^^
J

with an improved interface
^ that allows for creation of

squads controlled with tactical orders.The game comes with

a complete integral map editor and multiplayer support.

MS Flight Sim 2000 Std

MS Flight Sim 2000 Pro

£35.^^

£52.^

The latest edition of Microsoft's best selling, highly

realistic simulator is even more accurate than ever before.

featuring a new 3D
scenery system with

improved textures

and seasonal effects.

2 new aircraft - the

Concorde and the

Boeing 777-300.

more than 20.000

airports all around
the world to fly to.

Flight Sim 2000 Pro is the most realistic simulation of flight

available on any computer system. The Professional

version is an enhanced version of the game, featuring IFR

proficiency training, an expand-

ed manual and enhanced fea-

tures, all designed to create a

complementary program to run

alongside formal flight training.

Travel back in time to the greatest

civilisation of all, the Egyptian Pharoahs

As a great Pharoah, you must build

your town into a beautiful city,

filled with pyramids, monuments
and temples. Manage your re

sources well, build ever more
impressive structures, and
try to tame the Nile, and
perhaps you too will become
as powerful as the Pharoahs.

Vampire Masquerade £2Q 99
3D RPC HORKOK AuVtNTURt I.

The night time calls you. blood lust is filling your \

mind and body with pain and anguish, humans '

walk past, unaware of the demon inside you.
]

You are a vampire, one of the foul undead.
Based on the best selling roleplaying game of '

\the same name. Masquerade will suck out
]

your soul as it drags you into it's hellish <

** Machiavellian stalking through the \

M flfles of a dark underworld. i

We don*t charge your credit card until your order is despatched so«.«

^R£.JJVIB D
i^iORycArai^p R

PLAYSTATION CAMEs!

g|Roi|A

Dynamite Cop 2
Crazy Taxi ,

formuu 1 racing

House of the Dead2 ,

Metropolis Street racer .,

Millennium Soldier

Monaco CP Sim 2 ,

NBA 2000 ,

Pen Pen ,

powerstone
Red Doc
Seca Bass Fishing & Rod .

Sega Rally 2
Sonic Adventure ,

Soul Calibur ,

Take the Bullet

Trick Style

Virtua Fighter 3tb ,

ViRTUA Striker 2 ,

World League Soccer ,

.£29.99 r AcTUA Soccer 3 £12.99 I*

..£29.99 ^ Ape Escape £24.99 ,

..£29.99 L Brian Ura Cricket £13.99

..£29.99 Bust A Move 4 £24.99

..£29.99 A Civilisation 2 £26.99 A

..£29.99 Colin McRae Rally £14.99

..£29.99 V ColinMcRae2 £26.99 V

..£29.99 T Command & Conquer RED ALERT £14.99 T

..£29.99 Command & Conquer Retaliatwn £25.99

..£29.99 S Cool Boarders 2 £14.99 S

..£29.99 Cool Boarders 3 £26.99

..£52.99 T Crash Bandicoot 3 £14.99 T

..£29.99 Croc 2 £26.99

..£29.99 A Die Hard Trilogy £14.99 A

..£29.99 M Die Hard &Scorpk)nCun £29.99 M

..£29.99 _ Ding Crisis £24.99 _

..£29.99 1 Driver £19.99 T

..£29.99 FIFA Soccer 2000 £26.99

..£29.99 I Final Fantasy 7 £14.99 I

..£29.99 Final Fantasy 8 £26.99

OCran Turismo 2 £24.99 f\
Grand Theft Auto (18+) £14.99 \i
Grand Theft London Disk £14.99

Knockout Kings

Legacy of Kain Soul Reaver ....

LMA Manager
Medievil

Metal Gear Soud(15+)
Micro Maniacs

Mission Impossible

Point Bwnk2

Ridge Racer 4
RUGRATS

Silent Hill

Star Wars Phantom MsNAa ..

Syphon Filter

Tekken 3

Tenchu
Time Crisis

TOCA Touring Cars

TOCA Touring Cars 2
Tomb Raider

Tomb Raider 2

Tomb Raider 4
V Rally 2

WWFAamwi,
,
,,^,,,,^,,̂

£14.99
£26.99
£26.99
£14.99
£17.99
£26.99
£26.99
£26.99
£26.99
£14.99
£26.99
£26.99
£26.99
£26.99
£14.99

£14.99
£14.99
£14.99
£23.99
£14.99
£14.99
£26.99
£24.99

f^^^F for a more comprehensive list of console products and DVD titles visit our website
f www.gameplay.com or call the sales hotline and ask for a free copy of our current catalogue

10 Day Returns Policy- if you don't lil<e it don't keep it
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Logitech Wingman

Gaming Mouse £24.99
Includes Shogo Mobile

Armour Division

PC Dash Command Pad ACS54 PowerPlay Plus

5 Piece Speakers

SCREENBEAT SOUND STATION

300W PMPO, 3.way Sub woofer _
system for PSX, Dreamcast.^^H^
PC. Mac. Walkman. & MW^V^
MP3. Volumes, bass Jpf^

control, power supply.*^ ir

IMac blue or

purple. r^Q 99
I

Brilliant new concept in games control allows

you to play and master complex games more

easily. Simply touch the picture to control the

game! Fully programmable, 8 way thumb pad.

Can also be used inventively with many other

applications, e.g. Photoshop. MS Office, etc

CM2 Action pad & mouse

A powerful 5 piece 40 watt RMS speaker system,

designed specifically to provide gamers with high

quality surround sound. Featuring 4 mountable

satellites, and a sub woofer the Powerplay Plus

system provides incredible all round perfomance.

Cyborg Joypad

Programmable. 8 Way

D-Pad. Rudder/Steering

function, Mini-joystick,

USB version available

£29.99

Logitech Wingman ExtremeLULilltLM VVII\JLjMAI\J LAIKtlVIt
'

Featuring 7 programmable buttons, a smooth
^ > throttle slider, an 8 way hat switch and a twisting

stick for rudder control, the Extreme 3D is an easy

^ to use and very precise flight controller. USB con-

nector allows for quick and easy installation.

—

o

Wingman Force
\

FeedbackJoystick
8-way hat switch, 9 buttons,
high torque motors. The
world's only immediate
feedback precision joystick.

X36 Flightstick &
Throttle Pack
Unarguably the best

bundle availablel

Excellent reviews from all

magazines, every feature

conceivable - call

for more info

-O
I

£64.**

High quality racing whcd
with powerful force

feedback feature

lets you feel every bump!

Wingman Formula

Force Feedback

£94.99

Saitek sp550
The best of both worlds, a

fully functioning gamepad
or a highly featured joystick

when connected to the pad.

Designed with input from professional racing

drivers, the SideWinder Force Feedback

Wheel offers the realistic look, performance

and ruggedness that racing fanatics demand.
Comes bundled with Monster Truck Madness
and Cart Precision Racing

Sidewinder Fofxie Feedback Wheel

£99.99

Sidewinder Precision Pro Wheel

(no force feedback optkxi.)

£42.99

viiavi3 viaiiicpau »•« ••••• „,u{.\i.jj

Gravis Camepad Pro £23.99

Gravis Xterminator Pro £27.99

Microsoft Dual Strike £27.99

Microsoft Sidewinder Precision Pro £33.99

Microsoft Sidewinder Freestyle Pro £29.99

Microsoft Sidewinder Force Feedback £84.99

Microsoft Sidewinder Gamepad Pro £24.99

F1 SIM COMPACT WHEEL
Hand-stttdwd repla n 10- Steering . setfKSf^

and torque action. Gear change functions on steering

oolufnn, 2 progmmniblc buttons. DuriblepUstlcpcdils.

R4 RACING WHEEL & PEDALS

Easy clampbing system, 10** padded wheel,

Ratio Digital technology, Gear stick and

shift paddles. £59.99

with Force Feedback

£99.99

24 Programmable actions,

left or right handed,
hat switch. 3D twist f
function and 3 handle V
adjustments to allow /

you to make it fit ^
your hand perfectly! ^

0
Cyborg 3D Stick

LEFT OR RIGHT HANDtDl! YoU CHOOSE 9

pre-order your new releases today and get them on day of release!

GAMES
R lOlAwBORNf £8.99

AlOCuBA £9.99

UAk'sExooous £6.99

AdocdonPinbau £9.99

AciofSAiL £4.99

DApwHf Havoc £8.99

Armoured Fisi 2 £9.99

G
Atari ARCADf Hits 2 £6.99

BAniECROUNO Eastern Front £8.99

BAniECROuNo Ardennes «.... £4.99

EBaitie IsiE 2 & Daia Disk £9.99

Baiiiesmip £9.99

Best OF SERIES 61000 2 £8.99

TBest of series • Men in Biack £8.99

Best oe series - Myth 2 £8.99

Besi oe series • Premier Manager 98 £8.99

Best of series • V Rauy £8.99

Best of series • Warcasm £8.99

A
Betrayal in Antara £9.99

BocuE £7.99

Broken Sworo/Broken Swom) 2 each £9.99

Caesar 2 £9.99

Catz £7.99

Chronicles of the Swofto £8.99

ZOviE War General! or 2 £9.99

QuiDO £9.99

Combat Chess £4.99

Conquer the Skies £9.99

Conquest oe the Empire £7.99

Creatures Cold £13.99

Creature Shock £4.99

Cyberstorm2 £9.99

Dark Eye £8.99

Dark Omen: Warhammer 2 £9.99

Dark Reign £9.99

Deathtrap Dungeon £10.99

Destruction Derby 2 „ £ 1 3.99

Duke Nukem 3D & 2 Data Disks £6.99

Dungeon Keeper Cold £9.99

ExiREME Power Pack 2 Toms Rader, Z. RFA '97 £9.99

Fade to Black £9.99

F14 Fleet Defender £6.99

FIFA '99 £8.99

Final Doom £9.99

FlIGHT UNIIMIIED2 £10.99

FiYiNC Corps £4.99

Future Cop LAPD2100 £9.99

Gabriel Knight 1 & 2 each £13.99

G-NoME £3.99

Grand Prix 2 £10.99

Grand Prix Legends £9.99

Grand Prix Manager 2 £10.99

Grand Touring £8.99

HARoeAue £7.99

Harvesi OF Souis £9.99

Heavy Gear £9.99

ImpermmGaiactka

International CRtcxn Captain...

InierstaieTS..

£9.99

£8.99

".9«
Jonah Lomu Rugby ....£1 1 .99

Kings Quest 7 £9.99

Knights & Merchants £9.99

Lands OF Lore 2 £8.99

UMMNGSPA«TBAU*ltoMOREliM««CS*U»^ £14.99

UiTLE Big Adventure £13.99

Lords of Magic £9.99

M1TankPwtoon2 i9.99

Magesiayer & Maximum FoRa Doueu Pack £7.99

Mack the Gathering (Microprose) £10.99

Masterpieces of Ineocom £9.99

Masters Of Orion 2 £9.99

Masters Of Orkjn 2 &CVNET £12.99

Mech Commander Colo £9.99

MtcH Warrior 2 or MW2 Merqnaries each £9.99

MIA 8, NAM Double Pack £9.99

Micro Machinis 2 Spiciai Edition £9.99

Micro Machines 3 £12.99

NASCAR Racing 8. Track Pack £9.99

Need FOR Speed 3 £9.99

Network QRaliy £9.99

Nightmare Creatures £9.99

Oodworid: Abe's Odoysee £10.99

OuTiAws £9.99

Outpost 2 £9.99

Panzer General £9.99

Pi Tf Sampras Tennis £11.99

PGA European Tour £11.99

PGA NiPPENBURG Euro Data Disk £6.99

Phantasmagoria 2 £13.99

PoiicE Quest SWAT 2 £9.99

a £9.99Quake .

Ricoh ..

Red Baron 2...

...£9.99 i

Resident Ev»..,

Risk

...£9.99 i

Road Rash ^
Sensme Soccer Worid Cup '98 EoimN ..

Shadow Warrwr

Shanghai Dynasty ,

Sid Meier's Gettysburg ,

Sierra Sports Golf ,

The Goif Pro ,

...£9.99

...£9.99

£12.99

£9.99

£1499
£9.99

£9.99

,..£9.99

,..£8.99

Theme Park 8f Theme HospnAi Doubu Pack £14.99

Theme Hospital £9.99

Theme Park £9.99

Tomb Raider 8. Unfinished Business £12 99

Top Gun £9.99

Total Anni)iiation 8* Battie Tactks Disk £9.99

Transport Tycoon 8i World EonoR „.i9.99

Ultima 8 £13.99

Uitimate Soccer Manager 2 » £9.99

UiTiMATE SacER Manaur '98/99 Season Ed £9.99

Wing Commander 3 £8.99

Wing Commander Prophecy £9.99

World Cup '98 £9.99

X Com: Apocalypse £9.99

for more reviews visit: www.gameplay.com/reviews/pc
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Interactive TV (Open) allows you to

shop, bank, send emails, play

games, book your holidays and

much much more using just a

remote control through your TV.

Open has no subscription charges

but it is only available through the

Sky Digital network. If you already

have digital satellite TV, simply

press the "interactive" button on

your Sky digital remote now!

FAMILY AND EDUCATIONAL TITLES

DORLING KINDERSLEY

ATIAS Of THE S(XAR SYSTEM £24.99

Bananas IN Pv)AMAS £15.99

Castie Expiorer/Dinosaur Hunter Bundle £24.99

Chronku Of 20th Century £21 .99

ENacioptoiA Of Nature 2 £22.99

ENacLOPEDiA Of Science 1 /Nature 1 each £1 2.99

ENacLOPEDiA Of Science 2 £22.99

Encyclopedia of Space & Universe £1 5.99

History Explorer Activity Pack £17.99

History Of the World 2 £23.99

I Love Speuinc/Maths/Soence £17.99

My First Amazing World Explorer 2 £1 7.99

My First Incredible Amazing Diqionary 2 £17.99

RedshietS £22.99

Science Explorer Activity Pack £1 7.99

Ultimate Human Body 2 £15.99

Virtual Reality Dinosaur Hunter £1 7.99

World Explorer Activity Pack £1 7.99

Acacia CCSE Revise and KS3 Test for success

Each package can be customised to suit different

levels of ability and allow you to select the appro-

priate exam board and syllabus. All are written

by practising teachers. Our most highly recom-

mended range of education aids.

CCSE Maths, Chemistry, Physics, Biology &
Geography, Design & Tech each £1 5.99

Keystage 3 Maths. Scienq, Ceog each £1 5.99

Cuck Art 40.000 £13.99

Click Art 125,000 £22.99

Click Art 300.000 DVD £48.99

Corel Draw 4 £14.99

Dance EJ 2 £22.99

RaveEJ £21.99

ENacLOPAEDiA Brftannica 2000 Standard....£24.99

Encyclopaedia Brftannica 2000 Deluxe £39.99

Encyclopaedia Britannica 2000 DVD £54.99

Family Tree Maker V5 Deluxe £33.99

Flagtower Range each £5.99

Hutchinsons ENacLOPEDiA '97 £8.99

Mavis Teaches Typing V8 £23.99

Ordnance Survey Map or CB £9.99

OxfORD Interactive ENCvaoPAEDiA £19.99

Simply Speaking Cold £24.99

BRITANNICA I

MICROSOFT
Encarta World Atlas 2000
Encarta 2000 Standard

Encarta 2000 Deluxe

Greetings 2000
Money 2000
Money 2000 Financial SurrE

Office 2000 Professional Upgrade

Plus (For Windows'98)
Windows '98 Upgrade

Windows '98 Full Version

E S

First Aid *98 for Windows '95 £26.99
First Aid Deluxe *97 for Windows '95 £29.99
McAfee VirusScan V3 £24.99
Norton Antivirus 4 Gold £24.99

Norton Utilities V4 £42.99
Norton Utilities Gold £25.99
Nuts & Bolts £19.99
That's What I Call Help! - First Aid '97, Norton
Antivirus, Windelete, Powerdesk, Handyman ....£29.99

Berlitz Think Si Talk Range
French/German/Spanish/Italian or Japanese

Each £14.99

Language Assistant (Translator) Easily translates

documents from or into French, German, Spanish

or Italian Each £26.99

...£25.99

...£17.99

...£59.99

...£17.99

...£26.99

...£44.99

.£299.99

...£36.99

...£77.99

.£159.99

U T I L I T I

Please call to confirm prices and availability before ordering as some items may be limited stock and prices are subject to fluctuation

game
IHI CATIWAV TO CAMtS

S< Cutoutthisordeflbrmandpostto:

GAMEPLAY. ENTERTAINMENT HOUSE.

OiOSS(JiAimOR STMT, LEEDS, 156 2T€

Name: Have you ordered before? Yes / No

Address:

PoMcoDt: Signature:

Tel: Fax:

Cashi j Cheque Postal Order CardD ^^^^^
f

Item description Price

£

£

£

£

£

OpIIONAL LXPRtSS CHEQUE ClEARANCt*. Ir YOU ARE PAYING

BY CHEQUE BUT DO NOT WANT TO WAIT FOR IT TO CLEAR PlEASE

ADD £1 .00 HERE FOR EXPRESS CIFARANCF
£

Postage is FREE fof all games shipped within the U K. PR,P
Optional NEXT DAY DEliVERY available: £4.00 lo( 1st

^ £
Item plus £1.00 for each subsequent item.Overseas t/^tai
postage • £2.50 per software item. 1 U 1 AL £

Cheques payable to Gameplay

.

Prices correct dt time of going to press L 8. OL

Card No. Expiry Date IssuENo.nn
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EXTENDEDPLAY
We've got enough extra maps for Delta Force 2, Age OfEmpires lldxvA

Earth 2150 to satisfy both obsessive shooters and hardcore strategists

O Words Tony Lamb

L.

TRY IT YOURSELF

On this month's cover CD,

we've got all the official

patches, bug fixes, utilities

and map editors we could

find, including all the ones mentioned in

these pages. To track them down, use

the CD browser to go to the Patches

section. All the patches are listed with

a brief description and any relevant

documentation. Make sure you read any

associated README files for information

on how to install individual patches. For

further help, turn to our CD pages, starting

on page 141.

^Egomaniacs can

now play god

through their

sniper scopes or

by sending whole

armies to their

doom. Whoever

said power

corrupts?^

This
month's CD is

stuffed with a

veritable smorgaslx>rd

of extra maps for

Delta Force 2, Age

OfEmpkes //and Earth 215a

Courtesy of PC ZONE, first-

person shooter fans can

continue to get their adrenaiine

lust satisfied with some instant

gratification Iciiling, while

strategy lovers can while away

some extra hours mustering

armies, building bases and

being altogether more cerebral

about enjoying their gaming

fix. Egomaniacs can now play

god either through their sniper

scopes or by sending whole

aimies to their doom. Whoever

said power corrupts?

DELTAFORCE 2
Novalogic's enjoyable incarnation

of the gung-ho US special forces

team has proven enduringly

popular, despite not having the

lush accelerated 3D wizardry of

some other FP5 games. It needs

a hefty PC to run at a decent

resolution and the chunky

graphics take some getting used

to, but for creeping around to

avoid getting your arse shot off, it's

tops. If you give away your position

and make yourself a target in this

game, you are more than likely

to wind up dead. Period.

To try out these maps, just

unzip them into your Delta Force 2

directory. Then choose one from

your mission list and enjoy

OANDY1
Filename: andytzlp

Size: 5Kb

Rating:OOO
A single-player hostage rescue

map with an airfield, SAM's,

tanks and personnel carriers to

shoot up on the way Relatively

straightforward, but it's a real

shame you can't blow up the

plane. Watch out for the Soviet

HIND helicopter gunship and

wandering enemies between

objectives, otherwise you might

get caught napping.

G MiG29 the only thing you can't

Mow up on this map.

OCmbt-DDay

Filename: cmbt_clday.zip

Size: 13Kb

Rating:OOOO
Single-player mayhem aplenty on

Omaha Beach, Normandy 6 June

1944. You're facing beach

obstacles, artillery,

bunkers and machine gun nests -

a thoroughly unhealthy prospect -

and your fellow marines are falling

like flies under the withering

enemy fire. Keep moving so the

enemy can't zero in on you and

you might just survive - but the

odds aren't good. The objective

for this map is to actually get off

the beach and kill all the enemy

soldiers, but in the face of this

amount of opposition, it's hellishly

difficult. A frustrating map, but

full of atmosphere. Just listen out

for all the ricochets - it's Saving

Private Ryan all over again.

O Fellow marines compete to see

who can get shot first

OCoiombia-01

Filename: col.zip

Size: 6Kb

Rating:OO
A simple single-player map to

secure an airfield. It's hardly

difficult, but make sure you listen

out for voice warnings or you'll

catch a bullet. Avoid enemy

soldiers lurking in stairwells and

make sure you jump on the

helicopter quickly at the start, or

you'll have a long run to catch up.

OColombia-02

Filename: co2.zip

Size: 6Kb

Rating:OOO
A follow up to Columbia-01 and a

bit more involved. Parachute in

to destroy a convoy transporting

drugs and then move on to the

drug baron's hillside hacienda.

The usual exciting mix of long-

range sniping to take out the

guards before moving in with

satchel charges.

OColombia-03

Filename: columbia-03.zip

Size: 7Kb

Rating:OOOO
The third in the series and more of

a challenge due to its night-time

setting. You'll find yourself

equipped with a re-breather unit

and have to swim in along the

river to where the drug cartel are

holding several government

agents hostage. Rescue the good

guys and get them out to the

extraction point. Watch out for

extra guards hiding in the prison.

O Night vision makes enemy

Identification difficult

OColombia-04

niename: columbia-04.zip

Size: 174Kb

Rating:OOO
After the success of your previous

missions, the drug traffickers are

on the run and the general in

charge, like every corrupt

politician, is preparing to flee the
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country. Your team has to attack

his villa, capture him and get him

to the extraction point alive. The

villa is well defended, but beware

of throwing grenades into upstairs

windows - if you kill him, you lose.

ODamn Commies
Filename: damn commies.zip

Size: 5Kb

Rating:OOO
A single-player map with a

terrorist communications centre

to blow up. You're meant to ride

the boat all the way in, but it's

incredibly difficult to move around

on and there's an evil sniper up on

the ridge on the far side of the

base, so take an early swim and

skirt around to avoid his aim. Take

out the other enemy soldier hiding

on 'your' hill and get to work. Use

your M203 grenades to get rid of

the APCs, then fight your way in,

place the satchel charge and blow

the place sky high.

O Terrorist comms centre goes

up in smoke.

ONamI
HIename: namzip.zip

Size: 21 kb

Rating:OOOO
Nam? It must be Vietnam. This

single-player only map gives you

some idea of what it is like to be

on the receiving end of a massed

NVA {North Vietnamese Army}

attack. There you are in the middle

of your camp just wondering

where to get your next decent

spliff when hordes of the little

devils decide to spoil your party.

Feel free to get stuck in, but

remember there are a lot of them

and the booby-traps outside your

base will kill you if you wander off

carelessly. Take cover in the

bunker and snipe at your leisure, tf

you're feeling naughty, take out

some of your Claymore defences

so that the NVA overrun your camp

- then take them on in a firefight!

ONam Cpn Mis 2: Paytiack

RIename: nam2.zip

Size: 24Kb

Rating:OOO
A follow on from Nami which

sees you taking part in a

mopping-up mission to wipe out

the remainder of the NVA force

which attacked your base in the

last instalment. This time it's their

camp that gets the surprise

attack. Isn't revenge sweet?

ONam Cpn IMis 3 - Tmckstop

RIename: nam3.zip

Size: 10Kb

Rating:OOOO
The third in the Nam series and

there is an NVA reinforcement

convoy to wipe out. It's heavily

armed with tanks, personnel

carriers and trucks full of troops,

so you'll need to be careful or you

won't make it back outside of a

body bag. Get in position quickly,

use your M203 grenade launcher

to take out the lead vehicles to

stop the convoy, and then satchel-

charge the tanks. Use your ammo
wisely or you'll find you can't

complete the mission. Do it

properiy, although it's so simple,

you'll wonder why the gun-crazed

Yanks got their butts kicked.

G The NVA base - soon to

In a pile of rubble and asii.

ONeptune

RIename: neptune.zip

Size: 12Kb

Rating:OOOOO
A great single-player map with

just about every DF2 feature in it!

As more and more game developers are giving fans ttie

opportunity to create ttieir own custom maps, missions and even

total conversions, so the mod world Is rapidly hotting up.

Combine this with the fact that no self-respecting PC manufacturer

would dare to sell a home machine without a modem and you

can imagine why game websites are disappearing under a sea of

unofficial add-ons. As you can see from our selection this month,

many are small enough to allow wallet-friendly downloading, and

In every case we found installation to be a cinch, which is what

we all want to hear. Try out these websites for maps and more

to go with this month's games:

DELTA FORGE 2 vAw/,delta-force2,co(Ti/maps/mapsearch

AGE OF EMPIRES II: THE AGE OF MNGS www.agershq.com/resources

EARTH 2150 w/w.epicclass.com/Earth-21 50/Maps/Maps

Earth ZlSffs fantastically realistic textures and detail make it a real pleasure to play.

Jump onto your helicopter for the

ride in and prepare for some

demolition work. The enemy have

gunboats, patrols, a pillbox and

loads of soldiers, so watch out!

Also, remember you don't have a

re-breather with you so be very

careful where you choose to

swim. If you can make it to the

objective (and it will be very

tough), place the charges and get

away to the extraction point. Job

well done! This really is a fun but

difficult map.

O Enemy gunboats are only part

of your worries.

OReciprodty

HIename: reciprocity.zip

Siie:8Kb

Rating:OO
A single-player night-time seek-

and-destroy map loosely based

around the Tom Clancy story Clear

And Present Danger Find the

airfield, destroy the cargo planes

and drugs, and then get the hell

out of there. It sounds simple but

since the scenario is at night, you

can't see a blasted thing, even

with the night-vision goggles on.

More frustrating than fun, unless

you like that sort of thing.

Oy2l(-l

Filename: y2/c-/.z/p

Size: 94Kb

Rating:OOO
The helicopter will infiltrate you

into a snowbound Canadian

landscape. Make your way to the

terrorist base and destroy it, but

beware of bad guys hiding in the

tents - you won't see them until

they open fire. A couple of 203

grenades usually gives them

something to think about, but this

is not at all easy since you never

seem to get them all.

G This seems to happen every time

on IMS map.

Oy2k-2
Filename: y2k-2.zip

Size:43Kkb

Rating:OOOO
The same terrorist mob as in

Y2k-1 have now set up shop in the

middle of the desert. You've been

given a Barrett sniper rifle, a

candy bar and instructions to go in

and deal with them. Remember

that the desert is big and open, so

make sure you remain under

cover as much as possible

because there are a lot of

terrorists and they aren't bad

shots either. Take your time and

you'll do the job, but you ought to

consider changing the Barrett for

something more user-friendly. The

M16/M203 sub-machine

gun/grenade launcher combo

works well here and you'll need its

rate of fire near the objective.

O Towers: give enemy troops a

panoramic view.

AGE OF EMPIRES II:

THEAGEOFKINCS
Storming into the exalted

company of games that can boast

a PC ZO/Vf Classic rating, Age

OfEmpires //showed that,

although some gamers might be

put off by having already played

its predecessor to death, those

who made the effort to delve

behind AOEIts familiar cuddly

facade would find an even more

intense strategy game worthy of

many hours of their time.

Installation is a piece of cake -

just unzip the files into your AOEII

directory, strap on your firkin,

girdle your loins, and off you go.

On the disk this month are:

Filename: omatia1247.zip

Size: 523Kb

Filename: peasantrevolt.zip

Size: 95Kb

Filename: relicsofkor.zip

Size: 32Kb

HIename: Tibet-part1.zip

Size: 81 Kb

EARTH 2150
Only a few months ago, our review

of Mattel Interactive's fantastic

real-time strategy game showed

us an imaginary world of true

quality. The landscape is superb -

gone is the horrible blurry

concoction of textures that seems

to blight so many games of this

type - and it looks so realistic that

you almost want to go out and

mow the grass. The interface is

user-friendly and the whole

environment shows a host of

clever features that take the

frustration out of getting to grips

with the game. Eartti2150nee6s

a high-powered PC to run on, but

rewards its fans with spadefuls of

excitement every time.

With such a feast of exciting

graphics and fantastic gameplay

just begging to be exploited, it

didn't take long for game fans

to start churning out maps of

their own - and we've got no

less than five of them on the

cover CD. Installation is simple -

just unzip them into your Earth

2/50 directory and then select

the one you want to play from

the mission list.

On the disk this month are:

niename: Stalingradv1.zip

Size: 48Kb

RIename: Africav1.zip

Size: 68Kb

HIename: Mountainrevengev1.zip

Size: 53Kb

Filename: Snowfortressv1.zip

Size: 68Kb

Filename: KingofthehillvLzip

Size: 31 Kb ^
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GAMES • INTERNET • Gf^DGETS • TIPS

CLAIM YOUR
3 TRIAL ISSUES
PC Gear is a new computer magazine
for readers with a life beyond tlieir PC
- and you con try it RISK-FREE!

YOUR AMAZING RISK-FREE OFFER:

^ Get 3 trial issues

^ Guarantee the very first issue of PC Gear
before it liits the shops

^ Get every issue, complete with 2 FREE
CD-ROMs, for just £4^99^ £2.49

^ Save 50% on the cover price, if you
decide to subscribe

YOUR RISK FREE GUARANTEE
Getting 3 trial issues of PC Gear is completely RISK-FREE.

If you aren't entirely satisfied with PC Gear, simply write

to cancel your order within 2 working weeks of receiving

your 3rd trial issue and you'll get a full refund - no

questions oslced. The 3 trial issues and your FREE

CD-ROMs, will be yours to keep, whatever you decide.

PC GEAR 3 TRIAL ISSUES APPLICATION

^ YES! Please start my low-price subscription to PC Gear with 3 trial issues. SAVE 50%

'OUR DETAILS

mr/mrs/ms

EMAIL

HEQUE OR CREDIT/DEBIT CARD PAYMENT - 1 year (12 issues) ONLY £29.97 (UK only)

IIn I endose a cheque made payable to: Dennis Publishing Limited

a Please charge my: Visa MasterCard AMEX Switdi (issue No.
I I )

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I II I I I

XPIIYOATE
I I I I I

NEW
MAGAZINE

B DIREQ DEBIT PAYMENT ONLY £7.47 every three issues (UK only)

Instruction to your Bank or Building Society to pay by Direct Debit ^^STblt

Please fill in ttM form and send to: Dennis Publishing Ltd, FREEPOST W07, Bristol BS32 OZZ.

Name and full postal address of your Bank or Building Society

) ttie manager Bank name

Account in the name(8) of

7 2 4 6 8 0

Ref no. to be completed by Dennis PublisMng

Instruction to your Bank or Building Society

Branch sort code

LULJUJ
Banlo|Build|ng Society^ accoimt number

^

^

Signature<s)

Date

Banks srxl tuMing socM« may no( accM DInctDM Inrtruc^

Q] Please tick if you do not wish to receive details of further special offers from companies other than Dennis Publishing Ltd. OR if you are

under 18 years of age.

NSTANT ORDER HOTLINE: 01454 642506
IPTIIDIJ VnilD rnMDI FTPH FnQI^ Tn- or r.oar Qnhcmntinnc FDFFDnCTWn? Rrictnl RQ?? (177 ctamn nppHoH^



www.pczone.co.uk

PCZONE

All gifts subject to availability. Allow 2B days ^

Please note that Windows 95 is required lor nn

the FREE CD-ROMs and that those on Extt ndrd

limited functionality.

REPLY WITHIN 7 DAYS TO CLAIM THIS FANTASTIC OFFER »

Q Yes! Please start my subscription to PC ZONE (saving 50%) and send me my 2 FREE CD-ROMs.

Fi] I am already a subscriber, please extend my subscription and send me my 2 FREE CD-ROMs.

YOUR DETAILS

mr/mrs/ms FORENAME SURNAME

ADDRESS

POSTCODE

DAYTIME PHONE EMAIL

YOUR 13 ISSUE SUBSCRIPTION

Complete section0 ChequeQ Credit/Debit Card Qor Direct Debit

Cheque or Credit/Debit Card payment

1 year (13 issues) UK £22.97 Europe £38.97 World £54.97

' enclose a cheque made payable to Dennis Publishing Ltd.

Please charge my Visa MasterCard Amex Switch (Issue No.
|

CARD NO. EXPRY DATE

I I I I I I II I I I I I I I I

1 would like to pay just £5.25 every 3 issues by Direct Debit (UK Only). Best Ever Saying

^^^^ Instruction to your Bank or Building Society to pay by Direct Debit ^^oV^bTt

Please flli In the form and send to: Dennis PutXlshlnfl Ltd. FREEPOST WD7, Bristol BS32 OZZ.

Name and full postal address of your Bank or Building Society

' To the manager Bank name 7 2 4 6 8 0

Address Rtf M. to tie completad by Dennis PubNeMng

ibvellon to your Bank or Bulking Sodaty
MMipiyOtmtPkOMwigLKi Ona 0«» (ram •« axnrt
dMM In l« Mncttxi ai^Kl to« Hlkguvik awKl by

taOMDMGMnnlM iirdnlinlMMmnicaonmtir
WW N» Otrnt ^^«Mng L»M ( 10, (MW <«a di piMd
«tcmnct«ir to my BMkAAIng SooHir.

Postcode

Account In the rMmfl{s) of

Branch sort code

LJLJLJ S4gnature(a)
,

Bank/BulMing Society account number

1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Date
^

Birta nl biMno tecMiM mar nd tocM OkM Dim Minio^

Full Money-Back Guarantee

Because your subscription to PC Zone is 100% RISK-FREE, you can write to cancel it at any time and receive a

refund of the cost of all unmaiied issues - no questions asked.

Q Pleaee njm» here « you cto not «Msh to recffve details

PC Zone, Subscriptions Department, FREEPOST WD7,

Bristol, BS32 OZZ (No stamp required)

Instant Order Hotline (S) 01454 642497
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HONHEADDMRIES
Peter Molyneux is well-known for his game designs, but not so much is icnown about

the private side of his life. So in this chapter of the Lionhead Diaries the company's

founder and managing director tallts us through a typical day

O INTERVIEW BY Steve Jackson

A DAY IN THE LIFE OF...
"H 'm a late riser. I work student hours - most nights I'm in the officeH programming until well into the early hours. It's much easier to workH when there are no phones ringing or people bustling about. As a resultH I'm hardly ever up before 11 am. My housekeeper, Beryl, makes meH breakfast - just coffee - before 1 leave for Lionhead. I have a couple of

cars, an Aston Martin DB7 and a Nissan Skyline GTR. But the Skyline is my
favourite: that's the one 1 drive to Lionhead. I had a Porsche 911 Turbo

a couple of years ago but I lent it to a friend who crashed it

twice. I took that as an omen and sold it. At least

I thought I'd sold it. But the garage got the cars

mixed up. It turned out I'd agreed to sell someone
else's Porsche by mistake. But that's another story.

"On a typical day I get into Lionhead

around lunchtime. I know this is sometimes

infuriating for people like Cathy [Peter's

PR agentj because I'm never available for

morning meetings. But I'm just not a

morning person.

"The day at Lionhead is frantic,

particularly at the moment as we're going

alpha. EA has a checklist of more than

4,000 features and they need to be sure

they're all working. This is a tertifying

prospect. But when we handed our first

alpha version to them, their initial comment
was that it was the best beta they'd ever had!

"The afternoon is made up of meetings,

meetings, meetings. Design meetings, contract

meetings, PR meetings, board meetings,

interviews, people wanting to sell us things, float us

on the stock market. You can see why I work nights!

"What do I do in the evenings? Work, mainly. But I'll take a

break for playing games instead of making them. Tonight is Games Night

and I wouldn't miss it for anything. Me, Steve, Ian Livingstone (Eidos), Clive

Robert (Deep Red, developers of Risk II) and a couple of old gaming buddies

meet every couple of weeks at lan's house in West London.

"We score up points for each game and whoever has the highest total at

the end of the year wins the honour of having his name engraved on The
Pagoda Cup. The last session each year is traditionally hcU\ iw my phuw

Working in London, the others never wanted to come out to Guildford. So one

year I ordered a stretch limo to pick them up from work and deliver them home
afterwards. Now they're insisting I book topless waitresses to serve dinner!

"We play German board games, like El Grande or Die Siedler von Catan.

My current favourite is a French game called Vinci, which is a bit like

Civilisation. We play four or five different games in an evening but always

finish with a game of The Great Dalmuti. And then more often than not

I'll stop off at the office on the way home to write some more code.

"In the evenings I get more programming done than at

any other time. I slip on the headphones - Euphoria 4

is a current favourite CD - and I'm in my own little

world; just me and my villagers [Peter is

responsible for coding the villagers behaviours].

"I try to keep fit in the gym, but not as often as

I should. At lunchtimes me and Andy Robson

(Lionhead's head of testing) often play

squash at the University's courts down the

road. In this line of work it's essential to

keep active. It's so easy to sit at a PC all day

and night and simply put on weight. You

have to force yourself to take active breaks.

"Outside of work, I'll admit to being

something of a party animal, when
lime permits. I'm still hanging on to

bachelorhood. But an eligible bachelor,

I guess. I did have a long-standing girlfriend

until recently. But I don't think it would be a

good idea for me to start playing the field again

until after B&W is out.

'After B&W is out 1 shall take a long-overdue holiday.

I haven't had a proper holiday for two years now. I've taken

winter breaks - skiing with the family or with the Games Night

gang - but in the summer it seems like something always comes up and I

have to cancel at the last minute or cut the trip short. I'm really looking forward

to a proper break before we start working on the next project, or B&W 2." [3

O As well as being a director ofdeveloper Lionhead, Steve Jackson is co-founder of Games

Workshop, author ofF\gmnq Fantasy Gamebooks, and a columnist for J\]e Daily Telegraph.

O The next instalment follows in our December issue, on sale Thursday 19 October

"And it's... better the devil you know." "It was about that big." What's Mack and white and multicoloured?
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They're the sibling geniuses behind the Championship Manager

phenomenon, and didn't need much convincing to sit in a pub

XdXWmq about it. But, funnily enough, neither did Steve Hill

The
rise of Paul and OHver Collyer from

bedroom programmers to mnning tfieir

own development company has been

well documented. In the ten years since

they started dabbling with a football

management program for their own

entertainment, Championship Manager

has become the benchmark title of its genre, has

consistently broken sales records and, for many

gamers, become a way of life.

Operating out of an unassuming unit in an Islington

side street, the Sports Interactive office smacks of

football from the moment you walk through the door.

Back pages of newspapers are liberally scattered

around, and Skysports.com TV watches over the

proceedings like a big eye, constantly relaying news of

transfer deals, which are then immediately fed into the

game. Upstairs is the iSS room', where the only other

genuinely great football game currently available is

constantly played. Scattered in front of the TV are

some distant pretenders to the management crown,

all of them a waste of time and effort. As any right-

thinking man will confirm. Championship Managens

the only management game worth playing. We know it.

They know It Fancy a pint?

What do your parents think?

Oliver: They think it's really cool, but I don't think

they really understand particularly.

Paul: They just think it's good because we're in

secure jobs, you know. At first they thought it was

completely stupid, but now they're fine, particularly

now that we've got houses and all that boring status

quo stuff.

Oliver: My Dad sees a mention of Championship

Manager in The Guardian when he gets it on a

Thursday and he's happy with that. Or he sees it in

the charts and sends a little chart in to show me, as

if 1 don't know or something.

Who do you think plays it? Is it your hardcore

fan who goes to matches, or is it more your

armchair fan?

Paul: I'm not really sure.

Oliver: I think it's a bit of both.

Paul: Anyone with a bit of time on their

hands who likes football. I think the

type of people who get into it is

restricted because it is quite time

consuming. I don't think your average

father-of-three who goes to the game is

going to play it that much, or if he does

he's going to be in the shit.

It's not a casual game, is it? Are you

aware of the carnage you've caused?

I know of at least one person who
split up with his girlfriend because

of Championship Manager.

Paul: She gave him a free transfer.

Oliver: 1 think it's great. We were cited

in a divorce case in Portugal - that's

achievement. And we had a letter from

one guy who got expelled from school and

was thanking us for that because it meant

he could play the game some more. m m imiiin

Paul: It's not particularly female-

friendly. I'd like to think a lot ofwomen play it, but

I'm not sure that they do. I think we've had one or

two on our message board.

Is it even a game?

Paul: Well, that's it. We talk about other games

and the games industry, and I don't know if it is

because the games industry seems to be very

graphics-related.

Oliver: The games industry is completely obsessed

with 3D, isn't it? It became like that a few years ago

with PlayStation and the rest.

Paul: I don't even know if we sell to gamers.

Oliver: The weird thing is the games industry or the

media in the industry as a whole tends to look at

the sort of geeky 'playing God' kind of games as

being the mass market for games. But it's not at all.

Surely it's going to be something like Championship

Manager. It isn't just gamers, it's people who like

football, and there are plenty of them. If you look at

all the people who play PC games, there'll be such

an amount, but then if you look at all the people

who are into football with PCs, there'll be a far

bigger number.

Paul: To give you an example, if you go on to the

club message boards, you're probably going to see a

lot of Championship Manager-related stuff on there.

It is a weird crossover, but a good one.

Oliver: It makes us really proud because it's like a

reference point. People talk about their new signing,

then look up his stats in CM3 to see what he's really like.

Is it true that a lot of your ideas come on the way

to Everton games?

Oliver: It seems to be something that's happened

quite a lot, a significant amount. In the office it's

obviously a different situation because all the other

guys are there.
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COLLYER BROTHERS

We don't want people to

think of Championship

mianagens an Eidos thing.

Wewant the recognition
OLIVER COLLYER, CO-CREATOR OF CHAMPIONSHIP MANAGER

Paul: The real son ot Collyer summit type situations

come on the way to Everton games, where we're sort

of buzzing because we're going to the match, and

we've got two-and-half hours or three hours on the

train and maybe have a beer or something. And you

just sort of get into the regular conversation, and

then 'Wouldn't it be really good if...'

Are you srill hands-on in the office or do you just

sit back counting the money?

Paul: We're totally hands-on. We're the main

programmers in these games, we're not going to

delegate all that stuff. Right now we don't want to

sit back and not be in control.

Oliver: At the moment I'm going through my phase

that I go through every three years...

Paul: Oliver's going through his tortured artist phase.

Is this a job for life? Do you still need to do it?

You've sold hundreds of thousands of copies,

you must have a few quid.

Paul: We're not secure for life at all, of course not.

Oliver: It's weird, because it's so incredibly popular

in England and not in other countries, that's the

crux of it. We sell two thirds of our copies in the UK.

I think people in this country look at the success of

Champ Man and automatically assume that it must

be replicated in every other country. Last time

round we didn't even release in Germany or Spain.

Paul: The only countries where we have the same

level of popularity is Scandinavia. Perhaps it's

because England and Scandinavia are really cold,

so everyone stays in.

What plans do you have beyond the PC?

Oliver: We want to take it to the new generation of

consoles. The only thing that we actually need to do

it is to have mass storage space, ie a hard disk. So X-

Box and PlayStation 2 are possible if they get the

hard disk out and enough people take it up and

buy it, which I'm sure will happen.

Paul: Also, we want to take it on to the Internet.

Oliver: A lot of people are announcing online

management games, but nobody's come up with

anything half decent yet.

What do you generally think about online gaming?

Oliver: 1 just think the technology and the speed of

the Internet and the rest of it is not really good

enough at the moment.

Paul: Again, Championship Manager isn't

necessarily best compared with other games.

The future of Championship Manager might be

online, it doesn't mean the future of gaming is.

Oliver: 1 also think that the traditional multiplayer

games such as Quake and Unreal aren't necessarily

the games most people are going to play online.
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I don't think games are the new rock

'n'roll, but it's a significant part of

It people no to enjoy tnemseives
COLLYER, CO-CREATOR OF CHAMPIONSHIP MANAGER

Blackburn

Leeds

Chelsea

Liverpool

Leicester

Everlon

West Ham
Newcastle

Wimbledon
Arsenal

Tottenham

Damn it. They've won it againj

Paul: Definitely not. The trouble is you go on there

and you get absolutely battered.

Oliver: And you don't ever build up any kind

of rapport with the people you're fighting. The

mass market don't want to get involved in that

son of shit, but they might be more inclined to

get involved in something like Championship

Manager online, where there'll be a whole

community and people will be emailing transfer

bids over a longer period of time. So you might

find that people are more into doing it that way

rather than just going into some Quake server
•

and having a few blasts. That will probably be

the minority.

You recently employed a PR agency to promote

Sports Interactive. Why?
Oliver: Because we want people to recognise the

people who make the game and not just the people

who publish it. We don't want people to think of

Championship Manager as just an Eidos thing.

We've got pride in our company and we want it to

have the recognition as well.

Paul: What happens if someone buys Eidos

and decides they don't like football games?

Say an American company. Otherwise, how is

anyone going to know that we actually wrote

Championship Manager?

Do you think the average bloke who buys it even

knows what a developer is?

Oliver: Not yet, but we're hoping to, at least from

Championship Manager's point of view, make

people aware that when they do get it that it is an SI

thing. It's just stupid because when Radiohead

bring out a new album, OK Computer or whatever,

you don't think that it's made by EMI, do you?

Paul: Oh yeah, the new EMI album, yeah. But that's

what it's like in the computer games industry. It's

not really fair, you know.

Oliver: Developers haven't stood up for themselves. A
few have - like GeoffCrammond perhaps.

But then you've got the John Romero situation,

where you humiliate yourself.

Paul: That's because he hasn't done what he's said

he's going to do.

Oliver: That's because he's obviously mismanaged his

project in a big way, and I don't think we'd do that.

Paul: But at least everyone knows who he is.

Maybe everyone in the games industry knows

who he is, but people who just stroll into a

games shop once a month probably don't. You're

not on a screen, you're not in a band, you're

never going to have that profile.

Paul: But the bottom line is we're not looking to be

pop stars, we just want the recognition to go not

just to us, but to the people who write the games.

Why should people who market something take

the credit for it? We just want to be acknowledged

for our work. If someone says 'Who is behind

Championship Manager?" right, it really fucks me
off when people say Eidos, because they're not.

All they do is market it and put it out in the shops.

It's just a principle thing.

So you want to see your face on the cover

of magazines?

Paul: I'm sure as a result of people like us - it won't

be us - but, in ten years or so, people will find

themselves high profile.

Oliver: But it's not just indi\aduals, it's our company,

our logo and stuff, seeing it associated with the

game more than Eidos. 1 just think developers

should stick up for themselves, that's all. I had a

conversation with Charles Cornwall (Eidos big

cheese) about three years ago when we signed the

CM3 deals, and he said to me that basically Eidos

wasn't about promoting Eidos, it was about

promoting development studios and the games.

And it's turned out to be compUndx- \hc (>pposit(\
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1
Look, it's the living legend.

Don't know who the two

on the right are, though.

Paul: I don't think games are the new rock 'n' roll,

but I still think it's a pretty significant part of what

people do to enjoy themselves. I think having a

publicist will help to promote the game and

possibly to get the idea of the developer across.

Maybe we can find ourselves in some mainstream

magazines and get people into the game who
maybe wouldn't have read PC ZONE.
Oliver: What we definitely don't want to see is a

situation where we open up a magazine and see a

picture of somebody from the Eidos marketing

department going up to collect an award for

Championship Manager.

Which happened at the PC ZONE Awards.

Paul: Well, it won't happen again.

Oliver: We didn't know anything about it, because

of the way the industry works.

It's true, you got the same bloke up three times

getting some gong, photos, arm round Mark
Lamarr. Who was he? Some paperpusher who
will be working for another company the

following year.

Paul: That basically sums it up. You've answered our

question very succinctly with what you said there.

Oliver: When we say that developers deserve more

recognition, it's not necessarily public recognition,

it's like within the industry as well. Why the fuck

shouldn't we, after all the efforts we've made? If

there's any awards that people have kindly given

out, then I want to be there. Get the beers in and

have a laugh.

Paul: Yeah, we want free beers. That's why we
hired a PR company, we want more free beers.

Oliver: It's completely ridiculous, but that's

because of the way the industry is, and the way
it has developed.

Paul: I think a lot of the developers probably don't

want the limelight.

Oliver: Maybe that's true, but 1 think publishers just

see developers as ugly geeks who sit in a little room

all day and just write the game, and they don't

really give a shit.

Paul: It also perpetuates this geek myth as well. Tlie

other thing about having a publicist is it allows us to

approach magazines or whatever with our own
agenda as opposed to Eidos'. It gives us some more

control, which is very important.

So what do Eidos think about this?

Oliver: Eidos do seem to be very adaptable to us, it

has to be said. They've kind of realised that we are

going to do what the hell we want and ultimately

they're going to get a good game out of it and make

loads of money, so that's all that's really important

to them. We're getting on well with Eidos, they are

adapting to it and they're quite happy for us to go

and get any awards that are going.

Paul: They'd just never thought of it.

Oliver: Nobody's ever questioned it. They're cool

about it, they don't have a problem with it. They're

not the enemy, we just need to explain it to them.

Paul: So when we did actually get to receive an

award for the first time ever, we were so excited

about it we managed to get monumentally drunk.

Talking of which, a sicin-fuli at lunchtime is really

beginning to take its toll, with only Paul's decision

to stick to soft drinks paying dividends in the

sobriety stakes (apparently he's got to build a

barbecue or something later). Blinking into the

sunlight of a busy London street, Oliver heads for

a bit of kip, cutting an anonymous swathe through

the Friday afternoon crowds that statistically

must contain some Championship Manager ians.

To be honest, it's probably best that no one

- recognises him or his brother, given the domestic

upheaval and social ruin brought about by that

godforsaken game. But, on November 8, the

madness begins afresh. [HSI
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TEAMTALK
Question: what do you do when you can't play Counter-SMkel?

Answer: panic

O SUFFERING FOR THE GOOD CAUSE Dave Woods

ongratulations.

You've just

finished reading

the issue from

hell. It all started

when we moved

offices and lost

our network, and thus our

beloved connection to

Counter-Strike. After a few

days without the best game

in the world, we now know
what cold turkey is all about

and we commiserate with

junkies the world over.

But then it got worse. In a

scene resembling an Agatha

Christie pot-boiler, the ZONE
team was gradually reduced

in size one-by-one through a

combination of mystery

illnesses and caravanning

holidays on the South Coast.

(We kid you not. And we're

still waiting to see Korda's

holiday snaps. Stay tuned

next month when we print

a picture of him riding a

donkey.) In the end it was

just me and Richie, eyeing

each other nervously and

wondering who was going

to be left - Big Brother style

- to write and design the

magazine on his own.

And then, just when things

started to get back to normal,

it happened. In a moment that

can only go down as one of

the biggest mistakes in history,

we entered ourselves into the

annual Dennis Publishing

five-a-side football-a-thon.

Imagine, if you will, real sport

played by real grown men on

a real concrete surface. Ten

fixtures, each a massive 30

minutes of non-stop grunt and

groan action. In other words,

a disaster waiting to happen.

After the naming ceremony

(Woods Wanderers was

curiously rejected in favour of

Athletico ZONE), we decided

on an impromptu training

session/trial at Regents Park.

From seven good men we
had to come up with a starting

five capable of holding their

own against the best that

Dennis can offer. It staned

off well. We bought ourselves

the official Premiership

football from Niketown and

talked ourselves up,

As soon as the whistle

went, resident crayon, Tim

'smug git' MacDonald, (who's

still smarting at the fact that

we spelt his name wrong in

issue 93) immediately drifted

towards the opponent's goal

line and stayed there until

the ball found him. He scored

a couple of goals, but lashing

the ball past a hapless keeper

^in the end it was just me and Richie, eyeing

each other nervously and wonderingwho
was going to be left - BigBrothersxy\e - to

write and design the magazine on hisown^

reminiscing on past glories,

goals scored, matches won
and trophies stacked. Then,

with jumpers for goalposts

and on a pitch the size of

our office, the training match

began and everything started

falling apart.

from a couple of yards out

while said keeper turns his

back and ducks is hardly Roy

Of The Rovers.

Star ad man. Tricky

'Dickie' Downey was as good

as his word, wowing the

bunch of laughing school kids

that had begun to gather with

his hazy, mazy runs until his

ankle cracked and he hobbled

off the pitch, white and

swearing under his breath.

Steve 'goal machine' Hill

tranced out and seemed to be

replaying all of his fantasy

goals in a bizarre swing-at-

anything movement, which

meant that he only touchec

the ball when it hit him wh
his back was turned.

And that was the good

news. The rest of the match

flashed by in a blur of

catastrophic goalkeeping
j

errors, comedy Benny Hill

routines, and a shared feeli

of nausea so strong that no

even a few cigarette breaks

could convince us to carry

«

That was Thursday. The

next day we realised the

gravity of the situation. Tin

was spotted fairy-stepping ii

work with a pair of busted

hamstrings. I can't laugh or

sneeze without getting a

life-threatening pain down
my sides. Steve Hill's big

toenail dropped off shortly

after the training session ar

Tricky Dickie was spotted o

the day of the match leavin

work with a broken thumb.

Both are out of the big mati

Still, at least that cuts ol

any selection problems. Th«

trouble is, we're due to pla>

the best team in Dennis

today with no subs and a

second-string team. If you

want to know the result just

take a look at the caption

on the left. My prediction? :

We'll butcher them.O

We played a team of gracless wonders and lost 9-2. Cheating is too liarsh a word - unsporting is better. "Come on Korda. Get your arse out, we know you're in there."
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PHONE 0870 725 9999 nx 0870 725 998S

UKgames.com
r

SAVE cn
TAR TREK: ELITE DELTA FORCE 2 GRAND PRIX 3 BLACK & WHITE RED ALERT 2 MONKEY ISLAND 4 BALDUR'S GATE 2

28.99 14.99 26.99 29.99 29.99 27.99 28.99

Over 4000 discounted games, DVD films, computer supplies, peripherals, PCs and consoles

PLUS cheats, demos, clips, discussions, reviews and prizes. Visit UKgames.com or UKpc.net NOW!

SAVE £12 1 SAVE £20
\

1
SAVE £8

TOP 50 PC GAMES
AGE OF EMPIRES 2: CONQUEROR S EXPAN 21.99

ALICE 29 99
ALONE IN THE DARK 4 ... 24.99

B17 FLYING FORTRESS 25.99

BALDUR'S GATE 2 28.99

BLACK AND WHITE 29.99

BLAIR WITCH PROJECT 26.99

CARMAGEDDON 3 DEATHRACE 2000 . . . 22.99

CHAMPIONSHIP MANAGER 00/01 28.99

CIVILISATION CALL TO POWER 2 28.99

C&C; RED ALERT 2 29.99

DELTA FORCE 2 86% 14.99

DEUSEX 28.99

DIABLO 2 27.99

DINO CRISIS 27 99
EARTH 2150 91% 23.99
FIFA 2001 29.99

GRAND THER AUTO 2 12.99

GRAND PRIX 3 26.99

GRAND PRIX 3 DATA CD (SEASON 99) ... 14.99

GUNLOK 27.99

HALF-LIFE: GENERATIONS 28.99

Half-Lite, Opposing Force, Team Fortress Classic

HALF-LIFE GAME OF THE YEAR EDITION 19 99

H0MEW0RLD2 27.

ICEWIND DALE 25.

JIMMY WHITE S SNOOKER 2: CUEBALL ... 12.

METAL GEAR SOLID 27.

MICROSOFT MOTOCROSS MADNESS 2 ... 29.

MONKEY ISLAND 4 27.

MYST 3 28.

NO-ONE LIVES FOREVER 29.

QUAKE 3 ARENA DATA CD: TEAM ARENA ... 22.

SHEEP 26.

SHOGUN; TOTAL WAR 93% 28.

SIMON THE SORCERER 3D 25.

STAR TREK: ARMADA 26.

STAR TREK: ELITE FORCE 28.

STAR TREK: KLINGON ACADEMY 27.

STAR TREK: NEW WORLDS 27.

SWAT 3: ELITE EDITION 26.

SYDNEY OLYMPICS 28.

THE SIMS 86% 28.

THE SIMS DATA CD: LIVIN IT UP 19.

THE WORLD IS NOT ENOUGH (007) 29.

THEME PARK WORLD 14

TRAFFIC GIANT 23.

WHO WANTS TO BE A MILLIONAIRE? 21

WORLD SPORTS CARS 26.

WARLORDS BATTLECRY 24.

DEALS OF THE MONTH
MICROSOFT WINDOWS ME UPGRADE 39.99

Save an amazing £36 making the newest version

of Windows a must have. Specially crafted for the

home/games user with huge multimedia support

(Windows 95/98 Required)

GRAND PRIX POWER PACK 47.99

This amazing pack contains Grand Prix 2, Grand
Prix 3 "The finest racing game ever made", Grand
Prix Manager AND a Top Dnve Steering Wheel

32MB 100 MHZ DIMM SDRAM 44.99

64 MB 100 MHZ DIMM SDRAM 77.99

128 MB 100 MHZ DIMM SDRAM 129.99

3Dfx VOODOO 3 3500 TV (AGP) 147.99

3Dfx VOODOO 5 5500 (AGP) 237.99

CREATIVE LABS GeFORCE 2 (AGP) ... 234.99

STONKING MAXX PC From 699.99

20 GB Hard Drive in all models
128 MB RAM in all models & DVD in MAXX 4D
32 MB GeForce Pro Graphics in MAXX 4D
Windows Millennium Edition + software

PRICE CRASH
DOMAINS NAMES DOWN BY UP TO 60%

Now around 90% cheaper than some well-known rivals

.co.uk's from £9.99 (2 yrs) dot corns & nets £29.99 (2 yrs)

Fully inclusive of VAT and all fees. That's from 42p per month!

BUT THERE'S MORE! Every domain name bought from

GetDotted.com includes FREE UNLIMITED E-MAIL NAMES,

FREE UNLIMITED WEB SPACE and FREE CUSTOMER SUPPORT

Check your name now at GetDotted.COm
FREE services are subject to Freeola.com terms of use which may vary.

UKpc.net w

PC Peripherals, Supplies

Upgrades and Components.

UKcheats.com

Thousands of Game Cheats,

Solutions and Discussions.

GaineaDay*co.uk^VVinaCa>'-co.iJk

Win your Game of choice!

Any game. Everyday.

UKdvd.com w

DVD Movies and More

NOW £7 million in prizes,

Win the car of your dreams.

UKprinters.com

Printers & Ink Cartridges

IncredibleAFreei^Offer
CHOOSE ANY FREE GIFT WHEN YOU JOIN SPECIAL RESERVE (£6.99). THERE IS NO OBLIGATION TO BUY ANYTHING. OVER 40 GIFTS LISTED AT 1FREE.C0.UK OR UKGAMES.COM

OR HEAR THE LIST AND ORDER BY PHONE ON 0870 725 9999. OR VISIT ANY SPECIAL RESERVE DISCOUNT STORE. SAVE JUST FIVE REDDIES TO CHOOSE ANOTHER FREE GIFT.

MASSIVE 7 CD SET FREE!
FREE Maximum Golf
Massive 7 CD set with The Golf Pro,

The Golf Pro2 (Wentworth) "The
Rolls Royce of Golf Sims" PLUS
AA Guide to Golf Courses CD ROM
or FREE Encarta 99 Encyclopedia
or FREE Analogue Joystick for PC (left)

or one of 40 other GREAT GIFTS

ENCARTA

Or just LOOK at these fantastic console gifts! Hurry, stock is limited.
WIPE0UT3PSX

FREE
F1 98 PSX

FREE
2 X PSX PADS OR CARDS

FREE
TUROK WARS N64

FREE
N64 PAD & CARD

FREE
INFLATABLE CHAIR

Special Reserve

DISCOUNT
STORES
OPEN TIL LATE

BASIIDON
Festival Leisure Park, Basildon, Essex

g 01268 28 77 76

WE ARE HERE I

BRISTOL
351 Gloucester Road (A38), Bristol,

g 011 7 924 5000
' A- Muiier Road

' ^ Ashley Down Ro«d

Special Reserve
-^WE ARE HERE

r 1 \\ mil«s to City Centre

CHELMSFORD
43 Broomficld Road, Chelmsford, Essex.

g 01245 348 777

EGHAM
168 High Street, Egham, Surrey,

g 01 784 473 444

NOTTINGHAM
164 Derby Road, Sopleford, Nottingham.

00115 9491000

SAWBRIDGEWOKn
The Maltings, Station Road,

Sawbridgeworth, Herts.

^01279 322 399

WE ARE HERE

UPMINSTER
209/213 St Mary's Lane, Upminster, Essex.g 01 708 22 55 44

Some items carry a surcharge In the shop*. All items include UK mainland delivery and VAT. Game prices may vary slightly depending on how you place your order and the delivery option you specify.
SAVE = Saving off full recommended price. Some products listed may rK>t yet be available and prices may change - please phone. Sent to press 24/8/00. E. & O. E. Inter-Mediates Ltd, The Maltings, Sawbridgeworth, Herts CM21 9PG.
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WAP _ _ FREE

10RILF m CAMFBMOBILE

PHONE

GAMEBOY

COLOUR!

What's the catch?... There is none!
Ring us now and well give you full details of how to take up this

fantastic offer from Cameplay and The Carphone Warehouse.

By simply connecting for free to the Vodafone Leisure 500 tariff on a 12 month
|

contract, you'll qualify for a FREE Siemens C35I WAP phone and a FREE Colour Gameboy!

We'll even deliver to your door and chuck in a £10 voucher to spend at Cameplay! The line

rental is just £14.99 per month and you get 500 free minutes of off-peak calls every month!

You also get a free personal hands-free unit and an extended 3 year warranty.

Don't miss out on this WAPtastic offer!

Call gameplay NOW on 0845 20 1 0 444
Or visit www.gameplay.com/phoneoffer

Quote reference "GPLOl" and well send you the details and full terms & conditions.

Local call charge. Please get permission from the person who pays the telephone bill before calling.

j

The promotion is open to all residents in the UK who are over the age of 18. The offer is subject to availability and can be altered at any time and without notice,
j

The gift vouchers are redeemable up to and including the 1 5th Feb 2001. The promotion is run in accordance with the terms and conditions and by taking advantage of the
,

promotion all entrants are deemed to accept these terms and conditions, full copies of which can be obtained from: Terms and Conditions request - CPW offer. Cameplay. i

Cross Chancellor Street. Leeds. LS6 2TC.
'

CAMf PI AY 1 FiStJRE 500 TERMS AND CONDITIONS Offer is subject to availability, credit status and connection to a new 12 month contract on the Vodafone Leisure 500 tariff
|

with a monthly line rental charge of £ 14.99 (direct debit). STD & Mviva WAP calls cost 2p off peak (7pm to 8am and all weekend). 34p peak (Sam to 7pm). Vodafone to Vodafone

calls cost 5p off peak and 1 Op peak. Calls to mobiles on other networks cost 30p off peak and 50p peak. All prices include VAT. Calls Included in the inclusive airtime are standard

national and local calls, standard fax and data calls. Vodafone to Vodafone calls. 0800. 0845, 0500. CallFree numbers and voicemail retrieval only. Offer starts 30th September

and closes 30th November 2000. Please allow up to 8 weeks for delivery of your Gameboy Colour and voucher. Carphone Warehouse Head Office: North Acton Business Park.

Wales Farm Road. London W3 6RS. All Trademarks and Copyrights Acknowledged.

Why get WAP? [aA|%|#%^]
Your free WAP phone N / V/IV/.w
comes ready-connected HiQlH|^^Hr
toMm, the newsservice I^^^^^^^^S^^B
that puts the best of the mobile internet in your pocket,

24 hours o doy. With MwVo on your mobile you con

reod the latest news & sports results on the bus, e-moil your

friends without o PC, check tonight's TV listings on your

way home, and much much more. You con even dial into

Qomeploy's own WAP site to read all the latest games i

news and reviews, and play our exclusive WAP games!
\

THE GATEWAY TO GAMES

Phone: 0845 20 10 444
www.gameplay.com
WAP Phone: http:|/moblle.gameplay.com


